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Careers in Electronics
The TM500 series

First select a mainframe, there are 5 basic models from which to choose, providing 1, 3, 4, 5 or 6 compartments, suitable for benchtop, portable or rackmountable applications. Each mainframe has its own integral power supply and that means just one mains lead irrespective of the number of compartments used. Now you can start to build.

Simply select from the 40 plus instrument modules available performing a wide range of functions from Power Supplies to Function Generators, Digital Counters, Digital Multimeters, Pulse Generators and Calibrators the instrument of your choice. Your chosen module is then simply slotted into the selected mainframe, it takes only seconds and they can be changed just as quickly.

Tailor your selection to suit your application.

To find out more clip the coupon, ask your field engineer, circle the enquiry number, write or simply phone, we'll be pleased to help.

Tektronix UK Ltd, PO Box 69, Coldharbour Lane, Harpenden, Herts. AL5 4UP. Tel: Harpenden 63141


Please send me full information on the TM500.
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Position: 

Company: 

Address: 

Telephone: 

The only limitation is your imagination
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Wideband audio amplifier design by Yuri Miloslavskij aims at good transient response using class A circuitry and no overall feedback. Constructional design for multisection tone equalizer is made inexpensive by use of quad opamps and preset controls. Also articles on community broadcasting, an unusual technique for install detecting and analogue computing methods. For details of these see panel on page 85.
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The TM500 series

First select a mainframe, there are 3, 4, 5, or 6 compartments, suitable for benchtop, portable or rackmountable applications. Each mainframe has its own integral power supply and that means just one mains lead irrespective of the number of compartments used. Now you can start to build.

Simply select from the 40 plus instrument modules available performing a wide range of functions from Power Supplies to Function Generators, Digital Counters, Digital Multimeters, Pulse Generators and Calibrators the instrument of your choice. Your chosen module is then simply slotted into the selected mainframe, it takes only seconds and they can be changed just as quickly.

Tailor your selection to suit your application.
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DON'T GAMBLE
WITH PERFORMANCE
BUY
LEVELL VOLTMETERS

A.C. MICROVOLTMETERS

Voltage & db Ranges
15V, 50V, 150V → 500V fsd
Acc. ±1% ± 1% fsd ± 1V at 1kHz
-100 → -50 → 500
Scale = -20dB to +2dB fsd 1mV/5000.
Response
± 3dB from 1Hz to 3MHz
± 6dB from 4Hz to 1MHz above 500V
TM3B filter switch: LF cut 10Hz,
HF cut 150kHz, 1kHz or 3kHz.
Input Impedance
Above 50mV: 10MΩ < 10pF.
On 50V to 50mV: > 50MΩ < 10pF.
Amplifier Output
150mV at fsd.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>£130</th>
<th>£145</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TM3A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TM3B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BROADBAND VOLTMETERS

H.F. Voltage & db Ranges
1mV, 3mV, 10mV → 3V fsd
Acc. ±4% ± 1% at 30MHz
-50 → -40 → 20dB
Scale = -10dB to +3dB fsd 1mV/500.
H.F. Response
± 3dB from 300kHz to 5GHz
± 7dB from 1MHz to 5GHz.
L.F. Ranges
As TM3.
Amplifier Output
Square wave at 20Hz on H.F. with
amplitude proportional to square of input
As TM3 on L.F.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>£199</th>
<th>£215</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TM6A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TM6B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D.C. MICROVOLTMETERS

Voltage Ranges
30V, 100V, 300V → 300V
Acc. ±1% ± 2% fsd ± 1V C2 scale.
Current Ranges
30mA, 100mA, 300mA → 300mA
Acc. ±2% ± 2% fsd ± 20μA C2 scale.
Loc. Range
5μV at 10% fsd, ± 5mV at 50% fsd
100mV at 10% fsd.
Recorder Output
1V at fsd into 1kΩ.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>£106</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TM10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DON'T GAMBLE WITH PERFORMANCE
BUY LEVELL VOLTMETERS

A.C. MICROVOLTMETERS
VOLTAGE & dB RANGES
150mV, 500mV, 1500mV...500V fed
Acc. ±1% ±1% fed ± 1µV at 1kHz.
-100 ... -10 dB ± 50dB.
Scale = 20dB / 6dB ref. 1mW / 500Ω.
RESPONSE
± 0.06dB from 1 kHz to 1MHz.
± 0.3dB from 1 Hz to 1MHz above 500µV.
TM3B filter switch: LF cut 10kHz,
HF cut 100kHz, 10kHz or 30kHz.
INPUT IMPEDANCE
Above 50mV: 100MΩ ± 20pF
On 50mV to 50mV: ± 5MΩ ± 50pF
AMPLIFIER OUTPUT
150mV at fed.
type TM3A £130
type TM3B £145

BROADBAND VOLTMETERS
H.F. VOLTAGE & dB RANGES
1mV, 3mV, 10mV...3V fed.
Acc. ±1% ±1% fed ± 1µV at 1kHz.
-50 ... -40 dB ± 20dB.
Scale = 10dB / 3dB ref. 1mW / 500Ω.
RESPONSE
± 0.06dB from 300kHz to 400MHz.
± 0.7dB from 1MHz to 50MHz.
H.F. RESPONSE ± 3dB from 300kHz to 400MHz.
± 0.7dB from 1MHz to 50MHz.
L.F. RANGES As TM3.
AMPLIFIER OUTPUT
Square wave at 20kHz on H.F. with
amplitude proportional to square of input.
As TM3 on L.F.
type TM4A £199
type TM4B £215

D.C. MICROVOLTMETERS
VOLTAGE RANGES
30µV, 100µV, 300µV...300V
Acc. ±1% ±1% fed ± 1µV / CIB scale.
CURRENT RANGES
30µA, 100µA, 300µA...30mA
Acc. ±1% ±1% fed ± 2µA / CIB scale.
LOG RANGE
± 5µV at ±1% fed, ± 5mV at ±50% fed.
± 50mV at ±1% fed.
RECORDING OUTPUT
± 1µV at fed into ±1kΩ.
type TM10 £106

These instruments incorporate many useful features, including long battery life. All A type models have 83mm scale meters and case sizes of 380 x 125 x 50mm. Fully detailed specification sheets are available on request for our complete range of portable instruments. Prices are ex-works, carriage, packing and VAT extra. Optional extras are leather cases and power units.

LEVELL ELECTRONICS LTD.
Moxon Street, Barnet, Herts. EN5 5SD.
Tel: 01-449 5028/440 8666

WW — 02 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

WW — 01 FOR MORE DETAILS
HITACHI PORTABLE OSCILLOSCOPE

WITH A TWO YEARS WARRENTY

Satisfying a wide variety of needs

The Hitachi-Denshi Oscilloscopes have been researched and produced by Hitachi Electronics specialists and has resulted in a range of modern Oscilloscopes which feature wider band width, a compact design and light weight.

The circuitry in these new Oscilloscopes combines linear IC's and logic IC's plus modern manufacturing techniques, including automatic component insertion machines, thus ensuring increased stability, improved reliability, excellent performance and an enhanced operating ease.

Just look at these outstanding features:

- Trace rotation system for easily adjusting bright-line inclination caused by terrestrial magnetism.
- X-Y operation, which is very convenient for measuring phase difference of two wave forms.
- TV sync separator circuit facilitates rapid video signal measurements.
- Extra high sensitivity: vertical sensitivity of 1 mV div now available.
- Built in signal delay line for leading edge observation of quick rising wave forms.
- Sweep time magnifier effective for precise measurement: Sweep time magnifying ten times is now possible when one touch operation.

In addition these Oscilloscopes will ensure that very feeble analogue signals can also be measured and any of the line voltages 100, 120, 220 and 240 can be selected by tap changing.

Hitachi-Denki have a very informative illustrated brochure available on this new range, fill in the coupon and a copy will be mailed to you by return.

---

V-151 15mhz single trace
V-152 15mhz dual trace
V-301 30mhz single trace
V-302 30mhz dual trace

---

Microcircuits at Micro Prices

The most versatile liquid crystal display

V-399 Ccd 8125 25 + 100+
LCD 106 6.45 5.50 5.25
5" field effect lcd display featuring 3½ digits, colon, plus/minus sign, 3 decimal points and "LO BAT" indicator. Ideal for DMMs, DPMs, digital thermometers, AM/FM radio receivers, etc. Just look at the features. Ultra low power consumption. High contrast ratio, wide viewing angle, rapid response, proven sealing techniques, superior MTBF, reflective aluminium foil. Over 300,000 already sold! Perfect interface for Interl 7106 and 7116.

---

The Ultimate in Performance

Measures resistance to 0.01 ohms, voltage to 100 microvolts, current to 1 microamps at lowest ever price!

- 3½ digit, 0.56" high LED for easy reading
- 100g (V), 1µA, 0.015Ω resolution
- High input impedance 10 Megohm
- High accuracy achieved with precision resistors, most stable transistors
- Input overload protected to 1000V (except 250V scale to 600V)
- Auto zeroing, auto calibration
- Mains (with adaptors not supplied) or battery operation built-in charging circuitry for NiCads
- Overrange indication
- Hi. Low power ohms, Lo for resistors in circuit, Hi. for diodes

MODEL 7010 FREQUENCY COUNTER

NEW

9 DIGITS 10HZ to 600MHz
ONLY £120 + VAT

- Range: 10Hz to 600MHz
- 1½ digit LED display
- NBS calibration traceable
- Battery operation
- Selectable 10μA, 100μA or 1mA range
- Case: 120x70x40mm
- 3.5mm jack - LED indicator
- Front panel TCO plug
- 10MHz time base
- Dual power supply: 115VAC or 9VDC
- Overrange indication
- Comprehensive manual
- Mains lead - 100mm

---

FURTHER DETAILS

Please send a cheque or postal order for £2.00 to the address below to receive the most comprehensive catalogue and introductory guide. The 2½" x 3½" PC Based format is designed for easy viewing. It comes complete with all parts, programming software and operating manual. It contents cover all the features of the instrument with great detail and is designed to be the most user friendly guide available. The 2½" x 3½" PC Based format is designed for easy viewing. It comes complete with all parts, programming software and operating manual. It contents cover all the features of the instrument with great detail and is designed to be the most user friendly guide available. The 2½" x 3½" PC Based format is designed for easy viewing. It comes complete with all parts, programming software and operating manual. It contents cover all the features of the instrument with great detail and is designed to be the most user friendly guide available. The 2½" x 3½" PC Based format is designed for easy viewing. It comes complete with all parts, programming software and operating manual. It contents cover all the features of the instrument with great detail and is designed to be the most user friendly guide available. The 2½" x 3½" PC Based format is designed for easy viewing. It comes complete with all parts, programming software and operating manual. It contents cover all the features of the instrument with great detail and is designed to be the most user friendly guide available. The 2½" x 3½" PC Based format is designed for easy viewing. It comes complete with all parts, programming software and operating manual. It contents cover all the features of the instrument with great detail and is designed to be the most user friendly guide available. The 2½" x 3½" PC Based format is designed for easy viewing. It comes complete with all parts, programming software and operating manual. It contents cover all the features of the instrument with great detail and is designed to be the most user friendly guide available. The 2½" x 3½" PC Based format is designed for easy viewing. It comes complete with all parts, programming software and operating manual. It contents cover all the features of the instrument with great detail and is designed to be the most user friendly guide available. The 2½" x 3½" PC Based format is designed for easy viewing. It comes complete with all parts, programming software and operating manual. It contents cover all the features of the instrument with great detail and is designed to be the most user friendly guide available. The 2½" x 3½" PC Based format is designed for easy viewing. It comes complete with all parts, programming software and operating manual. It contents cover all the features of the instrument with great detail and is designed to be the most user friendly guide available. The 2½" x 3½" PC Based format is designed for easy viewing. It comes complete with all parts, programming software and operating manual. It contents cover all the features of the instrument with great detail and is designed to be the most user friendly guide available. The 2½" x 3½" PC Based format is designed for easy viewing. It comes complete with all parts, programming software and operating manual. It contents cover all the features of the instrument with great detail and is designed to be the most user friendly guide available. The 2½" x 3½" PC Based format is designed for easy viewing. It comes complete with all parts, programming software and operating manual. It contents cover all the features of the instrument with great detail and is designed to be the most user friendly guide available. The 2½" x 3½" PC Based format is designed for easy viewing. It comes complete with all parts, programming software and operating manual. It contents cover all the features of the instrument with great detail and is designed to be the most user friendly guide available. The 2½" x 3½" PC Based format is designed for easy viewing. It comes complete with all parts, programming software and operating manual. It contents cover all the features of the instrument with great detail and is designed to be the most user friendly guide available. The 2½" x 3½" PC Based format is designed for easy viewing. It comes complete with all parts, programming software and operating manual. It contents cover all the features of the instrument with great detail and is designed to be the most user friendly guide available. The 2½" x 3½" PC Based format is designed for easy viewing. It comes complete with all parts, programming software and operating manual. It contents cover all the features of the instrument with great detail and is designed to be the most user friendly guide available. The 2½" x 3½" PC Based format is designed for easy viewing. It comes complete with all parts, programming software and operating manual. It contents cover all the features of the instrument with great detail and is designed to be the most user friendly guide available. The 2½" x 3½" PC Based format is designed for easy viewing. It comes complete with all parts, programming software and operating manual. It contents cover all the features of the instrument with great detail and is designed to be the most user friendly guide available. The 2½" x 3½" PC Based format is designed for easy viewing. It comes complete with all parts, programming software and operating manual. It contents cover all the features of the instrument with great detail and is designed to be the most user friendly guide available. The 2½" x 3½" PC Based format is designed for easy viewing. It comes complete with all parts, programming software and operating manual. It contents cover all the features of the instrument with great detail and is designed to be the most user friend
**HITACHI PORTABLE OSCILLOSCOPES**

**WITH A TWO YEARS WARRENTY**

Satisfying a wide variety of needs

The Hitachi-Denki Oscilloscopes have been researched and produced by Hitachi Electronics specialists and has resulted in a range of modern Oscilloscopes which feature wider band width, a compact design and light weight.

The circuitry in these new Oscilloscopes combines linear IC’s and logic IC’s plus modern manufacturing techniques, including automatic component insertion machines, thus ensuring increased stability, improved reliability, excellent performance and an enhanced operating ease.

Just look at these outstanding features:

- **Trace rotation system for easily adjusting bright-line inclination caused by terrestrial magnetism.**
- **X-Y operation, which is very convenient for measuring phase difference of two wave forms.**
- **TV sync separator circuit facilitates rapid video signal measurements.**
- **Extra high sensitivity: vertical sensitivity of 1 mV/div now available.**
- **Built in signal delay line for leading edge observation of quick rising wave forms.**
- **Sweep time magnifier effective for precise measurement:** Sweep time magnifying ten times with one touch operation.

In addition these Oscilloscopes will ensure that very feeble analogue signals can also be measured and any of the line voltages 100, 120, 220 and 240 can be selected by tap changing.

Hitachi-Denki have a very informative illustrated brochure available on this new range, fill in the coupon and a copy will be mailed to you by return.

---

**V-151 15mhz single trace**

**V-152 15mhz dual trace**

**V-301 30mhz single trace**

**V-302 30mhz dual trace**
**Top value test equipment from TANDY**

### LCD DIGITAL MULTIMETER

- **Low-cost hand-held digital multimeter with a full 3 1/2 digital LCD display. 0.1% basic accuracy, auto ranging operation. 10 Mohm DC input impedance.**

### LOW-COST LCD MULTIMETER COMPONENS AND PARTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cat No.</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>276-032</td>
<td>LED</td>
<td>4 for 69p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>276-033</td>
<td>LED</td>
<td>2 for 48p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>276-034</td>
<td>LED</td>
<td>2 for 59p</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PRICE**

**53.19**

### AC/DC 8 MHZ OSCILLOSCOPE

- **A new supported 8MHz version of last year's winner!** The addition of a dedicated 8 MHz bandwidth in the oscilloscope makes it an absolute essential for industrial use or production lines, in laboratories and schools. Ideal for radio and TV servicing, audio testing, etc.

**PRICE**

**39.93**

---

**PATTERN FOR THE FUTURE**

The **PM 3207 - Super Scope** is a tough, general purpose oscilloscope which offers at a low price the quality and technology you expect from Philips Test and Measuring Instruments.

**Reader inquiry number 220**

- 15 MHz dual trace
- Auto triggering from either channel with adjustable level between peaks and TV triggering
- 1Mv sensitivity, Y and X (via A input)
- 8 invert facility

**THE FUTURE**

- All Philips audio and video service instruments are also available from Philips Service Centres for details and prices call 01-808-4884 or 01-686-0505 for the address of your nearest Philips Instruments Reader inquiry number 223

**PM 3077 WOW AND FLUTTER METER**

- Xtal controlled oscilator
- High accuracy and frequency stability
- 3-150 Hz or 3000 Hz switchable
- Separate 'On' and 'Off' indication

**Reader inquiry number 224**

**PM 2157 multi meter**

**PM 3151 colour TV pattern generator**

**PM 3152 RF signal generator**

**PM 3077 wow and flutter meter**

---

**NO WAITING FOR THESE TOP PRODUCTS**

The **PM 2517** has set the standard and the pace in Europe for hand-held digital multimeters, and still it remains in a class of its own. Remember, its many important features include full four digits, so on mains voltage readings, for example, you might get 240.3 instead of the 240, which a 3/4 digit meter would read.

Some other **PM 2517 plus points:**

- True RMS readings of AC voltage and current
- Autoranging with manual override
- Optional accessories include temperature and data hold probes

---

**TTANDY DEALER**

Most items also available at Tandy Outlets. Look for this sign in your area.
Top value test equipment from TANDY

**LCD DIGITAL MULTIMETER.**
Low-cost handheld digital multimeter with a full 3½ digit LCD display. 0.9% basic accuracy, auto polarity operation. 10 MΩ/mV DC input impedance. Reading to +1999.

**LOW-COST LCD MULTIMETER COMPONENTS AND PARTS.**
A portable, compact sized multimeter with a full 3½ digit LCD display. Auto polarity operation. Low battery indicator. 100 MΩ/mV input impedance.

**AC/DC 8 MHz OSCILLOSCOPE.**
A new supported 8 MHz version of last year's winner! This high-performance oscilloscope is an absolute essential for industrial use or production lines, in laboratories and schools. Ideal for radio and TV servicing, audio testing, etc.

**PATTERN FOR THE FUTURE.**

The PM 3207 Super Scope is a tough, general purpose oscilloscope which offers at a low price the quality and technology you expect from Philips Test and Measuring Instruments.

**The PM 3207**
- **15 MHz dual trace**
- **Auto triggering from either channel with adjustable level between peaks and TV triggering**
- **FM sensitivity, Y and X (via A input)**
- **8 bit facility**

**Reader inquiry number 220**

Both these instruments are available off the shelf from the Philips Electronic Instruments Department (see address below) or from the following distributors: British Transram, West Road, Tottenham, London N17 WRN. Tel: 01-886-4993. Philips Service Centres (20 throughout the country). Tel: 01-486-0055 for the address of your nearest branch.

**WIRELESS WORLD, MAY 1980.**

**INNOVATION, INTEGRATION, INVENTION!**

**NO WAITING FOR THESE TOP PRODUCTS**

The PM 3217 has set the standard and the pace in Europe for hand-held digital multimeters, and still it remains in a class of its own.

Remember, its many important features include full four digits, so on mains voltage readings, for example, you might get 240.3 instead of the 240, which a ¾ digit meter would read.

Some other PM 2517 plus points:
- **LED or LCD display**
- **True RMS readings of AC voltage and current**
- **Autoranging with manual override**
- **Optional accessories include temperature and data hold probes**

**Reader inquiry number 221**

**PATTERN FOR THE FUTURE**

The PM 5519 colour TV pattern generator is already a widely used instrument. As a major manufacturer of Video cassette recorders, and colour television receivers - and the company which has developed the world's most advanced video test system - Philips have carefully selected the best patterns for aligning and testing these products. With over 30 colour and line test patterns to choose from it is the most versatile pattern generator on the market.

- **PM 5519** For British system - versions A and B for other TV systems
- **RF** signal available in bands I, II, III, IV and V
- **Variable Video Output** with fixed input position
- **External video and sound modulation facility**
- **Composite sync output for triggering** includes the line frame and blanking pulses to the local TV standard

**Reader inquiry number 223**

**PM 6307 WAW AND FLUTTER METER**
- **Xtal controlled oscillator**
- **High accuracy and frequency stability**
- **150 Hz or 3000 Hz switchable**
- **Separate 'On' and 'Flutter' indications**

**Reader inquiry number 224**

**PM 6307**
- **WAW and Flutter meter**

All Philips audio and video service instruments are also available from Philips Service Centre (for details see p. 8). Reader inquiries are designed to meet the needs of our professional customers. They are open window for Philips Test and Measuring Instruments and we are aiming for a high frequency in a wide range of our wide range of products to show you.

Where you require further information about a product, ask the sales representative on your nearest branch. Or, of course, write to our readers' service department for an up-to-date technical information pack reflecting your specific requirements.

**Pye Unicam Ltd**

**WIRELESS WORLD, MAY 1980.**
CROPICO - A CERTAIN MEASURE OF PERFECTION

Cropico, established as one of Britain's leading manufacturers of precision electrical measuring equipment, offers a wide range of instruments which have been proved for accuracy and performance throughout the world.

- Resistance Boxes
- D.C. Null Detectors
- Digital Temperature Indicators
- Electronic Standard Cells
- D.C. Potentiometers
- Multimeters
- Digital or Analogue Temperature Indicators
- D.C. Potentiometer Switches
- Pt 100 Switches
- Pt 100 Transducers
- And many more

Cropico - Britain's leading manufacturer, exporter and importer of precision electrical measuring equipment.

Request full details - Visitors Welcome

CROPICO LTD., Hampton Road, Croydon CR9 2RU
Telephone: 01-684 4025 and 4094
Cables: CROPICO-CROYDON
Telex: 945632 CROPCO

WWW 016 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

We wouldn't knock our rivals.

After all, it was they who inspired us to design and manufacture our own power loudspeakers... because of the frustration we experienced when trying to obtain power loudspeaker components for our enclosures. Nobody could consistently supply components to the exacting HH standards of quality, power and performance - at any price.

So, our designers started from a clean drawing board and were prepared to defy convention in the construction of a superior power loudspeaker. Our powerful computer calculated optimum cone profiles, whilst our scientists pushed back the frontiers of adhesive technology to develop new construction methods. Then we tested them relentlessly and did our best to destroy these new products (that was the hardest part).

Now this range of superior power loudspeakers, crossover networks, "bullet" radiators, compression drivers and horns can be purchased at sensible prices from HH dealers. In their new and convenient packs you will also find an applications book, full of useful hints.

Send for our brochure, so you can convince yourself why our components are superior by following our logical scientific arguments. Then you'll realize why we never need to knock our "rivals".

Power to the Performer.

HH Acoustics.

HH Acoustics Limited, Viking Way, Bar Hill, Cambridge CB3 8EL. Telephone: (0954) 81140. Telex: 817515 HH Elec G.
Cropico, established as one of Britain's leading manufacturers of precision electrical measuring equipment, offer a wide range of instruments which have been proved for accuracy and performance throughout the world.

- Resistance Boxes
- D.C. Null Detectors
- Resistance Standards
- Electronic Standard Cell
- D.C. Potentiometers
- Digital Temperature Indicators
- Thermocouple-Reference Thermometers
- Digital or Analogue Functions
- PT 100 Switches
- Function Generators
- Multimeters
- Digital or Analogue
- Pt 100 Simulators
- Fluxmeters
- Pt 100 Simulators
- And many more

Cropico - Britain's leading manufacturer, exporter and importer of precision electrical measuring equipment.

Request full details — Visitors Welcome.

Cropico Ltd., Hampton Road, Croydon CR9 2RU.

Tel: 01-684 4025 and 4094.

For further details, send for our brochure, so you can convince yourself why our components are superior by following our logical scientific arguments. Then you'll realise why we never need to knock our "rivals".

We wouldn't knock our rivals.

After all, it was they who inspired us to design and manufacture our own power loudspeakers... because of the frustration we experienced when trying to obtain power loudspeaker components for our enclosures. Nobody could consistently supply components to the exacting HH standards of quality, power and performance — at any price.

So, our designers started from a clean drawing board and were prepared to defy convention in the construction of a superior power loudspeaker. Our powerful computer calculated optimum cone profiles, whilst our scientists pushed back the frontiers of adhesive technology to develop new construction methods. Then we tested them relentlessly and did our best to destroy these new products (that was the hardest part).

Now this range of superior power loudspeakers, crossover networks, "bullet" radiators, compression drivers and horns can be purchased at sensible prices from HH dealers.

In their new and convenient packs you will also find an applications book, full of useful hints.

Cropico — Britains leading manufacturer, exporter and importer of precision electrical measuring equipment.

Request full details — Visitors Welcome.

Cropico Ltd., Hampton Road, Croydon CR9 2RU.

Tel: 01-684 4025 and 4094.

For further details, send for our brochure, so you can convince yourself why our components are superior by following our logical scientific arguments. Then you'll realise why we never need to knock our "rivals".

Cropico - A CERTAIN MEASURE OF PERFECTION

CROPICO - FOR FURTHER DETAILS
SOFTWARE is supplied with each ELECTRONICS and transfer the hex code directly to the stage of a microsystem, replacing firmware. When using firmware key-functions, which have 3 voltage rails—available, plug is removed and an EPROM eraser is currently available. To help in the process of firmware development, SOFTWARE has various assembler interfaces and can be programmed and used as applications. The versatility of this device is enhanced by the use of multi-octave power applications and its internal matching network. The TPM 4100 offers some very worthwhile advantages. It has been specially designed for multi-octave bandwidth high power applications and its internal matching and package configuration provide high input and output impedances. Power gain 7.5dB min @ 400MHz. Maximum heat dissipation and operating efficiency are achievement by the use of multilayer die design and ultra thin beryllium oxide header. Diffused silicon ballast resistors and TRW gold metallisation process give long term reliability and ruggedness.
LOW COST SCOPES AND FUNCTION GENERATORS

LOW COST SCOPES

RADAT 2301

- O.5 MHz, monophase, single-extension, with or without after-dump, no self memory. $175.00 net.
- 100 MHz, 20 MHz sweep. $20.00 net.

RADAT 3106C

- 20 MHz, 12 MHz sweep. $35.00 net.
- 10 MHz, 15 MHz sweep. $40.00 net.

LOW COST FUNCTION GENERATORS

ELMAC 4201 CRT 5 MHz sweep $175.00

- $175.00 net.
- 100 MHz, 20 MHz sweep. $20.00 net.

RADAT 3106C

- 20 MHz, 12 MHz sweep. $35.00 net.
- 10 MHz, 15 MHz sweep. $40.00 net.

SINCLAIR STC100 CRT 5 MHz sweep $145.00

- PM/100/50/50. $90.00 net.
- DM100 20 MHz sweep. $20.00 net.

TRUE AS AN Arrow

Professional Wire and Cable Fasteners for all installation requirements.

TELEPHONE — ELECTRONICS COMMUNICATIONS ALARM SYSTEMS, ETC.

4 Precision made models, 12 different staple sizes. Rugged all steel construction in chrome finish. Grooved gauge. Grooved driving blade. 10" tapered drawing edge. Jam-proof mechanism. Short span easy compression handle.

Some of the features that make an Arrow cable fastener the outstanding tool for all installation engineers.

Illustrated literature and details of staple sizes available from:

GP Industrial Electronics Limited

Flint, Northants, England

FOR FURTHER DETAILS

Cover the whole band with one device.

This device.

The TPM 4100.

From 100MHz to 400MHz.

Designed specifically for military applications the new TRW TPM push-pull RF power transistor offers some very worthwhile advantages.

It has a specially designed for multi-octave bandwidth high power applications and its internal matching and packaging configuration provide high input and output impedances. Power gain 7.5dB min 400MHz.

Maximum heat dissipation and operating efficiency are achieved by the use of multicell die design and ultra thin beryllium oxide header.

Diffused silicon ballast resistors and TRW gold metallization process give long term reliability and ruggedness.
**Elf II**

**Board with Video Output**

**RCA COSMAC 1802 cpu**

STOP needing expert help as elf ii and Three... Pioneers a short break. Elf II demonstrates all the 91 commands which an RPC 1982 can execute, and the short course speeds up the way you and your own programs, and even if you've never used a computer before. Then, once you have mastered computer fundamentals, Elf II can then expand to give you tremendous computing power.

**The superiority of the MC-1...**

...superb prototypes. Small X02: X03 - active crossover... The kit includes all necessary hardware, and if you are not used to computers, you may well be interested in the way the circuit is designed and the path is consistent with that of our other products. Comprehensive instructions and full back-up... Enables a journey to build with confidence in a few hours.

**Preamp Kit**

**PCF100**

...to make a complete pre-amp with the CPR-100 amp.

**Power Amplifier Kit**

**PCF100**

...includes all metalwork, parts, knobs, etc... £23 20 Wires Loop - Direct Interface for any CPU...

**Newtronics**

**256 ARCHWAY ROAD, LONDON N.6**

**TEL: 01-348 3325**

**Send SA for Comprehensive Brochure**

Please add VAT to all prices (except manuals). PP & P. Please make cheques and postal orders payable to NEWTRONICS or phone your order quoting BARCLAYCARD, ACCESS number.

We now open for demonstrations and Sales. Monday-Saturday 9.30 a.m. to 6.30 p.m. Near Highgate Underground on main A1 into London.

---

**Explorer/85**

**Professional Computer Kit**

**£299**

**With on-board 500 expansion**

**Features Intel 8086 CPU**

**FLEXIBILITY**: Real flexibility at last! The Explorer/85 features the Intel 8086 CPU, 100% compatible with all 8085A and 8085B software. Runs at 3MHz. Mother Board (Level A) with 2-5.600 pads expandable to 16K Level. EX-8085 Monitor ROM - EXA WORKSHEET; User RAM expandable to 64K - 8K Basic in ROM - STANDALONE FULL ASCII Keyboard - 3.5V 232/200mA Logic. Direct interface for any S-100 Board - a simple instructions. Runs with NorthStar controller and Poppet... EXPLORER/85 can be purchased in individual levels, kit form or wired and boxed and a package deal as above.

16K Dynamic RAM Kit - $100 Card

Expandable to 64K on one S-100 board in 16K increments, designed for No wait state operation utilizing the most advanced RAM controller.

16K RAM Kit

£139 + VAT

16K RAM Expansion Kit

£95 + VAT

---

**WIDE COST**


---

**LOW COST**

Cost. And at a price even fewer can match. From £29 + V.A.T. Keithley D.M.M. test equipment is backed by the resources of a specialist company with a formidable reputation. To find out more, just fill in the coupon, and get your free literature today.
ELF II

FEATURES INTEL 8085 cpu
WITH ONBOARD S-100 EXPANSION

FLEXIBILITY: Real flexibility at last! The Explorer (85) features the Intel 8085 cpu 100% compatible with all 8080A and 8085 software. Runs at 3MHz. Mother Board (卦al A) with 2 S-100 slots expandable to II Level. 2x Monitor ROM pats expandable to II Level.

Pre-Amplifier - 4K WORKSPACE USER RAM - Expandable to 8x - 8K BASIC in ROM - STANDALONE FULL ASCII Keyboard - SB 257/258/279M Log - Direct start for any 6-1000 Board - p: u: m: j: f: i: A - Runs with North Star controller and Poppers. - Explorer (85) can be purchased in individual levels, kit form or wired and boxed or as a package deal as above.

16k Dynamic RAM Kit - $100 CARD

Expansible to 8x4 on one S-100 board in 16k increments, designed for NO wait state operation utilizing the most advanced RAM controller.

16k RAM Kit

£139 + VAT

16k RAM Expansion Kit

£199 + VAT

WIDE COST

Choice. The Keithley range spans Pocket, 3/2, 4/3, 5/2 digit D.M.M. s, many with I.E.E.E. options. So we can be sure of having exactly the right product for your own requirements. Built to a standard that very few people can equal.

LOW COST

Cost. And at a price even fewer can match. From £79 + VAT. Keithley D.M.M. test equipment is backed by the resources of a specialist company with a formidable reputation. To find out more, just fill in the coupon, and get your free literature today.

Keithley Instruments Ltd
1 Boulton Road Reading Berkshire RG2 8NL
Telephone: (0734) 581257

LOWEST COST

Coupons and a return to a local history society or library can put a little pocket money back.

I would like to know more about

Keithley D.M.M. - 3/2, 4/3, 5/2 Digit Models
Keithley M4100B/2100B Digital Oscilloscope
Keithley M5400B/2100B Digital Multimeter

www.americanradiohistory.com
Believe it or not, 2 out of every 3 home video recorders sold or rented in this country in 1979 were VHS models. VHS was also the most successful home video system worldwide.

That represents a pretty overwhelming vote of confidence. How did we manage it?

At the outset we were determined to produce a home video system that was nothing short of outstanding. That's why VHS offers standards of reproduction, reliability and compatibility that are quite simply second to none.

And of course, if you build a better system in the first place there's less need to change it later on.

So while we have continually improved the quality of our recorders - there are now triple standard VHS machines which accept PAL, SECAM and NTSC - we have never changed the design of the VHS cassette. And it will not change in the future either. Which is more than can be said for some of our competitors.

By maintaining the same cassette, VHS has become the most compatible system available. So your customers will find it much easier to swap tapes with friends and enjoy the greatest range of pre-recorded material too.

VHS is the No. 1 system in the UK, Europe, the US and Japan.

Make sure you've got it.

Right?

The world's No.1 system.

Advertisement produced co-operatively by: Akai, Ferguson, Hitachi, JVC, Panasonic.
Believe it or not, 2 out of every 3 home video recorders sold or rented in this country in 1979 were VHS models. VHS was also the most successful home video system worldwide.

That represents a pretty overwhelming vote of confidence. How did we manage it?

At the outset we were determined to produce a home video system that was nothing short of outstanding. That's why VHS offers standards of reproduction, reliability and compatibility that are quite simply second to none.

And of course, if you build a better system in the first place there's less need to change it later on.

So while we have continually improved the quality of our recorders—there are now triple standard VHS machines which accept PAL, SECAM and NTSC—we have never changed the design of the VHS cassette. And it will not change in the future either. Which is more than can be said for some of our competitors.

By maintaining the same cassette, VHS has become the most compatible system available. So your customers will find it much easier to swap tapes with friends and enjoy the greatest range of pre-recorded material too.

VHS is the No. 1 system in the UK, Europe, the US and Japan.

Make sure you've got it.

Right?

Advertisement produced co-operatively by: Akai, Ferguson, Hitachi, JVC, Panasonic.
For a selected portion of tape to find out what was said by whom, to whom... and when.

And 'when' can be vital.

Futurist, recording the present will be a thing of the past.

What's past is past. And said to be best forgotten.

But it is fundamental to the very existence of communications recording to be able to replay a selected portion of tape to find out what was said by whom, to whom... and when. And 'when' can be vital.

Equally vital, particularly in emergencies when every second counts, is the ability to obtain such replay access rapidly, precisely. Automatically. With absolute certainty—and without time-consuming multiple knob-twiddling aided by guesswork.

Racial Recorders has recognized this need and produced TIMESEARCH—designed specifically for its ICRA range of multi-channel communications recorders—and providing just these facilities.

TIMESEARCH can generate a coded time reference signal of crystal accuracy and index it onto the tape. It can read and display that signal. It can search a tape at high speed for a pre-selected time signal and automatically initiate replay at that time.

In communications recording, the future becomes the present; the present becomes the past. And when you need to recall the past with precision, you need TIMESEARCH.

And for providing precise time signals every 10 seconds for recording onto magnetic tape: the International Timing Unit.

In future, recording the present will be a thing of the past.
In future, recording the present will be a thing of the past.

What's past is past. And said to be best forgotten. But it is fundamental to the very existence of communications recording to be able to replay a selected portion of tape to find out what was said by who, to whom, and when. And when can be vital. Equally vital, particularly in emergencies when every second counts, is the ability to obtain such replay access rapidly, precisely, automatically. With absolute certainty — and without time-consuming multiple knob-twiddling aided by guesswork.
We mean it.
The new 30AX colour tube system from Mullard doesn't need innumerable twists and turns of a screwdriver to set it up.

It needs no adjustments at all. Because every one has been 'designed out'.

Every tube that leaves our factory is completely pre-adjusted by us. Leaving only the turn of one screw to affix or remove the coil.

No dynamic convergence adjustments.
No colour purity adjustments.
And no raster orientation adjustment.

As for what it has to offer, the 30AX's focus is sharper and its definition greatly improved.

Its in-line guns and specially built coil provide the best picture shape yet.

And rest assured it'll stay that way. In a slim 110° package that trims about 3" off conventional 22° 90° TV cabinet depths.

Some features of the 30AX however, are a little more established.

Like its excellent colour registration. High brightness. Soft flash protection. Fast warm-up. And of course, greater overall reliability. This is the new 30AX colour tube system.

For more information just write your name and address on this page and send it to Dept. MCG, Mullard Ltd., Mullard House, Torrington Place, London WC1E 7HD.
We mean it.
The new 30AX colour tube system from Mullard doesn't need innumerable twists and turns of a screwdriver to set it up.
It needs no adjustments at all. Because every one has been 'designed out'.
Every tube that leaves our factory is completely pre-adjusted by us. Leaving only the turn of one screw to affix or remove the coil.
No dynamic convergence adjustments.
No colour purity adjustments.
And no raster orientation adjustment.
As for what it has to offer, the 30AX's focus is sharper and its definition greatly improved.
Its in-line guns and specially built coil provide the best picture shape yet.
And rest assured it'll stay that way. In a slim 110° package that trims about 3" off conventional 22° 90° TV cabinet depths.
Some features of the 30AX however, are a little more established.
Like its excellent colour registration. High brightness. Soft flash protection. Fast warm-up. And of course, greater overall reliability. This is the new 30AX colour tube system.
For more information just write your name and address on this page and send it to Dept. MCG, Mullard Ltd, Mullard House, Torrington Place, London WC1E 7HD.

Mullard
30AX. The perfect slimline.
Peace and quiet

The quietest sound the ear can hear moves the eardrum about 10⁻⁹ cm, one tenth the diameter of a hydrogen molecule. Movement due to random thermal bombardment of the eardrum by air molecules is around this same level and largely accounts for this limit of sensitivity.*

But the distortion contribution from a QUAD 405 amplifier in normal use (say 85dBa) moves the eardrum less than this amount:

Perhaps sitting in a very quiet room at -100°C and without the music we might nearly hear them ....but “tis bitter cold.”

For further details on the full range of QUAD products write to:
The Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
Huntingdon, PE15 7DB. Tel: (0480) 52561.

*Sensitivity is never made more acute by the presence of other sounds.

QUAD

for the closest approach to the original sound

QUAD is a Registered Trade Mark
Peace and quiet

The quietest sound the ear can hear moves the eardrum about $10^{-9}$ cm, one tenth the diameter of a hydrogen molecule. Movement due to random thermal bombardment of the eardrum by air molecules is around this same level and largely accounts for this limit of sensitivity.*

But the distortion contribution from a QUAD 405 amplifier in normal use (say 85dBa) moves the eardrum less than this amount:

Perhaps sitting in a very quiet room at -100°C and without the music we might nearly hear them ....but “tis bitter cold.*

For further details on the full range of QUAD products write to:

The Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
Huntingdon, PE18 7DB. Tel: (0480) 52561.

*Sensitivity is never made more acute by the presence of other sounds.

QUAD
for the closest approach to the original sound

QUAD is a Registered Trade Mark

WW—867 FOR FURTHER DETAILS
B424 LCR Meter
Accuracy ±0.25%. Fast connection of components with immediate direct reading; pass/fail indicator; high efficiency at low cost. Easily used by non-technical staff, especially at goods in, on the production line or at final Quality Control.

B605 LCD and Q Automatic Component Bridge
Accuracy ±0.1%. With microprocessor and memory, Automatic trim and ranging; 2, 3 or 4-terminal measurements. Select from 3 test frequencies: 100kHz, 1kHz and 1kHz. A versatile instrument for Quality Control or R & D.

B905 LCRGD and Q Automatic Precision Bridge
Accuracy ±0.05%. Microprocessor, memory and many sophisticated options including automatic sorting, binning and remote control. Can form the nucleus of a fully automated test system. Write or ring today for details.

---

Component Testing?

Speak to the specialists

Wayne Kerr

AUSTRALIA - Rainstick & Wayne Digital
BELGIUM - Regulation Maarten SPRL
ENGLAND - Electronic DY
GERMANY - A. & W. Kraft
HOLLAND - J. C. Peper BV
SWITZERLAND - M. H. Wagner AG
SWEDEN - Gridnet AB
SWITZERLAND - US P Electrosystems AG
U.S.A. - Mechanical Technology Inc., Luther, NY
Tel: (03) 714 30 29
Tel: (00) 24 17 71 30 29
Tel: (08) 8944 79 27
Tel: (08) 8944 79 27
Tel: 0087 4128 74
Tel: (08) 876 96 76
Tel: (08) 8944 79 27
Tel: (08) 8944 79 27
Tel: (08) 8944 79 27
Tel: (08) 8944 79 27
Tel: (08) 8944 79 27
Tel: (08) 8944 79 27
Tel: (08) 8944 79 27
Tel: (08) 8944 79 27
Tel: (08) 8944 79 27
Tel: (08) 8944 79 27
Tel: (08) 8944 79 27
Tel: (08) 8944 79 27
Tel: (08) 8944 79 27
Tel: (08) 8944 79 27

A remarkable range of meters, bridges and bridge systems to solve every measurement problem.

---

Thermalloy dissipated heat – not money.

First, take the Slip-Clip range of heat sinks. (top three products). They save time, board space and costs - no need of mounting hardware. PC board-drying or adhesive. Simply clamp them to the device for maximum heat transfer. Slip-Clips are available for TO-220, TO-202, TO-126, Motorola case 94 and most other popular case styles. The Timesaver Solidstate range cut assembly time in half. They eliminate hand soldering of transistor leads and all work is done from one side of the board. An anti-rotation feature stops the device from turning during assembly. Find out more about Thermalloy's time and money saving ranges.

---

Microcomputers are coming - ride the wave! Learn to program. Millions of jobs are threatened but millions more will be created. Learn BASIC the language of the small computer and the most easy-to-learn computer language in widespread use. Teach yourself with a course which carries you from complete ignorance step-by-step to real proficiency with a unique style of graded hints. In 60 straightforward lessons you will learn the five essentials of programming problem definition, flowcharting, coding the program, debugging, clear documentation.

---

Guarantee: No risk to you!

If you are not completely satisfied your money will be refunded, without question, on return of the books in good condition.

---

Please send me:...

...computer programming in BASIC (4 books) @ £7.00...
...design of digital systems (6 books) @ £11.50...

All prices include worldwide surface mailing costs (airmail extra). If your order exceeds £20, deduct £1.

Contact your local electronics supply house or send for free details.

---

GUARANTEE: No risk to you!
**Thermalloy**

**Thermalloy dissipates heat – not money.**

First, take the Slip-Clip range of heat sinks (top three products). They save time, board space and costs — no mounting hardware, PC board drilling or adhesive. Simply clamp them to the device for maximum heat transfer. Slip-Clips are available for TO-202, TO-220, TO-126, Motorola case 40 and most other popular case styles.

The Timesaver Solderable range cuts assembly time in half. They eliminate hand soldering of transistor leads and all work is done from one side of the board. An anti-rotation feature stops the device from turning during assembly. Find out more about Thermalloy's time and money saving ranges.

**Wayne Kerr**

**WUWH SWEDEN ELECTRONICS LIMITED**

DURBAN ROAD Bognor Regis

WEST SUSSEX PO21 1EL, ENGLAND

TELEPHONE Bognor (0243) 25811

**AUSTRALIA** — Parners & Haigh Pty Ltd

**BELGIUM** — Benone, Molynx & GPR

**FRANCE** — Elecotechnique TVI

**GERMANY** — Fronthoerr, Wernick & Company GMBH

**NETHERLANDS** — B. & J. Staal BV

**SWEDEN** — Gramma MCI AB

**SWITZERLAND** — U.S. A. Electronics AG

A remarkable range of meters, bridges and bridge systems to solve every measurement problem.

**B424 LCR Meter**

**Accuracy ±0.25%** Fast connection of components with immediate direct reading; pass/fail indicator; high efficiency at low cost. Easily used by non-technical staff, especially at goods in, on the production line or at final Quality Control.

**B605 LCD and Q Automatic Component Bridge**

**Accuracy ±0.1%** with microprocessor and memory.

Automatic trim and ranging; 2, 3 or 4-terminal measurements. Select from 3 test frequencies: 100Hz, 1kHz and 1kHz. A versatile instrument for Quality Control or R & D.

**B905 LCRGD and Q Automatic Precision Bridge**

**Accuracy ±0.05%** Microprocessor, memory and many sophisticated options including automatic sorting, binning and remote control. Can form the nucleus of a fully automated test system. Write or ring today for details.

**GUARANTEE — No risk to you**

If you are not completely satisfied your money will be refunded, without question, on return of the books in good condition.

Please send me:

- **...Computer Programming in BASIC (4 books) @ £7.50**
- **...Design of Digital Systems (6 books) @ £11.50**

All prices include worldwide surface mailing costs (airmail extra if your order exceeds £18). **DEBUT** £2

Send a cheque (payable to Cambridge Learning Enterprises) or charge my Access/Barclaycard/Diners Club etc. account. Please include full details. (Telephone orders from credit card holders accepted on 0404 711440)

Telephone orders from credit card holders accepted on 0404 714746 (Amstrad). Overseas customers (inc Eire) send a bank draft in sterling drawn on a London bank, or quote credit card and number.

Name

Address

The Proto-Board

Now circuit designing is as easy as pushing a lead into a hole...
No soldering
No de-soldering
No heat-spott components
No manual labour
No wasted time

For quick signal tracing and circuit modification
For quick circuit analysis and diagramming
With or without built-in regulated power supplies
Use with virtually all parts — most plug in directly, in seconds.
Ideal for design, prototype and hobby

Tomorrow's tools for today's problems

CONTINENTAL SPECIALITES CORPORATION

C.S.C. (UK) Limited,
Dept.7U Unit 1, Shire Hill Industrial Estate,
Saffron Walden, Essex CB11 3AQ
Telephone: Saffron Walden (0799) 21682
Telex: S17477.
As NEW
EX STOCK DELIVERY
Oscilloscopes
TEKTRONIX 465
DC-100MHz Dual Trace 5mV-5V /Div
0.05μs-0.5μs /Div Delayed T / B XY DC 4MHz
$1250
TEKTRONIX 475A
DC-250MHz Dual Trace 5mV-5V /Div
0.01μs-0.5μs /Div Delayed T / B XY DC 3MHz
$1950

THESE INSTRUMENTS SOLD WITH ONE YEAR FULL GUARANTEE
THE CRÈME DE LA CRÈME OF ELECTRONIC ORGANS
FOR YOU TO BUILD...

Yes, any one of these superior instruments can be built by yourself in the comfort of your own home. The unique WERSI Kit-pack system is designed around modular units using the latest IC technology. Fully drilled P.C. boards together with beautifully illustrated instructions and prefomed harnesses lead you to the final product which is now becoming accepted as the world's most advanced instrument. All cabinets come fully assembled in a wide range of veneers. Home construction enables you to build one of these fabulous organs at £1 for the 160 colour information package. (FREEPOST Electro-Voice, Rickmansworth, Herts. RD3 6PJ).

MANCHESTER
Paramount Organ Studios
Smith Road, Green Laver, Farnworth, Bolton
(Tel: Bolton 29839)

NOTTINGHAM
38-3 Aspley Lane
Nottingham
(Tel: Nottingham 29631)

HEAD OFFICE
Maple Cross Industrial Estate
Danham Way, Rickmansworth, Herts.
(Tel: Rickmansworth 75381)

FOR FURTHER DETAILS
Thames,

electrovoice

The Voice of

Quartz CRYSTALS
made to your spec.
MOD & CAA APPROVED

E&L CRYSTALS LTD
50 Stirk Road, Slough, Berks SL1 1EG
(Tel: Slough 27016)

WW — 879 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

Regun TV TUBES
with EDICRON ASSEMBLIES

- Monochrome or colour
- Standard, quick heat, delta or inline
- Wide range of neck sizes and heater ratings
- Predictable in use and performance
- High tolerance on insert procedure
- High conversion rate on ageing
- Long service life
- Neck glass, tube bases, equipment and accessories also supplied

For full details contact:

EDICRON LTD
Redan House, 1 Redan Place, London W2 4SA
Tel: 01-727 5441 Telex: 26531 Edicrn G

WW — 861 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

carbon film RESISTORS
PRICES REDUCED. SEND FOR DETAILS NOW

AERO SERVICES LTD.
42-44A-46 Westbourne Grove
London W2 5JF
Tel: 01-727 5641 Telex 261306

WW — 861 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

DC-18GHZ Components

Space/Satellite/Military spec. background guarantees

Merrimac reliability.

Since 1967, Merrimac has developed over forty-seven different items designed for more than twenty five space and missile applications.

Many other Merrimac signal processing devices are flying in all kinds of military aircraft - high reliability has been a common denominator.

As UK agent for Merrimac, Pascall can offer the most comprehensive standard product line of signal processing components in the industry - over seven hundred and fifty catalogue items from DC to 18GHz incorporating lumped element, stripline or ferrite technology. And if this isn't sufficient to meet your requirements, Merrimac offers custom-designed derivatives of all these products which surely will.

Pascall in-depth service and advice.

The success of Pascall is based on prompt deliveries, an efficient technical and advisory back-up plus expertise on application problems.

Get the facts on Merrimac today from Pascall

Pascall Electronics Limited
Hawke House, Green Street, Sunbury-on-Thames, Middlesex TW16 9RX
Telephone: (0937) 87418 Telex: 8814536

WWW—432 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

WWW — 857 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

Krohn-Hite Function Generators

But not only sweep!

Tone-burst, sine, square, triangle and ramp pulse outputs are all embedded in this new 1960, which includes built-in pause marker and a frequency range of 0.2Hz to 3MHz. The 1000 is one of many function generators available from Krohn-Hite, with frequency ranges of between 0.03Hz to 30MHz. Prices start at around £245.

Together with our filters, Oscillators, Amplifiers, Phasemeters and Distortion Analyzers they form the basis of a truly range of equipment for general purpose audio and communications areas.

To find out more fill in the coupon.

And see why Krohn-Hite are sweeping the board!

KEITHLEY
Keithley Instruments Ltd
1 Blocken Court Reading Berkshire RG2 0NL
Telephone (0734) 583597

I would like to know more about Krohn-Hite instruments.

Position

Company

Address

Phone...

WWW — 857 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

www.americanradiohistory.com
THE CRÈME DE LA CRÈME OF ELECTRONIC ORGANS
FOR YOU TO BUILD...

Yes, any one of these superior instruments can be built by yourself in the comfort of your own home. The unique WERSI Kit-pack system is designed around modular units using the latest IC technology, fully drilled P.C. boards together with beautifully illustrated instructions and preformed harnesses, lead you to the final product, which is now becoming accepted as the world's most advanced instrument. All cabinets come fully assembled in a wide range of veneers. Home construction enables you to build one of these fabulous organs at £1 for the 140 colour information package. (FREEPOST Electro-Voice, Rickmansworth, Herts WD3 6PJ).

HEAD OFFICE
Maple Cross Industrial Estate
Danham Way, Rickmansworth, Herts.
(Tel: Rickmansworth 75381)

NOTTINGHAM
389 Aspley Lane
Nottingham
(Tel: Nottingham 298311)

MANCHESTER
Paramount Organ Studios
Smith Road, Great Lever, Farnworth, Bolton
(Tel: Bolton 29838)

PRICES REDUCED. SEND FOR DETAILS NOW

QUARTZ CRYSTALS
made to your spec.
MOD & CAA APPROVED

carbon film RESISTORS

AERO SERVICES LTD.
4-44A-46 Westbourne Grove
London W2 5SP
Tel: 01-722 5641 Telex: 261306

WW—481 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

REGUN TV TUBES
with EDICRON ASSEMBLIES

- Monochrome or colour
- Standard, quick heat, dual or inline
- Wide range of neck sizes and heater ratings
- Predictable in use and performance

For full details contact:
EDICRON LTD.
Redan House, 1 Redan Place, London W2 4SA.
Tel: 01-221 4717 Telex: 26531 Edicrn G

WW—481 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

WWW—437 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

DC-18GHz Components

Space/Satellite/Military spec. background guarantees

Merrimac reliability.

Since 1967, Merrimac has developed sixty seven different items designed for more than twenty five space and missile applications. Many other Merrimac signal processing devices are flying in all kinds of military aircraft—high reliability has been a common denominator. As UK agent for Merrimac, Pascali can offer the most comprehensive standard product line of signal processing components in the industry — over seven hundred and fifty catalogue items from DC to 18GHz incorporating lumped element, stripline or ferrite technology. And if this isn’t sufficient to meet your requirements, Merrimac offers custom-designed derivatives of all these products which surely will. Pascali in-depth service and advice. The success of Pascali is based on prompt deliveries, an efficient technical and advisory back-up plus expertise on application problems. Get the facts on Merrimac today from:

Pascali Electronics
39-41 Redan Place, London W2 4SA.
Tel: 01-221 4717 Telex: 26531 Edicrn G

WWW—437 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

KEITHLEY

Keithley Instruments Ltd
180 North Road, Reading, Berkshire RG2 0NL
Telephone: 01-340 4657

I would like to know more about Keithley instruments. I am particularly interested in:

- Filters
- Oscillators
- Amplifiers
- Phase meters
- Function Generators
- Distortion analysers

Name: ____________________________
Position: ________________________
Company: _______________________
Address: _______________________
Telephone: ______________________

WWW—837 FOR FURTHER DETAILS
Britain's first complete computer kit.

A complete personal computer for a third of the price of a bare board.

Also available ready assembled for £99.95

The Sinclair ZX80.

Until now, building your own computer could cost you around £500 and still leave you with only a bare board and some instruction booklets. But the Sinclair ZX80 changes all that. For just £39.95 you get everything you need to build a personal computer at home. PCB with ICs, keyboards and all ancillary parts, everything!

And yet the ZX80 is a complete, powerful, full-facility computer, matching or surpassing off-the-shelf personal computers on the market at several times the price. The ZX80 is programmed in BASIC and you can use it to do virtually everything from playing chess to running a power station.

The ZX80 is perfectly straightforward to assemble, using a first or second-hand film. Once assembled, it immediately proves its worth and you're ready to go.

Your ZX80 kit contains...

- Printed circuit board, with ICs sockets for all ICs.
- Complete kit with every IC and other components: all mounted and tested.
- New rugged Sinclair keyboard, matching machine.
- Ready-assembled, tested.
- Leaded and plug-in connector sockets for domestic TV and cassette recorder. Programmed to work with all Sinclair models.
- FREE copies of BASIC programming and user manual.

Optional extras

- Machine adapter of 600 mA at 5V DC nominal unregulated, available separately — £5.00
- Additional memory expansion boards allowing up to 32K bytes RAM. Extra RAM chips are also available — see catalogue.

The Sinclair ZX80 kit includes everything you need to build a complete, powerful, full-facility computer. The ZX80 is programmed in BASIC and you can use it to do virtually anything from playing chess to running a power station.

Order Form

The Science of Cambridge Ltd, 4 Kings Parade, Cambridge, Cambs, CB2 1SN.

Remember all prices shown include VAT, postage and packing. No hidden extras.

Please send me:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ZX80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£79.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZX80 Computer Kit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZX80 Manual</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZX80 Mains Adaptor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZX80 Memory Expansion Board</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZX80 RAM Chips</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£8.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZX80 Keyboard</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£10.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total: £

Please note: all ZX80s are supplied with a complete instruction book. Use the coupon in the catalogue for the earliest possible delivery. All orders must be dispatched in strict order. VAT is charged at the current rate and is included in the price shown.

Remember: all ZX80s are supplied with a complete instruction book. Use the coupon in the catalogue for the earliest possible delivery. All orders must be dispatched in strict order. VAT is charged at the current rate and is included in the price shown.

www.americanradiohistory.com
Britain's first complete computer kit.

A complete personal computer for a third of the price of a bare board.

Also available ready assembled for £99.95

The Sinclair ZX80.

Until now, building your own computer could cost you around £300 and still leave you with only a bare-board kit. That's because the truly advanced, affordable computer has never been available in a kit form.

The Sinclair ZX80 changes all that. For just £30 you get everything you need to build a personal computer at home—PWBs, with ICs mounted on them, an 807 microprocessor, sockets for your own choice of peripherals, a power supply and a printed circuit board, along with the complete instructions needed to read and follow them. And yet the ZX80 really is a complete, powerful, full-featured computer, matching or surpassing other personal computers on the market at several times the price. The ZX80 is programmed in BASIC, and you could not do it more readily if you were playing chess than in writing programs.

The ZX80 is priced at £30, to give you what the computer industry, in a rare instance, calls "value for money." Once assembled, it immediately proves itself to be all that it sets out to be—literally anything from playing chess to programming, to music, to television, to telecommunications, to whatever you can program. For just £30, the ZX80 is a complete personal computer. Quite apart from its price, the ZX80 is remarkable for the extreme simplicity of its design and the range of its capabilities.

The ZX80 is straightforward to program, to assemble. It is pleasantly straightforward to assemble, and it is straightforward to program. It is straightforward to operate. It is a computer. It is a complete personal computer. Quite apart from its price, the ZX80 is remarkable for the extreme simplicity of its design and the range of its capabilities.

Two unique and valuable components of the Sinclair ZX80.

The Sinclair ZX80 is not just another personal computer. Quite apart from its exceptional low price, the ZX80 has two unique components: the Sinclair BASIC interpreter, and the Sinclair teach-yourself BASIC manual. The unique Sinclair BASIC interpreter allows convenient programming advantages; the unique Sinclair teach-yourself BASIC manual makes learning BASIC straightforward.

BASIC is the features of the Sinclair interpreter that allows the man to build a computer himself. The manual is the source of the teach-yourself approach. The ZX80 comes with a conventionally written 12-page BASIC, but with every line explained in the specially-written English text. The book also contains a complete course in BASIC programming. It includes everything you need to know about programming: everything from basic to advanced. The book also contains a complete course in BASIC programming. It includes everything you need to know about programming: everything from basic to advanced. The ZX80 comes with a conventionally written 12-page BASIC, but with every line explained in the specially-written English text.

The ZX80 also comes with a complete manual, which includes all the necessary information and instructions for assembling the ZX80. The manual is also included in the ZX80 kit.

The ZX80 is a complete personal computer. Quite apart from its price, the ZX80 is remarkable for the extreme simplicity of its design and the range of its capabilities.

Your ZX80 kit contains...

- Printed circuit board, with IC sockets for all ICs.
- Operating instructions, including all ICs—all manufactured by selected world-leading suppliers.
- New napped Sinclair keyboard, matched to computer.
- Ready-assembled case.
- Cascaded plug-in memory, including all RAM.
- Complete computer in a complete case, including 256K of RAM.
- Additional memory expansion boards, allowing expandable memory to 1M of RAM. They're all explained in the specially-written English text. The book also contains a complete course in BASIC programming. It includes everything you need to know about programming: everything from basic to advanced.

Optional extras...

- Options to enable the ZX80 to be used as a full-fledged word-processor, or as a complete typewriter.
- Options to enable the ZX80 to be used as a complete typewriter.
- Options to enable the ZX80 to be used as a complete typewriter.
- Options to enable the ZX80 to be used as a complete typewriter.

The ZX80 is a complete personal computer. Quite apart from its price, the ZX80 is remarkable for the extreme simplicity of its design and the range of its capabilities.

The Sinclair ZX80. Science of Cambridge Ltd, 4 Kings Parade, Cambridge, Cambbs., CB2 1SN.

Faster, more powerful, more compact. And yet it's still within everyone's reach. The Sinclair ZX80 is a complete personal computer. Quite apart from its price, the ZX80 is remarkable for the extreme simplicity of its design and the range of its capabilities.

The Sinclair ZX80.

The ZX80 is a complete personal computer. Quite apart from its price, the ZX80 is remarkable for the extreme simplicity of its design and the range of its capabilities.

Order Form

The Science of Cambridge Ltd, 4 Kings Parade, Cambridge, Cambbs., CB2 1SN. Remember all prices shown include VAT, postage and packing. No hidden extras.

Please send me...

Quantitative Item | Item price | Total
--- | --- | ---
Sinclair ZX80 Personal Computer kit | 79.95 |
Including VAT |
Including post and packing |
Including all leads and components |
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Complete Audio/Tuner Kits

Mk III FM Tuner series

The Mark III series FM tuner has been updated, and now includes a single zero tuning meter as standard. The instruction manual has been meticulously revised, enabling easy assembly by construction of various levels of experience - a preview copy may be purchased for £1.25 each, or £1.05 inc. GST. The Mark III is priced at £26.95 inc. GST, and can be pre-assembled to suit any of the available kit units. The complete kit consists of two parts - the tuning head and the power amplifier. The complete kit is available at £23.95 inc. GST.

Power Amplifier

Mark III is an advanced audio amplifier designed to provide the best possible performance. It is equipped with a superior power supply, a high-quality low-noise transistor, and a specially designed filter circuit. The amplifier is the last word in audio performance, and can be used in an array of applications, including professional recording studios, home theaters, and high-end audio systems.

Preamp

Mark III is a versatile preamp that can be used in a variety of applications, from audio recording to live performance. It features a high-quality microphone preamp and a line input, allowing for a wide range of audio sources to be connected. The preamp is particularly useful in live performances, where it can help to balance the sound and provide a clear, natural audio output.
Radio/Audio/Communications Modules

LW-MW-SW-SWM DC tuned and switched

VHF Tunerheads

Pilot Cancel PLL Stereo decoders

Switched bandwidth FM IF strips

Various digital frequency displays

Components

Crystal Filters

Piezo Sounders

UTC"

WHAT'S NEW at AMBIT

New Pricelist Short-Form

Type 043 Function Generator

Type 643a Function Generator

Electronic Components

FAST... When you need electronic components in a hurry, call Verospeed. Our service is designed to get them to you without delay. We hold over 1300 product lines in stock for immediate same day despatch to solve your R & D problem or production hold-up.

The range covers active components, meters and modules, packaging and assembly and production tools—so when you have components fast, call 0703-618525.

K1000 & K2000 Soldering Irons

16w Producing 420°c (Helping the Save-It campaign)

Push-In Tips

6 Months Guarantee

ADCOLA

United Kingdom's Leading Soldering Instrument Manufacturers

Tel: 01-622-0291/4

0703-618525

Verospeed, Stansted Road, Boyatt Wood

Eastleigh, Hampshire SO5 2YV

WWW.FOR FURTHER DETAILS

ADCOLA PRODUCTS LIMITED

GAuden Road, Maidenhead, Berkshire SL6 4LD

WWW.FOR FURTHER DETAILS
There are nine recording modes—
all push button controlled, which permit the optimum presentation of most graphical data. Triggering is fully automatic and displayed signals high resolution, can be monitored via an internal inexpensive records loudspeaker. The fast response time and wide range timebase allows the For further information please contact: Medelec Limited Manor Way Old Woking Surrey GU22 9JU England Tel: Woking (04862) 70331 Telex: 859141 Medelec G A Vickers Limited Company

**IQXO-100 SERIES LOW PROFILE CRYSTAL CLOCK OSCILLATORS**

- Hermetically sealed metal package
- DIL compatible
- 20.70L \times 13.08W \times 5.08H (mm)

The frequency range 600 Hz to 30 MHz is covered by both CMOS (600 Hz - 8 MHz) and TTL (150 KHz - 30 MHz) types having an overall tolerance of \(-0.01\\%\) from 0 to +70°C. For more stringent requirements, \(0.01\\%\) from 0 to +7°C is available. Many frequencies can be supplied from stock.

**REGULATED POWER SUPPLIES**

2-YEAR GUARANTEE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Nominal Output</th>
<th>Voltage</th>
<th>Current</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A12</td>
<td>6/12 V</td>
<td>0.5A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A24</td>
<td>12/24 V</td>
<td>1.0A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2412</td>
<td>24/48 V</td>
<td>2.0A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24V</td>
<td>24 V</td>
<td>1.0A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30V</td>
<td>30 V</td>
<td>1.5A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40V</td>
<td>40 V</td>
<td>2.0A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48V</td>
<td>48 V</td>
<td>2.5A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60V</td>
<td>60 V</td>
<td>3.0A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72V</td>
<td>72 V</td>
<td>3.5A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84V</td>
<td>84 V</td>
<td>4.0A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96V</td>
<td>96 V</td>
<td>4.5A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120V</td>
<td>120 V</td>
<td>5.0A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144V</td>
<td>144 V</td>
<td>5.5A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168V</td>
<td>168 V</td>
<td>6.0A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240V</td>
<td>240 V</td>
<td>7.5A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>360V</td>
<td>360 V</td>
<td>10A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SOUTHERN ELECTRONICS**

6 WESTCLIFF ARCADE, RAMSGATE, KENT
TEL. THANET (0943) 57888

**Farnell Instruments Limited**

WETHERBY, WEST YORKSHIRE LS22 4DH.
TEL. 0937 63541 or 01-864 7433

Our main competitor!

The stiffest opposition we find against making a sale for a bench power supply is your old friend alongside. There are thousands of them still working perfectly after more than 10 years in service.

**Interface Quartz Devices Ltd**

29 Market Street, Crewkerne, Somerset TA18 7JU Crewkerne (0460) 74433 Telex 46283 Interface G

**Regulated Power Supplies**

Protection:
- All models external feedback overloads thermal and short-circuit protected, fully fused.

Models available:
- L50-05 0-50V, 0.5A
- L12-10C* 0-12V, 10A
- L30-1 0-30V, 1A
- LT50-05 twin output unit 2 x 0-50V, 0.5A
- L10-3C* 0-10V, 3A
- LT30-1 twin output unit 2 x 0-30V, 1A
- L30-2 0-30V, 2A
- LT30-2 twin output unit 2 x 0-30V, 2A
- L30-5 0-30V, 5A

For full specification and prices contact:

FARNELL INSTRUMENTS LIMITED WETHERBY, WEST YORKSHIRE LS22 4DH.

WWW-052 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

Around 40,000 L series bench power supplies have been sold and the latest units are still uncompromising in performance and reliability. They provide constant voltage or constant current, feature large recessed meters, overload and short-circuit protection, coarse and fine adjustment controls, a separate output switch and LED indicators for mains on and current limit.
There are nine recording modes—all push button controlled, which permit the optimum presentation of most graphical data. Triggering is fully automatic and displayed signals are high resolution, can be monitored via an internal inexpensive loudspeaker. The fast response time and wide range timebase allows the further information please contact:

Medelec Limited Manor Way Old Woking Surrey GU22 9JU England
Tel: Woking (04862) 70331 Telex: 859141 Medelec G
A Vickers Limited Company

INTERFACE QUARTZ DEVICES LTD
29 Market Street, Crewkerne, Somerset TA18 7JU
Crewkerne (0460) 74433 Telex 46283 inface g

I IQXO-100 SERIES LOW PROFILE CRYSTAL CLOCK OSCILLATORS
The frequency range 600 Hz to 30 MHz is covered by both CMOS (600 Hz – 8 MHz) and TTL (150 KHz – 30 MHz) types having an overall tolerance of ±0.01% from 0 to +70°C. For more stringent requirements, ±0.01% from –55 to +125°C is available. Many frequencies can be supplied from stock.

SOUTHERN ELECTRONICS
6 WESTCLIFF ARCADE, RAMSGATE, KENT
TEI. THANET (0843) 57888
WW — 47 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

Our main competitor!
The stiffest opposition we find against making a sale for a bench power supply is your old friend alongside. There are thousands of them still working perfectly after more than 10 years in service.

Models available
L50-05 0-50V, 0.5A
L10-10C* 0 – 12V, 10A
L30-1 0-30V, 1A
LT50-05 twin output unit 2 x 0 – 50V, 0.5A
LT10-3C* 0-10V, 3A
L30-2 0-30V, 2A
LT20-1 twin output unit 2 x 0 – 30V, 1A
L30-5 0-30V, 5A
L30-10C twin output unit 2 x 0 – 30V, 2A
LT20-2 twin output unit 2 x 0 – 30V, 2A

*with adjustable overvoltage protection
For further specification and prices contact:
FARNELL INSTRUMENTS LIMITED WETHERBY: WEST YORKSHIRE LS22 4DH. TEL: 0937 63541 or 01-864 7433

WW — 47 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

FARCOM 60 SERIES ANALOGUE MULTIBAND WIRELESS RECORDER
9 Recording Modes
The FOR-1004 is the first of a new generation from Medelec. A highly versatile graphical recorder, it has been specially developed for wide ranging applications in research and industry. In both performance and economy it has many advantages over conventional instrumentation.

There are nine recording modes— all push button controlled, which permit the optimum presentation of most graphical data. Triggering is fully automatic and displayed signals can be monitored via an internal loudspeaker. The fast response time and wide range timebase allows the further information please contact:

Medelec Limited Manor Way Old Woking Surrey GU22 9JU England
Tel: Woking (04862) 70331 Telex: 859141 Medelec
A Vickers Limited Company

IO XO-100 SERIES LOW PROFILE CRYSTAL CLOCK OSCILLATORS
The frequency range 600 Hz to 30 MHz is covered by both CMOS (600 Hz – 8 MHz) and TTL (150 KHz – 30 MHz) types having an overall tolerance of ±0.01% from 0 to +70°C. For more stringent requirements, ±0.01% from –55 to +125°C is available. Many frequencies can be supplied from stock.

INTERFACE QUARTZ DEVICES LTD
29 Market Street, Crewkerne, Somerset TA18 7JU
Crewkerne (0460) 74433 Telex 46283 inface g

SOUTHERN ELECTRONICS
6 WESTCLIFF ARCADE, RAMSGATE, KENT
TEI. THANET (0843) 57888
WW — 47 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

Our main competitor!
The stiffest opposition we find against making a sale for a bench power supply is your old friend alongside. There are thousands of them still working perfectly after more than 10 years in service.

Models available
L50-05 0-50V, 0.5A
L10-10C* 0 – 12V, 10A
L30-1 0-30V, 1A
LT50-05 twin output unit 2 x 0 – 50V, 0.5A
LT10-3C* 0-10V, 3A
L30-2 0-30V, 2A
LT20-1 twin output unit 2 x 0 – 30V, 1A
L30-5 0-30V, 5A
L30-10C twin output unit 2 x 0 – 30V, 2A

*with adjustable overvoltage protection
For further specification and prices contact:
FARNELL INSTRUMENTS LIMITED WETHERBY: WEST YORKSHIRE LS22 4DH. TEL: 0937 63541 or 01-864 7433

WW — 47 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

FARCOM 60 SERIES ANALOGUE MULTIBAND WIRELESS RECORDER
9 Recording Modes
The FOR-1004 is the first of a new generation from Medelec. A highly versatile graphical recorder, it has been specially developed for wide ranging applications in research and industry. In both performance and economy it has many advantages over conventional instrumentation.

There are nine recording modes— all push button controlled, which permit the optimum presentation of most graphical data. Triggering is fully automatic and displayed signals can be monitored via an internal loudspeaker. The fast response time and wide range timebase allows the further information please contact:

Medelec Limited Manor Way Old Woking Surrey GU22 9JU England
Tel: Woking (04862) 70331 Telex: 859141 Medelec
A Vickers Limited Company

IO XO-100 SERIES LOW PROFILE CRYSTAL CLOCK OSCILLATORS
The frequency range 600 Hz to 30 MHz is covered by both CMOS (600 Hz – 8 MHz) and TTL (150 KHz – 30 MHz) types having an overall tolerance of ±0.01% from 0 to +70°C. For more stringent requirements, ±0.01% from –55 to +125°C is available. Many frequencies can be supplied from stock.
fact: there's a Shure cartridge that's correct for your system—and your cheque-book:

V15 Type IV: The perfected & pickup—outstanding high frequency with truly noteworthy performance. Reduced distortion. Unprecedented tracking force. At greatly desirable prices. The M97HE features the innovation-stripping hyperelliptical stylus. 3/4 gram tracking. Overall fidelity is absolutely critical. Just as the world can transcend the limitations of a réalisations, so can our approach transcend the limitations of the hi-fi source of the recording. The M97HE cartridge functions as the source of sound through which the recording is linked with the balance of the hi-fi system—therefore, its role in high fidelity is absolutely critical. Just as the camera can be no better than its lens, so must the hi-fi system in the world can transcend the limitations of a real current. The cartridge represents a relatively modest investment which can audibly upgrade the sound of your entire record playback system. Consult with your nearby Shure dealer who will help you select the Shure pickup cartridge that is correct for your system and your cheque book. We especially recommend that you audition the Shure V15 Type IV. Discriminating critics throughout the world praise this cartridge as the new standard for faithful sound reproduction. It overcomes such ever-present problems as dust, static electricity, and distortion—effects which can audibly upgrade the sound of your entire record playback system.

M7HE: The new model from an entire new line of Shure pickup cartridges, each with its own characteristics. Stable stylus and the unique SLIDE GUARD tone-arm protection system, and available in a range of stylus tip, tracking force, and price. The M7HE features the innovation-stripping hyperelliptical stylus. 3/4 gram tracking. Overall fidelity is absolutely critical. Just as the world can transcend the limitations of a real current, so can our approach transcend the limitations of the hi-fi source of the recording. The M7HE cartridge functions as the source of sound through which the recording is linked with the balance of the hi-fi system—therefore, its role in high fidelity is absolutely critical. Just as the camera can be no better than its lens, so must the hi-fi system in the world can transcend the limitations of a real current. The cartridge represents a relatively modest investment which can audibly upgrade the sound of your entire record playback system. Consult with your nearby Shure dealer who will help you select the Shure pickup cartridge that is correct for your system and your cheque book. We especially recommend that you audition the Shure M7HE. Discriminating critics throughout the world praise this cartridge as the new standard for faithful sound reproduction. It overcomes such ever-present problems as dust, static electricity, and distortion—effects which can audibly upgrade the sound of your entire record playback system.

M95HE—New mid-priced cartridge with distortion-reducing hyperelliptical stylus. Flat response. To 3 grams tracking.

M75OE Type 2—Deluxe cartridge with a system of plate guidance for outstanding high-frequency tracking. Flat response. To 1 1/4 grams tracking.

M70 Series—Moderately priced cartridges with high-fidelity performance. To 3 grams tracking. Broadly or Spherical stylus.

If the recent correspondence on displacement current has done nothing else it has drawn our attention to the 'pits that awaits us if we take a mental model as the whole truth about a phenomenon. Under examination is a model in the form of a set of equations and the extent to which it represents a reality. We see immediately that equations are like architects' drawings—precise, quantitative, stating relationships between quantities but stopping somewhere short of a convincing description of an actual building. Like all mental models they lack body. The 'pits that awaits us is what A. N. Whitehead called "the fallacy of misplaced concreteness"—the mistake of attributing reality to what is no more than a construct of the mind. Because there is a word (or symbols) for it, and a corresponding mental picture, we assume it exists as a concrete entity. As for displacement current, our readers may be forgiven if they feel confused by the various statements made about it by its contributors. One author says the fact that the solution of Maxwell's equations is a propagating wave is a result that "is only obtained through the existence of displacement current" and issues the rallying cry "no radio waves without displacement current." A correspondent then asks (presumably thinking of propagation in outer space) "what is displaced in a vacuum?" to which there is no direct answer. And later another correspondent remarks "presumably no one is insisting that everyone must believe that there is any physical reality in a current which is said to flow in empty space when there is nothing to carry it..." The puzzling question is: how are we justified in describing as an electric current something which has no physical reality as a motion of charge? Perhaps the answer is because displacement current exists in one respect anyway as a rational construct of the mind. We can consider this in the light of Kant's "mind contribution" to science—the notion that the mind supplies a priori concepts, independent of all experience (e.g. the truths of formal logic), to which we make our empirical observations conform. (See Kant's Critique of Pure Reason.) When we consider any current intuitively, as a movement of charge in a conductor, its concreteness seems beyond question, especially when we are able to feel the heat or see the light or sparks it produces. But as soon as we try to define it quantitatively, in the way we do as a rate of flow of charge, Q/t, we move into an abstract world; for a rate is not an empirical fact but an a priori concept, independent of all experience, belonging to the realm of logic and mathematics. Current may flow but current strength doesn't; it exists, as a correspondent has pointed out. It is a pure concept, isolated from those realities of practical circuits in which, for example, you also need electrical potential and energy to push round the needle of your ammeter. Similar considerations apply to the rate of change of electric displacement, dD/dt. When a current is shown in the mathematical form of a term in an equation we are not seeing a full representation of a real current but merely a symbol or symbols for one of the physical quantities in the equation, its strength, defined as a rate.

Writers often refer to the "necessity" for displacement current in Maxwell's equations, as if this necessity were itself a compelling proof of concrete existence. But, of course, necessity is not an empirical fact. As Hume showed in his famous analysis of cause and effect, "necessity is something that exists in the mind, not in objects..." (e.g. logical necessity). To confuse a priori concepts such as necessity and rate with physical realities is to be caught in the fallacy of misplaced concreteness.

M97HE: The new model from an entire new line of Shure cartridges—each with exclusive Dynamic Stabilizer and the unique SIDE-GUARD anti-skate protection system, and available in a range of styli tips, tracking forces, and prices. The M97HE features the attention-drawing hypotrochoidal stylus. To 1 gram tracking.

M95HE: Newly priced cartridge with distortion reducing hypotrochoidal stylus. Flat response. To 1 1/2 gram tracking.

M75E Deluxe cartridge with a nude-mounted Biradial 1/2Vz cartridge functions as the source of sound which the recording is linked with the balance of the hi-fi system—therefore, its role in high fidelity is absolutely critical. Just as the camera can be no better than its lens, not even the finest hi-fi system in the world can transcend the limitations of inferior cartridge. The cartridge represents a relatively modest investment which can audibly upgrade the sound of your entire record playback system.

Consult with your nearby Shure dealer or write for further details.

If the recent correspondence on displacement current has done nothing else it has drawn our attention to the pitfall that awaits us if we take a mental model as the whole truth about a phenomenon. Under examination is a model in the form of a set of equations and the extent to which it represents a reality. We see immediately that equations are like architects’ drawings —precise, quantitative, stating relationships between quantities but stopping somewhere short of a convincing description of an actual building. Like all mental models they lack body. The pitfall that awaits us is what A. N. Whitehead called “the fallacy of misplaced concreteness” — the mistake of attributing reality to what is no more than a construct of the mind. Because there is a word (or symbols) for it, and a corresponding mental picture, we assume it exists as a concrete entity.

As for displacement current, our readers may be forgiven if they feel confused by the various statements made about it by contributors. One author says the fact that the solution of Maxwell’s equations is a propagating wave is a result that “is only obtained through the existence of displacement current” and issues the rally cry “no radio waves without displacement current.” A correspondent then asks (presumably thinking of propagation in outer space) “what is displaced in a vacuum?” to which there is no direct answer.

As for displacement current, our readers may be forgiven if they feel confused by the various statements made about it by contributors. One author says the fact that the solution of Maxwell’s equations is a propagating wave is a result that “is only obtained through the existence of displacement current” and issues the rally cry “no radio waves without displacement current.” A correspondent then asks (presumably thinking of propagation in outer space) “what is displaced in a vacuum?” to which there is no direct answer. And later another correspondent remarks “presumably no one is insisting that everyone must believe that there is any physical reality in a current which is said to flow in empty space when there is nothing to carry it...” The puzzling question is: how are we justified in describing an electric current something which has no physical reality as a motion of charge? Perhaps the answer is because displacement current exists in one aspect anyway as a rational construct of the mind. We can consider this in the light of Kant’s “mind contribution” to science — the notion that the mind supplies a priori concepts, independent of all experience (e.g. the truths of formal logic), to which we make our empirical observations conform. (See Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason.)
Designing with microprocessors

1 — Basic components of the microprocessor chip

by D. Zissos and Laurelle Valen
Department of Computer Science, University of Western Ontario

This series of articles responds to the need to demonstrate the representability of the microprocessor as a down-to-earth, extremely useful, but entirely non-occult electronic component” (our March editorial) and is intended for electronics engineers who want to learn how this component can be used in the design of systems. The authors therefore use formal, step-by-step procedures in their explanations of how the device operates. This first article deals with the basic components of eight- and sixteen-bit microprocessor chips and the second will continue with their internal operation from the designer’s point of view.

The starting point in the design of microprocessor-based systems, and indeed of all programmable systems, is a working knowledge of hardware, software, and of their interaction. This view, although not generally accepted, is becoming more widespread. The roots of this attitude can be traced back to the early 1960s, when computers were becoming widely used. Because of the lack, at that time, of formal hardware design procedures, much of the research effort was directed towards the development of new independent languages. This resulted in thick layers of software administration, with bureaucrats being erected around the machines. In the 1970s formal methods for the design and implementation of hardware were developed, but largely were, and still are, being ignored by main-frame users. The evolution of m.s.i. and l.s.i. (medium and large scale integration) chips in general, and of microprocessors specifically, has made such an attitude progressively more difficult to sustain and justify, as the software/hardware barriers erected in the 1960s are not easily tolerated today. We shall therefore start the series by finding out how microprocessor chips work.

The newcomer to this area will be relieved to learn that basically there is no difference between various microprocessor chips, in spite of attempts to classify them into various categories, or, for example, into three generations. Their difference (as with cars) is one of refinement rather than substance. The reader should be aware that, in general, superior performance calls for expertise, and that one may experience fewer problems with a less sophisticated microprocessor than with the latest and fastest. As we shall see later, fast system response (if the present-day knowledge, becomes a management rather than a technical problem.

The microprocessor chip

From the user’s point of view, the microprocessor is a device which accepts control data and problem data and produces processed data, as shown in Fig. 1. The control data is commonly referred to as op codes, and the problem data as operands.

Fig. 1. The microprocessor from the user’s point of view.

The basic components of a typical microprocessor chip from the designer’s point of view are:

- The status control signals of the Intel 8080, Motorola 6800 and the Intel 8088 are shown in Figures 3, 4 and 5, respectively.

In Fig. 6 we show the basic configuration of a simple processor system. The functions of the interface blocks are to monitor the status of the signals of the microprocessor chip and of the corresponding peripheral, and to generate the correct sequence of command (control) signals that will allow them to communicate with each other.

The basic components of a typical microprocessor chip from the designer’s point of view are:

- The status control signals of the Intel 8080, Motorola 6800 and the Intel 8088 are shown in Figures 3, 4 and 5, respectively.

In Fig. 6 we show the basic configuration of a simple processor system. The functions of the interface blocks are to monitor the status of the signals of the microprocessor chip and of the corresponding peripheral, and to generate the correct sequence of command (control) signals that will allow them to communicate with each other.

- The status control signals of the Intel 8080, Motorola 6800 and the Intel 8088 are shown in Figures 3, 4 and 5, respectively.

In Fig. 6 we show the basic configuration of a simple processor system. The functions of the interface blocks are to monitor the status of the signals of the microprocessor chip and of the corresponding peripheral, and to generate the correct sequence of command (control) signals that will allow them to communicate with each other.

Fig. 3. Status and control signals of the Intel 8080 microprocessor chip.
Designing with microprocessors

1 — Basic components of the microprocessor chip

by D. Zissos and Laurelle Valen
Department of Computer Science, University of Toronto, Canada

This series of articles responds to the need "to demonstrate the respectability of the microprocessor as a down-to-earth, extremely useful, but entirely non-occult electronic component" (our March editorial) and is intended for electronics engineers who want to learn how this component can be used in the design of systems. The authors therefore use formal, step-by-step procedures in their explanations of how the device operates. This first article deals with the basic components of eight- and sixteen-bit microprocessor chips and the second will continue with their internal operation from the designer's point of view.

The starting point in the design of microprocessor-based systems, and indeed of all programmable systems, is a working knowledge of hardware, software and of their interaction. This view, although not generally accepted, is becoming more widespread. The roots of this attitude can be traced back to the early 1960s, when computers were becoming widely used. Because of the lack, at that time, of formal hardware design procedures, much of the research effort was directed towards the development of new machine-independent languages. This resulted in thick layers of software administered by bureaucrats being erected around the machines. In the 1970s, formal methods for the design and implementation of hardware were developed, but largely were, and still are, being ignored by main-frame users. The evolution of m.s.i. and l.s.i. (medium and large scale integration) chips in general, and of microprocessors specifically, has made such an attitude progressively more difficult to sustain and justify, as the software/hardware barriers erected in the 1960s are not easily tolled today. We shall therefore start the series by finding out how microprocessor chips work.

The newcomer to this area will be relieved to learn that basically there is no difference between various microprocessor chips, in spite of attempts to classify them into various categories, or, for example, into three operations. Their difference (as with cars) is one of refinement rather than substance. The reader should be aware that, in general, superior performance calls for expertise, and that one may experience fewer problems with a less sophisticated microprocessor than with the 'latest' and 'fastest.' As we shall see later, fast system response (if desired) with present-day knowledge, becomes a technical problem rather than a technical point.

The microprocessor chip

From the user's point of view, the microprocessor is a device which accepts control data and problem data and produces processed data, as shown in Fig. 1. The control data is commonly referred to as op codes, and the problem data as operands*. From the designer's point of view, the operator is defined as the entity on which operations are performed.

*In microprocessors the word operand is defined as one of the following:

(a) the basic components of the microprocessor chip

(b) any internal register that can be connected to the data bus and is used to hold incoming and outgoing data, as well as the output of specified arithmetic and logic operations. Some microprocessor chips have more than one accumulator; for example, the Motorola 6800 has two accumulators, A and B.

(c) the address bus is the set of wires carrying the data in and out of a microprocessor chip. It is intended for single-processor systems. In multi-processor systems, the address bus is used for automatic memory address generation, and for other control signals.

(d) the control bus is the set of wires carrying the control signals. These signals are commonly determined by the result of the execution of the instruction cycle. The control bus is used to control the operation of the processor and to generate the correct sequence of command (control) signals that allow them to communicate with each other.

The basic components of a typical microprocessor chip from the designer's point of view are:

The accumulator(s) (ace.). This is a register with a dedicated function. Each bit represents one data input or output. The accumulator(s) are used for arithmetic, logic, and control operations. The accumulator(s) is a register that can be connected to the data bus, and it is used to hold incoming and outgoing data, as well as the output of specified arithmetic and logic operations. Some microprocessor chips have more than one accumulator; for example, the Motorola 6800 has two accumulators, A and B.

Addressing registers (r). This register is used to hold incoming and outgoing data, as well as the output of specified arithmetic and logic operations. Some microprocessor chips have more than one addressing register; for example, the Motorola 6800 has two addressing registers, A and B.

Condition flags. This register is used to hold incoming and outgoing data, as well as the output of specified arithmetic and logic operations. The condition flags are used to control the operation of the processor and to generate the correct sequence of command (control) signals that allow them to communicate with each other.

Microprocessor chips generate status signals indicating their internal state. The status signals are used to control the operation of the processor and to generate the correct sequence of command (control) signals that allow them to communicate with each other.

Status information. This is the information that is used to control the operation of the processor and to generate the correct sequence of command (control) signals that allow them to communicate with each other.

*Tristated during software halt

Note: Signal HLDA goes high within specified delay of the loading edge of the clock pulse. The address and data busses are floated high within a brief delay after the rising edge of the next clock pulse.
whether there is a carry after an 'add' operation and so on. They are mainly used to modify the sequence of program execution. Sometimes the condition flags are collectively referred to as condition codes or status word.

Instruction decoder. This is a combinational circuit used to decode the op code, held in the instruction register (I.r.), into a set of signals that can be interpreted directly by the timing and control unit. See Fig. 7.

Instruction register (I.r.). This is a register which receives the op code of each instruction in turn and holds it during execution. In our case the op code is loaded into the instruction register (I.r.) during state M1 T2 in Fig. 8.

Program counter (p.c.). This is an addressing register which holds the address of the next byte in the program memory. The counter is incremented or decreased by an amount equal to the length of the instruction at each state. See Fig. 7.

Timing and control unit. This is a sequential circuit which samples the decoded output of the instruction decoder and the external control signals, and specifies the appropriate machine cycles that are needed for the correct execution of the current instruction. It does so by generating control and timing signals which are routed to the appropriate components of the microprocessor chip. The machine cycles required to execute a three-byte (input/output) instruction are shown in Fig. 8.

Microprocessor chips contain no special circuits that do not exist in conventional digital computers. This raises the question of the necessity for special treatment. The answer is the connection problem imposed by the relatively small number of pins (typically 40) that are attached to a microprocessor chip containing the equivalent of several thousands of discrete logic components. This access problem is solved in practice by time-sharing the address and data pins, as will be described in the next article. To be continued.

The scientific computer club

Following the publication of a two-microprocessor scientific computer design (April to September 1979 and January to February 1980), this series has received some more requests for more information and details of similar systems. We are therefore pleased to note the formation of a computer users' club for the Adams machine, which we hope will stimulate interest in this design and encourage correspondence between readers.

To start the ball rolling a monthly newsletter, starting in May, will be circulated by Phillip Probert to members for an annual subscription of £5.00 including postage. John Adams, the designer, will contribute a series of articles describing the computer in greater detail, and he will also help to answer members' queries. The early issues will contain short editorials and include programming information and examples, while later issues will reflect members' interests by publishing their programs, letters and comments.

Feedback is important, so send subscriptions, suggestions, contributions and queries to Phillip Probert, 36 Cromwell Road, Wimbledon, London SW19, 8LZ, England.

References

A linear channel handles the video signal without stretching or cramping. It normally amplifies the visible spectrum satellite channel, which has a high dynamic range and is fairly constant in mean level throughout the year. It also receives a reasonable range of geographical latitude. The linear channel comprises four parallel linear amplifiers, one selected at a time, and is used as a reference against which the third channel is adjusted. After inversion, the amplified signal is applied to an analogue switch common to both video channels.

A log-channel is used to process the infra-red video signals. However, there are several problems in producing good pictures, such as the small f.m. subcarrier frequency used for a large dynamic content-change. This is due to temperature variations, for example, the coldest cloud tops can be -60°C and the warmest land at about 40°C. If a coastline is to be depicted, which aids location of the weather system and is generally more interesting, only small differences of a few degrees can be expected. Because these changes are in the warm part of the infra-red range, advantage can be taken of the logarithmic amplifying process where the gain is minimum at low (i.e. warm) signal levels and increases with an increase in amplitude. Therefore, the coastline can be enhanced and the cold cloud systems, with their large temperature variations, can be shown quite clearly. Two problems with this technique are the level at which log amplification starts, and the changes in mean temperature with season and latitude. In this design a variable control with a dial is used which rescales for different orbits. The approximate mean picture level for the i.r. channel is roughly matched to that of the sunny portion of the visible channel. The sunny part of the visible channel is used both day and night to see the daytime terminator on a polar orbit, especially in winter. Also, interest is heightened by producing the i.r. and visible pictures side-by-side and observing, from the i.r. scene, the weather in the darkened visible section.

After the input level potentiometer, a switch allows either direct log amplification of the signal, or expansion...
whether there is a carry after an 'add' operation and so on. They are mainly used to modify the sequence of program execution. Sometimes the condition flags are collectively referred to as condition codes or status word.

Instruction decoder. This is a combinational circuit used to decode the op code, held in the instruction register (I.r.), into a set of signals that can be interpreted directly by the timing and control unit. See Fig. 7.

Instruction register (I.r.). This is a register which receives the op code of each instruction in turn and holds it during execution. In our case the op code is loaded into the instruction register (I.r.) during state M1.T2. See Fig. 8.

Program counter (p.c.). This is an addressing register which holds the address of the next byte in the program memory. The program counter will be incremented by the exception of such instructions as jump, branch and so on. It is connected to the address bus, a, during state T1 in a fetch cycle. See Fig. 7.

Timing and control unit. This is a sequential circuit which samples the address of the next byte in the program memory and externally for fax machines, one selected at a time, and is used as a reference against which the third channel is adjusted. After inversion, the amplified signal is applied to an analogue switch common to both video channels.

A log-channel is used to process the infra-red video signals. However, there are several problems in producing good pictures, such as the small f.m. subcarrier, which will be discussed in a later section. Fig. 8 shows the internal operation of a microprocessor chip.

Fig. 7. Components and internal organization of an eight-bit microprocessor chip.

Fig. 8. Internal operation of a microprocessor chip.

Scientific computer club

Following the publication of a two-microprocessor scientific computer design (April to September 1979 and January to February 1980) we have received so many requests for more information and details of clubs linked to this design. We are therefore pleased to note the formation of a computer users' club for the Adams machine, which we hope will stimulate interest in this design and encourage correspondence between readers.

To start the ball rolling a monthly newsletter, starting in May, will be circulated by Phillip Probert to members for an annual subscription of £5.00 including postage. John Adams, the designer, will contribute a series of articles describing the computer in greater detail, and he will also help to answer members' queries. The early issues will contain short articles and will include programming information. The receiver will reflect members' interests by publishing their programmes, letters and comments.

Feedback is important, so send subscriptions, suggestions, contributions and queries to Phillip Probert, 36 Crompton Road, Wimbledon, London, SW19, R.Z. England.

A linear channel handles the video signal without stretching or cramping. It normally amplifies the visible spectrum satellite channel, which has a high dynamic range and is fairly constant in mean level throughout the year. All within a reasonable range of geographical latitude. The linear channel comprises four parallel linear amplifiers, one selected at a time, and is used as a reference against which the third channel is adjusted. After inversion, the amplified signal is applied to an analogue switch common to both video channels.

A prototype of the latest American polar orbiting weather satellites, TIROS-N (TIROS X, 1975-1976), was launched on October 13, 1978. One of the main improvements over the TIROS-N series and the ITOS (NOAA) predecessors is the improved picture definition. This is due to improved scanning radiometers and a faster scanning rate, 120 p.m. compared with 48 p.m. for the NOAA.1 to 5 series. Two channels of picture information are sent on the h.t. transmission and in normal use one channel is infra-red while the other is in the visible spectrum. The choice is made at ground control and later satellites will be capable of sending, on h.t., two of five available spectral range pictures from the S-band repertoire. Images received on one of the four frequencies used for the TIROS-N series, 137.50 and 137.62 MHz, have a ground definition of 4km and have image-distortion correction so that the received pictures are flat, and do not suffer from "bottle distortion" as with earlier satellites. The receive antenna needs to be right-hand circularly polarized and the receiver must cope with a peak 2.4kHz deviation of ±17kHz. The TIROS-N series h.t. video format is shown in Fig. 1 and a block diagram of the signal processor is shown in Fig. 2.

The clock channel produces various timing signals, locked to the satellite subcarrier signal, for use within the processor and externally for fax machine or oscilloscope synchronization. A phase-lock loop is used, preceded by a limiter stage to render the clock circuits immune to signal amplitude variations. A 115kHz output is buffered by a Schmitt trigger and divided to produce the timing and synchronizing signals.

This signal processor produces real-time visible and infra-red weather pictures side-by-side and correctly exposed. Up to four satellites may be processed on the unit which has been designed for high quality pictures from orbiting weather satellites.

For a description of a facsimile machine suitable for use with this processor, and for background information on weather satellite reception, readers should refer to previous articles by the author, listed in the references.

This article forms part of a series covering "Microprocessor programming and software development." Prentice Hall, 1979.
The 2.4kHz demodulated subcarrier, which is amplified by the linear channel and analogue switch, is divided by two with an equal mark-to-space ratio. The 4kHz is divided through a potentiometer to set the value for this resistor is 2k2. The linear channel and analogue switch are shown in Fig. 4. The 2.4kHz video signal is taken via S8 to one op-amp in IC5. Each amplifier has a gain control and a level setting potentiometer which can be adjusted for a given satellite without affecting the others. The logarithmic amplifier for amplifying the selected signal is fed to IC6a, which sets the input current. Therefore, the loop current is directly proportional to the input voltage in IC6a. This is a useful feature in winter when the southerly portion of a northern hemisphere pass can be previewed in visible, and the northern portion, which may be in darkness, printed in I.R. without. Switch C1 passes through a flip-flop Q output, and the strobe pulses from the switch are shown in Fig. 4. The 2.4kHz is taken from the flip-flop Q output, and the strobe pulses are amplified and the working point is altered to suit standard values. The linear channel and analogue switch are shown in Fig. 4. The 2.4kHz video signal is taken via S8 to one op-amp in IC5. Each amplifier has a gain control and a level setting potentiometer which can be adjusted for a given satellite without affecting the others. The logarithmic amplifier for amplifying the selected signal is fed to IC6a, which sets the input current. Therefore, the loop current is directly proportional to the input voltage in IC6a. This is a useful feature in winter when the southerly portion of a northern hemisphere pass can be previewed in visible, and the northern portion, which may be in darkness, printed in I.R. without. Switch C1 passes through a flip-flop Q output, and the strobe pulses from the switch are shown in Fig. 4. The 2.4kHz is taken from the flip-flop Q output, and the strobe pulses are amplified and the working point is altered to suit standard values. The linear channel and analogue switch are shown in Fig. 4. The 2.4kHz video signal is taken via S8 to one op-amp in IC5. Each amplifier has a gain control and a level setting potentiometer which can be adjusted for a given satellite without affecting the others. The logarithmic amplifier for amplifying the selected signal is fed to IC6a, which sets the input current. Therefore, the loop current is directly proportional to the input voltage in IC6a. This is a useful feature in winter when the southerly portion of a northern hemisphere pass can be previewed in visible, and the northern portion, which may be in darkness, printed in I.R. without. Switch C1 passes through a flip-flop Q output, and the strobe pulses from the switch are shown in Fig. 4. The 2.4kHz is taken from the flip-flop Q output, and the strobe pulses are amplified and the working point is altered to suit standard values. The linear channel and analogue switch are shown in Fig. 4. The 2.4kHz video signal is taken via S8 to one op-amp in IC5. Each amplifier has a gain control and a level setting potentiometer which can be adjusted for a given satellite without affecting the others. The logarithmic amplifier for amplifying the selected signal is fed to IC6a, which sets the input current. Therefore, the loop current is directly proportional to the input voltage in IC6a. This is a useful feature in winter when the southerly portion of a northern hemisphere pass can be previewed in visible, and the northern portion, which may be in darkness, printed in I.R. without. Switch C1 passes through a flip-flop Q output, and the strobe pulses from the switch are shown in Fig. 4. The 2.4kHz is taken from the flip-flop Q output, and the strobe pulses are amplified and the working point is altered to suit standard values. The linear channel and analogue switch are shown in Fig. 4. The 2.4kHz video signal is taken via S8 to one op-amp in IC5. Each amplifier has a gain control and a level setting potentiometer which can be adjusted for a given satellite without affecting the others. The logarithmic amplifier for amplifying the selected signal is fed to IC6a, which sets the input current. Therefore, the loop current is directly proportional to the input voltage in IC6a. This is a useful feature in winter when the southerly portion of a northern hemisphere pass can be previewed in visible, and the northern portion, which may be in darkness, printed in I.R. without. Switch C1 passes through a flip-flop Q output, and the strobe pulses from the switch are shown in Fig. 4. The 2.4kHz is taken from the flip-flop Q output, and the strobe pulses are amplified and the working point is altered to suit standard values. The linear channel and analogue switch are shown in Fig. 4. The 2.4kHz video signal is taken via S8 to one op-amp in IC5. Each amplifier has a gain control and a level setting potentiometer which can be adjusted for a given satellite without affecting the others. The logarithmic amplifier for amplifying the selected signal is fed to IC6a, which sets the input current. Therefore, the loop current is directly proportional to the input voltage in IC6a. This is a useful feature in winter when the southerly portion of a northern hemisphere pass can be previewed in visible, and the northern portion, which may be in darkness, printed in I.R. without. Switch C1 passes through a flip-flop Q output, and the strobe pulses from the switch are shown in Fig. 4. The 2.4kHz is taken from the flip-flop Q output, and the strobe pulses are amplified and the working point is altered to suit standard values. The linear channel and analogue switch are shown in Fig. 4. The 2.4kHz video signal is taken via S8 to one op-amp in IC5. Each amplifier has a gain control and a level setting potentiometer which can be adjusted for a given satellite without affecting the others. The logarithmic amplifier for amplifying the selected signal is fed to IC6a, which sets the input current.
The 2.4kHz output of the p.l.l. is a.c. coupled to Schmitt trigger IC9 which squares the signal at t.l.i. level. This is buffered by Trs 15 and 16 to an external socket for fax and oscilloscope use, and also fed to a series of dividers. IC4 divides by 2 to give 200Hz, part of IC5 divides by 5 to give 400Hz and IC6 divides by 10 to give 4Hz with an equal mark-space ratio. 

The 4Hz is distributed to Schmitt trigger IC12a and IC12b whose gain is selected by R73. A second limiter feeds the p.l.l. whose v.c.o. frequency is set to 2.4kHz by R18. The 4Hz is distributed to external socket, to part of IC5 which selects the Q and Q lines of the analogue switch, and drive l.e.d. circuit has been altered to suit standard values. 

The linear channel and analogue switch are shown in Fig. 4. The 2.4kHz video signal is taken via S3 to one op-amp in IC9. Each amplifier has a gain control and a level setting potentiometer which can be adjusted for a given satellite without affecting the others. The operating points of the linear amplifiers in IC9 are set by the logarithmic video signal leakage. The on resistance varies with the input signal and so the mean 2.4kHz signal is amplified by the linear channel. When using a toggle switch biased to give a good compromise for weak and strong signals. For a strong signal, a duty cycle of 25% is sufficient 2.4kHz to lock the following loop. When using a toggle switch biased to 50%, the loop begins to oscillate. Therefore, the loop current is directly proportional to the input voltage Vinput and the linear channel. 

The logarithmically amplified and inverted signal is switched by S3 to one of the linear amplifiers in IC5 and the selected signal is fed directly to IC8 which switches in the same way as the facsimile switch IC7. 

Construction 

The linear and log. channels should be separated to avoid crosstalk and to enable adjustments to be made without confusion. The gain controls, which are seldom altered after the initial adjustment, can be outer carbon or ferrite potentiometers. 

Table of components 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capacitors 20%</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.8, 8, 9, 47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistors</td>
<td>1/4W</td>
<td>47, 100, 220, 1000, 1M, 2200, 10k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semiconductors</td>
<td></td>
<td>IC1, IC2, IC3, IC4, IC5, IC6, IC7, IC8, IC9, IC10, IC11, IC12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The logarithmically amplified and inverted signal is switched by S3 to one of the linear amplifiers in IC5 and the selected signal is fed directly to IC8 which switches in the same way as the facsimile switch IC7.

Construction

The linear and log. channels should be separated to avoid crosstalk and to enable adjustments to be made without confusion. The gain controls, which are seldom altered after the initial adjustment, can be outer carbon or ferrite potentiometers.

Table of components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capacitors 20%</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.8, 8, 9, 47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistors</td>
<td>1/4W</td>
<td>47, 100, 220, 1000, 1M, 2200, 10k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semiconductors</td>
<td></td>
<td>IC1, IC2, IC3, IC4, IC5, IC6, IC7, IC8, IC9, IC10, IC11, IC12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 3. (top) Clock channel.

Fig. 5. (bottom left) Logarithmic channel.

Fig. 4. (bottom right) Linear channel.
Fig. 3. (top) Clock channel.

Fig. 5. (bottom left) Logarithmic channel.

Fig. 4. (bottom right) Linear channel.
The electromagnetic spectrum and the geostationary orbit for satellites, both of which are natural resources, should be more equitably shared among the common property of mankind. This is one of the conclusions of the final report of the International Commission for the Study of Communication Problems which was recently presented to the director-general of UNESCO. The 16-member commission has welcomed the decision taken at WARC 79 to convene a series of conferences over the next few years on specific aspects of the utilization of these resources (February issue p. 46, March issue p. 58.

The report deals comprehensively with the right to receive, seek and impart information as a fundamental human right, and it's main message is the need for a greater democratisation of communications (as discussed in our December 1979 leader). It takes the view that fundamental communication problems transcend mere media questions and recommends that communication "be no longer regarded merely as an incidental service and its development left to chance". In setting up new systems "participation should be given to non-commercial forms of mass communication" and, while obviously the media need their revenues, "ways and means should be considered to reduce the negative effects that the influence of market and commercial considerations have in the organization and content of national and international communication flows". The report points out that the freedom of the individual may have access to communication, be it as recipient and contributor, is not the same as the freedom of an investor to derive profit from the media while remaining indifferent to quality and content.

On broadcasting, the "development of comprehensive national radio networks, capable of reaching remote areas, take priority over the development of television..." and "national capacity for producing broadcast material is necessary to obtain dependence on external sources...". For communities in developing countries "local radio, low-cost, small-format television and radio systems and other appropriate technologies would facilitate production of programmes relevant to community development efforts, stimulate participation and provide opportunities for diversified expression..."

Traffic for telecommunications, the report says, "are one of the main obstacles to a free and balanced flow of information. This situation must be corrected, especially in the case of developing countries, through a variety of national and international initiatives. Governments should in particular examine the policies and practices of their postal and telegraph authorities. Profits or revenues should not be the primary aim of such agencies. They are instruments for policy-making and planned development in the field of information and culture. International action is also necessary to alter telecommunication tariffs that militate heavily against small and peripheral users... UNESCO might, in co-operation with ITU, also sponsor an overall study of international telecommunication services by means of satellite transmission in collaboration with Intelsat, Interuptruk and user country representatives to make proposals for international and regional co-ordination of geostationary satellite development..."

The new technologies coming into communication have both great potential and great danger, says the report. Countersignals should evaluate their social implications and should promote "participation and discussion..."

**Australian Air Force updates its technology**

William Scholz, a contact in Sydney, reports that the first trials of laser-guided bombs (LGBs) in Australia, using a Mirage fighter of the RAAF, were held recently at the Woomera Rocket range in South Australia. The trials, conducted by Texas Instruments (USA) in collaboration with the Defence Science Research Centre and the Aircraft Research and Development Unit, are a direct result of Prime Minister Fraser’s response to the American call for “increased surveillance of the Indian Ocean area by America’s allies” although why better kill devices are needed to improve surveillance is not necessarily necessary. Those systems are using semi-active homing devices in that they contain passive detectors which collect and process laser energy which has been reflected or scattered from a target, previously illuminated by a separate laser source. The angular displacement between the bomb’s central axis and the direction of the laser is measured by the LGB’s guidance system and correction signals are sent by means of a servo system during flight, causing deflection of the bomb’s strap-on wings. The flight path is corrected accordingly and the bomb steered towards its target.

Despite the general conflict, both the USAF and US Navy employed LGBs as well as electro-optical guided bombs. These bombs use a similar form of visual target identification but were equipped with a different guidance system which offered greater flexibility than the LGB method.
cernet types and have screwdriver access through the instrument case. If the passcure is to be used with a drum fax in a darkroom, it is worth building the instrument either inside the fax machine, or in a shallow case underneath. Also, any LEDs or lamps should be red if bromide type paper is used. It is helpful to use large white lettering for dim-light operation, and to mount the slip-lock switch $S_2$ at a comfortable position away from the other controls. $R_{45}$ can be a screwdriver slot preset, but $R_{46}$ must be noise-free, smooth to operate, well positioned for easy adjustment and fitted with a turn-counting dial if high quality prints are to be obtained. For darkroom use, a digital mechanical dial is better than an engraved analogue type. The output amplifier gain resistor may need to be changed if a different readout device is used, and solder pins on the circuit board make the removal of $R_{45}$ easier.

The power supplies are not critical, but they should be well smoothed. A digital dial if high quality prints are to be obtained, two $2N3704$ devices

To ensure that the circuits, particularly the log. amplifier, are temperature stable, the unit can be permanently on.

After satellite acquisition, slip $S_5$ to establish the picture edge position on the fax or oscilloscope, and select either the side-by-side order of the visible and $S_5$ channels or, by using $S_3$ and $S_5$, select one picture or the pair. At the extreme ends of the pass it may be necessary to reduce the horizontal bandwidth with $S_3$, but normally this can be left in the wide position.

**References**


**Fig. 6. Power supply.**

**Fig. 7. Satellite pictures of the Mediterranean received on the 11th March, 1979. The visible image is on the left.**

---

The electromagnatic spectrum and the geostationary orbit for satellites, both of which are natural resources, should be more equitably shared by countries as a common property of mankind. This is one of the conclusions of the final report of the International Commission for the Study of Communication Problems which was recently presented to the Director-General of UNESCO. The 16-member commission has welcomed the decision taken at WARC 79 to convene a series of conferences over the next few years on specific aspects of the utilization of these resources (February issue p. 56, March issue p. 56).

The report deals comprehensively with the right to receive, seek and impart information as a fundamental human right, and its main message is the need for a greater democratisation of communications (as discussed in our December 1979 leader). It takes the view that fundamental communication problems transcend mere media questions and recommends that communication "be no longer regarded merely as an incidental service and its development left to chance." In setting up new systems "priority should be given to non-commercial forms of mass communication and, while obviously the media need their revenues, "ways and means should be considered to reduce the negative effects that the influence of market and commercial considerations have in the organisation and content of national and international communication flows." The report points out that "freedom of expression and access to information, both as recipient and contributor, is not the same as the freedom of an investor to derive profit from the media while remaining indifferent to quality and content."

On broadcasting, the "development of comprehensive national radio networks, capable of reaching remote areas, should take priority over the development of television..." and "national capacity for producing broadcast material is necessary to obviate dependence on external sources..." For communities in developing countries "local radio, low-cost, small-format television and radio systems and other appropriate technologies would facilitate production of programmes relevant to community development efforts, stimulate participation and provide opportunities for diversified expression.

Traffic for telecommunications, the report says, "are one of the main obstacles to a free and balanced flow of information. This situation must be corrected, especially in the case of developing countries, through a variety of national and international initiatives. Governments should in particular examine present policies and practices of their post and telegraph authorities. Profits or revenues should not be the primary aim of such agencies. They are instruments for policy-making and planned development in the field of information and culture. International action is also necessary to alter telecommunication tariffs that militate heavily against small and peripheral users... UNESCO might, in cooperation with ITU, also sponsor an overall study of international telecommunications services by means of satellite transmission in collaboration with Intelsat, Intersputnik and user country representatives to make proposals for international and regional co-ordination of geostationary satellite development."

The new technologies coming into communication have both great potential and great danger, says the report. Community leaders should evaluate their social implications and should promote "participation and discussion..." of social priorities in the acquisition or extension of these new technologies. Decisions on "the orientation given to research and development should come under closer public scrutiny." Concentration of communications technology in a few developed countries and multi-national corporations "has led to virtual monopoly situations in this field. To counteract these tendencies national and international measures are required, among them the control of existing patent laws and conventions, appropriate legislation and international agreements."

---

**Spectrum is "common property of mankind"**

William Scholer, a contact in Sydney, reports that the first trials of laser-guided bombs (LGBs) in Australia, using a Mirage fighter of the RAAF, were held recently at the Woomera Rocket range in Australia. The trials, conducted by Texas Instruments (USA) in collaboration with the Defence Science Research Centre and the Aircraft Research and Development Unit, are a direct result of Prime Minister Fraser's response to the American call for "increased surveillance of the Indian Ocean area by America's allies," although why better killing devices are needed to improve surveillance has not been explained. LGBs use semi-active homing devices in that they contain passive detectors which collect and process laser energy which has been reflected or scattered from a target, previously illuminated by a separate laser source. The angular displacement between the bomb's central axis and the direction of the laser is measured by the LGB's guidance system and correction signals are sent by means of a servo system during flight, causing deflection of the bomb's strap-on wings. The flight path is corrected accordingly and the bomb steered towards its target.

During the Vietnam conflict, both the USAF and US Navy employed LGBs as well as electro-optical guided bombs. These bombs used a similar form of visual target identification but were equipped with a different guidance system which offered greater flexibility than the LGB method.

**Microprocessor applications for the disabled**

The Bias '80 exhibition, to be held in conjunction with the Microwave congress in Milano from June 4th to 8th, includes a competition for projects aimed at helping handicapped persons. Total prize money is $7000 in addition to priors in the form of systems, instruments and other items of electronic equipment. Engineers and designers interested in competing should bear in mind that the projects should be useful as aids to disabled persons such as those who are blind, deaf, mute, or persons with difficulties in communication, expression and movement. Consideration will also be given to other unconventional applications of microprocessors not strictly tied to the subject of the competition provided they are of real interest in the bioengineering or medical electronics field.

Special prizes will be presented in this section. Projects should be presented with block diagrams and circuits, hardware complement, software, cost, weight and dimensions. Presentation of a prototype is desirable but not essential. Entries should reach the competition secretary at least 2 weeks before the show. For more information call or write to Studio Barberi, Via Remondini 2, 20129 Milano, Italy, tel. 796 094 421 635.
"Challenge of the Chip" exhibition

There can be many whoana industrialists to whom the "chip" is a total mystery, but few to whom it would do themselves a favour if they were to go along to the Science Museum's "Challenge of the Chip" exhibition, which opened in late February and continues until sometime in December 1980.

In spite of a variety of ailments used to describe it on the sands of jargon reports which did little more than quote the official booklet, it is one of the most effective displays the museum has put on. As a history of the development of modern microelectronics it is highly successful, delving deep into basic materials and fabrication methods to applications in a surprisingly unassuming fashion. Some of the conceptual illustrations are particularly clear-cut, such as, in an early exhibit where the seemingly paradoxical nature of semiconducting materials is illustrated, i.e. that heating causes an improvement in conductivity in semiconductors, as well as an outline, i.e. that heat causes an improvement in conductivity in semiconductors, as well as the apparent incapacity of the technicians to see the grain of the wood, is explained — was totally empty for over 20 minutes while hordes of children gleefully rubbed buttons and pressed things alongside.

In other words, it seems, are one of the major hazards of the exhibition business if the actions of one of the "keepers" were anything to go by. "Too many of the little denizens all at once, that's the worst of the school holidays," one said. Visiting the exhibition during term time might be the best alternative, although this presumes that coach loads will not occasionally press-ganged into the trip by avid science teachers.

Microprocessor competition

To be fair, they couldn't really have known about, for example, the results of the recent British Microprocessor Competition, which was organized by the National Research Development Council (NRDC) in collaboration with the National Computing Centre (NCC). The first prize in category 1 (working model) of £10,000 was won by Siran Agrotec Ltd, of Egham, Surrey, for their design for a potato harvester. This is adaptable for other commodities such as onions, carrots and lettuce, with features similar to that of the selection of a suitable frequency (a frequency other than the 27MHz band on 6 December 1979 that the really strong nearby radio frequency sharing arrangements resulting in the 27MHz band), and only really falling short in the rather common ground between the advocates of c.b. and the government that this frequency would be warn of the plan: or obscene language broadcasts. Furthermore, the point is made that criminal activities would be rendered more difficult by official policing of the system, especially if legislation on c.b. sets included a compulsory identification code signal. Balanced this would be the problems that manifest would be required to regulate the service, which does not fit with current "troubling down" of public service broadcasting, the emergency services, old people's alarm systems and aircraft communications. Signals at this frequency also have a longer range than required.

Estimates have been made that there would be a requirement of between 6 and 8 million sets if c.b. were legalised in the country. A potentially large new market could thus be created for British firms, particularly if the controls imposed on band, modulation and some other criteria, were such that all manufacturers, overseas as well as at home, were starting from a new base in the design of a product. This was brought about by type-approved equipment having to perform to the frequency chosen and the system capable of extension to accommodate more users as funds became available. A decision on the issue was postponed until further information was available to the government, the public and the emergency services.

"... and only really falling short in the rather common ground between the advocates of c.b. and the government that this frequency would be warn of the plan: or obscene language broadcasts. Furthermore, the point is made that criminal activities would be rendered more difficult by official policing of the system, especially if legislation on c.b. sets included a compulsory identification code signal. Balanced this would be the problems that manifest would be required to regulate the service, which does not fit with current "troubling down" of public service broadcasting, the emergency services, old people's alarm systems and aircraft communications. Signals at this frequency also have a longer range than required.

Estimates have been made that there would be a requirement of between 6 and 8 million sets if c.b. were legalised in the country. A potentially large new market could thus be created for British firms, particularly if the controls imposed on band, modulation and some other criteria, were such that all manufacturers, overseas as well as at home, were starting from a new base in the design of a product. This was brought about by type-approved equipment having to perform to the frequency chosen and the system capable of extension to accommodate more users as funds became available. A decision on the issue was postponed until further information was available to the government, the public and the emergency services.

"... and only really falling short in the rather common ground between the advocates of c.b. and the government that this frequency would be warn of the plan: or obscene language broadcasts. Furthermore, the point is made that criminal activities would be rendered more difficult by official policing of the system, especially if legislation on c.b. sets included a compulsory identification code signal. Balanced this would be the problems that manifest would be required to regulate the service, which does not fit with current "troubling down" of public service broadcasting, the emergency services, old people's alarm systems and aircraft communications. Signals at this frequency also have a longer range than required.

Estimates have been made that there would be a requirement of between 6 and 8 million sets if c.b. were legalised in the country. A potentially large new market could thus be created for British firms, particularly if the controls imposed on band, modulation and some other criteria, were such that all manufacturers, overseas as well as at home, were starting from a new base in the design of a product. This was brought about by type-approved equipment having to perform to the frequency chosen and the system capable of extension to accommodate more users as funds became available. A decision on the issue was postponed until further information was available to the government, the public and the emergency services.

"... and only really falling short in the rather common ground between the advocates of c.b. and the government that this frequency would be warn of the plan: or obscene language broadcasts. Furthermore, the point is made that criminal activities would be rendered more difficult by official policing of the system, especially if legislation on c.b. sets included a compulsory identification code signal. Balanced this would be the problems that manifest would be required to regulate the service, which does not fit with current "troubling down" of public service broadcasting, the emergency services, old people's alarm systems and aircraft communications. Signals at this frequency also have a longer range than required.

Estimates have been made that there would be a requirement of between 6 and 8 million sets if c.b. were legalised in the country. A potentially large new market could thus be created for British firms, particularly if the controls imposed on band, modulation and some other criteria, were such that all manufacturers, overseas as well as at home, were starting from a new base in the design of a product. This was brought about by type-approved equipment having to perform to the frequency chosen and the system capable of extension to accommodate more users as funds became available. A decision on the issue was postponed until further information was available to the government, the public and the emergency services.
There can't be many western industrialized persons to whom the "chip" is a total mystery, but the few to whom it is would do themselves a favour if they were to go along to the Science Museum's 'Challenge of the Chip' exhibition, which opened in late February and continues until sometime in December 1980.

In spite of a variety of devices used to describe the exhibition in the sand and dust of daily life, some of which did little more than preach the official booklet, it is one of the most effective displays the museum has yet staged. As part of the development of modern microelectronics it is highly successful, delivering upon its promise to the uninitiated, from sophisticated medical equipment and toys and games based on the chip, explained - was totally empty for over twenty years ago, then maybe the author's "facts" are particularly sharp, such as, in an early batch of two, were suffering from hallucination (possibly low self-esteem) and two from telling the one over the top of the screen.

At £1.50, the official booklet is good value, being crammed with excellent illustrations and only really falling short in the rather wooden style in which it is written and the single hole in its claim, common to the human optical system, to which the microprocessor ("microelectroncs will affect your future.")

However, if one of its more staggering facts is true, any sort of indicator, such as the pocket calculator gives us as much computer power as we would cost £18,000 twenty years ago, then maybe the author's hallucinations of breath at this self-evangelism prevented further literary effort on the subject.

Microprocessor competition
To be fair, he couldn't really have known about, for example, the results of the recent British Microprocessor Competition, which was won by the National Computing Development Council (NCCD) in collaboration with the National Computing Centre (NCC). The first prize in category 1 (working models) of £15,000 was won by Siram Agrigate Ltd, of Egham, Surrey, for their design for a public transport information and facilities system. This is adaptable for other commodities such as road tolls and features calibration for a number of varieties of crop, located in a single field. It's all that's needed for instant feedback to the human optical system.

The relatively "perfect" actions of microcomputers were thrown into sharp relief by the apparent incapacity of the technicians who must surely have set the exhibits up to ensure good results from the video monitors dotted around the showcases. In one batch, two were suffering from hallucination (possibly low esteem) and two from telling the one over the top of the screen.

The Truestock stack control won for Gruney Trellech of Trellech, Mickey, the second prize of £2,000. Once again, however, the displays are dominated by untrained operators enabling, for example, a small ball not to fall onto a line on the floor. A bit explained - was totally empty for over twenty minutes while hordes of children gleefully jiggled buttons and misunderstood things alongside.

In any case, it seems, are one of the major hazards of the exhibition business if the lack of one of the "keepers" is anything to go by. "Too many of the little denizens all at once, that's the worst of the school holidays," was the complaint of one of the "keepers" whoanything to do with a "thief," although this presumption that coach-loads will not occasionally press-gang into the trip by avid science teachers.

"We thought it was very informative, leading right through all the highlights of the first point-contact transistor to the latest on the information retrieval systems.

Some elements were a little silly (but forgivable) such as showing applications of the chip for "testing" processes in rather trivial areas on the floor (e.g. oil petrol level sensing, o.k., but sidestep checking by photocell/irresistors? Men sensors needed to check the checking the i.e.d. which in turn checks on the state of a shocker checking device, always assuming that your i.e.d. are reliable, and you don't come to the conclusion that a length of optical fibre carried from sidestep to the dashboard is all that's needed for instant feedback to the human optical system.

"The first point-contact transistor has been the best occupied.

from sophisticated medical equipment and toys and games based on the chip.

Punched buttons and those that do have been the best occupied.

"There is no direct information or comment on the information retrieval systems available here, but the few to whom it is would do themselves a favour if they were to go along to the Science Museum's 'Challenge of the Chip' exhibition, which opened in late February and continues until sometime in December 1980.

In spite of a variety of devices used to describe the exhibition in the sand and dust of daily life, some of which did little more than preach the official booklet, it is one of the most effective displays the museum has yet staged. As part of the development of modern microelectronics it is highly successful, delivering upon its promise to the uninitiated.

There is no direct information or comment on the information retrieval systems available here, but the few to whom it is would do themselves a favourable if they were to go along to the Science Museum's 'Challenge of the Chip' exhibition, which opened in late February and continues until sometime in December 1980.

In spite of a variety of devices used to describe the exhibition in the sand and dust of daily life, some of which did little more than preach the official booklet, it is one of the most effective displays the museum has yet staged. As part of the development of modern microelectronics it is highly successful, delivering upon its promise to the uninitiated, from sophisticated medical equipment and toys and games based on the chip, explained - was totally empty for over twenty years ago, then maybe the author's "facts" are particularly sharp, such as, in an early batch of two, were suffering from hallucination (possibly low self-esteem) and two from telling the one over the top of the screen.

At £1.50, the official booklet is good value, being crammed with excellent illustrations and only really falling short in the rather wooden style in which it is written and the single hole in its claim, common to the human optical system, to which the microprocessor ("microelectronics will affect your future.")

However, if one of its more staggering facts is true, any sort of indicator, such as the pocket calculator gives us as much computer power as we would cost £18,000 twenty years ago, then maybe the author's hallucinations of breath at this self-evangelism prevented further literary effort on the subject.

Microprocessor competition
To be fair, he couldn't really have known about, for example, the results of the recent British Microprocessor Competition, which was won by the National Computing Development Council (NCCD) in collaboration with the National Computing Centre (NCC). The first prize in category 1 (working models) of £15,000 was won by Siram Agrigate Ltd, of Egham, Surrey, for their design for a public transport information and facilities system. This is adaptable for other commodities such as road tolls and features calibration for a number of varieties of crop, located in a single field. It's all that's needed for instant feedback to the human optical system.

The relatively "perfect" actions of microcomputers were thrown into sharp relief by the apparent incapacity of the technicians who must surely have set the exhibits up to ensure good results from the video monitors dotted around the showcases. In one batch, two were suffering from hallucination (possibly low self-esteem) and two from telling the one over the top of the screen.

The Truestock stack control won for Gruney Trellech of Trellech, Mickey, the second prize of £2,000. Once again, however, the displays are dominated by untrained operators enabling, for example, a small ball not to fall onto a line on the floor. A bit explained - was totally empty for over twenty minutes while hordes of children gleefully jiggled buttons and misunderstood things alongside.

In any case, it seems, are one of the major hazards of the exhibition business if the lack of one of the "keepers" is anything to go by. "Too many of the little denizens all at once, that's the worst of the school holidays," was the complaint of one of the "keepers" who anything to do with a "thief," although this presumption that coach-loads will not occasionally press-gang into the trip by avid science teachers.
The Intelligible Plug

Having been involved in power line carrier design for some time I particularly enjoyed reading the article "The Intelligible Plug" in the December 1978 issue. The techniques described for producing the intelligible plug array are both straightforward and practical.

Some time ago I entered a development project involving a power line carrier intercom in conjunction with Semiconductor of Haverhill, Massachusetts. This work culminated in a number of prototype systems, working in pairs so that a person in one room could simultaneously talk and listen to another speaker without having to operate any controls. We even went so far as to install telephone adapters to convert the intercoms more conventional with a normal power line carrier intercom.-operated system with both impulse and touch tone dialing.

From extensive tests on these units by engineers and enthusiastic marketing personnel, we have reached the following conclusions:
- Power line carrier systems provide less than ideal transmission and have a demandable acceptable quality.
- On this side of the Atlantic the lines and 20 kHz do not have the same intercom capability as the one shown in Fig. 2 of your article. However, these characteristics are: circuit can be used to test a house to office to office. The average impedance falls from approximately 30 kΩ to 10 ohms at 20 kHz and then rises, depending on the circuit, to 20 or 50 ohms at 400 kHz. We have stayed clear of high frequencies as we are permitted by the FCC because of the large number of powerful medium wave radio stations near us. As this is under 20 kHz we can use up to 200 MHz. These are resonant as they are tuned to 1 MHz to 40 MHz. This means that our new line will be able to detect almost any transmission that comes within our frequency selection.
- The "Intelligible Plug" produces a local tone in the system by using a frequency close to the carrier frequency. This frequency is then amplified and transmitted over the circuit.
- At high frequencies, where local transmission is most effective, the power line carrier, which is composed of two or three speakers, may work in a simplex system but difficult to use in a duplex system where one doesn't work well, the other one always does.

As an electrical engineer employed by the supplier industry, I read, with interest, the article by Messrs. McKenna, Wingley and Watten on the use of household wiring for data transmission (December 1978). However, the details of electricity distribution given in the article are not entirely correct and this has an effect on some schemes and equipment used in such a data transmitting system.
- As an electrical engineer employed by the supplier industry, I read, with interest, the article by Messrs. McKenna, Wingley and Watten on the use of household wiring for data transmission (December 1978). However, the details of electricity distribution given in the article are not entirely correct and this has an effect on some schemes and equipment used in such a data transmitting system.

The importance of the neutral to earth connection to the intelligible plug cannot be underestimated. This situation is further complicated by the use of m.p.e. (multiple point earthing) - not phase multiple earthing - and nobody can reliably transmit or receive anything.
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The importance of the neutral to earth connection to the intelligible plug cannot be underestimated. This situation is further complicated by the use of m.p.e. (multiple point earthing) - not phase multiple earthing - and nobody can reliably transmit or receive anything.

As an electrical engineer employed by the supplier industry, I read, with interest, the article by Messrs. McKenna, Wingley and Watten on the use of household wiring for data transmission (December 1978). However, the details of electricity distribution given in the article are not entirely correct and this has an effect on some schemes and equipment used in such a data transmitting system.
Back in 1970 Michael Gerzon, a mathematical researcher at the University of Oxford, was experimenting with tetrahedral recording. Four almost-spherical audition microphones were angled for spherical sound pickup, with playback over four loudspeakers in a tetrahedral array. Microphone angles were determined, matrix-coefficients were calculated, and the discovery made that there was a possibility of horizontal surround sound by reproducing sound and in the enjoyment of music ...

Some time ago I entered a development of the Carr-Bell (1971) tetrahedral recording. Four almost-spherical sound pickup, with playback over four loudspeakers, to give zero phase difference. Now when the height effect is important in reproduction of sound, as it is with a live performance, the periphonic or soundfield illusion of reality should be as close to unity as possible. To oversimplify this, imagine vectors drawn from the centre of a four-speaker array to points in a plane coincident with each speaker and whose length is proportional to the amplitude of sound emitted and add their magnitudes to give a total amplitude. Also add vectorially, which gives a localization according to the Malata theory (which is that direction to which the head turns to give zero phase difference). Now when the head points in another direction the perceived direction generally differs, and while the image position requires that the magnitude of the resultant vector is the same as the total amplitude of sound from the loudspeakers. This ratio is called the vector magnitude, r. (r comes from real; from velocity) and should ideally be unity in reproduced sound, as it is with a live audience.

At high frequencies, where localization depends on inter-aural phase differences, make the length of each vector proportional to the energy of sound emitted and add the magnitudes to give a total energy. Adding vectorially gives a localization according to the Malata theory. At low frequencies, where the head turns to give zero phase difference, then, it is argued, to give good image stability the vector magnitude, r, i.e., the ratio of resultant vector length to total energy, should be as close to unity as possible. (This ratio would be unity for a real sound source, but this cannot be expected in all cases.)

As well as meeting these two criteria good decoder design must get both localization and time-alignment correct, and in all directions. Though it wasn't obvious at the time the trouble with the continued on page 75

First periphonic decoder built by the NRDC sponsored Ambisonic partnership has characteristics that allow a variety of loudspeaker arrays to be used.

THE INTELLIGENT PLUG

Having been involved in power line carrier design for some time I particularly enjoyed the article "The Intelligent Plug" in the December 1979 issue. The techniques described for effective alteration of power line impulses could be used in several ways...

experience with our own full duplex systems forced us to conclude that unless the power lines are fitted with some type of modification to give a suf- fice predictable predictable control knobs, to say nothing of the ex-

We have now been involved with a number of power line carrier intercom systems in conjunction with Industry California and Massachusetts. This work culminated recently in the construction of a number of prototype systems, working in pairs so that a power line is connected between two sets of receiver...
Tune using a variety of different hook-up wires as described in the reference text, and that there is a serious load-sharing problem is shown by the car test results (Table 1). An experienced engineer, I think, would have foreseen these difficulties from the outset, and would have used the usual rig to handle the transformer, and that the transformer is a high-quality unit. The transformer needs to be close to either a thin wire or a thick one, and the minimum height is 3 inches (7cm). The positive output is connected to a thin wire which is used for a few inches of feedback. The feedback path is wound tightly along the transformer and is not necessary away for 7 inches (18cm). The shape of the feedback network is a matter of personal preference, particularly if the thin wire is connected to the output of any part of a half a dozen different sets of output stages. It is difficult to determine something that nothing in electrical engineering is as accurate as the ratio of the Hi-Fi to the mains in the secondary.

It is possible, but not easy, to obtain a considerable output, and one which is not likely to be too low internal resistance (or regulation) to be of use in the output stage. It is difficult to determine the optimum amount of feedback unless one is sure of the amount of feedback used, and one which is not likely to be too low internal resistance (or regulation) to be of use in the output stage. It is difficult to determine the optimum amount of feedback unless one is sure of the amount of feedback used, and one which is not likely to be too low internal resistance (or regulation) to be of use in the output stage. It is difficult to determine the optimum amount of feedback unless one is sure of the amount of feedback used, and one which is not likely to be too low internal resistance (or regulation) to be of use in the output stage. It is difficult to determine the optimum amount of feedback unless one is sure of the amount of feedback used, and one which is not likely to be too low internal resistance (or regulation) to be of use in the output stage. It is difficult to determine the optimum amount of feedback unless one is sure of the amount of feedback used, and one which is not likely to be too low internal resistance (or regulation) to be of use in the output stage. It is difficult to determine the optimum amount of feedback unless one is sure of the amount of feedback used, and one which is not likely to be too low internal resistance (or regulation) to be of use in the output stage. It is difficult to determine the optimum amount of feedback unless one is sure of the amount of feedback used, and one which is not likely to be too low internal resistance (or regulation) to be of use in the output stage. It is difficult to determine the optimum amount of feedback unless one is sure of the amount of feedback used, and one which is not likely to be too low internal resistance (or regulation) to be of use in the output stage. It is difficult to determine the optimum amount of feedback unless one is sure of the amount of feedback used, and one which is not likely to be too low internal resistance (or regulation) to be of use in the output stage. It is difficult to determine the optimum amount of feedback unless one is sure of the amount of feedback used, and one which is not likely to be too low internal resistance (or regulation) to be of use in the output stage. It is difficult to determine the optimum amount of feedback unless one is sure of the amount of feedback used, and one which is not likely to be too low internal resistance (or regulation) to be of use in the output stage. It is difficult to determine the optimum amount of feedback unless one is sure of the amount of feedback used, and one which is not likely to be too low internal resistance (or regulation) to be of use in the output stage. It is difficult to determine the optimum amount of feedback unless one is sure of the amount of feedback used, and one which is not likely to be too low internal resistance (or regulation) to be of use in the output stage. It is difficult to determine the optimum amount of feedback unless one is sure of the amount of feedback used, and one which is not likely to be too low internal resistance (or regulation) to be of use in the output stage. It is difficult to determine the optimum amount of feedback unless one is sure of the amount of feedback used, and one which is not likely to be too low internal resistance (or regulation) to be of use in the output stage. It is difficult to determine the optimum amount of feedback unless one is sure of the amount of feedback used, and one which is not likely to be too low internal resistance (or regulation) to be of use in the output stage. It is difficult to determine the optimum amount of feedback unless one is sure of the amount of feedback used, and one which is not likely to be too low internal resistance (or regulation) to be of use in the output stage. It is difficult to determine the optimum amount of feedback unless one is sure of the amount of feedback used, and one which is not likely to be too low internal resistance (or regulation) to be of use in the output stage. It is difficult to determine the optimum amount of feedback unless one is sure of the amount of feedback used, and one which is not likely to be too low internal resistance (or regulation) to be of use in the output stage. It is difficult to determine the optimum amount of feedback unless one is sure of the amount of feedback used, and one which is not likely to be too low internal resistance (or regulation) to be of use in the output stage. It is difficult to determine the optimum amount of feedback unless one is sure of the amount of feedback used, and one which is not likely to be too low internal resistance (or regulation) to be of use in the output stage. It is difficult to determine the optimum amount of feedback unless one is sure of the amount of feedback used, and one which is not likely to be too low internal resistance (or regulation) to be of use in the output stage. It is difficult to determine the optimum amount of feedback unless one is sure of the amount of feedback used, and one which is not likely to be too low internal resistance (or regulation) to be of use in the output stage. It is difficult to determine the optimum amount of feedback unless one is sure of the amount of feedback used, and one which is not likely to be too low internal resistance (or regulation) to be of use in the output stage. It is difficult to determine the optimum amount of feedback unless one is sure of the amount of feedback used, and one which is not likely to be too low internal resistance (or regulation) to be of use in the output stage. It is difficult to determine the optimum amount of feedback unless one is sure of the amount of feedback used, and one which is not likely to be too low internal resistance (or regulation) to be of use in the output stage. It is difficult to determine the optimum amount of feedback unless one is sure of the amount of feedback used, and one which is not likely to be too low internal resistance (or regulation) to be of use in the output stage. It is difficult to determine the optimum amount of feedback unless one is sure of the amount of feedback used, and one which is not likely to be too low internal resistance (or regulation) to be of use in the output stage.
assesses the gains made microprocessor-based production is highly relevant and should be used. Alternative technology, of course, exists in the form of traditional local electronic circuits. Some of these may be more suitable for the local conditions and may have a smaller overall system cost. However, the benefits of using microprocessors in this manner are not always obvious, and it is important to consider the potential for scalability and future upgrades. If the design is intended for a specific application, it may be beneficial to build the circuit using commercially available components. This approach is often more cost-effective and can provide better performance. However, if the design is intended to be more flexible, a custom-built circuit may be necessary to meet specific requirements. The use of microprocessors in this context is a promising area for future research and development.
on a narrow block filter as the major part of the IF selectivity, relying on accurate (and usually manual) tuning to provide the necessary h.f. attenuation. The block filters popularly used in the input stage did not have sufficient bandwidth for use in multi-channel applications, and would be limited by the programme source. In this context it is only fair to mention the potential channel rejection within the necessary budget. This means, however, that the recovered audio response falls sharply, and to my mind undesirably, above 3kHz or so, and that receiver tuning has to be very precise.

Prove this ludicrous proposition with an independent listening panel under a scientifically controlled set of conditions. If the panel are able to detect with statistical confidence a 0.05dB difference in performance, I will donate £100 to any charity of whichever type you might name by whatever take-up my challenge. I have my money ready if the tests fail, to receive the same amount from the proposition's supporter.

Meanwhile, may I conclude by expressing my disappointment that a magazine of Wireless World's stature should continue to provide a platform for cranky views. These are more proper to the hi-fi comics, to my mind undesirably, above 3kHz or so, and that receiver tuning has to be very precise.

MILLIBEL IS RUBBISH

I have a little sympathy for Mr Duncan's cri de coeur (January letters) over your super hi-fi amplifier project (October 1979). Too often designers are carried away by maternal enthusiasm for their brainchild and the accuracy of a modern calculation, and completely overlook the realities of the situation – that the amplifier is but one part of an audio chain. The mass transmission hall and office block will shortly be supplanted by the BBC's requirements – what an ideal opportunity to provide a show-case for the Corporation's achievement, and we BA already have a broadcasting gallery in London, yet while the centre is 3kHz output, it would be relatively easy to make displays at major BBC centres in London and elsewhere. Public interest is likely to be centred in a variety of 'open days' over the early days of broadcasting. For the present, however, the transmitter itself remains intact. Since the prime movers and rotating machinery have gone, it can never be used again, but it would provide a unique centrepiece for any museum. The main transmitter hall and office block will shortly be supplanted by the BBC's requirements – what an ideal opportunity to provide a show-case for the Corporation's achievement, and we BA already have a broadcasting gallery in London, that the big musical noise from the transmitter can be 'muted' and made audible, as at WO, I feel the Centre Box and the Worm should be subdivided into major sections, displaying the various types of programme used, and the displays obtained with the instrument.

1kHz square wave, while that in Fig. 2 is obtained with a 1kHz sine wave, showing 3rd and 5th harmonics. These experiments, however, were performed at a lower frequency than the fundicature signal, in each photograph are spurious products resulting from the method of analysis chosen: they do not normally cause trouble, since they are generally lower in frequency than the fundamental. As Mixer once observed, 'all jokes are equally offensive to everyone. 

If I look like becoming political myself, it just shows what happens when such matters are brought into W.W! - M.G. Scroggie

Mixer replies: Having been at the receiving end of many shafts of 'humour' concerning my own name, I hope that Mixer considers the 'slight wofce' that Mr Scroggie feels is implied in my attacks at the mention of haggis, cabers and political discussion in so many places, and my use of an extremely narrow-band filter also has the advantage of eliminating high-frequency distortion products arising from the detection process.

Finally, I should like to point out that there are at least two transmitters with a groundwave capable of causing interference to parts of the country, which radiate a much wider audio bandwidth than the 5kHz now standard within the UK and much of Europe. They are, of course, the time of writing, RTE Radio 2 on 613kHz, which can be received quite well in Wales, West and North-West England, Southern Scotland and Northern Ireland, and the pirate stations Radio Caroline on 1004kHz, which can be heard in South East England. It is, strictly speaking, illegal to listen to these transmitters, are the time of writing, RTE Radio 2 on 613kHz, which can be received quite well in Wales, West and North-West England, Southern Scotland and Northern Ireland, and the pirate stations Radio Caroline on 1004kHz, which can be heard in South East England. It is, strictly speaking, illegal to listen to these transmitters, and 'accustomed to read about the demise of the Brooktopers, I was willing to yield in order to improve the recovered audio response falls sharply, and to my mind undesirably, above 3kHz or so, and that receiver tuning has to be very precise.
on a narrow block filter as the major part of the IF selectivity, relying on accurate (and usually manual) tuning to provide the necessary h.f. attenuation. The block filters popularly used have very short lengths and little more than 6 kHz, presumably a sacrifice willingly yielded in order to eliminate adjacent-channel rejection within the necessary budget. This means, however, that the recovered signal is less than the minimum 100 Hz and to my mind undesirable, above 3 kHz or so, and that receiver tuning has to be very precise.

Given that the brief of consumer audio equipment is generally to provide the best possible reception of local transmissions, where even at night the wanted signal may be presumed to be at least as strong if not stronger than anything on the adjacent channels, I would suggest that a better approach would be to employ a much wider block filter, with a 3 dB bandwidth of around 16 kHz, and then to eliminate adjacent-channel whistles and 'monkey chatter' by means of a Skp, and preferably switchable, low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency between 4.5 and 3 kHz. The use of such a filter also has the advantage of eliminating high-frequency distortion products arising from the detection process. Finally, I should like to point out that there are at least two transmitters with a ground-wave signal of usable strength in some parts of the country, which radiate a much wider audio bandwidth than the 3 kHz noted above. The BBC is at the cutting edge. Here is the opportunity to provide a platform for cranky views. These are more proper to the hi-fi comics.

Reg Williamson
Norwich

NATIONAL MUSEUM OF BROADCASTING

As a BBC Engineer at Washford, I was interested to read the demise of the English Parks Park Transmitters. The Washford transmitter was in fact taken out of service at the end of October, after 46 years of service. Both on grounds of efficiency and maintenance costs, it was felt for the best. However, it is just that the main points will go, but its destruction breaks another link with the early days of broadcasting.

For the present, however, the transmitter itself remains intact. Since the prime moves and rotating machinery have gone, it can never be used again, but it would provide a unique centrepiece for any museum. The main transmitter hall and office block will shortly be sold to developers. The BBC is under the impression that a potential buyer for the Corporation's television studio has already been found. As the后来 (January 1885) Verlookup of the World's fair exhibition, so that the old site remains intact.

MILBELL IS RUBBISH

I have a little sympathy for Mr Duncan's cri de corer (January letters) over your so-called super hi-fi amplifier project (October 1979). Too often designers are carried away by the maternal enthusiasm for their brainchild and the certainty of a modern calculation. Consistently overlooked are the realities of the situation - that the amplifier is but one element in a long chain of planning, performance and, in a domestic system particularly, the ultimate fidelity overall will be limited by the programme source.

However, I am fed up with seeing a letter in the March issue with a suggestion of such aloofness that I had to check the cover to make sure that it wasn't an issue a few weeks early. But no, the writer was clearly and dangerously literal in his conception. It can really be suggested that again, for one small element in the recording/reproducing chain, it is imperative that any amplitude/frequency deviations be maintained within an accuracy of 0.05 dB (as I assume that this is the total spread). Frankly, I do not see and regard the notion as absurd. It is time, perhaps, to say that an auditor of 30 years' experience and accustomed to working to tolerances far tighter than those that we believe practicable in the hi-fi industry. For a start, how in heaven's name can we guarantee a consistency considerably better than this outside the pre-amplifier - in the programme source, for example, which is not likely to be used for the subjective issue! Even before, when these were singing a myth being propagated by hi-fi commentators of questionable ability, offered a sum of money to any charity if the spurious arguments being got forward could be proved. My bait was never taken and it remained for others to quantitatively demolish the false gods. I will make the same offer yet again, and for the same time.

Prove this ludicrous proposition with an independent listening panel under a scientifically controlled set of conditions. If the panel are able to detect with statistical significance a frequency/amplitude deviation at any agreed point in the output of the amplification stage, of 0.025 dB on a variety of programme material, I will donate £200 to any charity named by whoever takes up my challenge. I haveemy officially that the test fails, to receive the same amount from the proposer's supporter.

Meanwhile, may I conclude by expressing my disappointment that a magazine of Wireless World's stature should continue to provide a platform for cranky views. These are more proper to the hi-fi comics.

J. E. Butterworth
Bolar

The block diagram of a conventional spectrum analyser is shown in Fig. 3. The local oscillators are tuned to the frequency of interest. One commercial design uses five crystal resonators to achieve the required performance.

A P O O R J O K E

In your issue in January, Greenwood lodged an objection to a marked tendency in Wireless World to regard the propagation phenomena, and in matters of opinion. Though I suspect I may have a little more sympathy with some of the views expressed (though not in Pet's case) I equally consider that W.W. is the wrong place to transform them. Given the political discussion in so many places, and lack of W.W. as a unique source of technical information within certain ill-defined but well-understood limits.

Having stood up to be counted at this end of W.W. I now turn to the other to express my views. No, not to be a formal reply from the author. Some years ago I was able to pass over the inevitable linkage of Scotland with northern media dragging with no more than a slight wince, but I did seriously de- pose his gratuitous addition 'of BL cars disintegrating' as one of the noises over which I have certain Kxaxen heard be could be heard. For one thing, it is in this context meaningless jbl of the same order as the potential nuclear-in-law jokes - hardly up to W.W. standard. But the serious aspect is that it is one more example of the British disease of self-deification, which ultimately deter runs people from buying cars that have been made to look a joke. Does Mixer know that BL vehicles are more proper to the hi-fi comics. Even though myself of their superior quality, I was not Counted at this end of W.W. standard. The serious aspect is that it is one more example of the British disease of self-deification, which ultimately dete- runs people from buying cars that have been made to look a joke. Does Mixer know that BL vehicles are more proper to the hi-fi comics.

The conventional mode of operation of commercial spectrum analysers entails the use of an extremely narrow-band filter, a circuit which is too complex and expensive to be attractive to the home constructor or schools.

Consequently, the design described in this article uses an unusual technique of frequency switching which cheaply avoids the difficulty. This type of analyser is intended to investigate un- varying signals, which means that this analyser is not suitable for analysing music or speech waveforms.

Figures 1 and 2 show examples of displays obtained with the instrument. The trace in Fig. 1 is the spectrum of a 1 kHz sine wave, while in Fig. 2 is the analysis of a sine wave at the same frequency, with small 3rd and 5th harmonics. Bandwidth was 200Hz.

Mixer replies: They have arrived at the end of many shafts of humour concerning my own work, mixed in with the "slight noise" which Mr Scroggie feels implies inferiority at the mention of haggis, cabers and national origins, I am familiar with the "slight noise" which Mr Scroggie feels implies inferiority at the mention of haggis, cabers and national origins, I am familiar with the

Housed in an historic and polytechnical institute in Toronto.

Fig. 4. Method used in this design, in which the filter takes the form of a low-pass circuit in the audio range.

Maxwell's equations revisited

We have received a large number of letters concerning this topic, several of which were visited by Iver Cott in the March issue. There are too many to be published individually, and so all the points will be selected and presented collectively, accompanied by a point reply from the author.
tively a band-pass filter, with its centre frequency at the setting of the local oscillator and a bandwidth equal to twice the cut-off frequency of the low-pass filter. The design of the analysis filter thus becomes an exercise in low-pass filter design. In the prototype, a four-pole Sallen and Key filter was used with cutoff frequencies between 5 and 250 Hz.

For those familiar with the techniques of correlation analysis, the analyser may be regarded as a type of cross-correlator. The local oscillator sine wave is cross-correlated against the input signal, the low-pass filter is an averaging device which produces a signal whenever a match is found between the input sine wave and that of the local oscillator.

The local oscillator must tune over a much wider range in proportion to its centre frequency than in a conventional spectrum analyser. In this design, a sweep range of 100 Hz and 16kHz was achieved without undue difficulty. The range may be moved by switching a local oscillator capacitor.

A particular advantage of this system is its ease in identifying the frequency of any particular harmonic: the analysis frequency is equal to the local oscillator frequency. In this design, a simple digital readout of analysis frequency is provided.

Changes in analysis bandwidth in the low-pass filter have the effect of changing the quiescent output voltage of the filter. The simplest solution to this problem is to capacitively couple the filter to the output of the mixer, even though this results in the narrow response in the centre of the analyser's filter pass band shown in Fig. 5(b). This is a slight inconvenience in use, since the local oscillator must be slightly detuned from the harmonic frequency when reading. However, the notch does help in determining the exact frequency of a signal.

The major problem with the synchrodyne analyser is that harmonics of the local oscillator fall within the pass band of the analysis filter and show up on the display as false readings below the fundamental frequency of the input.

There are two approaches to this problem. One, obviously, is to keep the distortion of the local oscillator as low as possible. The easiest approach to the design of a swept oscillator is to use a function generator, and the output of a function generator must be shaped in a diode network to produce a sine wave. It is difficult to reduce the distortion of such a sine wave network to a low level, particularly when this waveform is to be varied in frequency over a wide range.

The other approach is to learn to recognize and identify the spurious harmonics. An example of this is shown in Fig. 6, the analysis of a 2.98kHz sine wave from a commercial function generator. The vertical axis has been shaped to a logarithmic scale by the Hewlett-Packard Log Converter, thereby emphasizing low level distortion products.

The spurious distortion products due to the analyser are labelled A, B, C and D on this graph. Notice that these fall below the fundamental of the input signal and that they are not harmonically related to the input signal. Spurious product A is created when the fifth harmonic of the spectrum analyser local oscillator beats with the fundamental of the input signal. Products B, C and D are similarly caused by the fourth, third and second harmonics of the local oscillator.

Fortunately, M. G. Scruggs has suggested an alternative technique based on the synchrodyne radio receiver. Figure 4 shows a block diagram of this analyser. The tunable local oscillator sweeps over the range to be analysed, and the low-pass filter passes signals that are close to a zero beat between the input signal and the analysis signal. This process may be regarded as a translation of the low-pass filter to the frequency of the local oscillator, together with a mirroring of the low-pass filter characteristics around the local oscillator frequency as shown in Fig. 5(a). The result is effectively a translation of the high pass characteristic to the frequency of the local oscillator, thus ensuring that all signals over the range of interest are visible.

In this design, a swept oscillator is used in frequency-response tests of the spectrum analyser. In this design, a simple digital readout of analysis frequency is provided. Changes in analysis bandwidth in the low-pass filter have the effect of changing the quiescent output voltage of the filter. The simplest solution to this problem is to capacitively couple the filter to the output of the mixer, even though this results in the narrow response in the centre of the analyser's filter pass band shown in Fig. 5(b). This is a slight inconvenience in use, since the local oscillator must be slightly detuned from the harmonic frequency when reading. However, the notch does help in determining the exact frequency of a signal.

The major problem with the synchrodyne analyser is that harmonics of the local oscillator fall within the pass band of the analysis filter and show up on the display as false readings below the fundamental frequency of the input.

There are two approaches to this problem. One, obviously, is to keep the distortion of the local oscillator as low as possible. The easiest approach to the design of a swept oscillator is to use a function generator, and the output of a function generator must be shaped in a diode network to produce a sine wave. It is difficult to reduce the distortion of such a sine wave network to a low level, particularly when this waveform is to be varied in frequency over a wide range.

The other approach is to learn to recognize and identify the spurious harmonics. An example of this is shown in Fig. 6, the analysis of a 2.98kHz sine wave from a commercial function generator. The vertical axis has been shaped to a logarithmic scale by the Hewlett-Packard Log Converter, thereby emphasizing low level distortion products.

The spurious distortion products due to the analyser are labelled A, B, C and D on this graph. Notice that these fall below the fundamental of the input signal and that they are not harmonically related to the input signal. Spurious product A is created when the fifth harmonic of the spectrum analyser local oscillator beats with the fundamental of the input signal. Products B, C and D are similarly caused by the fourth, third and second harmonics of the local oscillator.
The 5.95kHz harmonic is the second harmonic of the input signal. Spurious products do not appear below this harmonic because both it and the spurious products of the local oscillator are small in magnitude.

The spectrum analyser is shown in Fig. 7 and its detailed block diagram in Fig. 8.

**Detailed circuit description**

**Multiplier.** A Motorola MC1495 is used as the signal multiplier shown in Fig. 9. Its maximum input signal should be limited to 8V peak to peak to limit distortion in the multiplier. The RC networks on the inputs (9102 in series with 10pF) lower Q of the input leads and damp any tendency to high frequency oscillation since the MC1495 is capable of operation up to 10MHz.

The 10kΩ potentiometers are adjusted to minimize feedthrough of the v.c.o. signal when the other signal is absent.

**Low-pass filters.** The low-pass filter in Fig. 10 consists of a differential amplifier, followed by a four-pole, Salen and Key, low-pass filter to achieve a slope of 24dB/octave above the cutoff frequency.

**Local oscillator.** The Interstellar 8038 uses an undertone, square and triangle waveforms. Unfortunately, the sine wave is very distorted since, although the 8038 requires a full +5V to −5V, in this case it is being operated from −15V only. The distortion is reduced to an acceptable level by the germanium diode/2kΩ resistor network connected to pin 8 of the IC. The 2kΩ resistor should be adjusted while observing the spurious harmonics on a display as in Fig. 6. The square wave output from the 8038 is used in the frequency counter display circuit.

Voltage control of frequency is accomplished by the op. amp. network connected to pin 8. Since this is a linear v.c.o. circuit, the voltage range must be equal to the frequency range. Although the 8038 contains a 1000Ω resistor, improved stability and lower distortion are obtained by selecting the v.c.o. capacitor by the h.f./l.f. range switch. An exponential v.c.o. is described later.

A transistor network connected to pin 10 of the 8038 generates a compensation current of about 1mA to improve the symmetry of the waveforms at very low frequencies. If operation at very low frequencies is not a requirement, it may be omitted.

The square wave is buffered by a 741 op. amp. and passed to the local oscillator output connector. This signal may be used in frequency response tests of
equipment. A second op. amp. increases the sine-wave amplitude by a factor of 6.7 to provide sufficient signal for the multiplier circuit.

SwEEP CONTROL. Maximum and minimum frequency are set by the two ten-turn potentiometers, F_max and F_min shown in Fig. 12. Unity-gain amplifiers A_1 and A_2 buffer these voltages, and set them up at opposite ends of the ten-turn tuning control. In 'manual' mode, the tuning control will vary the v.c.o. control voltage between the F_max and F_min voltages set up on the F_max and F_min pots. (Some care must be taken in operation that the F_max voltage is always greater than the F_min voltage.) Amplifier A_3 reverses the sense of the sweep电压 so that an increase in the v.c.o. control voltage will produce a decrease in the negative-going sweep voltage. The discrete-component amplifier driven by the 7400 flip-flop amplifies the t.l.t. signal to +12V to drive the sweep direction indicator i.e.d. and the integrator.

Frequency counter. The heart of the frequency counter in Fig. 13 is the National 74C925, which contains four decade counters, latches, a display multiplexer, and a seven-segment decoder. Transistors Tr_1 to Tr_5 are the digit drivers for the common-cathode display which, in the author's instrument, was a surplus nine-digit integrated type, only four digits being used.

The gate for the frequency counter is provided by a 555 timer, which, although possessing a time accuracy of only about 1%, is satisfactory for this circuit as a replacement for a dial indicator.

Signetics 8162 monostables provide the proper timing signals to latch and clear the counter in the manner shown in the timing diagram of Fig. 14. The 'gate time' switch sets the period of counting to 1.0 or 6.1 seconds. A second contact on this switch causes Tr_2 to select the proper decimal point for the display.

Power supply. The power supply is conventional. Integrated circuit regulators — National LM30 and Fairchild 7805 — generate the required voltages. To avoid noise and oscillation problems the sections of the spectrum analyser should be wired separately, as in Fig. 10.

Logarithmic sweep
The frequency scale in the instrument was chosen to be linear to show more clearly the relationship between harmonics of a periodic waveform. In practice, a logarithmic scale of frequency may be more useful. Fig. 17 shows how the local oscillator may be modified for a logarithmic frequency scale. Transistors Tr_1 and Tr_2 are the 8083 current sources which charge and discharge the timing capacitor.

Fig. 10. Low-pass filter. The resistors shown as R are switched, and for bandwidths of 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500 Hz should be 72k, 36k, 15k, 7k, 3.6k and 1.3k.

Fig. 11. Local oscillator circuit diagram.
equipment. A second op.amp. increases the sine-wave amplitude by a factor of 6.7 to provide sufficient signal for the multiplier circuit.

Sweep-control. Maximum and minimum frequency are set by the two ten-turn potentiometers. \( F_{\text{max}} \) and \( F_{\text{min}} \) shown in Fig. 12. Unity-gain amplifiers \( A_1 \) and \( A_2 \) buffer these voltages, and set them up at opposite ends of the ten-turn tuning control. In 'manual' mode, operating the tuning control will vary the v.c.o. control voltage between the \( F_{\text{max}} \) and \( F_{\text{min}} \) voltage. The discrete-component amplifier driven by the 7400 flip-flop amplifies the t.t.l. signal to \( \pm 12 \)V to drive the sweep direction indicator i.e. and the integrator.

Frequency counter. The heart of the frequency counter in Fig. 13 is the National 74C925, which contains four decade counters, latches, a seven-segment decoder, decade counters, latches, a display multiplexer, and a seven-segment decoder. Amplifiers \( A_1 \) and \( A_2 \) are the digit drivers for the common-cathode display which, in the author's instrument, was a surplus nine-digit integrated type, only four digits being used.

The gate for the frequency counter is provided by a 555 timer, which, although possessing an accuracy of only about 1%, is satisfactory for this circuit as a replacement for a dial indicator.

Signetics 8162 monostables provide the proper timing signals to latch and clear the counter in the manner shown in the timing diagram of Fig. 14. The 'gate time' switch sets the period of counting to 1.0 or 0.1 seconds. A second contact on this switch causes \( A_2 \) to select the proper decimal point for the display.

Power supply. The power supply is conventional, integrated circuit regulators — National LM326 and Fairchild 7805 — generate the required voltages. To avoid noise and oscillation problems the sections of the spectrum analyser should be wired separately, as in Fig. 10.

Logarithmic sweep
The frequency scale in the instrument was chosen to be linear to show more clearly the relationship between harmonics of a periodic waveform. In practice, a logarithmic scale of frequency may be more useful. Fig. 17 shows how the local oscillator may be modified for a logarithmic frequency scale: Transistors \( T_{\text{r1}} \) and \( T_{\text{r2}} \) are the 8083 current sources which charge and discharge the timing capacitor. The

---

**Fig. 10.** Low-pass filter. The resistors shown as \( R \) are switched, and for bandwidths of 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500 Hz should be 72k, 36k, 15k, 7k, 3.6k and 1.3k.

**Fig. 11.** Local oscillator circuit diagram.

**Fig. 12.** Sweep control section. Components marked with asterisk are mounted on connector.

**Fig. 13.** Frequency counter and display. Author used a surplus National Semiconductor display module in his prototype. A multiplexed, common-cathode type is needed. An error: pins 6, 7, 9, 10 are transposed; pin 10 should be "units".
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exponential relationship between base voltage and collector current in these transistors will provide the desired relationship between control voltage and oscillator frequency. The 741 operational amplifier reduces the control voltage swing at pin 8 to the desired amount.

In practice, the base-emitter diodes of Tr1 and Tr2 are not perfectly matched and the output waveform becomes asymmetrical at low frequencies. Thus 10kΩ/2Ω network at pin 4 provides suitable compensation voltage. Depending on the mismatch of the transistors, it may be necessary to ground pin 4 and connect the compensation network to pin 5.
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Sixty years ago
There are several reasons for printing a monthly piece entitled ‘Sixty Years Ago’. One can pick out the first mention of a well-known method or piece of equipment; sometimes the writing itself can be funny, as in none of the replies to queries (“We advise you to take up some other pastime”); occasionally a historical event is remembered; the outlook of war perhaps. But the most interesting are the personal experiences which are widely maccarrel. For example, though, one would think there would be an increase in the demand for a ‘blinding flash’, and just such a one appeared in the issue for May 11, 1918, in the article on research for the amateur, by W. T. Ditcham. “I propose to look at every one to see if a simple rectifying tube can be made to detect oscillations of suitable characteristics, and there are good grounds for thinking that such a one is probably the case. Dr. W. H. Eccles some years ago demonstrated the production of oscillations by a galena crystal, though at what frequency and amplitude, or what constancy, I am not aware.”

With conventional modulation methods the spectrum available for land mobile radio is insufficient to meet the demand. In this article the author first outlines the propagation properties of wireless links in conjunction with moving vehicles then considers the number of users possible in a given area and finally goes on to consider the possibility of using wideband modulation such as in the various spread spectrum techniques.

The conventional method of providing radio communication to vehicles on land is to use either a.m. or f.m. radio operating at v.h.f. or u.h.f. In general the number of channels available is insufficient to meet the demand from users or potential users of these systems.

Most signals for communicating to vehicles use a base station with antennas at a high point to cover the area to be served. High antennas on the vehicles are, however, close to the ground and it is usual for there to be a clear line of sight between the base station and the vehicle antennas. The signal suffers from reflection at the ground, reflection from buildings, diffraction over hills and diffraction around buildings. As a vehicle drives along the road, the variation in signal strength can be divided into three parts. Firstly, the constant component between transmitter and receiver increases there is an increase in the signal level and an increase in the standard deviation.

For this type of path the received power falls approximately as the fourth power of the distance between transmitter and receiver. This variation in median power level can be compared with the square law variation expected in free space.

The median power level falls much more rapidly on a mobile radio path than, for example, in a line-of-sight radio relay system. The variation in power with distance is illustrated in Fig. 1. This is drawn for a transmitter power of 30W, a half wave dipole antenna at the transmitter, a transmitter height of 100 metres, a receiver height of 2 metres and a quarter wave monopole at the receiver. It is assumed that the antennas are omnidirectional and the ambient noise is that due to the ground. The charts indicate that there is no circuit loss in the system, the fourth power law is independent of frequency, but the free space variation depends on frequency when the antenna gains are constant. To provide reference level the ideal noise power in a bandwidth of 10kHz is shown.

These curves show that, as the distance increases from 100km, there will be a 40dB decrease in received power. It also appears that using a 10W transmitter there is a good margin between the received power and the noise level which may be expected in the receiver. If we assume a receiver if bandwidth of 10kHz and a noise figure of 6dB, then at a range of 20km the margin is 45dB. However, we have not yet taken into account the fluctuations in received power due to diffraction and reflection.

Because vehicles have to follow the roads the path between transmitter and receiver will be obscured by hills and buildings. The vehicle is in the shadow areas, a signal may be received by diffraction over the hills or around the buildings. Such diffraction effects are relatively insensitive to frequency and over any one of the bands of interest for mobile radio the attenuation of the signal due to shadowing is relatively constant for any one path. For a particular path the effect of shadowing may be calculated. However, when designing a mobile radio system we want to know the fluctuations which may occur due to shadowing as a vehicle moves from one point to another and these fluctuations are best described by a probability distribution which shows the probability of a certain shadow attenuation occurring. Measurements taken over a large number of sites show that the distribution of shadow fading follows a log-normal distribution. This is shown in Fig. 2. The log-normal distribution is characterised by the standard deviation σ in dB and for different areas and frequencies the value of σ may change. However, typical values for σ seem to lie between 6 and 12 dB. Taking the curve for σ = 6dB, we can see that an attenuation of more than 14dB can be expected at 1% of sites, or for a vehicle travelling along a road for 1% of the time.

Besides the attenuation due to shadowing, there is also fading caused by the phase interference of signals arriving by different paths. This occurs because signals can be reflected from buildings giving a signal at the receiver which is the sum of the signals arriving by different paths, with only to move a short distance in

Fig. 1. Variation in mean received power in a mobile radio system with fourth power law dependence on distance compared with square law variation in free space. Transmitter power is 10W; antenna gains 2-15dB; antenna heights, transmitter 100m, receiver 2m.

Land mobile radio and spectrum utilisation
Introduction to the possible use of wideband modulation techniques
by P. A. Matthews Sc.(Eng.), Ph.D., F.I.E.E., M.I.E.E.
Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, University of Leeds

Some years ago demonstrated the production of oscillations by a galena crystal, though at what frequency and amplitude, or what constancy, I am not aware. The signal suffers from reflection at the ground, reflection from buildings, diffraction over hills and diffraction around buildings. As a vehicle drives along the road, the variation in signal strength can be divided into three parts. Firstly, the constant component between transmitter and receiver increases there is an increase in the signal level and an increase in the standard deviation.
exponential relationship between base voltage and collector current in these transistors will provide the desired relationship between control voltage and oscillator frequency. The 741 operational amplifier reduces the control voltage swing at pin 8 to the desired amount.

In practice, the base-emitter diodes of \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \) are not perfectly matched and the output waveform becomes asymmetrical at low frequencies. This 10kHz/20 network at pin 4 provides suitable compensation voltage. Depending on the mismatch of the transistors, it may be necessary to ground pin 4 and connect the compensation network to pin 5.
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A set of single sided p.c.b.s for the radio specimen are available for £10.50 including v.a.t. and UK postage. Ask for 'The Amateurs' Series' from Sagin at 23 Kayes Road, London N.W.2.

Sixty years ago
There are several reasons for printing a monthly piece entitled 'Sixty Years Ago'. One can pick out the first mention of a well-known effect or piece of equipment; sometimes the writing itself can be funny, as in none of the replies to queries ('We advise you to take up some other pastime'); occasionally a historical event is mentioned - the outbreak of war perhaps. But the most interesting are those on everyday experiences which are widely inaccurate. Every so often, though, one comes across an amusing blinding flash, and just such a one appeared in the issue for May 15, 1920, in an article on research for the amateur, by W. T. Ditcham...

As far as I can see, whether a simple rectifying circuit can be made to produce oscillations of suitable characteristics, and there are good grounds for thinking that such is probably the case. Dr. W. H. Eccles some years ago demonstrated the production of oscillations by a galvanic cell, though at what frequency - and amplitude, or what constancy, I am not aware, of the wave. Now, W. Pickard, the American experimenter, has recently published a paper in which he discusses the signals in the United States from European continuous wave stations on an oscillating crystal heterodyne. There seems to be a difficulty, in the way of a practical application, of the use of such oscillations, due to lack of continuity of the oscillations...
Because of the combined effects of shadowing and the rapid fading due to reflection, the probability distribution for the received signal depends on the combination of the two individual distributions. The derivation of the expression for the probability distribution has been given by French. The result is shown in Fig. 3 for two different values of the standard deviation \( \sigma \) of the shadow fading. These curves show that at 1% of sites and with a \( \sigma \) of 6dB an attenuation of 24dB or more may be expected. Thus the median margin above noise of 4dB is reduced to only 21dB for 1% of sites. The actual margin required depends on the type of modulation used and the output signal/noise ratio required. For example, for a s.a.m. system the input s.n.r. is the same as the input s.n.r. for a s.s.b. system with an output s.n.r. of 10dB and a 99% probability of reception. Fig. 3 shows a range of 36km. For f.m. with a 1kHz bandwidth and assuming no noise improvement the corresponding range is 25km.

**Wideband modulation**

For so far this discussion has considered f.m. for a s.s.b. transmission, and it has shown that when interference between transmissions on the same frequency is taken into account the number of users/mHz in a given area is limited to a small number. We need to consider whether other modulation techniques can accommodate more users. A class of modulation techniques that should be considered are the various spread spectrum techniques.

The use of wideband spread spectrum techniques has generally been ruled out for mobile radio systems because of its apparently extravagant use of the radio bandwidth. In a spread spectrum system the available bandwidth is divided over a bandwidth of possibly tens of megahertz, either by modulating a conventional frequency carrier for a wideband signal or by hopping the carrier frequency over a band. At the receiver, the original transmission is recovered by taking advantage of known properties of the wideband noise-like signal or of the hopping pattern. In both cases the s.n.r. for the wanted signal is relative to that of unwanted signals by the ratio: 

\[
\text{S.N.R.} = \frac{G_b}{G_w} = \frac{G}{1 + \sigma^2/G}
\]

where \( G_b \) and \( G_w \) are the signal powers due to the narrow band and the spread band signals respectively. This so-called processing gain \( G \) improves the s.n.r. for the wanted signal, and at the same time gives the interfering signals a noise-like property. The processing gain alone is relative to the correlated correlation between the wanted and unwanted signals. Ideally, there should be no cross-correlation.

If a given band is to be shared by a number of users, interference fading from each user must be spread in a manner which is unique to that user, and a wide number of users in inverse proportion to the carrier frequency component at any one time may be reduced due to phase interference fading. The problem of recovery of the signal at any one time is a narrow band signal on a particular frequency. The effect of shadow fading is removed by controlling the mean power level of the particular frequency component at any one time. Calculating the fading can be done by measuring the path loss in some way.

The use of wideband spread spectrum may provide at least as much system capacity as narrow band schemes. This problem of recovery of the signal will differ depending on whether a noise-like wideband signal or a frequency hopping scheme is used. In a frequency hopping scheme the signal at any one time is a narrow band signal on a particular frequency. Even if the effect of shadow fading is removed by controlling the mean power level of the particular frequency component at any one time may be reduced due to phase interference fading. The effect of shadow fading can in general be controlled by measuring the path loss in some way. This may be possible by using the signal received at the mobile from the base station to control the level of transmission back to the base station.

Because of the combined effects of shadowing and the rapid fading due to reflection, the probability distribution for the received signal depends on the combination of the two individual distributions. The derivation of the expression for the probability distribution has been given by French. The result is shown in Fig. 3 for two different values of the standard deviation $\sigma$ of the shadow fading. These curves show that at 1% of sites and with a $\Delta f_B$ of 24dB or more may be expected. Thus the median margin above noise of 45dB is reduced to only 21dB for 1% of sites. The actual margin required depends on the type of modulation used and the output signal/noise ratio required. For example for a s.s.b. transmission the output $s.n.r.$ is the same as the input $s.n.r.$ Assuming a 5kHz spaced channel, the required output $s.n.r.$ of 10dB and a 99% probability of reception Fig. 3 shows a range of 30km.

For f.m. with a 1kHz bandwidth, assuming no noise improvement the corresponding range is 25km.

Area cover and number of users

If an isolated area is served by one base station the problem of fading can in principle be overcome by increasing the transmitter powers. However, there are practical limits to the power of mobile transmitters and problems caused by intermodulation of signals. In the isolated area the number of users is limited by the number of channels available. In practice the radio transmissions are not confined to an area and interference is likely between users of the same channel in adjacent areas. To limit the effect of interference there must be sufficient distance between transmitters using the same frequency for the probability of interference to be below some low limit. If the radius served by a given transmitter is $R$ and the distance between transmitters using the same frequency is $r = \frac{R}{2}$ for a large area that frequency can only be used for a fraction of the total area. The total area that is mutually shadowed and the total number of channels divided into groups shared between the cells. If the ratio of the area served $A_s$ to the total area is designated $C = \frac{A_s}{r^2}$. To find the re-use distance the probability of interference occurring must take account of the probability of fading of the wanted transmission, while the interfering signal may not have faded. The result is that the re-use distances may be large and hence the number of frequencies is increased. The re-use distance is a ratio of distances, the number of groups is independent of the particular frequency component used and is the same for all the radio horizon distance. The re-use distance presented in (2) show the equilibrium account both shadow fading and phase interference fading. The actual number of channels may have to be divided into large numbers of groups. For example, for a peak to peak value of $10 \mu V$ with 25kHz spacing may require 67 groups, if the output power is 1W. Considering a 100MHz bandwidth, the f.m. system with a channel spacing of 5kHz allows 20 channels per group. Thus, in any one particular area the number of channels which can be used is large and so the problem of mutual interference is taken into account.

Because the number of groups and cells is independent of their area the number of users in a given physical area can be increased if the area covered by each cell is limited. This implies using a large number of cells with low power transmitters in each cell. However, such a large number of transmitters in one cell has to be made over a distance spanning several cells. Direct communication is not allowed and a cell hierarchy must be set up to transfer calls from one cell to another.

Wideband modulation

So far this discussion has considered f.m. or s.s.b. transmission, and it has shown that when interference between transmissions on the same frequency is taken into account the number of users/MHz in a given area is limited to a small number. We need to consider whether other modulation techniques can accommodate more users. A class of modulation techniques which should be considered are the various spread spectrum techniques.

The use of wideband spread spectrum techniques has generally been ruled out for mobile radio systems because of its apparently extravagant use of the f.m. bandwidth. In a spread spectrum system the bandwidth of a transmission is much wider than the bandwidth of the wideband signal or by hopping the carrier frequency over a wide band. At the receiver the original transmission is recorded by taking advantage of known properties of the wideband noise-like signal or of the hopping pattern. In both cases the s.n.r. for wideband signals is relative to that of unwanted signals by the ratio; the bandwidth of the wanted signal to that of the narrow band signal. This so-called spreading gain $G_3$ improves the s.n.r. for the wanted signal and at the same time gives the interferring signals a noise-like property. The processing gain also depends on the correlation between the wanted and unwanted signals. Ideally, there should be no cross-correlation.
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Programmable audio attenuator

Gain controlled line amplifier offers a 60 dB range in 1 dB steps

by J. M. Didden

After experimenting with various linear gain control systems, the author chose a combination of linear and logic circuits to provide a high quality audio attenuator. The final design uses a 6-bit word to program the gain, and can be used for remote control applications or, with the aid of a microprocessor, for automatic level control.

This circuit was originally designed to remotely control the volume and balance in a stereo system. Several methods were tried, such as the two-quadrant multiplier in Fig.1. However, this circuit suffered from high distortion for input levels of more than 100mV, and tracking between units was poor. Attempts to improve the performance with current-source loading did not significantly improve the performance. A f.e.t. used as a voltage controlled attenuator produced similar problems, so a l.d.r. design was tried as shown in Fig.2.

The basic circuit is shown in Fig.3. When f.e.t. S1 is closed, the signal across it equals the input voltage times the ratio of R5 to R1. In practice, ratios of 1/1000 are easily obtained, so a signal level of several volts, which is not uncommon in a line amplifier, produces only a few millivolts across the switch. At these levels the f.e.t. is almost perfectly linear. Two independent gain settings can be achieved by switching R3 and keeping I3 constant. With S2 closed and S3 open in Fig.4, R5 is connected to the virtual earth of the op-amp. With S2 open and S3 closed, R5 is connected to the real earth. Therefore, by using a s.p.d.t. switch for S4, gain settings are possible.

An extension of this circuit is shown in Fig.5. With S4 open and S5 closed, gain is determined by the ratio of R7 to R5. With S5 open and S4 closed, the gain is determined by the ratio of R9 to R7 and R5 to R4. Combining the circuits in Fig.4 and Fig.5 gives eight gain settings. For all of these configurations the switches have only a small signal across their on resistance and carry very little current when opened. The values of the series resistors are high compared with the on resistance.

Selection of a suitable f.e.t. presented some problems. Switch arrays for analogue applications are available, but are generally expensive. Analogue multiplexers, such as the 4051, contain eight c.m.o.s. switches with a common input and integral one-of-eight decoder for control by a 3-bit word. However, the switching produces spikes on the audio output due to an internal capacitive coupling of the control signal to the switch terminals. This can be minimised by loading the switch, but smaller resistors must then be used which consequently produces higher distortion levels. Although "soft" switching with a RC network is one solution, see Fig.6.
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Programmable audio attenuator

Gain controlled line amplifier offers a 60 dB range in 1 dB steps

by J. M. Didden

After experimenting with various linear gain control systems, the author chose a combination of linear and logic circuits to provide a high quality audio attenuator. The final design uses a 6-bit word to program the gain, and can be used for remote control applications or, with the aid of a microprocessor, for automatic level control.

This circuit was originally designed to remotely control the volume and balance in a stereo system. Several methods were tried, such as the two-quadrant multiplier in Fig. 1. However, this circuit suffered from high distortion for input levels of more than 100mV, and tracking between units was poor. Attempts to improve the performance with current-source loading did not significantly improve the performance. A f.e.t. used as a voltage controlled attenuator produced similar problems, so a l.d.r. design was tried as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1 Basic two-quadrant multiplier.

Fig. 2 Closed-loop light dependent resistor attenuator.

Selection of a suitable f.e.t. presented some problems. Switch arrays for analogue applications are available, but are generally expensive. Analogue multiplexers, such as the 4051, contain eight c.m.o.s. switches with a common input and integral one-of-eight decoder for control by a 3-bit word. However, the switching produces spikes on the audio output due to an internal capacitive coupling of the control signal to the switch terminals. This can be minimised by loading the switch, but smaller resistors must then be used which consequently produces higher distortion levels. Although "soft" switching with a RC network is one solution, see Fig. 6,
This problem can be overcome by grounding the left switch terminal of $S_1$ when it is open, and this is easily achieved with the 4007 s.p.d.t. switches. Because there is an on resistance, $R_s$, a small signal voltage remains across the open switch. The low-pass filter $R_c$, $C_2$ compensator for this with $S_1$ closed when $S_{3a}$ is closed and $S_{3b}$ is open. The frequency response is flat within 0.3 dB up to 25 kHz and at high attenuation, Fig. 8 shows the final circuit for one channel and Table 1 shows the range of attenuation levels.

Ten mixed s.p.s. and s.p.d.t. switches are required and these can be produced with five 4007 ICs. It is important that the signal amplitudes across $S_1$, $S_2$, $S_3$, and $S_4$ do not exceed the positive or negative supply voltages because an internal protection diode will conduct and cause distortion. As audio signals are bipolar, the supply voltage should be centered around ground because one side of the open switches is always connected to either a signal ground or virtual earth. To balance the on resistances of the p and n-channel m.o.s.f.e.ts, a positive supply of 7.6V and a negative supply of 4.2V is used. In Fig. 8, $S_1$ and $S_{3ab}$ can be controlled by a single bit. Switches $S_2$, to $S_3$, and $S_5$, to $S_7$, require the four decoded values of a 2-bit control word. This is carried out by a 4556, which contains two one-of-four decoders, see Fig. 9.

Selection of the switch-network resistors is a compromise as already explained. The typical on resistance of a switch is about 3000 and the maximum variation is about 2000. With a series resistor of 22kΩ, this is comparable with the switch tolerance. Calculations for the resistor values are given in the appendix. Fig. 8 also shows that some switches are capacitor-coupled to the circuit by $C_7$ and $C_8$. These remove a small output offset voltage change with gain which can be heard as clicks at low input signal levels.

The capacitor values have been chosen to give a low-frequency response below 10kHz. A f.e.t. input op-amp, LF 356, is used to provide a high input impedance, wide bandwidth, high slew-rate and low distortion. A NE 5534 is used at the output because it can deliver a high output level into a 600Ω load with little distortion. With $R_x$, and $C_{20}$ to stabilize the op-amp, a 10Ω load will not produce ringing or overshoot of a square-wave signal. The 5534 is also a low noise device, which is important, because most of the attenuation takes place at its input and this reduces the signal-to-noise ratio of the last stage. Performance parameters of the complete amplifier are shown in Table 2, a f.e.t. input selector switch is required, the LF 356 can be used in the inverting mode as shown in Fig. 10. The compensation capacitors, which may be necessary with other op-amps, are shown in Fig. 11.

If a visual indication of the attenuation is required, the control word can be converted to a two-digit b.c.d. output for driving a seven segment display.

Appendix

Calculation of resistor values.

For these calculations a d.t. table or calculator with log. and inverse log. functions is required.

For the 1, 2 and 3 dB attenuators in Fig. 12, with S open,

$$R = R_0 \left( \frac{1}{G} \right)$$

(1)

for an output of $U_0$ volts. With $S$ closed and an output of $U_0$ volts, the equivalent voltage source $U_1$ is

$$U_1 = \frac{R_0}{R} U_0 + R \Delta U$$

(2)

and the equivalent source resistor is

$$R_{eq} = R_0 \left( \frac{1}{G} \right)$$

(3)

therefore,

$$R = R_0 \left( \frac{1}{G} \right)$$

(4)

Because it always equals $U_0$, equations (1) and (4) are equal. Substituting $G$ for $U_0$ in 1 gives

$$R = R_0 \left( \frac{1}{G} \right)$$

(5)

The minimum resistor values for $R_0$ and $R_1$ for a given $G$ and $R_0$ are obtained if $R_1 = R_0$.

The minimum $R_0$ is found for $G = 1$ and, taking $R_0 = 2.2k\Omega$ as a design value, $R_1$ and $R_2$ are about 18kΩ. However, $R_2$ is also part of the 4dB network, so this is calculated first using a $R_0$ of 18kΩ.
The gate of the f.e.t. must be accessible. I finally decided to use the low cost 4067 which contains two s.p.d.t. switches and an inverter.

In practice, 1dB steps in gain produce a gradual change and a range of about 60dB is sufficient for most applications. Because high value series resistors are required, high attenuation can only be achieved with the circuit in Fig. 5. However, as shown in Fig. 7, if $S_a$ is closed and $S_b$ is open, a small current flows through the internal switch capacitance. At high attenuation and high signal frequencies, this current may not be insignificant and can cause an output that rises with frequency.

The switches are grouped in five i.e.s as

$$S_2$$

Fig. 66 $ab + S_7 - S_8 • Y$

Internal capacitance effect and compensation low-pass filter.

In Fig. 6, $S_5$, $S_5$, $S_4$, $S_5$, $S_5$, and $S_5$ do not exceed the positive or negative supply voltages because an internal protection diode will conduct and cause distortion. As audio signals are bipolar, the supply voltage should be centered around ground because one side of the open switches is always connected to either a signal ground or virtual earth. To balance the on resistances of the p and n-channel m.o.s.f.e.ts, a positive supply of 7.6V and a negative supply of 4.2V is used. In Fig. 8, $S_2$ and $S_3$ can be controlled by a single bit. Switches $S_4$ to $S_6$ and $S_7$, $S_8$ require the four decoded values of a 2-bit control word. This is carried out by a 4556, which contains two one-of-four decoders, see Fig. 9.

Selection of the switch-network resistors is a compromise as already explained. The typical on resistance of a switch is about 3000 and the maximum variation is about 2000. With a series resistor of 22kΩ, this is comparable with the switch tolerance. Calculations for the resistor values are given in the appendix. Fig. 8 also shows that some switches are capacitor coul to the circuit by $C_1$ and $C_2$. These remove a small output offset voltage change with gain which can be heard as clicks at low input signal levels.

The capacitor values have been chosen to give a low-frequency response to below 100Hz. A f.e.t. input op-amp, LF 356, is used to provide a high input impedance, wide bandwidth, high slew-rate and low distortion. A NE 5534 is used at the output because it can deliver a high output level into a 600Ω load with little distortion. With $R_x$ and $C_2$ to stabilize the op-amp, a 10MΩ load will not produce ringing or overshoot of a square-wave signal. The 5534 also has a low noise device, which is important, because most of the attenuation takes place at its input and this reduces the signal-to-noise ratio of the last stage. Performance parameters of the complete amplifier are shown in table 2. A f.e.t. input selector switch is required, the LF 3530 can be used in the inverting mode as shown in Fig. 10. The compensation capacitors, which may be necessary with other op-amps, are shown in Fig. 11. If a visual indication of the attenuation is required, the control word can be converted to a two-digit b.c.d. output for driving a seven segment display.

Appendix

Calculation of resistor values.

For these calculations a d.f.t. table or calculator for log and inverse log functions is required.

For the 1, 2 and 3 dB attenuators in Fig. 12, with $S_a$ open,

$$i = \frac{U_{in}}{R_x + R_2}$$

(1)

for an output of $U_{out}$ volts. With $S_b$ closed and an output of $U_{out}$ volts, the equivalent voltage source $U_i$ is

$$i = \frac{U_i}{R_x + R_2}$$

(2)

and the equivalent source resistor is

$$R_x = R_2$$

(3)

therefore,

$$i = \frac{U_i}{R_x + R_2}$$

(4)

Because it always equals $i$, equations (1) and (4) are equal. Substituting $G$ for $U_{out}/U_{in}$ gives

$$\frac{R_x}{G} - \frac{R_2}{R_x} = \frac{R_2}{R_x}$$

(5)

The minimum resistor values for $R_1$ and $R_2$ for a given $G$ and $R_x$ are obtained if $R_1 = R_2$.

The minimum $R_x$ is found for $G = 1$ and taking $R_2 = 28kΩ$ as a design value, $R_1$ and $R_2$ are about 16kΩ. However, $R_1$ is also part of the 4dB network, so this is calculated first using $R_x$ of 16kΩ.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Gain and switch settings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attenuation steps dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Performance details of the attenuator

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Max. r.m.s. output level</th>
<th>Max. input level</th>
<th>Max. capacitive load</th>
<th>Frequency response</th>
<th>Output noise level</th>
<th>Gain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8.5V across 600Ω.</td>
<td>3.8V or 9V</td>
<td>10 nF</td>
<td>better than 10 Hz</td>
<td>10 dB below 10 kHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 dB up to 25 kHz</td>
<td>0 dB up to 25 kHz</td>
<td>10 nF</td>
<td>0.3% and 0.2%</td>
<td>20 dB below 10 kHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 dB up to 10 kHz</td>
<td>0 dB up to 10 kHz</td>
<td>10 nF</td>
<td>less than 0.03 nF</td>
<td>30 dB below 10 kHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 dB up to 1 kHz</td>
<td>0 dB up to 1 kHz</td>
<td>10 nF</td>
<td>less than 0.01 nF</td>
<td>40 dB below 10 kHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 dB up to 100 Hz</td>
<td>0 dB up to 100 Hz</td>
<td>10 nF</td>
<td>less than 0.001 nF</td>
<td>50 dB below 10 kHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Performance parameters of the complete amplifier are shown in table 2. A f.e.t. input selector switch is required, the LF 3530 can be used in the inverting mode as shown in Fig. 10. The compensation capacitors, which may be necessary with other op-amps, are shown in Fig. 11.
The circuit in Fig. 13. If $S_2$ is closed and $S_3$ is open,

$$U_3/S_1 = R_1/R_2$$

With $S_2$ open and $S_3$ closed,

$$U_3/S_1 = R_1/R_2$$

Choosing 33 kΩ for $R_1$ gives 21.83 kΩ for $R_2$. Subtracting the 3 MΩ on resistance gives a standard value for $R_1$ in Fig. 8 of 21.8 kΩ and 33 kΩ for $R_2$. Calculations for the remaining switch network are more difficult because the series resistors are either connected to ground or to virtual earth, so the equivalent circuit in Fig. 15. To save a switch, $R_{12}$ in Fig. 8 always delivers current to the summing node. Therefore, for the various gain settings, the following input currents flow.

No input:

$$i_1 = 0$$

$$i_2 = 0$$

With $S_1$ and $S_3$ closed,

$$i_2 = i_1$$

and

$$i_1 = i_2$$

For a gain step $A$, the current ratios are

$$i_1/A$$

and

$$i_2/A$$

If all series resistors are equal, gain changes only depend on voltages $G_{u1}$ and $G_{u2}$. Therefore,

$$G_{u1} = A$$

$$G_{u2} = A$$

The value of $R_1$ in (5) now becomes 17.46 kΩ, i.e., $R_1/R_2$. The $R_1$ value in (6) is 6.2 kΩ, which is the on resistance in Fig. 9. For $G = 2$, $R_1$ is 34.32 kΩ which is $R_1 + R_2$ on resistance. For $G = 3$-db, $R_1$ is 34.32 kΩ, i.e., $R_1 + R_2$ on resistance. With the nearest preferred value, $R_1$ is 34.32 kΩ and $R_2$ is 34.32 kΩ. For the 9-db switch refer to Fig. 14. With $S$ open the gain is 0-6 db, and with $S$ closed the gain is $R_1 + R_2$, which gives

$$G_{u1} = 3$$

$$G_{u2} = 3$$

Note that $A$ is the input-current gain step and $G_{u1}$ is the gain step of the voltage across the series resistor relative to $G_{u1} + A$.**, continued on page 74**

---

**Fig. 15**

As already mentioned, $i_1$ and $i_2$ are equal in both cases. In the first case, gain is the ratio of $i_1$ to $i_2$, and in the second case, the ratio of $i_1$ to $i_2$. The change in gain is therefore

$$G_{u1} = 1/A$$

and

$$G_{u2} = 1/A$$


displaced from the input to the output. Also, because

$$G_{u1} = G_{u2}$$

and

$$G_{u1} = G_{u2}$$

Again, using a design value of 25 kΩ for the series resistors, and adding 3 MΩ on resistance gives 23.2 kΩ for each resistor. As $R_1$ in Fig. 8 has no series switch, $R_1$ formula in (24) and on will be 23 kΩ. After a little trial-and-error to find a standard value for $R_1$, the value of $Z_2$ was set at 15.04 kΩ, which is the constant load present to the buffer amplifier. From (22), (23) and (24), $Z_1$ is 41.3 kΩ and $R_2$ is 39.4 kΩ. From (25), $R_2$ is 10.35 kΩ. By repeating this procedure, the simplified circuit in Fig. 16 is achieved where

$$R_1 = Z_1(1-G_{u1})$$

and

$$R_2 = R_{12}$$

If $A$ is 16-dB, 

$$G_{u1} = 1/A$$

Note that $A$ is the input-current gain step and $G_{u1}$ is the gain step of the voltage across the series resistor relative to $G_{u1} + A$. **continued on page 74**
The circuit is given in Fig. 13. If S1 is closed and S2 is open, 

Fig. 13

\[ R_s = \frac{R_1}{G} \]  

Choosing 33 kΩ for \( R_s \) gives 21.83 kΩ for \( R_p \). 

Subtracting the 33 kΩ on resistance gives a standard value for \( R_p \), in Fig. 8, of 21.8 kΩ and 33 kΩ for \( R_p \). 

Calculations for the remaining switch network are more difficult because the series resistors are either connected to ground or to virtual earth, see the equivalent circuit in Fig. 15. To save a switch, \( R_s \) in Fig. 8 always

![Diagram](image1)

And (6), (7) and (9) give

\[ R_s = R_{(G-1)} \]  

Substituting \( R_s / R_1 = 196Ω \) in (10) gives

\[ R_p = G.18kΩ \]  

For \( G=6dB \), \( R_p \) is about 48kΩ. Using the standard value of 47kΩ and adding the nominal on resistance of the switch gives 47.3kΩ and \( R_p \) becomes 27.3kΩ. With the nearest preferred values, \( R_s = 47kΩ \) and \( R_p \) is 27kΩ in Fig. 8.

The value of \( R_s \) in (5) now becomes 17.46 kΩ, i.e. \( R_s / R_p \). The \( R_p \) values are calculated next.

For \( G=1 \) dB, \( R_p = 72.64 kΩ \), which is the on resistance in Fig. 8. For \( G=2 \) dB, \( R_p = 34.32 kΩ \) which is \( R_s + R_p \) on resistance. For \( G=3 \) dB, \( R_p = 21.46 kΩ \), i.e. \( R_s + R_p \) on resistance. With the nearest preferred values, \( R_p = 21.2 kΩ \), \( R_s = 14.2 kΩ \) and \( R_p = 11.2 kΩ \). For 8 dB switch refer to Fig. 14. With open the gain is 0 dB, and with \( S \) closed the gain is \( R_s + R_p \), whichever

![Diagram](image2)

Then.

\[ G_s = \frac{1}{A} \]  

\[ R_s = \frac{R_p}{G} \]  

Note that \( A \) is the input current gain step and \( G_s \) is the gain step of the voltage across the series resistor relative to \( G_s \).

![Diagram](image3)

In the simplified circuit of Fig. 16, because

\[ Z_1 = Z_2 / R_1 \]  

and

\[ R_1 = Z_2 / R_1 \]  

then

\[ G_s = \frac{1}{A} \]  

\[ R_s = \frac{R_p}{G} \]  

Note that \( A \) is the input current gain step and \( G_s \) is the gain step of the voltage across the series resistor relative to \( G_s \).

continued on page 74
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Quality test equipment now available at new LOWER PRICES!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>464A</td>
<td>(240V A.C.)</td>
<td>£123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>464D</td>
<td>(240V A.C.+Battery)</td>
<td>£143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>465A</td>
<td>3-digit DMM = LED display</td>
<td>£97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>465D</td>
<td>(240V A.C.)</td>
<td>£79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>465S</td>
<td>(240V A.C.+Battery)</td>
<td>£169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>466A</td>
<td>4-digit DMM = LCD display</td>
<td>£189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>466D</td>
<td>(240V A.C.)</td>
<td>£159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>466S</td>
<td>(240V A.C.+Battery)</td>
<td>£181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>467A</td>
<td>Small portable 3-digit DMM = LED display</td>
<td>£20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>467D</td>
<td>(240V A.C.)</td>
<td>£99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>467S</td>
<td>(240V A.C.+Battery)</td>
<td>£189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>468A</td>
<td>Small portable 3-digit DMM = LCD display</td>
<td>£97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>468D</td>
<td>(240V A.C.)</td>
<td>£79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>468S</td>
<td>(240V A.C.+Battery)</td>
<td>£169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>469A</td>
<td>As the model 466 but without autoranging and has low power ohms range</td>
<td>£149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>469D</td>
<td>(240V A.C.)</td>
<td>£159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>469S</td>
<td>(240V A.C.+Battery)</td>
<td>£181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>470G</td>
<td>As model 469 but without autoranging, but includes an analogue meter for peaks and scanning trends</td>
<td>£89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

And how have we managed this good news? Through direct marketing we can now offer these test instruments and many more at very competitive prices, which include Servicecall delivery to your address and our product guarantee for one year. The only extra is VAT at the current rate. Existing customers need only send their purchase order direct to us. New customers — cash with order please. But why not write now for our multi-page catalogue and detailed price list. Remember you are looking at one of a few instruments — there are many more plus a comprehensive range of accessories.
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WIRELESS WORLD, MAY 1980

Binary codes for error protection

So far as is possible without recourse to far more mathematics than would be appropriate in Wireless World, Prof. Bell expounds the theory underlying the use of protection bits, which enable error-detecting and correcting transmission to be detected and corrected. An example of the technique is the Hamming code used to protect the header line in teletext and Videotel transmissions.

The term "error-protection" covers both "error-detection" and "error-correction". The latter is prima facie more desirable but is always more complex (much more complex for multiple errors) so that it is sometimes better in practice to use only detection and to re-process erroneous items either by repetition or by taking them out of the system. Communication systems have to rely on repetition, but in bank clearing operations an occasional cheque on which the account number cannot be correctly read by machine can be diverted from the machine for human attention. (This is particularly relevant because error-correcting codes are less well developed in decimal than in binary notation.)

Check digits

Most of the codes in common use are binary codes, and most readers must be familiar with the use of a single-basis (binary) check digit to detect a single error, or more exactly any odd number of errors. For example, in the ASCII code for input to a computer or for the text of telegrams, each character (number, letter, punctuation mark, etc.) is represented by a particular pattern of 7 binary digits. One then adds an eighth digit which is made 1 or 0 according as the number of ones in the original 7 digits is odd or even; the total count of ones over the 8 digits is then always even, i.e. it is equal to the zero modulo 2. In order to correct an error in a binary group, one need only find which digit is in error and interchange it so as to make it a zero. This is a straightforward scheme, and one check digit is enough to detect the presence of one error in the group of 8 digits, but it can only correct a single error in the group of 8.

The addition of one overall check digit to any error-correcting code will allow it to detect and correct any one error. See below for explanation in terms of "distance". Thus the (7,4,1) code can be extended to length 8 digits, 4 information and 4 check digits, which will correct all single errors and detect all double errors. There are then 10 possibilities to consider (no error, 8 distinct single errors, or any double error) so that 4 check digits are ample: the modified code is not perfectly packed. This is the code which is used for the address elements in teletext.

It was remarked above that a single-error-detecting code using a simple parity check will actually detect any odd number of errors; but this is usually not found to be the case because the occurrence of three errors is of negligible probability compared with the occurrence of one error. If errors occur at random, affecting only one digit at a time, with probability p per digit, then the probability of a one error in a block is 1 - p 3. One commonly takes the approximation that if the chance of one error in a block is so low that the probability of three or more errors is P 3. So if a single parity check is used for error detection when the probability of one error in a block is 10 -6, one can ignore the detection of a triple error which is less than one in probability about 10 -4. One is more concerned about the undetected double error which in this case would have probability about 10 -4.

Codes for multiple-error-correction

For codes with the capability of correcting multiple (random) errors, the method of allocating a particular task to each check digit is impracticable and one has to turn to the idea of distance between code members. The idea in principle is that one allocates to each message a cluster of signals surrounding the corresponding code-member

* The terminology is that a message is a unit of information to be communicated, e.g. a number or a letter or a group of them, while a signal is that which is transmitted, e.g. a group of binary digits.

1 To reduce a number modulo 2, subtract from it the largest possible multiple of 2, leaving a difference between 0 and 1, which is defined as the original number modulo 2.
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protection—wide KHz A.C. Voltage scanning trends autoranging, but does include with additional

46A0 (240V. A.C./Battery) £181 temperature range.

46A4 (240V. A.C.)

46D0 (240V. A.C./Battery)

As the model 460 but without autoranging and, but includes a built-in analogue meter for peaks and scanning trends

E77 SOUND LEVEL METER fully conforming to I.E.C. and B.S. specifications. Fast or slow ranges — full coverage 40-140 dB — A, B and C weightings selection

46A0-2A (240V. A.C.)

E50-SD (240V. A.C./Battery)

As model 460 but without autoranging, but includes a built-in A.C./D.C. portable meter (240V. A.C./Battery) £143 A.C./Battery)

Small portable 3½ digit DMM – LCD display – basic accuracy ±0.5%— overload protection. Complete with charger, mains lead and rechargeable batteries

450-SP

The world's largest selling AM/FM stereo construction – taut band movement – 33 ranges – D.C. accuracy ±2% over a wide temperature range. Push button high speed circuit breaker together with additional fuses for excellent load protection

250-6XLPM

As the model 260-SP but includes high impact shock resistant case, mirror scale and extra large case—low power, low ohms ranges

10Ω-260-6P

Small portable 3½ digit DMM – LCD display – basic accuracy ±0.5%— overload protection. Complete with mains lead and rechargeable batteries

Small portable 3½ digit DMM – LED display – 25 ranges – basic accuracy ±0.25%— overload protection. Complete with charger, mains lead and rechargeable batteries

260-XP

Direct reading battery operated portable MICROWAVE LEAKAGE TESTER. Measuring microwave leakage at a frequency of 2450 MHz. Complete with carrying case

Small portable compact FREQUENCY METER covering 10 Hz to 60 MHz. Accurate to ±1 count ± time base accuracy — switchable low pass filter

10Ω-260
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46A0-2A (240V. A.C.)

E50-SD (240V. A.C./Battery)

As model 460 but without autoranging, but includes a built-in analogue meter for peaks and scanning trends

E50-SP

The world's largest selling AM/FM stereo construction – taut band movement – 33 ranges – D.C. accuracy ±2% over a wide temperature range. Push button high speed circuit breaker together with additional fuses for excellent load protection

E350-6XLPM

As the model 260-SP but includes high impact shock resistant case, mirror scale and extra large case—low power, low ohms ranges

10Ω-260-6P

Small portable 3½ digit DMM – LCD display – basic accuracy ±0.5%— overload protection. Complete with mains lead and rechargeable batteries

Small portable 3½ digit DMM – LED display – 25 ranges – basic accuracy ±0.25%— overload protection. Complete with charger, mains lead and rechargeable batteries

260-XP

Direct reading battery operated portable MICROWAVE LEAKAGE TESTER. Measuring microwave leakage at a frequency of 2450 MHz. Complete with carrying case

Small portable compact FREQUENCY METER covering 10 Hz to 60 MHz. Accurate to ±1 count ± time base accuracy — switchable low pass filter
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So far as is possible without recourse to far more mathematics than would be appropriate in Wireless World, Prof. Sell expounds the theory underlying the use of protection bits, whose enable error-detecting transmission to be detected and corrected. An example of the techniques is the Hamming code used to protect the header row in teletext and videotext transmissions

The term "error-protection" covers both "error-detection" and "error-correction". The latter is prima facie more desirable but is always more complex (much more complex for multiple errors) so that it is sometimes better in practice to use only a check digit and to re-process erroneous items either by repetition or by taking them out of the system. Communication systems have to rely on repetition, but in bank clearing operations an occasional check on which the account number cannot be correctly read by machine can be diverted from the machine for human attention. (This is particularly relevant because error-correcting codes are less well developed in decimal than in binary notation.)

Check digits

Most of the codes in common use are binary codes, and most readers must be familiar with the use of a single (binary) check digit to detect a single error, or more exactly any odd number of errors. For example, in the ASCII code for input to a computer or for the text of telegrams, each character (number, letter, punctuation mark, etc.) is represented by a particular pattern of 7 binary digits. One such digit can detect an error in digit number 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Check no.</th>
<th>Check no. 1</th>
<th>Check no. 2</th>
<th>Check no. 3</th>
<th>Digit no. 1</th>
<th>Digit no. 2</th>
<th>Digit no. 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other codes

One has to turn to the idea of a single information digit with one check digit to detect a single error, or more exactly any odd number of errors. For example, in the ASCII code for input to a computer or for the text of telegrams, each character (number, letter, punctuation mark, etc.) is represented by a particular pattern of 7 binary digits. One such digit can detect an error in digit number 3.

Check no. 2

Check no. 3

Digit no. 1

Digit no. 2

Digit no. 3

1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Check no. 1

0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1

Check no. 2

0 2 0 1 0 0 1 1

Check no. 3

3 1 0 1 0 1 0 1


digit place is covered by at least one check digit, so any single error will be detected. For example, in the two check digits is then a (3,1) code which fits into the standard range of single-error-correcting codes with r = 2, n = 2, m = 3, k = n - r - 1.

Let us now try to construct the (7,4) code which has r = 3. In order to show which digit places are checked by each check digit, an array is constructed with a line for each check digit containing a weight (either 0 or 1 in binary) for each of the n digits of the code. (Remember that the check digits are included in the n places.) In the following example every digit place is covered by at least one check digit, so any single error will be detected; put another way, the no-error condition is indicated by the success of all three parity checks.

Codes for multiple-error-correction

For codes with the capability of correcting multiple (random) errors, the method of allocating a particular task to each check digit is impracticable and one has to turn to the idea of distance between code members. The idea in principle is that one allocates to each message a cluster of significance representing the corresponding code-member

The terminology is that a single-error-detecting code using a simple parity check will actually detect any odd number of errors; but this is usually unnecessary because the occurrence of three errors of negligible probability compared with the occurrence of one error. If errors occur at random, affecting only one digit at a time, with probability p, then the probability of a one error in a block is 1 - 3 . One commonly takes the approximation that if the chance of one error in a block is 1 , then the probability of t errors is 1 . So if a single parity check is used for error detection when the probability of one error in a block is 1 , one can ignore the detection of a triple error which will be very improbable.

Then proceeding by successive binary divisions, the first check digit indicates whether there is an error in the second half; the second check digit covers the second and fourth quarters; and the last covers the odd numbered places (odd eights, approximately) .Hamming (1950) offered a special feature: if the check digit places are in places 1, 2 and 4 (and successive powers of two for longer codes), the combined result of the check sums (known as the "syndrome") will be the number of the erroneous digit. For example, if check number 1 produced an even sum but numbers 2 and 3 produced odd sums.
signal. Then as long as errors shift the signal from the code member only to another point in its cluster, the receiver can still identify the signal as originating from that code member (provided the clusters do not overlap to such an extent that it is impossible to distinguish it from geometrical distance) is defined as simply the number of digits in which they differ and the entire cluster of code members are known as guard points. A code to correct t errors must encode at least 2t+1 + 1 between any pair of code points, since each such interval is bounded by a cluster of extent t, and to avoid overlapping the clusters must be separated by a further unit distance. If the distance is increased by one by the addition of an overall check digit, the extra set of points allocated would be equivalent between two signal points, and this means that a maximum of 8 erroneous but not corrected. The code will still be capable of correcting t errors and can now also detect t+1 errors. In the single-error-correcting code with n = 3, no new erroneous so that each cluster will contain n + 1 points, including the code point, and the binary code has n(n - 1)/2 irreducible polynomials; and since each irreducible factor may in principle be degree of m when n = 2m - 1, there may be at most mt check digits. But it may be possible to use a factor of less degree, like one in this factor. It is not necessary to use the number of check digits is less than n. It depends on n - t - 1 factors. It can be shown that BCH codes of length n = 2m-1, distance d = n - t+1 and t = [n/4], where the square bracket is the least integer greater than or equal to n, are the BCH (Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem) and has the special feature that a code of length n that can correct t errors can be constructed with more than mt check digits. For t = 1 the relation means always holds exactly and these codes are exactly equivalent to the minimum Hamming distance of n. For n = 15 and greater and t = 3 for n = 15 and roughly proportionately larger for check digits, fewer check digits are required. Figure 1 for n = 15 (a fairly small value of m makes the calculation of binomial coefficients) is a table of BCH codes. The codes are therefore said to be perfectly packed, meaning that every point in the available space is allocated to the clusters of guard points.

Each code word for correcting t errors will need guard points corresponding to 1, 2, ... t-1 errors, the number of which is given by
\[
N = \binom{n-t}{t-1}
\]
where the binomial coefficient is the number of ways of choosing t erroneous digits out of n and is equal to n(n-1)...(n-t+1)/t!.

When n is a power of 2 and the code word is in the form of the (23,12,3) code due to Golay (see Appendix), multiple-error-correcting binary codes are not perfectly packed and the packing gets worse as n increases. (One can visualise packing of shapes in three dimensions with the packing of polyhedra in n dimensions, where n may vary.) The number of points of the code word can therefore be packed into the code word.

Implementation of BCH codes

BCH codes are cyclic, i.e. if one has a key pattern of digits to represent 2°, then the second pattern shifted x places. One can represent the whole code by an array (matrix) of codewords corresponding to the code word. As a simple example, the (7,4) code can be represented by a generator matrix G.

If the degree of the composite factor, k(n - r) is the number of information digits. But in this case k = 5, n = 15, r = 10 and therefore k = n - 5. This is a (15,5,3) code. For a code of this length there would be 5 irreducible polynomials and since each irreducible factor may in principle be degree of m when n = 2m - 1, there may be at most mt check digits. But it may be possible to use a factor of less degree, like one in this factor. It is possible to use a factor of less degree, like one in this factor. It is not necessary to use the number of check digits is less than n. It depends on n - t - 1 factors. It can be shown that BCH codes of length n = 2m-1, distance d = n - t+1 and t = [n/4], where the square bracket is the least integer greater than or equal to n, are the BCH (Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem) codes.

The codes are therefore said to be perfectly packed, meaning that every point in the available space is allocated to the clusters of guard points.

Each code word for correcting t errors will need guard points corresponding to 1, 2, ... t-1 errors, the number of which is given by
\[
N = \binom{n-t}{t-1}
\]

The codes for being "suitable" factors go beyond the mathematical depth of this article.

Fig. 1. Numbers of check digits for error-correcting codes of length 15. (a) Single-error correcting (best out of three voting) 35 planes. (b) Double-error-correcting (best out of four voting) 27 planes. (c) Triple-error-correcting (best out of seven voting) 5 planes.

Then if the 4-digit binary number 1101 (decimal 13) is encoded into the first, third, fourth and rows G, corresponding to 2°, 2° and 2° and add them together to get a final digit of Hadamard (this is the code word is the code word. As a simple example, the (7,4) code can be represented by a generator matrix G.

The fact that the (7,4) code and H(7,4) are not perfectly packed and the packing gets worse as n increases. (One can visualise packing of shapes in three dimensions with the packing of polyhedra in n dimensions, where n may vary.) The number of points of the code word can therefore be packed into the code word.

1. The order of the digits in a code word is not alterable; the order of the digits in the check matrix is immaterial to the same matrix. The code word is encoded from one such order is equivalent to the original order.
2. The message for being "suitable" factors go beyond the mathematical depth of this article.
3. Binary codes are not perfectly packed; 3
4. sands, is to most of us just a form of art. It is recognized as erroneous but not corrected. The code will still be capable of correcting t errors and can now also detect t+1 errors. In the single-error-correcting code with n = 3, no new erroneous so that each cluster will contain n + 1 points, including the code point, and the binary code has n(n - 1)/2 irreducible polynomials; and since each irreducible factor may in principle be degree of m when n = 2m - 1, there may be at most mt check digits. But it may be possible to use a factor of less degree, like one in this factor. It is not necessary to use the number of check digits is less than n. It depends on n - t - 1 factors. It can be shown that BCH codes of length n = 2m-1, distance d = n - t+1 and t = [n/4], where the square bracket is the least integer greater than or equal to n, are the BCH (Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem) codes.

The codes are therefore said to be perfectly packed, meaning that every point in the available space is allocated to the clusters of guard points.

Each code word for correcting t errors will need guard points corresponding to 1, 2, ... t-1 errors, the number of which is given by
\[
N = \binom{n-t}{t-1}
\]

The codes for being "suitable" factors go beyond the mathematical depth of this article.

Fig. 1. Numbers of check digits for error-correcting codes of length 15. (a) Single-error correcting (best out of three voting) 35 planes. (b) Double-error-correcting (best out of four voting) 27 planes. (c) Triple-error-correcting (best out of seven voting) 5 planes.

Then if the 4-digit binary number 1101 (decimal 13) is encoded into the first, third, fourth and rows G, corresponding to 2°, 2° and 2° and add them together to get a final digit of Hadamard (this is the code word. As a simple example, the (7,4) code can be represented by a generator matrix G.

If the degree of the composite factor, k(n - r) is the number of information digits. But in this case k = 5, n = 15, r = 10 and therefore k = n - 5. This is a (15,5,3) code. For a code of this length there would be 5 irreducible polynomials and since each irreducible factor may in principle be degree of m when n = 2m - 1, there may be at most mt check digits. But it may be possible to use a factor of less degree, like one in this factor. It is not necessary to use the number of check digits is less than n. It depends on n - t - 1 factors. It can be shown that BCH codes of length n = 2m-1, distance d = n - t+1 and t = [n/4], where the square bracket is the least integer greater than or equal to n, are the BCH (Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem) codes. BCH codes result from the orthogonality of Hadamard matrices that is, in particular case BCH codes are optimum in the sense of having the minimum error probability for the given distance and length1. With two such modifications the circuits of the following examples, where each square box represents one stage of a shift register. A blank interval - a number of output digits is changed in the same way. Codes which result from the orthogonality of Hadamard matrices (the algebraic analogue of this fact) can find the details in a book such as the coded message is sent the train of digits moving to the right into the transmitting device for majority logic decoding. If the duration is changed in the same way. Codes which result from the orthogonality of Hadamard matrices (the algebraic analogue of this fact) can find the details in a book such as the coded message is sent the train of digits moving to the right into the transmitting device for majority logic decoding. If the duration is changed in the same way. Codes which result from the orthogonality of Hadamard matrices (the algebraic analogue of this fact) can find the details in a book such as the coded message is sent the train of digits moving to the right into the transmitting device for majority logic decoding. If the duration is changed in the same way. Codes which result from the orthogonality of Hadamard matrices (the algebraic analogue of this fact) can find the details in a book such as the coded message is sent the train of digits moving to the right into the transmitting device for majority logic decoding. If the duration is changed in the same way. Codes which result from the orthogonality of Hadamard matrices (the algebraic analogue of this fact) can find the details in a book such as the coded message is sent the train of digits moving to the right into the transmitting device for majority logic decoding. If the duration is changed in the same way. Codes which result from the orthogonality of Hadamard matrices (the algebraic analogue of this fact) can find the details in a book such as the coded message is sent the train of digits moving to the right into the transmitting device for majority logic decoding. If the duration is changed in the same way. Codes which result from the orthogonality of Hadamard matrices (the algebraic analogue of this fact) can find the details in a book such as the coded message is sent the train of digits moving to the right into the transmitting device for majority logic decoding. If the duration is changed in the same way. Codes which result from the orthogonality of Hadamard matrices (the algebraic analogue of this fact) can find the details in a book such as the coded message is sent the train of digits moving to the right into the transmitting device for majority logic decoding. If the duration is changed in the same way. Codes which result from the orthogonality of Hadamard matrices (the algebraic analogue of this fact) can find the details in a book such as the coded message is sent the train of digits moving to the right into the transmitting device for majority logic decoding. If the duration is changed in the same way. Codes which result...
and where provision must be made as many as possible may be packed into the n-dimensional space that as clusters of guard points. Therefore the greatest number of code points which can be packed into the corresponding to 1, 2, ..., divided by the number of possible errors so that each stage is passed to the next in line; in this way a digital operation can be inverted and on each clock beat the content of any two similar inputs (or all three inputs) can be used to form a generator matrix G, a tapped shift register and adders, and in parallel to another circuit corresponding to the multiplying circuit of Fig. 2(b). The output is zero for any number of stages is preferable for a large number of stages. Implementation of BCH codes BCH codes are cyclic, i.e. if one has a key pattern shifted x places. One can represent the whole code by an array (matrix) of length n and the number of rows is equal to the number of code points for the given word. As a simple example, the (7,4) code can be represented by a generator matrix G:

\[
G = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\
1 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 \\
1 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
1 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 1 \\
1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

If r is the degree of the composite factor, \( n = r \) is the number of information digits. In this case \( n = 15, r = 10 \) and therefore \( k = 5 \) is a (15,5,3) code. For a (15,5,3) code the errors will be irreducible polynomial and since each irreducible factor in principle be of degree m when \( n = 2^m - 1 \), there may be at most \( m \) check digits. But it may be possible to use a factor of less degree, since the code is in this case that the number of check digits is less than \( m \). It depends how \( n \) factors are employed are above the level which results in the World Wide Web.) It therefore is expected to be able to decode those. Who are not deterred by the use of combinatorial algebra can find the details in a specialist book. A general-purpose set of codes, which can be constructed to any length \( n = 2^m - 1 \) and certain other lengths and with various error-correcting capacities is generally known, BCH (Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem) in full; and it has the special feature that a code of length \( n \) can be used to correct \( t \) errors can be constructed with not more than \( n - t \) check digits. For the relation \( r \) is always holds proportionally for larger lengths, fewer check digits are required. Figure 1 for \( n = 15 \) (a fairly small value of \( n \) makes the calculation of binomial coefficients manageable). The use of tabulated values shows (a) the minimum number of check digits ideally required in order to correct 1, 2, 3 or 4 errors the straight-line relationship between each row of this code is known BCH codes. BCH codes result from factoring suitably \( x \), where \( n \) multiple of the length \( x \). The BCH code polynomials (the algebraic equivalent of prime numbers) is given in reference (4). The composite factors \( g_1(x) \), \( g_3(x) \), the code polynomial: an \( x \) for which \( x \) is a node of the code. Decoding by majority vote of a group of digits read out from certain memory planes and the digits of these majority groups, consisting partially of data points and partly of check digits are interleaved and shared in such a way that the total number of memory planes need not be increased. The form, which for 25-bit error-free output are:

(a) Single-error-correcting (best out of three voting) 35 planes.
(b) Double-error-correcting (best out of five voting) 25 planes.
(c) Triple-error-correcting (best out of seven voting) 5 planes.

In general the code works for the first output bit \( h \) in the case of a single error-correcting code which has a total of 35 planes and \( h = 0 \) to 16, plus 10 check digits \( C \) to \( C_{16} \). The correct output is instantaneous on the detection of any error, since two successive error groups, the output of which will agree with any two similar inputs (or all three inputs) can be used to form a generator matrix G, a tapped shift register and adders, and in parallel to another circuit corresponding to the multiplying circuit of Fig. 2(b). The output is zero for any number of stages is preferable for a large number of stages. Implementation of BCH codes BCH codes are cyclic, i.e. if one has a key pattern shifted x places. One can represent the whole code by an array (matrix) of length n and the number of rows is equal to the number of code points for the given word. As a simple example, the (7,4) code can be represented by a generator matrix G:

\[
G = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\
1 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 \\
1 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
1 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 1 \\
1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

If r is the degree of the composite factor, \( n = r \) is the number of information digits. In this case \( n = 15, r = 10 \) and therefore \( k = 5 \) is a (15,5,3) code. For a (15,5,3) code the errors will be irreducible polynomial and since each irreducible factor in principle be of degree m when \( n = 2^m - 1 \), there may be at most \( m \) check digits. But it may be possible to use a factor of less degree, since the code is in this case that the number of check digits is less than \( m \). It depends how \( n \) factors are
therefore, \( R_2 \) is \( \frac{\text{Wid a Iew}}{\text{Wid a Iew}} \) where \( \text{are typical of land-line circuits} \), as often said that random errors are result shifts which are taken to be the powers the pattern decimal number the construction of these cyclic lengths 7, 15, 27, 34 and capable of being burst errors as well as random errors is to scramble the order of digits before transmission and use it as an error pattern at the receiver. The re-ordering of digits at the receiver will bring up any bursts into scattered errors which can be dealt with by a code for random errors. However, the whole point of burst-error-correcting codes is that for a given number of check digits they can deal with bursts errors in a burst than scattered at random; so the scrambling should extend over many than one block so that, for example, a burst of 6 errors in one block length during transmission becomes 3 random errors in each of two blocks after "uncrambling" in the receiver.

Error-correcting and error-detecting codes constitute a vast subject: it is merely to explain the ideas behind two important classes of coding in this book. It is not possible to give ideal image by the GEC-Marconi Group and a teachers' demonstration which produced a very satisfying result, the loudspeakers being as acoustically unobtrusive as one would hope. The images were not so sharp as perhaps one is accustomed to with two speakers, but were more than the G.E. group. There is a further qualification to stress, because it also provides conventional stereo and GaAs will be used only where its directional components, whereas for a periphonic decoder the gains are 1.0 and 0.9, perhaps what is needed is a statistical prediction periphonic decoders is \( 0.5 \) dB. The new company is an information service, ways of making BBC miniature trading company called BBC Data established by Dr Cyril Hiltum, a leading UK and acoustic engineers respectively, where 1.0 meant "slightly better" than two-speaker stereo. Little wonder it didn't catch on.

### Programmable audio attenuator

**From the equations:**

\[
\begin{align*}
R_{\text{in}} &= R_{\text{in}}(1 - G_{\text{L}}) \\
&= R_{\text{in}}G_{\text{L}} \\
R_n &= R_{\text{in}}G_{\text{L}}(1 - G_{\text{L}}) \\
&= R_{\text{in}}G_{\text{L}}^2 \\
&= \cdots \\
R_n &= R_{\text{in}}G_{\text{L}}^n \\
R_n &= \frac{R_{\text{in}}}{1 - G_{\text{L}}}
\end{align*}
\]

There appears to be a requirement to correct both random and burst errors. It is often said that random errors are typical of radio communications, the result of thermal and shot noise in the receiver and atmospheric disturbances which are of local interest, in circuits such as amplifiers and mixers. The nearest standard value for \( R_1 \) is 1.24 dB and for \( R_2 \) is 1.54 dB. The last step gives Fig. 18

**Printed circuit board**

A printed circuit board which accommodates the electronics for the complete system is shown in Fig. 19. This board is made up of a four-layered circuit board with each layer being a square layer, with the ground plane being the outermost layer.

**Exhibitions and conferences**

**Broadway '80** will be held at the Royal Horticultural Halls, Ewell St, Westminster, London SW1, from November 26 to 30, 1980. Operation times have been changed to read Wednesday 26, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., Thursday 27, 8 a.m. to 6 p.m., Friday 28, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. and Saturday 29, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

**Electronic Test and Measuring Instrumentation '80** will be held at Wembley, London, from September 26 to 28, 1980. The conference will cover topics ranging from electronic test equipment to the design of electronic systems. The conference will also include a special session on microprocessors.

**Exhibition '80** will be held at the World Trade Centre, Singapore, Singapore, in June 2000. The exhibition will cover a wide range of topics, including microprocessors and related technologies.

**World Trade Centre**

**The S.E. Asia 3rd Biennial International Exhibition and Conference on Electronics and Electrical Engineering** is being held at the World Trade Centre, Singapore, in June 2000. The exhibition will cover a wide range of topics, including microprocessors and related technologies.

**Massive report on GaAs is dubious**

A article written by Gene Hnatek, quoted as a general user's guide to practical use of GaAs technology, was dismissed by Dr Cyril Hiltum, a leading UK and acoustic engineers respectively, where 1.0 meant "slightly better" than two-speaker stereo. Little wonder it didn't catch on.
WIRELESS WORLD, MAY 1980

**Programmable audio attenuator**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From</th>
<th>To</th>
<th>Multiplier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>R2</td>
<td>(R2 + R3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>R4</td>
<td>10000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>R6</td>
<td>10000000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Therefore, R1 = 9.09 kΩ (3.3 kΩ standard value) and R2 = 1.54 kΩ.
The last step gives Fig. 18 where

\[
\begin{align*}
R1 &= R2 + R3 + R4 + R5 + R6 \\
&= 10000000 \\
&= 10 \text{ MΩ}
\end{align*}
\]

**Early tetrahedral array (besides its awkwardness) was that these two localizations coincided; if fast energy vector localizations show that will be still a big problem because these are in high frequencies and possible to correct by loudspeakers. More hints for coincidence of localizations according to the two main theories are nearly summed up in Gerton's new book.**

**References**


**The author**

J. M. Didden started his career in 1964 with the design of bx receiver detection circuits. After spending three years at the National Royal Air Force to work in air defence operations and specialise in software.

The author is currently involved with software and micro-processors in defence systems. Apart from audio, his hobbies include reading science fiction.

**Exhibitions and conferences**

Broadcast '80 will be held at the Royal Horticultural Hall, Euston St, Westminster, London SW1, from November 26 to 30, 1980. Over 330 times have been changed to return Wednesday 26, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., Thursday 27, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., Friday 28, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., and Saturday 29, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Electronic Test and Measuring Instrumentation '80 will be held at Westhampnett, Alton, Hampshire, from November 27 to 30, 1980.

The author is currently involved with software and micro-processors in defence systems. Apart from audio, his hobbies include reading science fiction.

**Massive report on GaAs is dubious**

A report written by Gene Hootis, quoted as "a noted US expert on integrated circuit technology" by Innotech, and which is said to consist of 300 pages, priced at $500, has been dismissed by Dr Cyril Hiltum, a leading UK authority on the same applications, as "melodramatic."

The report maintains that GaAs devices, due to the smallness of the chip, "rapidly replace the silicon chip," but Dr Cyril Hiltum argues that production processes cannot compete with silicon on an economic and technical basis. They need properties which make it a sensible choice.
15V ½A regulator

Although cheap and general purpose components are used throughout, this circuit offers good load regulation and temperature stability. Output resistance is typically 30 µΩ at low frequencies and, unlike conventional regulators where the power transistor is connected to the op-amp output, only a few hundred milliVolts are required across the series-pass transistor to maintain regulation. The circuit can be built for negative regulation by using n-p-n transistors in the negative supply lead of the 741. Fold-back current limiting is included to limit the maximum dissipation to 4W. The 3k3 resistor allows the output stage of the 741 to turn off when no current is being drawn, and the 220Ω resistor prevents the 741 quiescent current from turning the power transistor on. The diode and 470kΩ resistor allow start-up and the 0.1µF capacitor improves the response to sudden changes in output current.

J. W. Rowe
Birnley
Notts.

High-frequency doubling with c.m.o.s.

High-frequency doubling can be achieved by using the propagation delay of c.m.o.s. together with exclusive OR gating. The circuit shows an oscillator operating at 1.6 MHz, and an exclusive OR gate fed with the oscillator output and an inverted and delayed output. Propagation delay of the buffers depends on $V_{00}$ and the load capacitance, but for a 7.5V supply and a load capacitance of 50pF, the delay for each buffer is about 3ns. Therefore, the total delay $t_o$ for six buffers is 18ns and the difference between the two signals is 170ns, which produces a 3.2 MHz output with an almost equal mark-to-space ratio.

D. J. Greenland
Bear Hill
Cambridge

Simple manual-reset latch

One 4001 can provide a latch that will turn off but will not turn on again until manually reset. Gates a and b together with two resistors form a Schmitt trigger which provides noise immunity. A low at the input causes the output of gate a to go high and the output of gate d to go high which then inhibits the output of gate b after it has gone low. Reset is achieved by removing the power supply to discharge $C_1$, or replacing $C_1$ with a push-to-make switch for manual reset. If the capacitor is used it must be large enough to ensure that the input goes high before point A goes low. If a switch is inserted at point B and 1MΩ resistor connected to 0V, the circuit will follow the input. Resistors $R_1$ and $R_2$ can be omitted if the latch is driven by logic and noise is not a problem.

I. J. Nicolle
Guernsey
Channel Isles

Variable phase all-pass filter

This all-pass filter offered constant amplitude, a distortion content of less than 0.1% for a 1V r.m.s. output, and a frequency range up to 100 kHz. Transistors $T_1$, $T_2$ and $T_3$ form a low-output-impedance phase-splitter which drives a CR network. Transistors $T_4$ and $T_5$ form a buffer stage, and the 1kΩ gate resistor prevents spurious oscillations. With a 10kΩ potentiometer and a suitable value for $C$, the phase of a waveform can be varied from 0 to nearly 180°, or, by reversing $C$ and $R$, from 180° to near 0°. The graph shows the normalized all-pass phase response with four values of $R$.

T. G. Izatt
Preston Polytechnic
and
E. Ball
Salford University
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15V ½A regulator

Although cheap and general purpose components are used throughout, this circuit offers good load regulation and temperature stability. Output resistance is typically 30mΩ at low frequencies and, unlike conventional regulators where the power transistor is connected to the op-amp output, only a few hundred milliVolts are required across the series-pass transistor to maintain regulation. The circuit can be built for negative regulation by using n-p-n transistors in the negative supply lead of the 741. Fold-back current limiting is included to limit the maximum dissipation to 4W. The 3k3 resistor allows the output stage of the 741 to turn off when no current is being drawn, and the 220Ω resistor prevents the 741 quiescent current from turning the power transistor on. The diode and 470kΩ resistor allow start-up and the 0.1μF capacitor improves the response to sudden changes in output current.

J. W. Rowe
Brimley
Northants.

High-frequency doubling with c.m.o.s.

High-frequency doubling can be achieved by using the propagation delay of c.m.o.s. together with exclusive OR gating. The circuit shows an oscillator operating at 1.6 MHz, and an exclusive OR gate fed with the oscillator output and an inverted and delayed output. Propagation delay of the buffers depends on Vcc and the load capacitance, but for a 5V supply and a load capacitance of 50pF, the delay for each buffer is about 3ns. Therefore, the total delay for six buffers is 18ns and the difference between the two signals is 170ns, which produces a 3.2 MHz output with an almost equal mark-to-space ratio.

D. J. Greenland
Bear Hill
Cambridge

Simple manual-reset latch

One 4001 can provide a latch that will turn off but will not turn on again until manually reset. Gates a and b together with two resistors form a Schmitt trigger which provides noise immunity. A low at the input causes the output of gate a to go high and the output of gate d to go high which then inhibits the output of gate b after it has gone low. Reset is achieved by removing the power supply to discharge C2, or replacing C2 with a push-to-make switch for manual reset. If the capacitor is used it must be large enough to ensure that the input goes high before point A goes low. If a switch is inserted at point B and 1MΩ resistor connected to OV, the circuit will follow the input. Resistors R1 and R2 can be omitted if the latch is driven by logic and noise is not a problem.

I. J. Nicolle
Guernsey
Channel Isles

Variable phase all-pass filter

This all-pass filter offered constant amplitude, a distortion content of less than 0.1% for a 1V r.m.s. output, and a frequency range up to 100 kHz. Transistors Tr1, Tr2, and Tr3 form a low output-impedance phase-splitter which drives a CR network. Transistors Tr4 and Tr5 form a buffer stage, and the 1kΩ gate resistor prevents spurious oscillations. With a 1kΩ potentiometer and a suitable value for C, the phase of a waveform can be varied from 0° nearly 180°, or, by reversing C and R, from 180° to near 0°. The graph shows the normalized all-pass phase response with four values of R.

T. G. Izatt
Preston Polytechnic
and
E. Ball
Salford University
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Multi-channel voltmeter with tv display

This voltmeter provides up to 25 channels and displays them as horizontal bars on a television screen. A scale is provided by an 8 x line-frequency square wave, gated as a video signal between adjacent bars. The circuit comprises an integrator which ramps from 0 to 1V in 40µs and is reset to slightly below 0V at each line sync. pulse. The input signal is gated by one or more 4051 analogue multiplexers, depending on the number of channels required, and fed to a 74S comparator whose remaining input is connected to the integrator. When the integrator output equals the input signal, the video output is switched from white to black. The sync timing chain consists of a 1MHz crystal oscillator, a 4024 and 4518 which provide a divide-by-64 for line sync. and a second 4024 provides a divide-by-320 for frame sync.

An AF139 modulator is shown, but the circuit can be modified to drive one of the commercial modulators now available. The transistor is housed in a small tin box and the 10kΩ preset is adjusted to zero the display on a convenient scale point close to the left of the screen. The 10kΩ preset is adjusted with a 1V input to set the display on the tenth scale point. These adjustments should be rechecked because there is some interaction between the controls. The display can also be adjusted for centre zero.

A similar circuit, but without the scale and input multiplexing, can be used as a wobbulator display or a simple oscilloscope. One channel is used as a divide-by-32 and 64 on the gate 3 partially discharge gate 4 and is reset to 0V at each line sync., except frame sync., are increased in the nth scale point. These adjustments should be rechecked because of some interaction between the controls. The display can also be adjusted for centre zero.

C.m.o.s. 60 kHz receiver

One c.m.o.s. NAND gate i.e. can be used as a low frequency receiver as shown. All of the gates are connected as inverters and the first three operate in the linear mode with 100% feed-back. Gate 4 and 5 provide amplification and a l.i.f. interface. The input to gate 4 is biased so that, with no carrier, Tr4 is turned off and the output is high. With the carrier on, negative half-cycles at the output of gate 3 partially discharge C1 via D1 and turn Tr5 on via gate 4. Although the a.c. gain and d.c. input-output voltage varies with different packages, three 4011A E i.c. can function satisfactorily with R6 adjusted to give a carrier-off voltage of 0.7V at the base of Tr5. With a correctly tuned aerial, the only critical components are C1, C2 and C3. The value of C2, assumes L, to give the input winding of a yellow-coded i.f. transformer.
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Micro-soldering !

ANTEX

TCSU1 & CTC

... its the perfect kit

Model TCSU1

Accurate pin point temperature control between 65° and 450°C. Heating element and sensor built in tip of the iron for fast response. Interchangeable circuits. bits from 0.6 mm (1/32") down to 0.5mm. Zero voltage switching, no spikes. No magnetic field, no leakage. Supplied with miniature CTC-12 volt welding iron or TX21/6watt TCSU1 soldering station with TXC or CTC iron £36.64. Next to industry.

Model SK3 Kit

Contains both the model CX200 soldering iron and the ST3 stand. ST3. Priced at £21.70 (4.6). The iron is the present production version of the non-mercury, safe and simple amateur or hobbyist.

Model SK4 Kit

With the model CX220 general purpose iron and the ST3 stand this kit is a must for every looked for in the home. CTC-24 volts. Priced at £39.75 (8.7). Also available for 240V.

Model SK1

This kit contains a 1/4" mini iron designed for station or the home and office. To be supplied with a stand. 'How to Solder' free. Priced at £19.75 (4.1). Also available for 240V.

Model MLX

12 volts

ST3 Stand.

A miniature iron with the element enclosed first in a ceramic shaft, then in stainless steel. Virtually leak-free. Only 7½" long. Weight 3½ oz. £14.80.

Model ST3 kit only available from 0½" down to 3/64". Also available for 240V.

Model CX 11watts - 230 volts

A general purpose iron also with a ceramic and steel shaft to avoid any toughness combined with near-perfect insulation. This iron can be soldered in the home. Priced at £14.20 (2.8). Also available for 240V.

Model X25 25watts 230 volts

A strong chromium plated, stainless steel iron for the home and office. Packed with 15 feet cable and battery clips. Priced to a serving station and can be a bonus or a gift ready for the do-it-yourselfer in the family. Price £14.55 (3.4).

A strong chromium plated, stainless steel iron for the home and office. Priced to a serving station and can be a bonus or a gift ready for the do-it-yourselfer in the family. Price £14.55 (3.4).

VAT + P+P as shown in brackets ( )

Please send me the Antex colour brochure: [ ] enclose cheque P.O. or Cheque No. 759 1000]

ants Ltd. Freepost, Plymouth PL1 1BB Tel: 0752 67377

Antex Ltd. Freepost, Plymouth PL1 1BB Tel: 0752 67377

WWW.TEARDROP.COM FOR FURTHER DETAILS

Multi-channel voltmeter with tv display

This voltmeter provides up to 25 channels and displays them as horizontal bars on a television screen. A scale is provided by an 8 x line-frequency square wave, gated as a video signal between adjacent bars. The circuit comprises an integrator which ramps from 0 to 1V in 40µs and is reset to slightly below 0V at each line sync. pulse. The input signal is gated by one or more 4051 analogue multiplexers, depending on the number of channels required, and fed to a 74S comparator whose remaining input is connected to the integrator. When the integrator output equals the input signal, the video output is switched from white to black. The sync timing chain consists of a 1MHz crystal oscillator, a 4024 and 4518 which provide a divide-by-64 for line sync. and a second 4024 provides a divide-by-320 for frame sync.

An AF139 modulator is shown, but the circuit can be modified to drive one of the commercial modulators now available. The transistor is housed in a small tin box and the 10kΩ preset is adjusted to zero the display on a convenient scale point close to the left of the screen. The 10kΩ preset is adjusted with a 1V input to set the display on the tenth scale point. These adjustments should be rechecked because there is some interaction between the controls. The display can also be adjusted for centre zero.

A similar circuit, but without the scale and input multiplexing, can be used as a wobbulator display or a simple oscilloscope. One channel is used as a divide-by-32 and 64 on the gate 3 partially discharge gate 4 and is reset to 0V at each line sync., except frame sync., are increased in the nth scale point. These adjustments should be rechecked because of some interaction between the controls. The display can also be adjusted for centre zero.

C.m.o.s. 60 kHz receiver

One c.m.o.s. NAND gate i.e. can be used as a low frequency receiver as shown. All of the gates are connected as inverters and the first three operate in the linear mode with 100% feed-back. Gate 4 and 5 provide amplification and a l.i.f. interface. The input to gate 4 is biased so that, with no carrier, Tr4 is turned off and the output is high. With the carrier on, negative half-cycles at the output of gate 3 partially discharge C1 via D1 and turn Tr5 on via gate 4. Although the a.c. gain and d.c. input-output voltage varies with different packages, three 4011A E i.c. can function satisfactorily with R6 adjusted to give a carrier-off voltage of 0.7V at the base of Tr5. With a correctly tuned aerial, the only critical components are C1, C2 and C3. The value of C2, assumes L, to give the input winding of a yellow-coded i.f. transformer.

J. D. Owen
Caste Lloyd
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Micro-soldering !

ANTEX

TCSU1 & CTC

... its the perfect kit

Model TCSU1

Accurate pin point temperature control between 65° and 450°C. Heating element and sensor built in tip of the iron for fast response. Interchangeable circuits. bits from 0.6 mm (1/32") down to 0.5mm. Zero voltage switching, no spikes. No magnetic field, no leakage. Supplied with miniature CTC-12 volt welding iron or TX21/6watt TCSU1 soldering station with TXC or CTC iron £36.64. Next to industry.

Model SK3 Kit

Contains both the model CX200 soldering iron and the ST3 stand. ST3. Priced at £21.70 (4.6). The iron is the present production version of the non-mercury, safe and simple amateur or hobbyist.

Model SK4 Kit

With the model CX220 general purpose iron and the ST3 stand this kit is a must for every looked for in the home. CTC-24 volts. Priced at £39.75 (8.7). Also available for 240V.

Model SK1

This kit contains a 1/4" mini iron designed for station or the home and office. To be supplied with a stand. 'How to Solder' free. Priced at £19.75 (4.1). Also available for 240V.

Model MLX

12 volts

ST3 Stand.

A miniature iron with the element enclosed first in a ceramic shaft, then in stainless steel. Virtually leak-free. Only 7½" long. Weight 3½ oz. £14.80.

Model ST3 kit only available from 0½" down to 3/64". Also available for 240V.

Model CX 11watts - 230 volts

A general purpose iron also with a ceramic and steel shaft to avoid any toughness combined with near-perfect insulation. This iron can be soldered in the home. Priced at £14.20 (2.8). Also available for 240V.

Model X25 25watts 230 volts

A strong chromium plated, stainless steel iron for the home and office. Packed with 15 feet cable and battery clips. Priced to a serving station and can be a bonus or a gift ready for the do-it-yourselfer in the family. Price £14.55 (3.4).

VAT + P+P as shown in brackets ( )

Please send me the Antex colour brochure: [ ] enclose cheque P.O. or Cheque No. 759 1000]

ants Ltd. Freepost, Plymouth PL1 1BB Tel: 0752 67377

Antex Ltd. Freepost, Plymouth PL1 1BB Tel: 0752 67377

WWW.TEARDROP.COM FOR FURTHER DETAILS
Multi-channel voltmeter with tv display

This voltmeter provides up to 25 channels and displays them as horizontal bars on a television screen. A scale is provided by an 8-kHz line-frequency square wave, gated as a video signal between adjacent bars. The circuit comprises an integrator which ramps from 0 to 1V in 40μs and is reset to slightly below 0V at each line sync, pulse. The input signal is gated by one or more 4051 analogue multiplexers, depending on the number of channels required, and fed to a 74S comparator whose remaining input is connected to the integrator. When the integrator output equals the input signal, the video output is switched from white to black.

The sync timing chain consists of a 1MHz crystal oscillator, a 4024 and 4518 which provide a divide-by-64 for line sync. (15.625kHz) and a second 4024 provides a divide-by-320 for frame sync. (60kHz).

The drive for the v.c.o.s can be generated from a second 4051.

If Tr4 is turned on via gate 4. Although the a.c. output is switched from white to black., the input is biased so that with no carrier, Tr4 is switched on. All of the 4024 outputs, except frame sync, are increased in frequency four times.

J. D. Owen
Cafle Lloyd
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C.m.o.s. 60 kHz receiver

One c.m.o.s NAND gate is often used as a low frequency receiver as shown. All of the gates are connected as inverters and the first three operate in the linear mode with 100% feed-back. Gate 4 and Tr5 provide amplification and a t.l.c. interface. The input to gate 4 is biased so that with no carrier, Tr4 is turned off and the output is high. With the carrier on, negative half-cycles at the output of gate 3 partially discharge C1 via D3 and turn Tr5 on via gate 4. Although the a.c. gain and d.c. input-output voltage varies with different packages, three 4011A.I. ICs functioned satisfactorily with R9 adjusted to give a carrier-off voltage of 0.3V at the base of Tr5. With a correctly tuned aerial, the only critical components are C1, C2, and C3. The value of C1 assumes I, to be the input winding of a yellow-coded i.f. transformer.
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Micro-soldering!

ANTEX TCSU1 & CTC

... its the perfect kit

Model TCSU1

Accurate pin point temperature control between 81°F and 400°F (Heat-up element and sensor built in tip of the iron for fast response. Interchangeable use on bits from 2.7 mm (1/8") down to 0.8mm. Zero voltage switching, no spikes. No magnetic field. No leakage. Supplied with miniature CTC.4040 iron in XTC45W1/CRCITSU1 soldering station with CRC in CRC or TCM in TCSU1. Next to industry.

Jerry CTC

Model CX 11watts - 230 volts

A miniature iron with the element enclosed first in a ceramic shaft, then in stainless steel. Virtually leakless. Only 71/2" long, 1.5 oz. 3.25" bit. £4.80

Model CX5 25watts 230 volts

A general purpose iron also with a ceramic and steel shaft to give the toughness combined with near-perfect isolation. Save time, save money. £6.00. Also available by post at £4.25. Also available for 240 volts. Also available in kit form.

Model SK3 Kit

Model SK4 Kit

Contains both the model CX230 soldering iron and the stand ST3. Priced at £8.75 (187)

Contains both the model CX230 general purpose iron and the ST3 stand this kit is a must for every soldered in the home. £8.75 (187)

Model SK1

Model MLX 12 volts

The soldering iron in this kit can be cleaned from any circuit with a single movement of the iron. Also available by post at £4.80. Also available in kit form.

Model X25 25watts 230 volts

A strong aluminium plated lever action iron. Suitable for use on circuit boards, battery packs, transformers and also for ANTEX models soldering iron. Priced at £4.80.

Spare element Model CX50E

Spare element Model X25/240E

* VAT & P&P as shown in brackets ( )

Please send us the Antex colour brochure. 1 enclosure cheq/P.O./Cheq No. 759 1000

A weak chromicacid based levers in lever action types. Also available by post at £4.80.

ANTEX

Stocked by many wholesalers either mail order or direct from us if you are desperate.
Facts from Fluke on low-cost DMMs

Is this any way to treat an £89 multimeter?

In the rough world of industrial electronics, even a precision test instrument can get treated like dirt. You stain it, you squeeze it, you shunt it, you drop it, you drive over it. And you've survived because we never cut corners on quality, even on our lowest-priced, six-function Model 80G2A Troubleshooter at £89.

One of the cost constraints has been a low-cost DMM from Fluke and you'll notice tough, lightweight construction that stands up to the hard knocks of life. Sturdy internal design and high-impact, flame retardant shells make these units practically unbreakable. Right off the shelf, they meet or exceed severe military shock/vibration tests. Even our LCDs are protected by cost-tempered plastic shields. We use rugged CMOS LCDs for integrity and endurance, and devote a large number of components to protection against overloading, accidental inputs and operator errors.

We go to these lengths with all our low-cost DMM's to make sure they are genuine price/performance values. You can count on that. Because, that's what leadership is all about.

For more facts on DMM reliability and where to find it, call (0923) 401411; see the coupon below or contact your Fluke sales office or representative.

---

Why does an electron have inertia?

Give me an electron and I can move the world


Professor Jennison's article in June 1979, in dealing with the mass and inertia of the electron, mentioned Mach's suggestion that the inertia of a body originating from the interaction of the distant masses of the Universe. Although the Mach Principle has empirical support, the author here sketches an elementary scheme for the interaction it visualizes and claims that this "appears capable of explaining, in a manner, some of the known facts concerning, inertial mass."

When you switch on an oscilloscope to monitor a signal, you are in essence deflecting a scanning beam of electrons by an electric field proportional to the signal. The inertial mass of an electron has been established as a constant whose value is known to 6 parts in 10^10, so that the angle through which the beam will be deflected can, if you wish, be predicted for any given strength of the transverse electric field.

Many people, however, are not satisfied by merely knowing how things behave: they want to find out why as well. Why does an electron have inertia and furthermore why is its inertial mass that particular value and not some other magnitude? Indeed, why may it be generally exhibited inertia? Inertia is, of course, defined in Newton's Second Law. Therefore the question is reduced to why F = ma, where the symbols have the same significance. Our modelling of the objective world will be more complete if this law, of which the First Law is a special case, is as derived and no longer remains an axiomatic postulate.

Mach Principle

As pointed out in a recent Wireless World article, so far the only suggestion to explain inertia is that attributed to Ernst Mach. The idea is an elaboration of the Mach (his) hypothesis - that of a luminous sphere whose radius is determined by the speed of light, and which is experienced whenever traveling through empty space. What we assume that the light of this sphere would be deflected if it were to pass through the luminous sphere. This is similar to the question of how far the light source is from the object. In this case, the luminous sphere is related to the speed of light and the distance of the object.

In his book "The Speed of Light," Meinheimer, in the 1970s, that Newtonian cosmology leads to results which are consistent with the predictions of general relativity. The author concludes that this conclusion is true, and that the speed of light is a fundamental constant of nature. This constant is related to the speed of light in empty space, and is given by the equation:

\[ c = \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 - \frac{v^2}{c^2}}} \]

where \( c \) is the speed of light in empty space, \( v \) is the velocity of the object, and \( f \) is the frequency of the radiation. The equation is derived from the principle of special relativity, which states that the speed of light is constant in all inertial frames of reference. This constant is used in general relativity to define the metric of space-time, and is also used in the definition of the speed of light in empty space.

The author concludes that the speed of light is a fundamental constant of nature, and that the speed of light in empty space is given by the equation above. This constant is related to the speed of light in empty space, and is given by the equation:

\[ \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 - \frac{v^2}{c^2}}} \]

where \( c \) is the speed of light in empty space, \( v \) is the velocity of the object, and \( f \) is the frequency of the radiation. The equation is derived from the principle of special relativity, which states that the speed of light is constant in all inertial frames of reference. This constant is used in general relativity to define the metric of space-time, and is also used in the definition of the speed of light in empty space.
Why does an electron have inertia?

Facts from Fluke on low-cost DMM's

Is this any way to treat an £89 multimeter?

In the rough world of industrial electronics, even a precision test instrument can get treated like dirt. You insist on ruggedness and dependability; you can get in a DMM for field use.

You'll find these qualities and more in the Fluke line of low-cost DMM's. Our DMM's have been dropped from towers, stepped on, and run over by construction equipment. And they've survived because we never cut corners on quality, even on our lowest-priced, six-function Model 8622A Troubleshooter at £89.

For more facts on DMM reliability and where to find it, call (0923) 40511; see the coupon below or contact your Fluke sales office or representative.

Sturdy internal design and high-impact, flame-retardant shells make these units practically unbreakable. Right off the shelf, they meet or exceed severe military shock/vibration tests.

Even our LCD's are protected by cost-tempered plastic shields. We use rugged CMOS LCD's for integrity and endurance, and devote a large number of components to protection against overloading, accidental inputs and operator errors.

We go to these lengths with all our low-cost DMM's to make sure they are genuine price/performance values. You can count on that. Because, that's what leadership is all about.

Professor Jeannin's article in June 1979, in dealing with the mass and inertia of the electron, mentioned Mach's suggestion that the inertia of a body originates from the interaction of the distant masses of the Universe. Although the Mach Principle has empirical support, the author here sketches an elementary scheme for the interaction it visualizes and claims that this "appears capable of explaining, in a manner, some of the known facts concerned, inertial mass."

When you switch on an oscilloscope to monitor a signal, you are in essence deflecting a scanning beam of electrons by an electric field proportional to the signal. The inertial mass of an electron has been established as a constant whose value is known to an accuracy of 6 parts in 10^10, so that the angle through which the beam will be deflected can, if you wish, be predicted for any given strength of the transverse electric field.

People, however, are not satisfied by merely knowing how things behave: they want to find out why as well. Why does an electron have inertia, and furthermore why is its inertial mass that particular value and not some other magnitude? Indeed, why matter in general exhibits inertia? Inertia is, of course, defined in Newton's Second Law. Therefore the question is reduced to why F = m a, where the symbols have their usual significance. Our modelling of the objective world will be more complete if this law, of which the First Law is a special case, is as shown derived and no longer remains an axiomatic postulate.

Mach principle

As discussed in a recent Wireless World article¹, so far the only suggestion to explain inertia is that attributed to Ernst Mach. The idea is essentially the same as Einstein's later, more far-reaching, ideas and the young, Leibniz, it is usually referred to as the Mach Principle, a terminology used by Einstein who attributed to Mach's work. Although he was not quite correct, it is contrary to the opinion expressed in that article, not entirely a qualitative hypothesis that is incapable of accountancy for the precise observations of inertial mass and inertial force. In fact, it has been realised in a number of alternative theories². True, none of these is commonly accepted. Nevertheless, many interesting deductions can be made in even a simple realisation of the Mach Principle; some we are going to describe in this article. First, however, let us discuss the content and the plausibility of Mach's (or Leibniz's) proposal.

The Mach Principle embodies the conception that the inertia of an object arises wholly from its interaction with background matter. A force has to be applied to an electron to change its state of motion, because, in its own frame of reference, the applied force is needed to balance the pull by you, the Earth, the sun and planets, and the 'fixed stars'. This pulls which is generated whenever it accelerates relative to the surrounding matter. Were all background matter removed then for the electron, alone, no distinction could be made between uniform and accelerated motions. This vacuum in a number of virtual particles is, however, completely irrelevant because there are no other particles to absorb or emit them.

In other words, accelerating an electron is not equivalent to a change in its state of motion. It is equivalent to an applied force, in this case, the pull of you, the Earth, the sun and planets, and the 'fixed stars'.

The Principle embodies the conception that the inertia of an object arises wholly from its interaction with background matter. A force has to be applied to an electron to change its state of motion, because, in its own frame of reference, the applied force is needed to balance the pull by you, the Earth, the sun and planets, and the 'fixed stars'.

In other words, accelerating an electron is not equivalent to a change in its state of motion. It is equivalent to an applied force, in this case, the pull of you, the Earth, the sun and planets, and the 'fixed stars'.


Facts from Fluke on low-cost DMM's

Is this any way to treat an £89 multimeter?

In the rough world of industrial electronics, even a precision test instrument can get treated like dirt. You insist on ruggedness and dependability; you can get in a DMM for field use.

You'll find these qualities and more in the Fluke line of low-cost DMM's. Our DMM's have been dropped from towers, stepped on, and run over by construction equipment. And they've survived because we never cut corners on quality, even on our lowest-priced, six-function Model 8622A Troubleshooter at £89.

For more facts on DMM reliability and where to find it, call (0923) 40511; see the coupon below or contact your Fluke sales office or representative.

Sturdy internal design and high-impact, flame-retardant shells make these units practically unbreakable. Right off the shelf, they meet or exceed severe military shock/vibration tests.

Even our LCD's are protected by cost-tempered plastic shields. We use rugged CMOS LCD's for integrity and endurance, and devote a large number of components to protection against overloading, accidental inputs and operator errors.

We go to these lengths with all our low-cost DMM's to make sure they are genuine price/performance values. You can count on that. Because, that's what leadership is all about.

Professor Jeannin's article in June 1979, in dealing with the mass and inertia of the electron, mentioned Mach's suggestion that the inertia of a body originates from the interaction of the distant masses of the Universe. Although the Mach Principle has empirical support, the author here sketches an elementary scheme for the interaction it visualizes and claims that this "appears capable of explaining, in a manner, some of the known facts concerned, inertial mass."

When you switch on an oscilloscope to monitor a signal, you are in essence deflecting a scanning beam of electrons by an electric field proportional to the signal. The inertial mass of an electron has been established as a constant whose value is known to an accuracy of 6 parts in 10^10, so that the angle through which the beam will be deflected can, if you wish, be predicted for any given strength of the transverse electric field.

People, however, are not satisfied by merely knowing how things behave: they want to find out why as well. Why does an electron have inertia, and furthermore why is its inertial mass that particular value and not some other magnitude? Indeed, why matter in general exhibits inertia? Inertia is, of course, defined in Newton's Second Law. Therefore the question is reduced to why F = m a, where the symbols have their usual significance. Our modelling of the objective world will be more complete if this law, of which the First Law is a special case, is as shown derived and no longer remains an axiomatic postulate.

Mach principle

As discussed in a recent Wireless World article¹, so far the only suggestion to explain inertia is that attributed to Ernst Mach. The idea is essentially the same as Einstein's later, more far-reaching, ideas and the young, Leibniz, it is usually referred to as the Mach Principle, a terminology used by Einstein who attributed to Mach's work. Although he was not quite correct, it is contrary to the opinion expressed in that article, not entirely a qualitative hypothesis that is incapable of accountancy for the precise observations of inertial mass and inertial force. In fact, it has been realised in a number of alternative theories². True, none of these is commonly accepted. Nevertheless, many interesting deductions can be made in even a simple realisation of the Mach Principle; some we are going to describe in this article. First, however, let us discuss the content and the plausibility of Mach's (or Leibniz's) proposal.

The Mach Principle embodies the conception that the inertia of an object arises wholly from its interaction with background matter. A force has to be applied to an electron to change its state of motion, because, in its own frame of reference, the applied force is needed to balance the pull by you, the Earth, the sun and planets, and the 'fixed stars'. This pulls which is generated whenever it accelerates relative to the surrounding matter. Were all background matter removed then for the electron, alone, no distinction could be made between uniform and accelerated motions. This vacuum in a number of virtual particles is, however, completely irrelevant because there are no other particles to absorb or emit them.

In other words, accelerating an electron is not equivalent to a change in its state of motion. It is equivalent to an applied force, in this case, the pull of you, the Earth, the sun and planets, and the 'fixed stars'.

The Principle embodies the conception that the inertia of an object arises wholly from its interaction with background matter. A force has to be applied to an electron to change its state of motion, because, in its own frame of reference, the applied force is needed to balance the pull by you, the Earth, the sun and planets, and the 'fixed stars'.

In other words, accelerating an electron is not equivalent to a change in its state of motion. It is equivalent to an applied force, in this case, the pull of you, the Earth, the sun and planets, and the 'fixed stars'.
even pathological) relativistic models can be avoided, and at the same time difficulties in deriving the infinite gravitational potential in an unbounded universe disappear. In this way, the effective gravitational force will be completely unified, and also the problem of infinite self-gravitational energy for the Universe (i.e., in the Universe \(N = \sqrt{Gm^3/c^2}\), factors such as \(r/\Delta m^3\) again being neglected. By a statistical rule of thumb,

\[\Delta m^3 = 1/\text{Newton}^2.\]  

Hence (2) probably reduces to

\[F = \text{Newton}^2 \cdot \Delta m^3.\]

The results may then be expressed in seconds of arc, the units for which are used in the works of the author.


can be derived via the Machian theory, we point out that in Newtonian mechanics. The case of trifugal and Coriolis forces of the right background matter, is summed in the following sentence of this paragraph.
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F=-Fm, Newton's Second Law is at


\[ \frac{\Delta m}{\Delta N} = 1/N \]
Substituting for N and eliminating \( \Delta m \) between

\[ m/c^2 = \sqrt{c^4 E^2 - m^2 c^4} \]

which, on plugging in the numerical

\( \Delta m = m^2 c^2 / 2 \)

relativistic energy difference in the Breit

\[ \Delta m = \sqrt{c^4 E^2 - m^2 c^4} \]

and gravitation

\( \Delta m = m^2 c^2 / 2 \)

and gravitation

\( \Delta m = \sqrt{c^4 E^2 - m^2 c^4} \]
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The mass of an electron beam in the oscilloscope, and
why one should use a seat belt?
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Communication receiver

design

Even at the end of the 1930s, the h.f.
communications receiver could provide a
high standard of performance with
smaller dimensions than could be
achieved by the vacuum-tube receiver.
Unfortunately, though, the sensitivity
is even further from being perfect.
Winter Sporadic E

Recently it was suggested (W0AR
March) that while American amateurs
recognise the existence of a winter
Sporadic E season, this did not appear to
be the case in Europe. John Branegan,
GM41HJ of Saline, Pře, however,
reports that he has obtained Sporadic E
during the season year since 1977. He uses
sensitive receivers and a high-performance
EDdyson 7780 r.f. receiver, various
pre-amplifiers and converters feeding a
Yaesu FT 207 A 82 multi-notch r.f.
tuner and rotary s.e. yagi array.

He finds the winter Sporadic E season
usually starts about Christmas and lasts
until about the first week in February
(three of these days of such events
followed by several days without any).
During winter, Sporadic E signals are heard
up to about 53MHz and on about one-in-
to-three occasions to 76MHz, very rarely
to about 90MHz. An example of an
arrangement has been observed. From
contacts with VK41J during F2-layer
opening, he believes that winter Sporadic E
occurs on the same days at around 1440MHz.
As an example of a typical winter Sporadic E
event he provides a clear picture of
radio reception at 1440MHz on
January 21 this year. Curiously, he does
not find that the range of Sporadic E
changes in the manner that has been
suggested as likely due to the gradual
correlation of metallic particles in
cirrus sheets, but remains in the range of
650 to 1250 miles throughout the

Sporadic E seasonal

Winter Sporadic E

Combination of the excellent
mechanical quality of the
Klystron and the...
Outlook for short-wave broadcasting

Meagre increase of frequency allocations gained from WARC 79

by Jim Vastenhoud Radio Nederland

Most readers will have seen reports about the 1979 World Administrative Radio Conference (WARC 79) in this journal, and will know that the world radio stations all over the world attach great importance to the result of this conference. The main objective of the conference was the allocation of the radio spectrum and is the standard reference for radio users all over the world. Article V was revised previously in 1968. Since then, however, there have been significant shifts in the usage of the spectrum, partly due to technical developments, such as the opening up of satellite communications, but also results from world developments like the new frequency requirements of nations which have gained their independence since 1968. These frequency requirements of the emerging nations affect all fields of communications and especially those bands which were already heavily loaded, or even congested, in 1958.

Increased demand

The most marked increase in the demand for radio spectrum space in the past twenty years is the growth of the fields of maritime mobile communications and short-wave radio broadcasting. In Band V, a frequency agreement was reached at WARC 79 on an expansion in Regions 1 and 2 to 108 MHz. A planning conference, to be held in a few years' time, will decide about the channel allocation for each area. Before this can take place, however, non-broadcasting services which still require space have to be relocated in other frequency ranges. Short-wave broadcasting has also grown considerably, but a frequency plan for the medium- and long-wave bands was not yet reached. The measure work is on engineering projects and the co-ordination of frequencies in the short-wave band was successful. The more crowded the spectrum, the more it is necessary to think long-term and to be prepared for future growth. Jim Vastenhoud, author of the current article, is the deputy director of engineering services at Radio Nederland, the Dutch world broadcasting organization, and was responsible for the re-allocation of the (W ARC 78) in February 1976. He has also been vice-chairman of the Plenary Conference.

Excessive h.f. bands

Most countries, however, short-wave broadcasting stations have not been allowed to operate "out-of-band", as they are in the broadcast bands. A new frequency agreement was reached by the WARC 79 which set in motion the long-sought expansion of the frequency band for the medium- and long-wave broadcasting. It was decided to allocate additional space to broadcasting and non-broadcasting services which were not sufficient in the fixed bands. The decision was also motivated by the need to provide enough channels to the expected rapid growth of broadcasting services. The frequency plan adopted at WARC 79 in February 1976 is based on technical data rather than on political motives. It is a disapproving result, which may also be accredited to the failure of some delegates from less technical countries. The results are now being implemented by the authorities of the various countries.

The case for community radio

Many people are dissatisfied with the centralised nature of national broadcasting, even when it includes regional and local stations. Community feeling, discussion and culture could be encouraged by alternative radio. Jim McLeod assesses what could be done in the UK.

"Off-resonance" metal detector

This newcomer to metal detecting is basically similar to the b.f.o. type but senses the search coil's inductance change, and uses the properties of a parallel-tuned circuit to obtain more information about the physical nature of the object.

What happened to analogue computers?

Apart from the i.c. op-amp, analogue computing techniques seem to have been swamped by the tide of digital computers and microprocessors. This article reminds us of the basic electronic analogue techniques and of how flexible they are for modelling proposed systems.
Outlook for short-wave broadcasting

Meagre increase of frequency allocations gained from WARC 79

by Jim Vastenhoud Radio Nederland

Most readers will have seen reports about the 1979 World Administrative Radio Conference (WARC 79) in this journal, and will know that short-wave radio stations all over the world attach great importance to the results. One of the main objectives of the conference was the reallocation of the short-wave spectrum. The outcome of the conference, all international agreements on the use of the spectrum and the standard reference for radio users all over the world. Article V was revised previously in 1959. Since then, however, there have been significant shifts in the usage of the spectrum, partly due to technical developments such as the opening up of satellite communications, but also results from the grouping together of the fields of maritime mobile communications and short-wave radio broadcasting. In Band 2, the v.h.f./f.m. bands, the use of short-wave broadcasting without the use of repeaters or satellites. This fact makes this h.f. part of the spectrum important to various users — mobile communications on land, at sea or in the air, fixed communications between points on earth, radio amateurs, and broadcasting to mention a few. In the past twenty years the occupation of various bands in this range has changed. Extensive monitoring, taking place all over the world, in recent years, has shown that the number of stations in the fixed bands (which occupy about 48% of the available short-wave spectrum) has considerably decreased. It has also shown that the number of stations inside the allocated short-wave broadcasting bands has grown to intolerable levels.

The decrease of band loading in the fixed bands was due partly to the development of satellite communications, which proved to be more reliable to the fixed user and is able to handle all traffic without interference. Apart from this measured effect, however, many young nations still feel the need for frequencies in the fixed bands, to establish and maintain domestic or international radio communications (teletype, commercial traffic, data transmission).

Many short-wave broadcasting organizations, after studying the results of monitoring the fixed bands and looking at the gloomy situation inside the short-wave broadcasting bands, had the feeling that it would be reasonable to reallocate portions of the fixed bands for broadcasting purposes. This feeling was strengthened by the knowledge that some administrations (the official postal and telecommunication authorities of the various countries) have permitted their short-wave broadcasters to move into the fixed bands. This situation, not endorsed by many countries who live by the intentions and rules of the Radio Regulations, was made worse by a clause in these regulations which renders such a move possible if no interference is caused to other services which are allotted in the fixed bands. Since the broadcasting service usually replaced a fixed service of the same country (though at an increased bandwidth), generally no complaints from other fixed users were filed and the broadcasting service in the fixed band could thus be established.

Excessive h.f. bands

In most countries, however, short-wave broadcasting stations have not been allowed to operate "out-of-band". Because the administration is wary of causing congestion in the fixed bands with transmissions of another kind. Most administrations felt bound by the 1959 agreement, which established certain frequency bands for the exclusive use of high frequency (short-wave) broadcasting only and provides a similar arrangement for the fixed bands. Mixing the two would cause precedents which would harm international interests.

At the start of WARC 79 a number of administrations had hoped to correct this situation. The proposal was strengthened by the knowledge that some administrations (the official postal and telecommunication authorities of the various countries) have been dissatisfied with the frequency plan for the medium- and long-wave bands, which have been replaced a fixed service of the same kind and used for broadcasting. The administration is wary of causing congestion in the fixed bands with transmissions of another kind.

The outcome must be considered meagre. The short-wave broadcasters in the western world have to work with present regulations, which means measuring and evaluating data and calculating what they consider to be a very reasonable proposal for all concerned, based on technical data rather than on political motives. It is a disappointing result, which might also be ascribed to the failure of some delegates from less technically developed areas to fully appreciate the real value of the proposals put forward and their unjustified reserve as to the good intentions behind them.

An observer at WARC 79 must have felt the line of the voting was indeed not free from political motivation. Some countries who wanted to be seen jumping together, and the influence of certain leaders was sometimes very evident. But this is all part of the modern set-up where each country establishes a good service while doing away with the privileged situation of those broadcasters who are already operating in the fixed bands. It was not expected that all the administrations would consult with each other to agree on a frequency plan in these bands. However, things turned out differently. The non-aligned countries, which now occupy the majority in most international bodies, could only be partly convinced of the reasonableness of the International broadcasters' requirements. Moreover, they were concerned about the possibility of a change in fixed frequencies, which are very vital to them.

Meetings held in the important world Broadcasting Conferences, to be held every five years or so, are for the benefit of all administrations. In WARC 79, the frequency range between 3.9 and 27.5 MHz, were difficult and progress was slow. The group, in the majority group, did account for about 40% of the traffic for all broadcasting bands between 9 and 22 MHz, or less than half the extension needed to operate short-wave broadcasting stations, on frequency redefinitions, on solar indices, and so on.

The second session, which will be the planning conference proper, will be held in 1981. During this period all concerned will be in possession of the same data. This means that there will be no technical arguments based on data of different origins or liable to different interpretations. It also means that everyone concerned has at least the opportunity to prepare for the difficult task of participating in a world conference on fixed broadcasting, which will determine its will and woe for the next twenty years or so.

News notes

The Australian government has authorized a number of radio stations to go ahead with data broadcasting services. The announcement was made by Mr T. Staley, the minister for Post and Telecommunications, who welcomed this development as a useful addition to community services.

A multi-track digital recording of an opera, using the 3M Minicom 32-track digital mastering system, was made by Polygram during December. The recording of Wagner's four-and-a-half-hour opera "Parsifal" was performed by the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra and the Chorus of the Berlin Opera. Analogue tapes were also made of "Parsifal". The Tape was opened on 1 March.

The first deep water optical-fibre telephone cable, a trial 9.5km long, was laid by the STC division of ITT, using the Post Office cable-laying ship "Trinity". In Loch Fyne, on the West coast of Scotland, July 1979, the Chorus of the Berlin Opera, Analogue tapes were also made of "Parsifal". The Tape was opened on 1 March.

The first deep water optical-fibre telephone cable, a trial 9.5km long, was laid by the STC division of ITT, using the Post Office cable-laying ship "Trinity". In Loch Fyne, on the West coast of Scotland, June 1979, the Chorus of the Berlin Opera, Analogue tapes were also made of "Parsifal". The Tape was opened on 1 March.

The first deep water optical-fibre telephone cable, a trial 9.5km long, was laid by the STC division of ITT, using the Post Office cable-laying ship "Trinity". In Loch Fyne, on the West coast of Scotland, June 1979, the Chorus of the Berlin Opera, Analogue tapes were also made of "Parsifal". The Tape was opened on 1 March.

The first deep water optical-fibre telephone cable, a trial 9.5km long, was laid by the STC division of ITT, using the Post Office cable-laying ship "Trinity". In Loch Fyne, on the West coast of Scotland, June 1979, the Chorus of the Berlin Opera, Analogue tapes were also made of "Parsifal". The Tape was opened on 1 March.
Transistor and valve oscillators can be closely related: not in the obvious way by a direct replacement, but with inputs and outputs interchanged. If a particular network requires a transistor of short-circuit current-gain $h_{fe}$ for oscillation, and used with a valve with terminations reversed requires an open-circuit voltage gain $v_{bc}$, then $v_{bc} = h_{fe}$. Neither the input resistance of the transistor nor the output resistance of the valve appear in the frequency- and gain-determining relationships. This is a surprising result and though exactly true only for a circuit composed of pure reactances it remains useful under a wide range of practical conditions. The minimum number of pure reactances for oscillation with a single device is three, of two one type and the third of the opposite type. By extension, circuits may use mutual inductance and other more complex arrangements but in the frequency of oscillation the reactances are always equivalent to two inductive and one capacitive or vice versa.

Taking the device resistance $R_0$ for the transistor and $R$ for the valve into the external circuit the passive circuit becomes the general form shown, i.e. activated by an ideal voltage amplifier from left to right or by a current amplifier from right to left. The particular LC form corresponds to the previous valve-transistor oscillators. The configuration is identical with the RC lag-lead network, the basis with the related Wien and lead-lag networks of so many RC oscillators. In the LC form the overall phase shift is found to be $180^\circ$ at the frequency for which the reactances go into series resonance and an inverting amplifier is used. The RC circuit has zero phase-shift at the frequency of maximum response and needs a two-stage amplifier for the non-inverting gain.

The standpoint of frequency stability is the rate-of-change of phase of the passive network at the frequency of oscillation that is important. The higher the frequency the smaller the frequency shifts in compensating for internal amplifier phase errors or those resulting from the intermodulation via feedback distortion components.

These are quite different for the two circuits: that the LC circuit has a higher $Q$, and $X_L(X_C+X_L)$ is less than that of the RC circuit. For the former, the $Q$ is limited by the reactance of the capacitor, while for the latter the $Q$ is limited by the reactance of the resistor. The result is that the LC oscillator has a higher $Q$ than the RC circuit but with equal time-constants. There is then a simple relationship for the frequency allows $R$ to vanish from the frequency and gain-determining equations. The fraction of the output current flowing in $h_{fe}$ is $\frac{X_L}{X_L+X_C}$ and the behaviour of $X_L$ can then be determined.

Further inspection of the phase relationships shows that the voltages across $C$ and $L$ as anti-phase with $v_{bc}$, greater in magnitude than $v_{bc}$. Because, at resonance, $v_{bc}$ is antiphase to the drive voltage $v_L$, the inductive voltage in this configuration is normally adjusted to drive the oscillatory loop. This form is shown in the second of the two circuits with an inverting amplifier. If the locations of $L$ and $C$ are interchanged then at the same frequency the output of the network is now in phase with the drive voltage but of greater magnitude. Hence a non-inverting voltage amplifier with voltage gain below unity is required. The new oscillator might be described as a grounded-collector (or drain or anode) oscillator but not a common-collector. This last terminology must be avoided as there is no external signal source and hence there cannot be a common point between input and output. The term that is grounded is merely a matter of convenience, possibly of biasing of minimizing stray capacitance or of extracting the signal; the nature of the oscillator remains unchanged.

The three circuits shown simply represents shifts in ground points for the same basic oscillator. $L_1$ still appears between base and emitter, $L_2$ between collector and base. The supply times are assumed to have zero impedance to ground and bias networks are omitted. This latter point is of practical importance because one factor influencing the choice of configuration will be the case of biasing. Considering the common base circuit first it can be seen that a direct current path is needed for the collector current, but one whose impedance is very high at the frequency of oscillation. This suggests a large-value inductance (or a parallel resonant circuit) which is not an attractive solution. This problem is avoided with the other two, though each requires a bias path for base currents. If the bipolar transistors are replaced by junction fets capable of operating with $V_{gs} = 0$ then a self-biasing oscillator results in each case.

The theory of with $h_{fe}$ of 50 is used with $C = 500\text{pF}$ and is required to oscillate at $200\text{kHz}$. Determine suitable values for $L_1$, $L_2$.

A bipolar transistor with $h_{fe}$ of 50 is used with $C = 500\text{pF}$ and is required to oscillate at $200\text{kHz}$. Determine suitable values for $L_1$, $L_2$.
LC oscillators: general theory

by Peter Williams, Ph.D. Paisley College of Technology

Transistor and valve oscillators can be closely related: not in the obvious way by a direct replacement, but with inputs and outputs interchanged. If a particular network requires a transistor of short-circuit current gain $h_{\text{fe}}$ for oscillation, and used with a valve with terminations reversed requires an open-circuit voltage gain $v_{\text{eb}}$, then $v_{\text{eb}} = h_{\text{fe}}$. Neither the input resistance of the transistor nor the output resistance of the valve appear in the frequency and gain-determining relationships. This is a surprising result and though exactly true only for a circuit composed of pure reactances it remains useful under a wide range of practical conditions. The minimum number of pure reactances for oscillation with a single device is three, two of one type and the third of the opposite type. By extension, circuits may use mutual inductance and other more complex arrangements but in the frequency of oscillation the reactances are always equivalent to two inductive or one capacitive or vice versa.

Taking the device resistance $r_{\text{th}}$ for the transistor and $r_{\text{L}}$ for the valve into the external circuit the passive circuit becomes the general form shown, i.e. activated by an ideal voltage amplifier from left to right or by a current amplifier from right to left. The particular LC form corresponds to the previous valve-transistor oscillators. The configuration is identical with the RC lag-lead network, the basis with the related Wien and lead-lag networks of so many RC oscillators. In the LC form the overall phase shift is found to be 180° at the frequency for which the reactances go into series resonance and an inverting amplifier is used. The RC circuit has zero phase shift at the frequency of maximum response and needs a two-stage amplifier for the non-inverting amplifier. From the standpoint of frequency stability, it is the rate-of-change of phase of the passive network at the frequency of oscillation that is important. The higher the phase the smaller the frequency shifts in compensating for internal amplifier phase errors or those resulting from the intermodulation via feedback distortion components.

These are quite different for the two circuits: that the LC circuit has a higher dp/dv at the frequency of oscillation. Considering the RC circuit first, the two sections result in successive phase lags and leads. It is simplest to visualise if the second stage impedance is much higher than the first but with equal time-constants. There is then a simple relationship for the frequency can therefore become zero resulting in there being no voltage dropped across $R$. There is then a simple relationship for the frequency when the reactances go into series resonance and an inverting amplifier is used. The RC circuit has zero phase shift at the frequency of maximum response and needs a two-stage amplifier for the non-inverting amplifier.

Further inspection of the phase relationships shows that the voltages across $C_1$ and $L_2$ are anti-phase with $v_{\text{eb}}$ greater in magnitude than $v_{\text{eb}}$. Because, at resonance, $v_{\text{eb}}$ is anti-phase to the drive voltage $v_{\text{eb}}$, the inductive voltage in this configuration is normally used to drive the oscillatory loop. This form is shown in the second of the two circuits with an inverting amplifier. If the locations of $L_1$ and $C_1$ are interchanged then at the same frequency the output of the network is now in phase with the drive voltage but of greater magnitude. Hence a non-inverting voltage amplifier with voltage gain below unity is required. The new oscillator might be described as a grounded-collector (or drain or anode) oscillator but not a common-collector. This last terminology must be avoided as there is no external signal source and hence there cannot be a common point between input and output. The terminal that is grounded is merely a matter of convenience, perhaps of biasing of minimizing stray capacitance or of extracting the signal; the nature of the oscillator remains unchanged.

The three circuits shown simply represents shifts in ground points for the same basic oscillator. $L_1$ still appears between base and emitter, $L_2$ between collector and base. The supply times are assumed to have zero impedance to ground and bias networks are omitted. This latter point is of practical importance because one factor influencing the choice of configuration will be the case of biasing. Considering the common base circuit first it can be seen that a direct current path is needed for the collector current, but one whose impedance is very high at the frequency of oscillation. This suggests a large-value inductance (or a parallel resonant circuit) which is not an attractive solution. This problem is exacerbated with the other two, though requires a bias path for base currents. If the bipolar transistors are replaced by junction fets capable of operating with $v_{\text{in}} = 0$ then self-biasing oscillator results in each case.

**EXAMPLE**

A bipolar transistor with $h_{\text{fe}} = 50$ is used with $C = 500\mu\text{F}$ and is required to oscillate at $200\text{kHz}$. Determine suitable values for $L_1$, $L_2$.

For this second form, $V_{\text{os}}$ is anti-phase to the output and $A < 0$.

- **THEORY**

  - The two forms have the passive networks similarly terminated on the assumption that only the input resistance of the transistor and the output resistance of the valve are of importance. In both cases there is a conducting path across $L_1$ but not across $L_2$.
  - Let $L_1$ be used for the general passive network shown. Applying Thevenin’s theorem to $R$, $Z_2$.

  

  \[
  Z_1 = \frac{1}{\omega L_2} \quad \frac{1}{Z_3} = \frac{1}{\omega C_3} + \frac{1}{\omega C_2}
  \]

  \[
  Z_2 = \frac{Z_3}{Z_3 + Z_2} + \frac{g_1 + g_2 + g_3}{Z_2}
  \]

  Equating real and imaginary parts

  \[
  A_1 = 1 - \frac{X_3}{1 - \frac{X_1}{X_2}}
  \]

  \[
  X_1 + X_2 + X_3 = 0
  \]

  (i) This last condition corresponds to the series resonant condition of $X_1, X_2, X_3$.

  - The constraint cannot be satisfied using three reactances of the same type as there must be at least one capacitive and one inductive condition.

  - If used with a grounded-emitter (grounded-source) stage with inverting gain then $h_{\text{fe}} > X_1$ and thus must be of opposite type.

  - To simultaneously satisfy the second condition, $X_1$ must be of the same type as $X_2$.

  The above are the conditions resulting from $A_1 < 0$. Other conditions obtain for $1 > A_1 > 0$ and $A_1 = 1$.

  - A comparison of the related LC and RC forms shows the lead/lag cancellation of the former, and the availability of more than one feedback connection for the latter, since the input voltages are all either in phase or in antiphase.

  - Because $V_1 + V_2 = V_3$, and $V_2$ is antiphase to $V_3$, then $V_1$ is in phase with $V_2$ and exceeds it (i.e. $V_1 > 0$).

  For the second form, $V_{\text{os}}$ is anti-phase to the output and $A < 0$.

  \[
  X_1, X_2, X_3, A = -1, 1
  \]
**NEWPRODUCTS**

**Image sensor**

Drive circuits are included in the IFL 64P image sensor i.c., which forms the first item in a new family of devices from Integrated Photometrics. It can be operated in conjunction with a t.l.f. oscillator and other features include a programmable shift register, inter, making operation as a 1 to 36 element array possible. The unit is e.m.o.s. compatible and a quarter window extends the spectral response to 250nm, making it suitable for spectrographic applications. The one-off price is £65 Integrated Photometrics Ltd, The Grove Trading Estate, Deckchester, Dorset.

WW381

**Flexible contact transducer**

Designed as a self-adhesive acoustic transducer and intended for applications such as the direct amplification or recording of acoustic musical instruments, "Ducer" is a flexible sheet first transistor in flat tape form available in several lengths to suit various instruments. According to the manufacturers, C-Tape Developers, the device offers a very low noise level, a flat frequency response over the range 10Hz to 5MHz, and is supplied complete with a f.e.t. amplifier, which has a variable output level, permitting control of an external amplifier. Because the device detects vibrations through a solid it is relatively insensitive to airborne signals, partially relieving the problem of "howling" which is induced acoustic feedback. The makers quote many other devices such as that of strain detection, barometric alarms (where "invasive" sounds can be picked off for attention), or situations where a high sensitivity to electromagnetic or radio frequency interference is a problem. The amplifier/polarizing supply required consists of two FP3 batteries and the amplifier unit is portable. The "professional" range has provision for mains phantom powering and the price scale begins at £99.50 V.E.T. Developments, 128 Grange Rd, Guildford, Surrey.

WW392

**Versatile microcomputer**

The System 80 computer, which is fundamentally a packaged Nascom-2 has been designed for flexibility, several new boards having been introduced. The main housing contains a framing which holds a mother-board and a power supply; the p.c.p. board and up to four expansion boards. Provision is made for external connection to the boards and the computer has a g.p.p. cover with a keyboard outlet. A future extension housing will accommodate a further five boards, mounted on top of the main housing. A programmable character generator board uses 32 bytes of static r.a.m. and can accept the Nascom block graphics. High resolution graphics operate on a cell structure consisting of 128 x 128 dots and a complete twin disc set, the cost is about £17.50. All parts can be supplied in kit form. Nascom Microcomputers Ltd, 92 Broad, The Common, Hitchin, Herts.

WW368

**Sound level exposure time meter**

The Department of Employment "Code of Practice for Reducing the Exposure of Employed Persons to Noise" defines the maximum sound pressure level for which an employee may be safely exposed to high sound levels in a working day. At 90dBA an employee may work for eight hours but if the level increases to 95dBA (a barely audible increase), the energy content is doubled and the permissible working time reduced to four hours. At a digital-photocell level of 110dBA the exposure limit is less than five minutes per day. In addition to displaying the d.c. level, the Wesel 880 has a linked scale showing the level and the maximum permissible exposure time. The microphone is mounted on a "pull-out" boom to limit case reflections and the final price of the complete unit is £130. It also is available as a full test kit complete with multimeter, calibrator in an attractive case, priced at £12.50. C.W. Willis and Co, Ltd, 6 Methil St, Scotstoun, Glasgow G51 40DF.

WW396

**Wrap-around braided connectors**

Although a specialised tool recommended for installation by the makers, Thomas and Betts, the "Shield-Ion" range of connectors can be used to make secure outer braided or foil connections to conventional shielded or coaxial cables. A matter of concern is the permissible interference the signal, by means of the SINAD or quieting method. Price of the test set is quoted as "well under £50.00, excluding v.a.t." Farrell Instruments Ltd, Ranelagh Way, Wetherby, Yorkshire LS22 4DH.

WW385

**Contour TTS 520 digital fader**

A new conductive plastic fader offers a direct grey scale 4-bit output from zero to decimal 255 within a stroke length of 10mm. The makers are Penny and Giles and the fader is intended for use in the company's 1100 and 1900 series faders, making use of identical top-plates and fascias. Applications quoted for the fader include driving digital attenuators or direct input devices such as synths, microcomputers, or tape recorders. The fader fully sealed touch key advancement of the LEA type fader. Penny and Giles (Group, Moseley, Christchurch, Dorset. BB132 6AT.

WW311

**Wireless world, May 1980**

**Sealed touch keyboard**

Optional X/Y or individual lead-out keys, a choice of 12 or 16 key formats are features of the In- vader fully sealed touch keyboard. The unit, manufactured by Jack Evans Electronic Distributors Ltd, has a normal operating temperature range of -29°C to 60°C and each contact will carry up to 600mA at 50V d.c. at a typical contact resistance of 1 difference. The makers quote the advantages of a wipe-clean flat surface and key layout, and the keyboards are fully l.t. and e.m.o.s. compatible. Jack Evans Electronic Distributors Ltd, 246 High St, Hayes, Middlesex.

WW316

**Conductive plastic digital fader**

A new conductive plastic fader offers a direct grey scale 4-bit output from zero to decimal 255 within a stroke length of 10mm. The makers are Penny and Giles and the fader is intended for use in the company's 1100 and 1900 series faders, making use of identical top-plates and fascias. Applications quoted for the fader include driving digital attenuators or direct input devices such as synths, microcomputers, or tape recorders. The fader fully sealed touch key advancement of the LEA type fader. Penny and Giles (Group, Moseley, Christchurch, Dorset. BB132 6AT.

WW311

**Power line filters**

Protection against surges and transients in the main function of the Kimpower" line filters, made by Lightning Elimination Associates. The MB series is an extension of the LSA type MB filters and offers the additional features of protection from noise spikes, t.l. and other disturbances which could cause damage or logical error. Typical applications mentioned by the makers include computers, multiplexers, medical monitoring systems, electronic computers, word processors, telecommunications systems on 200/ 240V a.c. supplies and has a maximum current rating of 35 amps. Lightning Elimination Associates' Ltd, Vine Cottage, Moreton, Thame, Oxon.

WW397

**Neon displays**

Described as "bright neon orange seven segment displays" by the St. Chustco, Incorporated, the NE- 9000 range of indicators measure 0.5mm diameter, operating at a "peak sound output of 19W and pedestal current of about 5mA. Normal operating temperature range is -10°C to +60°C and the displays are designed for either p.c.b. or socket mounting and the makers expect them to be used in public information displays, vending equipment and industrial control equipment. Incusimple Ltd, Factory Lane, Horsham, Sussex.

WW312
**NEWPRODUCTS**

**Image sensor**

Drive circuits are included in the IPL 64P image sensor i.e., which forms the first item in a new family of devices from Integrated Photometrics. It can be operated in conjunction with a TTL oscilloscope and other features include a programmable shift register, which can be configured to act as a line detector, a binary counter, a delay line, or a delay and pulse stretcher.

**Flexible contact transducer**

Designed as a self-adhesive acoustic transducer and intended for applications such as the direct amplification or recording of acoustic musical instruments, the`Ducer` is a flexible sheet of material that can be attached to a variety of surfaces.

**Sound level exposure time meter**

The Department of Employment's Practice for Reducing the Exposure of Employed Persons to Noise` defines the maximum permissible noise level for an employee which may be exposed to high sound levels in a working day. A 90dB an employee may work for eight hours, but if the level increases to 93dB (a barely audible increase), the energy content is doubled and the permissible working time reduced to four hours. A digital display of 110dB the exposure limit is less than five minutes per day. In addition to displaying the sound level, the Willie 85E has a pull-out beep limit to case level responses and the beep time of the complete unit is £39. It is also available as a full transmission kit complete with a calibrated microphone to an attached case, priced at the 90,000 offer, which considers the type of stress detector and the importance of accurate feedback to limit cases.

**Mobile radio test set**

Full system testing of mobile communication receivers and transmitters in the function of the Fernell TTS 1100. The test set is designed to allow the type of frequency response over the frequency range to 5MHz, and is supplied with a choice of either a.c. or d.c. at.

**Power line filters**

Protection against surges and transients in the main function of the Lea 1100 and 1000 series sets, making use of identical top plates and fascias. Applications quoted for the Lea 1100 include driving digital attenuators or direct interfacing to an electrician's tester.

**Neon displays**

Described as "bright neon orange" seven segment displays by the St. Charles, Illinois, L.E.D. 5000 range of indicators measure 4"x5", operating from a 120V a.c. or 110V a.c. power supply of 180V and 200V. The displays are designed for either p.c.b. or socket mounting and the makers expect them to be used in public information displays, vending equipment and industrial control equipment.

**Conductive plastic digital fader**

A new conductive plastic digital fader offers a direct grey scale f.t.u. output to zero from -30Hz within 255 within a stroke length of 10mm. The makers are Penny and Giles and the fader is intended for use on the company's 1100 and 1000 series faders, making use of identical top plates and fascias. Applications quoted for the fader include driving digital attenuators or direct interfacing to an electrician's tester.
Extended view

We get a lot of press handouts from the BBC and IBA. Fairly often, they are about new transmitters and relay stations and, to be perfectly honest about it, we don't often spare them much more than a passing glance as they slither across our desks on their way to the news person. We think we know all about it, you see, having read so many.

So I thought, too, until I read a recent example and took note of some of the figures. Four new relay stations were to be opened, each serving as few as 500 people. One of them was to transmit to an audience of 2500, but three of the four were for 500-600. It struck me as totally admirable that small communities like this weren't being ignored, so I rang the BBC to ask for more information. (I spoke to the BBC because it was their press release, but the IBA are just as much involved.)

It turns out that a four-channel relay station can cost about £40,000, so that the smallest groups are having about £8 per person spent on them, split between BBC and IBA. In Orkney, where the groups are so sparse, the cost has been much higher – around £400 per person. In a year the two broadcasting organizations get through about £8million between them on this sort of work, which is quite a lot of money. The information was gathered by telephone, and the figures were compiled and checked. Coverage of the UK population is now 98.6% and it would need about another 100 relays like these to achieve complete coverage.

A bewilderment of terms

I think it's time we tidied up the verbage a bit, because it's beginning to confuse a lot of people who aren't engineers, but who have to know something about electronics so that they can make decisions which can affect everyone. It isn't just beginning either – it's got some of them talking a whole lot of utter cobblers because they've misunderstood definitions.

A recent report for the Department of Industry set out to discover what use industry was making of, to pluck a word out of the air, microprocessors. The information was gathered by telephone, the questions being put to managing directors of companies by interviewers whose main concern in life is not electronics. But I do agree, start with this, not a very promising approach; not many company directors could, with any confidence, distinguish an integrated circuit from a momentarily-inactive condensate. It was, in fact, a proceeding not unlike a Xingo game native of Vladivostok discussing Test cricket. The reason for the difficulty seems to lie in the quantity of different descriptions given to ICs, some of which mean the same while others don't. Take just a few: 'integrated circuit', 'microelectronics', 'microchip', 'microprocessor', 'solid-state', 'new technology', 'silicon chip', 'silicon microcircuit', 'microcomputer' – how on earth can we expect a non-specialist to ask or answer intelligent questions when faced with a collection of gobbledygook like this?

For example, if a non-engineer is asked how long his company has been using microchips, microelectronics, silicon microcircuits or solid-state devices, he might say they've used them for ten years, say, meaning they've had small-scale logic, linear circuits, counters and the like. The trouble is that these words are taken to be synonymous with 'microprocessor', 'new technology' and 'microcomputer' to the lay mind, which does rather tend to mean that any survey conducted on these lines will be, at the very least, suspect.

Vorbose video

All that exhausting trekking across the sitting room carpet every two or three hours to push the television channel button is now, of course, very much a thing of the past. Sixty ways to do anything out of the air, microprocessors.

I exaggerate, of course. Garage mechanics are quite possibly totally admirable to a man, but I usually come upon them in circumstances of such dire discomfort and after such long periods of lonely vigil by the roadside that Sir Galahad himself would appear ill-natured and surly.

Having, at length, arrived on the scene, diagnosis of the trouble is usually rapid, and the fault can be put right there if it's at the garage, because spares are fairly often on the shelf and reasonably quick, though expensive, to fit. (I speak as one who has some experience of the above scenario.)

In short, on their own ground these shops are pretty proper, on the whole, even though the prices they charge often do seem to have been calculated by squaring the chassis number. What bothers me is what will happen when microprocessors begin to take over.

It is also a matter for concern to Olaf Lambert, of the Automobile Association. While conceding that chips will make for faster and more economical cars, he is worried that not many garages are going to be able to afford the test gear to diagnose faults, particularly as the connectors may well be different in different makes of car, in keeping with the VITSOL policy (Variety is the spice of life).

I do agree, it is fairly easy to imagine the minor prophet at the local garage explaining the sleeping sickness affecting one's wheels in terms of microprocessors. "It's yer chips, innit?" he will say. "What yer want is new r.o.m. - soon wear out, these foreign ones will be as bad as old ones. He will remark, casually, mentioning also that he's not involved in microcomputer technology bonus' and that it will therefore cost even more than usual.

It almost makes me hope the old cars carry on quietly so that we can all go back to push-bikes.
We get a lot of press handouts from the BBC and IBA. Fairly often, they are about new transmitters and relay stations and, to be perfectly honest about it, we don’t often spare them much more than a passing glance as they slither across our desks on their way to the news person. We think we know all about it, you see, having read so many.

So I thought, too, until I read a recent example and took note of some of the figures. Four new relay stations were to be opened, each serving as few as 50 people. One of them was to transmit to an audience of 2500, but three of the four were for 500-600. It struck me as totally admirable that small communities like this weren’t being ignored, so I rang the Beeb to ask for more information. I spoke to the BBC because it was their press release, but the IBA are just as much involved.

It turns out that a four-channel relay station can cost about £40,000, so that the smallest groups are having about £80 per person spent on them, split between BBC and IBA. In Orkney, where the groups are smaller, the cost has been much higher — around £480 per person. In a year the two broadcasting organizations get through about £8million between them on this sort of filling-in exercise and the communities served are getting smaller as the bigger blank spots are eliminated. Coverage of the UK population is now 90.6% and it would need about another 100 relays like this to get it up to 98.7.

I have to agree. For example, if a non-engineer is asked how long his company has been using microchips, microelectronics, silicon microcircuits or solid-state devices, he might say they’ve used them for ten years, say, meaning they’ve had small-scale logic, linear circuits, counters and the like. The trouble is that these words are taken to be synonymous with ‘microprocessor’, ‘new technology’ and ‘microcomputer’ to the lay mind, which does rather tend to mean that any survey conducted on these lines will be at the very least, suspect.

A bewilderment of terms

I think it’s time we tidied up the verbiage a bit, because it’s beginning to confuse a lot of people who aren’t engineers, but who have to know something about electronics so that they can make decisions which affect everyone. It isn’t just beginning either — it’s got some of them talking a whole lot of utter cobblers because they’ve misunderstood definitions.

A recent report for the Department of Industry set out to discover what use industry was making of, to pluck a word out of the air, microprocessors. The information was gathered by telephone, the questions being put to managing directors of companies by interviewers whose main concern in life is not electronics. I am sure, start with this, not a very promising approach; not many company directors could, with any confidence, distinguish an integrated circuit from a momentarily-inactive condensate. It was, in fact, a proceeding not unlike a Xingu Indian and a native of Vladivostok discussing Test cricket. The reason for the difficulty seems to lie in the quantity of different descriptions given to i.c.s, some of which mean the same while others don’t. Take just a few: integrated circuit, microelectronics, microchip, microprocessor, solid-state, ‘new technology’, silicon chip, silicon microcircuit, microcomputer — how on earth can we expect a non-specialist to ask or answer intelligent questions when faced with a collection of gobbledygook like that?

For example, if a non-engineer is asked how long his company has been using microchips, microelectronics, silicon microcircuits or solid-state devices, he might say they’ve used them for ten years, say, meaning they’ve had small-scale logic, linear circuits, counters and the like. The trouble is that these words are taken to be synonymous with ‘microprocessor’, ‘new technology’ and ‘microcomputer’ to the lay mind, which does rather tend to mean that any survey conducted on these lines will be at the very least, suspect.

Vorbose video

All that exhausting trekking across the sitting room carpet every two or three hours to push the television channel button is now, of course, very much a thing of the past. Staying with the sixties news, no one with any claim to the smallest degree of savoir vivre will countenance any more effort than a touch of the button of a remote-control unit. A quick tap on the key-pad and off goes one piece of imported American life-style propaganda to be replaced by something more mind-stretching like “Blanketly Blank.” You can even wind down the sound during the commercials without turning yourself out. What more could one ask?

A good deal, it appears, because there are people producing a toy-box called the “Match” which can do almost anything. It is only as it is told but tells you it’s done it — it talks back. Now, personally, I have a feeling that you will see in pets, small children, wires and domestic appliances is blind, unquestioning obedience. I do not wish to become involved in tedious discussion with a garrulous electrical device. I can see myself becoming visibly annoyed if, when told to switch to “Match of the Day” the creature says “Oh! do you think that’s wise?” There is a Western on BBC 2 which is really rather super. I am sure he would not be a better off with that.” Mind you, if you could install some semblance of your own mind into a box in the machine, you would be able to rely on the thing protecting you from nasty shocks. An inadvertent instruction to start the old one out quickly so that we can all go back to push-buttons.

Garage gurus

“I’ll cost yer, squiv,” is a remark that garage mechanics learn before they progress to more advanced expressions such as “Mama”. The pursed lip, some rowful shake of the head and low whistle of disbelief are acquired much later in life, or in the threshold of the garage and around the time when they learn how not to bat an eyelid when uttering a statement such as “That’ll be a fiver, guv,” after a cursory glance at the points and a quick polish of the radiator cap.

I exaggerate, of course. Garage mechanics are quite possibly totally admirable to a man, but I usually come upon them in circumstances of such dire discomfort and after such long periods of lonely vigili by the roadside that Sir Galahad himself would appear ill-natured and surly.

Having, at length, arrived on the scene, diagnosis of the trouble is usually rapid, and the fault can be put right there in the garage, because spaces are fairly large and the hold of and reasonably quick, though expensive, to fit. (Typical as one with some experience of the above scenario.)

In short, on their own ground these chaps are pretty competent, even to the point of making changes to the chassis to suit the car owner’s requirements, at a cost often do seem to have been calculated by squaring the chassis cap.

It’s a remarkable thing to think that these words are taken to be synonymous with ‘microprocessor’, ‘new technology’ and ‘microcomputer’ to the lay mind, which does rather tend to mean that any survey conducted on these lines will be at the very least, suspect.

And a suggestion that you read a good book for the next two hours because there isn’t anything worth watching. Maybe there’s something in the idea after all.
Simply ahead...
I.L.P's PROVEN RANGE OF HIGH

Chosen in more countries throughout the world than any other U.K. make

I.L.P. constructional modules are different. Whereas most others come with components neatly arranged on open P.C.B.s with little else, I.L.P. modules are encapsulated within totally adequate heatsinks and have circuitry which makes further components unnecessary. As a result, I.L.P. power amplifiers, pre-amp and matching power supply units are infinitely more rugged, in keeping with extremes of temperature in use and they are positioned to requirements. Nor is any work needed to take away heat connections. I.L.P. modules are made for endless years of optimum service. Circuitry, workmanship and performance are of the highest standards, equal to the demands of the finest loudspeakers, pick-ups, factory digital sound sources, etc.

I now only need to be even more exciting than today's so that any amplifier system less than the best will be completely inadequate. Now study the tested and guaranteed specs. For I.L.P. That is why more people in more countries prefer these British designed and made modules.

Why toroidal?
Toroidal wound transformers are more compact than their conventionally laminated equivalents, being only half as high and heavy. Their circular profile ensures greater operating efficiency and do which they are particularly valuable in heavy duty applications. We have our own production section for winding and making toroidal transformers, enabling us to offer this much sought after type at competitive prices. Four of the larger models in our range are now supplied with this type of transformer.

PRODUCTS OF THE WORLD'S FOREMOST SPECIALISTS
IN ELECTRONIC MODULAR DESIGN
AVAILABLE ALSO FROM WATFORD ELECTRONICS, MARSHALLS AND CERTAIN OTHER SELECTED DEALERS

and staying there

PERFORMANCE MODULAR UNITS

HY5 PRE-AMPLIFIER

VALUES OF COMPONENTS FOR CONNECTING TO HY5

Volume - 10K'2' log.

THE POWER AMPLIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Output Power R.M.S.</th>
<th>Distortion at 1KHz</th>
<th>Minimum Signal/Noise Ratio</th>
<th>Power Supply Voltage</th>
<th>Size in mm</th>
<th>Weight in gms</th>
<th>Price + VAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HY30</td>
<td>15 W into 8</td>
<td>0.02%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>80V/800MHz</td>
<td>115x50x25</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>£6.34 + 95p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HY50</td>
<td>30 W into 8</td>
<td>0.02%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>90V/800MHz</td>
<td>105x50x25</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>£7.24 + 110p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HY120</td>
<td>60 W into 8</td>
<td>0.01%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>114x50x85</td>
<td>114x100x85</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>£18.20 + 220p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HY200</td>
<td>120 W into 8</td>
<td>0.01%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>114x50x85</td>
<td>114x100x85</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>£18.64 + 227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HY400</td>
<td>240 W into 4</td>
<td>0.01%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>114x50x85</td>
<td>114x100x85</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>£27.68 + 315</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Load impedance — all models 4 - 16.£)
Input sensitivity — all models 500 mV
Input impedance — all models 10K £
Frequency response — all models 10Hz - 45kHz - 3dB

THE POWER SUPPLY UNITS

HY5 Power Supply Units are designed specifically for use with our power amplifiers and are in two basic forms — one with circuit panel mounted on conventionally styled transformers, the other with toroidal transformers, having half the weight and height of conventional laminated types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Input/Output Voltage</th>
<th>Minimum Input/Output Voltage</th>
<th>Price + VAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PSU 30</td>
<td>15V ± 100mA to drive up to 5W</td>
<td>10W at 15V</td>
<td>£4.64 + 74p VAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSU 36</td>
<td>15V ± 100mA to drive up to 10W</td>
<td>15W at 15V</td>
<td>£8.10 + 115p VAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSU 50</td>
<td>24V ± 100mA to drive up to 50W</td>
<td>50W at 24V</td>
<td>£42.00 + 743p VAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSU 60</td>
<td>36V ± 100mA to drive up to 60W</td>
<td>60W at 36V</td>
<td>£44.80 + 745p VAT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NO QUALITY 5 YEAR GUARANTEE ON ALL COMPONENTS
INTEGRAL HEATSINKS AND I.L.P.'S PROVEN MODULAR DESIGN ALL OTHER SPECIFICATION AVAILABLE ON REQUEST

ALL U.K. ORDERS DESPATCHED POST PAID

HOW TO ORDER, USING FREEPOST SYSTEM
Simply fill in order coupon with payment of credit card instructions. Post to address as below but do not stamp envelope — we pay postage on all letters sent to us by readers of this journal.

Please supply

Total purchase price £

I enclose Cheque □ Postal Orders □ International Money Order □
Please debit my Account/Barclaycard Account No.

NAME
ADDRESS

PHOTO ELECTRONICS LTD.
FREEPOST 5, Graham Bell House, Roper Close, Watford, Herts WD2 1EP
Telephone (0223) 604786 Telex 965780

WWW - NS FOR FURTHER DETAILS
Simply ahead...
I.L.P's PROVEN RANGE OF HIGH

Chosen in more countries throughout the world than any other U.K. make

I.L.P. constructional modules are different. Whereas most others come with components neatly arranged on open P.C. boards with little else, I.L.P. modules are encapsulated within totally adequate heatsinks and have circuitry which makes further components unnecessary. As a result, I.L.P. power amplifiers, pre-amp and matching power supply units are infinitely more rugged, insensitive to extremes of temperature in use and they are also positioned to requirements. Nor is metal work needed to take away heat connections. I.L.P. modules are made for endless years of optimum service. Circuitry, workmanship and performance are of the highest standards, equal to the demands of the finest loudspeakers, pickups, hi-fi digital sound sources, etc.

Why toroidal?
Toroidally wound transformers are more compact than their conventionally laminated equivalents, being only half as high and wide. Their circular periphery ensures greater operating efficiency and on this, they are particularly valuable in heavy duty applications. We have our own production section for winding and making toroidal transformers. Enabling us to offer this much sought-after type at competitive prices. Four of the larger models in our range are now supplied with this type of transformer.

PRODUCTS OF THE WORLD'S FOREMOST SPECIALISTS
IN ELECTRONIC MODULAR DESIGN

AVAILABLE ALSO FROM WATFORD ELECTRONICS, MARSHALLS AND CERTAIN OTHER SELECTED DEALERS

and staying there

PERFORMANCE MODULAR UNITS

HY5 PRE-AMPLIFIER

VALUES OF COMPONENTS FOR CONNECTING TO HY5

Volume - 10K ±2 log, Treble - 100K ±2 log, Balance - 5K ±2 log.

THE POWER AMPLIFIERS

The HY5 pre-amplifier is compatible with all I.L.P. amplifiers and P.S.U.'s. It is contained within a single pack 50 x 40 x 15 mm, and provides multi-functional equalisation for Magnetic/Ceramic/Tuner/Mic and Aux (Tape) inputs, all with high overload margins. Active tone control circuits: 500 mV ±15%, Distortion: ±0.04%. Special strips are provided for connecting external pots and switching systems as required. Two HY5's connect easily in stereo. With easy to follow instructions.

FURTHER DETAILS

THE POWER SUPPLY UNITS

I.L.P. Power Supply Units are designed specifically for use with our power amplifiers and are in two basic forms - one with circuit panel mounted on conventionally styled transformer, the other with toroidal transformer, having half the weight and height of conventional laminated types.

All I.L.P. orders despatched post paid

HOW TO ORDER, USING FREEPPOST SYSTEM

Simply fill the order coupon with payment of credit card instructions. Post to address as below but do not stamp envelope - we pay postage on all letters sent to us by readers of this journal.

ELECTRONICS LTD.
FREEPPOST S., Graham Bell House, Roper Close, Centerbury, Kent CT2 7EP.
Telephone (0227) 54778
Telex 956780

Please supply

Total purchase price £

I enclose Cheque 

NAME

ADDRESS

WWW - SEE FOR FURTHER DETAILS

www.americanradiohistory.com
**THINK OF A SHAPE**

Whatever it is, the **H** S' range of power amplifiers will handle it

The **H** S' range is designed to handle heavy industrial usage in the fields of vibrator driving, variable frequency power supplies and servo motor systems.

**S 5000**
- Dual Channel
- 19" rack mount 3½" high
- 500w r.m.s. into 2.5 ohms per channel
- 500w r.m.s. in bridge mode
- DC—20 KHZ at full power
- 0.005% harmonic distortion (typical) at 300w r.m.s. into 4 ohms at 1 KHZ
- 3KW dissipation from in-built force cooled dissipators

**S 250D**
- Single Channel
- 19" rack mount 3½" high
- 500w r.m.s. into 2.5 ohms
- Retro-convertible to dual channel
- DC—20 KHZ at full power
- Full short and open circuit protection
- Drives totally reactive loads with no adverse effects

A complete range of matching transformers and peripheral equipment for closed loop, constant current and voltage use are available.

Alternative input and output termination to order. Rack case for bench use built to specifications. For complete data write or call.

**Kirkham Electronics**

MILL HALL, MILL LANE, PULHAM MARKET, DISS, NORFOLK IP21 4XL
DIVISION OF K.R.S. LIMITED
TELEPHONE (037 976) 639/594

FRANCHISED COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL AGENTS FOR **H** ELECTRONICS
Whatever it is, the HH S’ range of power amplifiers will handle it

The HH S’ range is designed to handle heavy industrial usage in the fields of vibrator driving, variable frequency power supplies and servo motor systems.

**S 5000**
- Dual Channel
- 19" rack mount 3½" high
- 500w r.m.s. into 2.5 ohms per channel
- 900w r.m.s. in bridge mode
- DC—20 KHZ at full power
- 0.005% harmonic distortion (typical) at 300w r.m.s. into 4 ohms at 1 KHZ
- 3KW dissipation from in-built force cooled dissipators

**S 250D**
- Single Channel
- 19" rack mount 3½" high
- 500w r.m.s. into 2.5 ohms
- Retro-convertible to dual channel
- DC—20 KHZ at full power
- Full short and open circuit protection
- Drives totally reactive loads with no adverse effects

A complete range of matching transformers and peripheral equipment for closed loop, constant current and voltage use are available.
Alternative input and output termination to order. Rack case for bench use built to specifications. For complete data write or call.

**Kirkham Electronics**
MILL HALL, MILL LANE, PULHAM MARKET, DISS, NORFOLK IP21 4XL
DIVISION OF K.E.S. LIMITED
TELEPHONE (037 976) 639/594

FRANCHISED COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL AGENTS FOR HH ELECTRONICS
THE CS1830 30 MHz + Sweep Delay

The CS1830 is a complete new 30 MHz, dual trace oscilloscope employing a square format, integral potentiometer PDA tube for accurate bright display. A new feature is the inclusion of calibrated sweep delay with a range of 0 to 100 ms and time bright up to show the delay position. As you can see from close-up of the photograph, the CS1830 has all the features you could require in a high-performance instrument but for more detail, simply ask us for a comprehensive leaflet.

Brief specification
- Rectangular PDA tube 120 x 96 mm, F3 phosphor
- Bandwidth: DC - 30 MHz
- Sensitivity: 500 mV/cm (30 MHz)
- Input P.C. plate: 3000 ohm
- Resting: 1 1.7 ns
- Sweep delay: 0 - 100 ms

CS1830 only £455 + VAT includes 2 probes

THE CS1572 30 MHz for the VTR Lab

If you are in Video, you need the CS1572

The CS1572 is a dual trace 30 MHz oscilloscope designed for the video tape recorder engineer. Video signals with 2 fields are provided for many signals and analysis. The many features of the CS1572 include wide bandwidth, good vertical detail and good sweep delay. A truly unique feature is the scanning of video measurements as well as a trip specification dual trace. Both trace is used to make measurements for general lab use. The complete range of video facilities is too great to explain in a small advertisement so why not call us and ask for the full story on the CS1572.

Brief Specification
- As for CS1830 except that the sweep delay feature is replaced by comprehensive video sweep delay facilities which allow complete synchronising of video wave forms and VTR alignment.

CS1572 only £425 + VAT, includes 2 probes

THE CS1577 30 MHz at 2mV + Signal Delay

The most popular scope in the range.

The CS1577 is, without doubt, our most popular oscilloscope and hundreds of satisfied users can vouch for the excellence of this instrument. The CS1577 combines a 30 MHz bandwidth (DC - 30 MHz) performance with a modest price and best value by far. 2 probes. For the price, the CS1577 is a unique instrument to match no other. 2 probes. For the price, the CS1577 is a unique instrument to match no other.

CS1577 only £410 + VAT, includes 2 probes

THE CS1575, unique dual trace 4 Function Audio Scope

The CS1575 is a unique tool for the audio engineer. It features the normal facility of dual trace display with sample rate of 4 kHz but along with it displays. In addition to these unique features, you also have independent triggering from each channel to give stable displays even with vastly differing audio frequencies. Absolutely indispensable to the professional audio engineer, the CS1575 is now in use all over the world. See it in action soon for complete details.

CS1575 only £235 + VAT

AND TWO NEW ADDITIONS TO THE RANGE

DL705 MULTIMETER

DC to 1000V
AC to 1000V
0 to 20mA
110 V
Semi Auto Ranging

£70 + VAT

For further details and ex stock delivery contact

LOVE ELECTRONICS

235 Fore Street, Edmondon, London N9 OPE
01-807 3719

CS1575 only £235 + VAT

WL ELECTRONICS

WIRELESS WORLD, MAY 1980

THE RANGE HAS INCREASED — THE PRICES ARE DOWN

TEST INSTRUMENTS

THE CS1830 30 MHz + Sweep Delay

The CS1830 is a complete new 30 MHz, dual trace oscilloscope employing a square format, integral potentiometer PDA tube for accurate bright display. A new feature is the inclusion of calibrated sweep delay with a range of 0 to 100 ms and time bright up to show the delay position. As you can see from close-up of the photograph, the CS1830 has all the features you could require in a high-performance instrument but for more detail, simply ask us for a comprehensive leaflet.

Brief specification
- Rectangular PDA tube 120 x 96 mm, F3 phosphor
- Bandwidth: DC - 30 MHz
- Sensitivity: 500 mV/cm (30 MHz)
- Input P.C. plate: 3000 ohm
- Resting: 1 1.7 ns
- Sweep delay: 0 - 100 ms

CS1830 only £455 + VAT includes 2 probes

THE CS1572 30 MHz for the VTR Lab

If you are in Video, you need the CS1572

The CS1572 is a dual trace 30 MHz oscilloscope designed for the video tape recorder engineer. Video signals with 2 fields are provided for many signals and analysis. The many features of the CS1572 include wide bandwidth, good vertical detail and good sweep delay. A truly unique feature is the scanning of video measurements as well as a trip specification dual trace. Both trace is used to make measurements for general lab use. The complete range of video facilities is too great to explain in a small advertisement so why not call us and ask for the full story on the CS1572.

Brief Specification
- As for CS1830 except that the sweep delay feature is replaced by comprehensive video sweep delay facilities which allow complete synchronising of video wave forms and VTR alignment.

CS1572 only £425 + VAT, includes 2 probes

THE CS1577 30 MHz at 2mV + Signal Delay

The most popular scope in the range.

The CS1577 is, without doubt, our most popular oscilloscope and hundreds of satisfied users can vouch for the excellence of this instrument. The CS1577 combines a 30 MHz bandwidth (DC - 30 MHz) performance with a modest price and best value by far. 2 probes. For the price, the CS1577 is a unique instrument to match no other. 2 probes. For the price, the CS1577 is a unique instrument to match no other.

CS1577 only £410 + VAT, includes 2 probes

THE CS1575, unique dual trace 4 Function Audio Scope

The CS1575 is a unique tool for the audio engineer. It features the normal facility of dual trace display with sample rate of 4 kHz but along with it displays. In addition to these unique features, you also have independent triggering from each channel to give stable displays even with vastly differing audio frequencies. Absolutely indispensable to the professional audio engineer, the CS1575 is now in use all over the world. See it in action soon for complete details.

CS1575 only £235 + VAT

AND TWO NEW ADDITIONS TO THE RANGE

DL705 MULTIMETER

DC to 1000V
AC to 1000V
0 to 20mA
110 V
Semi Auto Ranging

£70 + VAT

For further details and ex stock delivery contact

LOVE ELECTRONICS

235 Fore Street, Edmondon, London N9 OPE
01-807 3719

CS1575 only £235 + VAT

WL ELECTRONICS

WIRELESS WORLD, MAY 1980
TRIO

TEST INSTRUMENTS

THE RANGE HAS INCREASED — THE PRICES ARE DOWN

THE CS1830 30 MHz + Sweep Delay

The CS1830 is a compact, new 30 MHz dual trace oscilloscope employing a square format, integral printer, 62 cm over line numerical displays and a sweep delay feature. A new feature in the calibration of sweep delay with a range of 0 to 100 ms and trace brightness to show the delay position. As you can see from the photographs, the CS1830 has all the facilities you could require in a high performance instrument but for more detail, simply ask us for a comprehensive leaflet.

Brief specification

Rectangular 30 cm over line numerical display

Dimensions less than 3%

Closed-loop band sweep

Sensitivity

50 mV/cm (30 MHz)

Input Impedance

50 MΩ, 1 nF

Resting 11.7 V

Sweep delay, 0-100 ms

CS1830 only £455 + VAT includes 2 probes

THE CS1572 30 MHz for the VTR Lab

If you are in Video, you need the CS1572.

The CS1572 is a dual trace 30 MHz oscilloscope designed for the video tape recorder engineer. Video drifted sweep features are provided to allow easy focus and analysis of video signals. Two traces are provided by both normal and microfocusing electron beams. A truly unique feature for many applications with video measurements as well as a slip compensation dual trace wide band tool for general lab use. The complete range of video facilities too great to explain in a small advertisement, so why not call us and ask for the full story on the CS1572.

Brief Specification

As for CS1830 except that the sweep delay feature is replaced by comprehensive video sweep delay facility which allow complete analysis of video wave forms and VTR alignment.

CS1572 only £425 + VAT, includes 2 probes

THE CS1577 30 MHz at 2mV + Signal Delay

The most popular scope in the range.

The CS1577 is a dual trace 30 MHz oscilloscope and hundreds of satisfied owners are the reason why this instrument is so popular. The CS1577 combines a single bandwidth 30 MHz performance with a second single channel 60 MHz bandwidth (DC-30 MHz) with a second single channel 50 MHz bandwidth (DC-50 MHz) with a second single channel 50 MHz bandwidth (DC-50 MHz). The sweep delay is provided by a delay line which allows viewing of the leading edges of two traces for accurate linearity measurement. The 30 cm over line numerical display gives a bright, stable trace even at the highest sweep speeds (20 ns/cm using 5 x magnification). Good focusing, even at the lowest levels has always been an outstanding feature of Trio oscilloscopes and the CS1577 demonstrates this to perfection. Trigging, in the other 30 MHz version can be synchronized with the beam scanning so that input signals of differing frequency will provide stable displays. Truly an oscilloscope masterpiece CS1577.

CS1577 only £410 + VAT, includes 2 probes

THE CS1755, unique dual trace 4 function Audio Scope

The CS1755 is a unique tool for the audio engineer. It features the normal facility of dual trace display with sensitivity to 1 mV/cm but not only can it display the input signal on two channels, it can simultaneously display the phase angle between them and measure the phase angle referred to a zero phase calibration display. In addition to these unique features, you also have independent triggering from each channel to give stable displays even with widely differing input frequencies. Absolutely indispensable to the professional audio engineer, the CS1755 is now in use all over the world. See it in action at our stand for complete details.

CS1755 only £235 + VAT

AND TWO NEW ADDITIONS TO THE RANGE

DL705 MULTIMETER

DC to 1000V

AC to 100V

0 to 20MA

110 V

Semiauto Ranging

£70 + VAT

For further details and ex stock delivery contact

L0VE ELECTRONICS

325 FORE STREET, EDMONTON, LONDON N9 OPE

01-807 3719

For further details
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THE RANGE HAS INCREASED — THE PRICES ARE DOWN

THE CS1830 30 MHz + Sweep Delay

The CS1830 is a compact, new 30 MHz dual trace oscilloscope employing a square format, integral printer, 62 cm over line numerical displays and a sweep delay feature. A new feature in the calibration of sweep delay with a range of 0 to 100 ms and trace brightness to show the delay position. As you can see from the photographs, the CS1830 has all the facilities you could require in a high performance instrument but for more detail, simply ask us for a comprehensive leaflet.

Brief specification

Rectangular 30 cm over line numerical display

Dimensions less than 3%

Closed-loop band sweep

Sensitivity

50 mV/cm (30 MHz)

Input Impedance

50 MΩ, 1 nF

Resting 11.7 V

Sweep delay, 0-100 ms

CS1830 only £455 + VAT includes 2 probes

THE CS1572 30 MHz for the VTR Lab

If you are in Video, you need the CS1572.

The CS1572 is a dual trace 30 MHz oscilloscope designed for the video tape recorder engineer. Video drifted sweep features are provided to allow easy focus and analysis of video signals. Two traces are provided by both normal and microfocusing electron beams. A truly unique feature for many applications with video measurements as well as a slip compensation dual trace wide band tool for general lab use. The complete range of video facilities too great to explain in a small advertisement, so why not call us and ask for the full story on the CS1572.

Brief Specification

As for CS1830 except that the sweep delay feature is replaced by comprehensive video sweep delay facility which allow complete analysis of video wave forms and VTR alignment.

CS1572 only £425 + VAT, includes 2 probes

THE CS1577 30 MHz at 2mV + Signal Delay

The most popular scope in the range.

The CS1577 is, without doubt, our most popular oscilloscope and hundreds of satisfied owners are the reason why this instrument is so popular. The CS1577 combines a single bandwidth 30 MHz performance with a second single channel 60 MHz bandwidth (DC-30 MHz) with a second single channel 50 MHz bandwidth (DC-50 MHz). The sweep delay is provided by a delay line which allows viewing of the leading edges of two traces for accurate linearity measurement. The 30 cm over line numerical display gives a bright, stable trace even at the highest sweep speeds (20 ns/cm using 5 x magnification). Good focusing, even at the lowest levels has always been an outstanding feature of Trio oscilloscopes and the CS1577 demonstrates this to perfection. Trigging, in the other 30 MHz version can be synchronized with the beam scanning so that input signals of differing frequency will provide stable displays. Truly an oscilloscope masterpiece CS1577.

CS1577 only £410 + VAT, includes 2 probes

THE CS1755, unique dual trace 4 function Audio Scope

The CS1755 is a unique tool for the audio engineer. It features the normal facility of dual trace display with sensitivity to 1 mV/cm but not only can it display the input signal on two channels, it can simultaneously display the phase angle between them and measure the phase angle referred to a zero phase calibration display. In addition to these unique features, you also have independent triggering from each channel to give stable displays even with widely differing input frequencies. Absolutely indispensable to the professional audio engineer, the CS1755 is now in use all over the world. See it in action at our stand for complete details.

CS1755 only £235 + VAT

AND TWO NEW ADDITIONS TO THE RANGE

DL705 MULTIMETER

DC to 1000V

AC to 100V

0 to 20MA

110 V

Semiauto Ranging

£70 + VAT

For further details and ex stock delivery contact

L0VE ELECTRONICS

325 FORE STREET, EDMONTON, LONDON N9 OPE

01-807 3719

For further details
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The New FM/AM 1000s with Spectrum Analyser—We call it the SUPER-S
A portable communications service monitor from IFR, light enough to carry anywhere and good enough for most two-way radio system tests. The FM/AM 1000s can do the work of a spectrum analyser, oscilloscope, tone generator, deviation meter, modulation meter, signal generator, wattmeter, voltmeter, frequency error meter—and up to five service engineers who could be doing something else!

For further information contact Mike Taylor

FieldTech Ltd Heathrow Airport—London Hounslow TW6 3AF
Tel: 01-759 2811 Telex: 23734
FSLTEC G

DEVELOPING A MICROSYSTEM?

Then plug a Softy into your ROM socket.

SOFTY provides:
- TV map of memory contents (Hex)
- Keyboard entry with assembler facility
- Serial/parallel inputs (e.g. RS232)
- EPROM programming (2708, 2716, 2732, etc.)
- Cassette tape storage
- A low cost solution (£100 kit, £120 built + VAT)

SOFTY—What else do you need?

FieldTech Ltd
Heathrow Airport—London Hounslow
TW6 3AF
Tel: 01-759 2811
Telex: 23734
FSLTEC G

EXCELLENT OFFER

188 BROADHURST GARDENS, LONDON NW6 3AY

www.americanradiohistory.com
Testing... Testing... Testing...

anywhere!

The New FM/AM 1000s with Spectrum Analyser - we call it the SUPER-S

A portable communications service monitor from IFR, light enough to carry anywhere and good enough for most two-way radio system tests. The FM/AM 1000s can do the work of a spectrum analyser, oscilloscope, tone generator, deviation meter, modulation meter, signal generator, wattmeter, voltmeter, frequency error meter - and up to five service engineers who could be doing something else!

For further information contact Mike Taylor

FieldTech Ltd
Heathrow Airport - London Heathrow
TW6 3AF
Tel: 01-759 2811
Tele: 23734
FLDTEC G

DEVELOPING A MICROSYSTEM?

Then plug a Softy into your ROM socket.

SOFTY provides:
- TV map of memory contents (Hex)
- Keyboard entry with assembler facility
- Serial/parallel inputs (e.g. RS-232)
- EPROM programming (2708, 2716, 2732, etc.)
- Cassette tape storage
- A low cost solution ($100 kit, $120 built + VAT)

SOFTY - What else do you need?
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LANGREX SUPPLIES LTD
Climax House, Fallsbrook Rd., Streatham, London SW16 6ED

Tel: 01-677 2424 Telex: 946708

SEMICONDUCTORS
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The 7208 600 MHz Mini Counter
the quality low cost counter

FEATURES
- All Metal Cabinet
- B Digit, 4" LED Display
- Built-in Precalibrator
- Automatic Decr Decrement
- Gate Light

DESCRIPTION
The 7208 MHz-UFH Frequency Counter incorporates the latest 15 technology in a high-precision portable instrument at a remarkably low price. The 200 MHz bandwidth is selected from a maximum of 400 MHz. The 7208 operates from a single mains supply, with an internal power supply, and is compact and portable. The display is clear, and the instrument is easy to use. The 7208 can be used in applications where high accuracy is required, such as in order picking systems and rental stores.
The 7208 600 MHz Mini Counter

The quality low cost counter

FEATURES:
- All Metal Cabinet
- 8 Digit, 4" LED Display
- Built-in Precalcer
- Automatic Output Selection
- Gate Light
- IC Sockets Included
- 240V or 12V Operation
- Proportional Control Crystal Oven (Optional)
- Built-in W/F/U/H Preamp
- Completely Portable with Rechargeable Batteries (Optional).

AVAILABLE FROM THE FOLLOWING DISTRIBUTORS:
SOTA COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS Ltd.
28 CHILWALL LANE, BOWWING PARK, LIVERPOOL L14 8TX
MEREISOYD. TEL. 051-480 5770 TEL: 021-1110 5770

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW:
STPC Electrical Electronic Press Limited, General Sales Department, Room CN35, Derset House, Stamford Street.
London SE1 BLU
Please send me... copies of the Electrical and Electronic Trader Book 1980/81. I enclose cheque or p.o. number to the value of... (50p per copy inclusive). Cheques made payable to IPC Business Press Ltd.

NAME _______________________________________
ADDRESS _____________________________________

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW:

The 7208 W/F/U/H Frequency Counter incorporates the latest UK technology in a wide range portable instrument at a reasonable price. The 2000 second display is backed up by a high speed, built-in precalcer, automatic DP, and with the built-in W/F/U/H Preamp, the 7208 can also be operated completely portable with the Ni-Call battery. Prices:

- £50
- £25
- £10
- £5

I prefer to send... cheques to the value of... (50p per copy inclusive).

RETURN OF POSTAL MAIL ORDER SERVICE, ALSO WORLDWIDE EXPORT SERVICE

WHO MAKES WHAT? AND WHERE CAN YOU FIND THEM? THE TRADER YEAR BOOK TELLS YOU. IT'S THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE BUYING AND SELLING FOR BUSY RETAILERS AS WELL AS AN INVALUABLE REFERENCE WORK FOR EVERYONE IN THE AUDIO/TV/DOMESTIC ELECTRICAL BUSINESS. SEPARATE SECTIONS COVER PRODUCTS, TRADE ADDRESSES, PROPER NAMES, WHOLESALERS, SERVICE AGENTS AND DEPARTMENTS, TRADE ORGANISATIONS AND ELECTRICAL BODY OFFICES. THERE'S LOTS OF TECHNICAL AND LEGAL INFORMATION TOO, IN SHORT, A BOOK THAT'S GOOD FOR TRADE.

ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC TRADER YEAR BOOK 1980/1

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW: TO: Ministry of Defence, D.S.O., W.P.C. Warrington, Cheshire, WA2 8JG.
DISTRIBUTORS:
62 7110 SOTA

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW:

BEST SELLERS' BEST BUY

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW: TO: Ministry of Defence, D.S.O., W.P.C. Warrington, Cheshire, WA2 8JG.
DISTRIBUTORS:
62 7110 SOTA

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW: TO: Ministry of Defence, D.S.O., W.P.C. Warrington, Cheshire, WA2 8JG.
DISTRIBUTORS:
62 7110 SOTA

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW: TO: Ministry of Defence, D.S.O., W.P.C. Warrington, Cheshire, WA2 8JG.
DISTRIBUTORS:
62 7110 SOTA
Recognise me?
If you do you should know your authorised

Avo Sales and Service Centre
Quick turn round on estimates repairs.
Large stocks of new AVO METERS.

Farnell International
Farnell International Instruments Ltd.,
Sandback Way, Welwyn, West Yorkshire LS22 4DH
Tel 0937 63541 Telex 557294 Farist G

IT'S NYE TO BE HERE IN BRITAIN
100,000 QVY. Meter + transmitter checker &
capacitor panel.
A.C. with 5-950-250-1000V
D.C. with 0.5-25-5-125-50-1000V.
D.C. Current 10 uA, 25, 50, 100, 500mA.
A.C. Current 0-100.
Resistance 20, 10, 1-0-1000-10000-0-01-100.
Decodes 100 & 1600 & 628.
Transmission 0-1000-0-01-100.
Capacitance range 5PF-30UF-0-01-50UF.
£29.15 + VAT.

50,000 QVY.
A.C. volts 0.5-10-25-50-125-250-500-1000
D.C. volts 0.15-2500V. 0-1-25-5-5.
10-50-50-150-250-500-1000
D.C. Current 10 ranges 50 uA, 10 Amp.
Resistance 5 ranges 0.2k = 20 M. 100k.
£16.58 + VAT.

20,000 QVY.
range double meter.
D.C. with 10 ranges 0.25V 1000V.
D.C. Current + 5 ranges = 10k 1000.
D.C. Current + 5 ranges = 50 uA 100.
£32.25 + VAT.

SEND FOR COMPLETE LIST OF OUR RANGE OF MULTIMETERS.

CRAEL UK LTD
7 HUGHENDEN ROAD, BUCKINGHAM, BUCKS 3TU
TEL: 0442-428131

WIRELESS WORLD, MAY 1980

MASTER-MITE
HEAT GUN FROM MASTER

Convenient

Hang Up Step

Stacked, Nozzle, Air Cooled Band.


Now bring a new dimension to heat shrinking as well as countless other industrial applications. Easier to handle... only two pounds with nozzle... perfectly balanced.

Three easily interchangeable color-coded nozzles to speed special jobs. Silver (standard)...used for most shrinkable (343°C). Blue nozzle for Mylar (260°C)...and Black for Ferro-Catalyst or Dow Corning Hot Shrink.

Tuffon (427°C) both optional equipment. Nozzles can be changed on the move.

Draws only 4.5 amps. High impact housing withstands hard knocks of shop use.

UL Listed.

Pricing: Trade Name of Dunlop.

ERASER INTERNATIONAL LTD.
Pavement Industrial Estate, Andover SP10 3LU, England
Telephone: (0264) 51347. Telex: 477291

WIRELESS WORLD, MAY 1980

TRANSCENDENT 2000
SINGLE BOARD SYNTHESIZER

LIVE PERFORMANCE SYNTHESIZER DESIGNED BY CONSULTANT TIM ORR (FORMERLY SYNTHESIZER DESIGNER FOR EMS LIMITED) AND FEATURING A COMPREHENSIVE ARTICLES ON ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL.

The TRANSCENDENT 2000 is a compact computer-controlled single board synthesizer. This means that a single computer-controlled processor (the base) and a simple interface board (the module) can be used to provide the sounds and control the sounds as desired.

The TRANSCENDENT 2000 is an advanced design which can be expanded indefinitely by adding more modules to the base. This makes it a versatile and powerful instrument suitable for a wide range of applications.

The TRANSCENDENT 2000 is a compact, lightweight, and portable instrument which is easy to use and can be used with a variety of different modules. It is also capable of producing a wide range of different sounds and effects.

The TRANSCENDENT 2000 is a complete system which includes all the necessary parts to build a synthesizer. It is also accompanied by a comprehensive manual which describes how to use the instrument and how to build different modules.

The TRANSCENDENT 2000 is a high-quality instrument which is suitable for use in music recording, live performance, and other applications. It is also a good choice for students and hobbyists who are interested in building their own synthesizers.

ORDERING INFORMATION AND MORE KITS INCLUDING THE BLACK HOLE ON NEXT PAGE

WWW.AMERICAHRADIOHISTORY.COM
NEW BOOKS

The Z 80 and other Microprocessors
φ For £5.65

Software development
φ Jones £ 11.95

Computers and Computerisation
φ Lippitt £ 4.50

Architecture of Small Computer Systems
φ Physics £ 15.95

Principles of Data Management
φ Northcote £ 7.50

Suit for Beginners
φ Worth £ 7.75

Hi-Fidelity Microcomputers
φ Electronics £ 16.20

6502 Assembly Language Programming
φ Osborne £ 6.95

Introduction to Experimental Realisation
φ Theorex £ 6.75

Electronics and 8080A Book
φ Remy £ 8.40

Book 2
φ Remy £ 8.40

Microprocessors for Business Applications
φ Purchase £ 5.80

Handbook of Microprocessors
φ Purchase £ 6.30

Microprocessors and Microcomputers
φ Lariss £ 11.65

Introduction to Microprocessors
φ Levi £ 8.95

The VNR Concise Encyclopedia of Mathematics
φ Gelert £ 35.35

COOKBOOKS

Active Filter Cookbook
φ Purchase £ 10.45

CMOS Cookbook
φ Purchase £ 6.95

IP CP CMOS Cookbook
φ Purchase £ 9.50

T.V. Tube Cookbook
φ Purchase £ 7.50

T.V. Dye-triplet Cookbook
φ Purchase £ 7.50

TTL Cookbook
φ Purchase £ 6.95

The Chip Video Cookbook
φ Purchase £ 4.50

R. Converter Cookbook
φ Purchase £ 8.40

INTRODUCTORY BOOKS

The Mystery Microscope
φ Evans £ 5.75

Intro. to Personal & Business Computing
φ Zaks £ 4.95

A Dictionary of Microcomputing
φ Burton £ 10.00

MAIL ORDER: 40 Bartholomew Street, Newbury, Berks. Tel: 0342 350505

MANCHESTER: 220-222 Stockport Road, Cheadle Heath, Stockport. Tel: 061 491 2290

BIRMINGHAM: 1st Floor Offices, Tivol Centre, Coventry Road, Birmingham. Tel: 021 707 7170

SWANLEY ELECTRONICS

15 ROYAL CRESCENT, SWANLEY, Bexleyheath, Kent DA9 8DE

01 462 2911

Rectifier bridges 35 amps 800 volts for safe, simple for full wave rectification

1976 Free £3.60 each

Diodes 10 A 600 volts £1.00

Diodes 40 A 600 volts £2.00

Thyrister 8 A 600 volts £8.40

Thyristers 24 A 800 volts £39.60

Also thyristors, diodes, and stacks up to 550 amps 1200 volts in stock with control cables if required

AC power regulators for regulating 250 V AC input. Output to 0 to 250 V AC at 10, 20, 40, 80, 120, 240, 500 amps. Also DC power regulators at any voltage and current from 250 or 415 volts input. Outputs 0 to 8 to 6 to 0 to 4000 volts D C at 10, 20, 40, 80, 120, 200, 500, 1000 amps.

Regulators supplied with semiconductor fuse. True AC regulators 240 volts 0-10amps with control potentiometer.

TELL A. T. WORTHLEY

W. CONTROLS

5 ENDREY RD, BLAIR, LEEKSTON (0533) 737577
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Thurby Power Supply

Thurby PL series offers complete protection to the electronic equipment, whether he works on large microcomputers or on precision research systems. Single, dual or triple output models are available up to 130 watts. Features include simultaneous digital metering of current and voltage to very high accuracy. High current mode outputs with remote sense and overvoltage crowbar protection, high current mode constant current setting, and other special features. All models are available ex-stock.

Thurby PL Series, Single, Dual and Triple Output Units

Prices from around £100

Full details and distributor list from Thurby Electronics Ltd.

Coach Mews, St. Ives, Camb, PE11 4BN. Telephone: 0480 63570
**TYPE 80 SERIES UNITS**

**RF PREAMPLIFIERS, FREQUENCY CONVERTERS SIGNAL SOURCES, etc.**

**TYPE 8025 MOUNTED IN TYPE 8036**

**TYPE 8025 STRIPLINE PREAMPLIFIER 200 MHz - 1500 MHz. Noise factor 1.2 dB.**
output 1 MHz - 1000 MHz. Noise factor 1.0 dB.

**TYPE 8026 STRIPLINE RF CONVERTER Input 200 MHz - 1500 MHz.**

**TYPE 8027 RF PREAMPLIFIER 1 MHz - 250 MHz. Noise factor 1.0 dB.**

**TYPE 8028 WIDEBAND RF PREAMPLIFIER 10 kHz - 150 MHz.**
noise factor 3.0 dB.

**TYPE 8030 VMOS LINEAR POWER AMPLIFIER 40 MHz - 250 MHz.**

**TYPE 8031 VMOS LINEAR POWER AMPLIFIER 30 kHz - 40 MHz.**

**TYPE 8032 HIGH STABILITY PHASE-LOCKED SIGNAL SOURCE 20 MHz - 1000 MHz. 1 V out at 50 ohms max.**

**TYPE 8033 UHF TELEVISION PREAMPLIFIER Channel group A 21-34, B 39-51, or "C" 49-68.**

**TYPE 8034 100 kHz - 500 MHz WIDEBAND MIXER.**

**TYPE 8035 10 MHz - 150 MHz WIDEBAND MIXER.**

**TYPE 8036 MASTHEAD WEATHERPROOF UNIT Designed to completely enclose our standard units.**

**TYPE 8037 POWER OUTPUT / OUTPUT SPITTER UNIT Stabilised mains power supply.**

**UNITS ARE AVAILABLE FROM STOCK.**

**RESIDENT BASIC + VAT!**

---

**ORGAN AND PIANO KEYBOARDS**

**Pricing:**

- 4-Octave C: £3.20
- 5-Octave C: £3.50
- 6-Octave C: £3.80
- 8-Octave C: £3.00

**DALSTON ELECTRONICS 40a Dalston Lane, Dalston Junction London, E8 2AZ Tel: 01-249 5624**

---

**RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES**

**Value Added Tax not included in prices**

- **4-Octave C:** £3.20
- **5-Octave C:** £3.50
- **6-Octave C:** £3.80
- **8-Octave C:** £3.00

**TRADING ENQUIRIES WELCOME**

Full range available to replace 1.5 volt dry cells and 9 volt PP type batteries. SAVE for loose and prices. £1.45 for booklet. "Nickle Cadmium Power," plus catalogue.

---

**POWERTRAN**

**PSI Comp B80. 280 Based powerful scientific computer Design as published in Wireless World.**

**COMPLETE KIT**

NOW ONLY £225 + VAT!

**KIT ALSO AVAILABLE AS SEPARATE PARTS**

For those customers who wish to build their own computer or wish to build their computer up to the final kit, the preassembled packs for the B80 are available as the PSI (PSI 2012/34/56). PSi 2012 is an expanded version of the final kit and is available in the kit form inclusive of all the final kit accessories. PSi 2013 is a kit form without the final kit accessories. PSi 2014 is a kit form without the final kit accessories and final kit option.

---

**RESIDENT BASIC + VAT!**

---

**POWERTRAN COMPUTERS**

(division of POWERTRAN ELECTRONICS)

PORTWAY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE

ANDOVER

ANDOVER HANTS, SP10 3NN

ANDOVER (0264) 64455
**TYPE 80 SERIES UNITS**

- **RF PREAMPLIFIERS**
  - TYPE 8025: STRIP LINE PREAMPLIFIER 200 MHz - 1500 MHz, Noise factor 1.2 dB.
  - TYPE 8026: STRIP LINE RF CONVERTER 200 MHz - 1500 MHz, Output 1 MHz - 1000 MHz, Noise factor 1.2 dB.
  - TYPE 8027: STRIP LINE RF PREAMPLIFIER 1 MHz - 250 MHz, Noise factor 1.0 dB.
  - TYPE 8028: STRIP LINE RF CONVENTOR 1 MHz - 250 MHz, Input 1 MHz - 1000 MHz, Noise factor 1.0 dB.
  - TYPE 8029: WIDEBAND RF PREAMPLIFIER 10 kHz - 160 MHz, without tuning.
  - TYPE 8030: VMOS LINEAR POWER AMPLIFIER 40 MHz - 250 MHz, without tuning, 4 watts maximum RF output.
  - TYPE 8031: VMOS LINEAR POWER AMPLIFIER 30 kHz - 40 MHz, without tuning, 4 watts maximum RF output.
  - TYPE 8032: HIGH STABILITY PHASE-LOCKED SIGNAL SOURCE 20 MHz - 1000 MHz, 1 output at 50 ohms max.
  - TYPE 8033: UHF TELEVISION PREAMPLIFIER Overall group A 21.34, B 39.51 or C'D 49.68 GHz, 20 dB, Noise factor 1.2 dB, Weatherproof unit.
  - TYPE 8034: 100 kHz - 500 MHz WIDEBAND MIXER.
  - TYPE 8035: 10 MHz - 150 MHz WIDEBAND MIXER.
  - TYPE 8036: MASTHEAD WEATHERPROOF UNIT Designed to completely enclose our standard UHF 40 MHz - 250 MHz, 30 kHz - 40 MHz, 10 MHz - 150 MHz, 10 kHz - 150 MHz.
  - TYPE 8037: POWER SUPPLY / OUTPUT SPITTER UNIT Stabilized mains power supply. Provides 4 outputs from one amplifier. UNITS ARE AVAILABLE FROM STOCK.

**ORGAN AND PIANO KEYBOARDS**

- **Price inc VAT P & P**
  - 4-Octave C-C: £32.20 £2.75
  - 5-Octave C-C: £34.50 £2.75
  - 6-Octave C-C: £36.80 £3.00

**DALSTON ELECTRONICS**

48a Dalston Lane, Dalston Junction, London, E8 2AZ Tel: 01-249 5624

**RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES**

- **Value Added Tax not included in prices**

**KITS ALSO AVAILABLE AS SEPARATE COMPONENTS**

- **For those customers who wish to buy the PCBs and add or modify the kits**

**SALESMAN'S NAME: AND TELEPHONE NUMBER UNCHANGED**

**POWERTRAN**

 PSI Comp B00. Z80 Based powerful scientific computer Design as published in Wireless World.

The kit for this outstandingly practical design by John Adams published in a series of articles in Wireless World really is complete!

Included in the box is a complete computer kit in a high quality finished cabinet. Fine-glass double sided, plated-through-hole printed circuit board, 2 keyboards PCB mounted for ease of construction. D sockets, high reliability metal code resistors, power supply using custom designed transistor, 2 decoder and 1K encoder in EPROMs and, of course, wires, nuts, bolts, etc.

**COMPLETE KIT NOW ONLY**

£229 + VAT!

**EMPLOYEES**: RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES

- **Price inc VAT P & P**
  - 4-Octave C-C: £32.20 £2.75
  - 5-Octave C-C: £34.50 £2.75
  - 6-Octave C-C: £36.80 £3.00

**DALSTON ELECTRONICS**

48a Dalston Lane, Dalston Junction, London, E8 2AZ Tel: 01-249 5624

**RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES**

- **Value Added Tax not included in prices**

**KITS ALSO AVAILABLE AS SEPARATE COMPONENTS**

- **For those customers who wish to buy the PCBs and add or modify the kits**

**SALESMAN'S NAME: AND TELEPHONE NUMBER UNCHANGED**

**POWERTRAN**

 PSI Comp B00. Z80 Based powerful scientific computer Design as published in Wireless World.

The kit for this outstandingly practical design by John Adams published in a series of articles in Wireless World really is complete!

Included in the box is a complete computer kit in a high quality finished cabinet. Fine-glass double sided, plated-through-hole printed circuit board, 2 keyboards PCB mounted for ease of construction. D sockets, high reliability metal code resistors, power supply using custom designed transistor, 2 decoder and 1K encoder in EPROMs and, of course, wires, nuts, bolts, etc.

**COMPLETE KIT NOW ONLY**

£229 + VAT!
"We've £150,000 worth of recording gear working 24 hours a day — all fed from the OTARI MX5050B. On a cost effectiveness basis alone the MX5050B is unbeatable, but when taking into account sheer professionalism and performance, it is unequaled by recorders three times the price."

Mike McLaughlin, Chief Engineer, Independent Tape Duplicators, Ayestubury.

The Otari MX5050B costs little more than modified domestic recorders. That little extra buys so much more.

1. Proper editing facilities with calibrated splicing block.
2. Four heads provide 2 or 4 track replay.
3. Bias and EO adjustable from front panel.
4. Switchable NAB and IEC EO.
5. XLR Connectors.
6. +28 dBm 600 ohm balanced output.
7. Direct drive capstan servo with varispeed.
8. Variable or preset output level.
9. 70 dB (weighted) signal/noise ratio.
10. Selsync on each channel.

OTARI from ITA

1-7 Harewood Avenue, Marylebone Road, London NW1. Tel: 01-724 2497. Telex: 21879.

WW - 08 FOR FURTHER DETAILS
"We've £150,000 worth of recording gear working 24 hours a day — all fed from the OTARI MX5050B. On a cost effectiveness basis alone the MX5050B is unbeatable, but when taking into account sheer professionalism and performance, it is unequalled by recorders three times the price."

Mike McLaughlin, Chief Engineer, Independent Tape Duplicators, Ayrshire.

The Otari MX5050B costs little more than modified domestic recorders. That little extra buys so much more.

1. Proper editing facilities with calibrated splicing block.
2. Four heads provide 2 or 4 track replay.
3. Bias and EO adjustable from front panel.
4. Switchable NAB and IEC EO.
5. XLR Connectors.
6. +28 dBm 600 ohm balanced output.
7. Direct drive capstan servo with varispeed.
8. Variable or preset output level.
9. 70 dB (weighted) signal/noise ratio.
10. Sel sync on each channel.

OTARI from ITA

1-7 Harewood Avenue, Marylebone Road, London NW1. Tel: 01-724 2497. Telex: 21879.

WW — 06 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

The Otari MX5050B costs little more than modified domestic recorders. That little extra buys so much more.

1. Proper editing facilities with calibrated splicing block.
2. Four heads provide 2 or 4 track replay.
3. Bias and EO adjustable from front panel.
4. Switchable NAB and IEC EO.
5. XLR Connectors.
6. +28 dBm 600 ohm balanced output.
7. Direct drive capstan servo with varispeed.
8. Variable or preset output level.
9. 70 dB (weighted) signal/noise ratio.
10. Sel sync on each channel.
Amateur Radio
FC Judd G2BCX

- What kinds of transmitters are used for amateur radio?
- Is an aerial difficult to make?
- What receiving equipment is available?

These questions plus many others are answered in this book, which explains amateur radio in simple terms - what it is, how it started and how it has developed. The question and answer format also covers the basics of electrical theory, transmission and reception, aerials, the radio amateurs' examination and its requirements, and explains simply how you can become a radio amateur and join a world-wide fraternity.

1980
120 pages
£1.75/$US4.00

Newnes Technical Books
Borough Green, Sevenoaks, Kent TN11 8PH

Buttonworths has companies in Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, Canada and the USA, where local prices apply.

---

Z & I AERO SERVICES LTD.
Head Office: 42-44A-46 WESTBOURNE GROVE, LONDON W2 SSF
Tel. 727 5641 Telex 261306

SPECIAL OFFER OF BRAND NEW USSR MADE MULTIMETERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U4313</td>
<td>20.000 p.p.v.</td>
<td>2.000 mV</td>
<td>0.00033</td>
<td>15V-600V</td>
<td>2M-1M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U4315</td>
<td>20.000 p.p.v.</td>
<td>2.000 mV</td>
<td>0.00033</td>
<td>15V-600V</td>
<td>2M-1M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PRICE: £10.50 includes postage and packing.

---

TYPE U4323
COMBINED WITH SPOT FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR

Sensitivity: 20.000/v
Voltage ranges: 25.000 v A.C., D.C.
Current ranges: 0.05-500mA D.C. only
Accuracy: ±10% at 50Hz

Oscillator output: 15mA 50-500kHz

PRICE: £20.00 includes postage and packing.

---

TYPE U4324
COMBINED MULTIMETER AND TRANSISTOR TESTER

Sensitivity: 16.700/v D.C. 3.000/v A.C.
Current: 0.006-6.6-65.000mA D.C. 0.003-20-2000mA A.C.
Voltage: 3.0-150-150-300-600-900-1200V D.C.
3100V A.C.
Resistance: 50-5.000-50-300-750-1000-1500-6000-12000-60000-120000 ohms
Accuracy: ±2.5% A.C. ±3% (D.C.)

PRICE: £45.00 includes postage and packing.

---

TYPE U4341
STEEL-CARRYING CASE, COMPLETE WITH LEAD, BATTERY, AND INSTRUCTION MANUAL £9.50

PACKING AND POSTAGE £1.50

---

OUR 1980 CATALOGUE/PRICE LIST OF VALVES, SEMICONDUCTORS AND PASSIVE COMPONENTS IS AVAILABLE. PLEASE SEND P.O. FOR £0.60 FOR YOUR COPY.

---

READ ALL ABOUT HOME ENTERTAINMENT IDEAS FOR THE NINETEEN-EIGHTIES IN THE NEW HI-Fi YEARBOOK AND HOME ENTERTAINMENT: STILL THE LEADING REFERENCE BOOK ON HI-Fi IT'S NOW BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVER, WITH OVER 550 PAGES AND NEW SECTIONS COVERING OTHER TYPES OF HOME ENTERTAINMENT EQUIPMENT: RADIOS, ELECTRONIC ORGS, COLOUR TV, VIDEO RECORDERS AND ELECTRONIC GAMES. THERE ARE SPECIFICATIONS, PRICES AND ILLUSTRATIONS FOR THE EQUIPMENT COVERED AS WELL AS INFORMATIVE ARTICLES WRITTEN BY EXPERTS. PLUS DIRECTORIES OF MANUFACTURERS, SUPPLIERS AND DEALERS.

HI-Fi YEARBOOK AND HOME ENTERTAINMENT 1980 AVAILABLE AT YOUR NEWSPAPERS AND BOOKSHOPS FROM NOVEMBER 1ST. PRICE £3.75.

IF IN DIFFICULTY ORDER DIRECT FROM THE PUBLISHERS AT 54-29 INCLUSIVE.

ORDER FORM

Please send me...[PO] COPIES OF HI-Fi YEAR BOOK AND HOME ENTERTAINMENT 1980 AT 54-29 A COPY EACH, SIMILARITY ENCLOSED.

Cheque/p.o. should be made payable to IPC Business Press Ltd.

NAME: [Please print]
ADDRESS:

Registered in England No. 677128
Registered Office: Denton House, Stamford Street, London SE1 9LU

---

WIRELESS WORLD, MAY 1980

A new Q & A from Newnes Technical Books

Questions & Answers

---

WIRELESS WORLD, MAY 1980

---

www.americanradiohistory.com
**IT'S OUR 1980 CATALOGUE / PRICE LIST OF VALVES, SEMICONDUCTORS AND PASSIVE COMPONENTS IS AVAILABLE. PLEASE SEND P.O. DETAILS.**

**Price complete with test leads and fibreboard storage Case £9.50**

**Package and postage £1.35**

**SPECIAL OFFER OF BRAND NEW USSR MADE MULTIMETERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TYPE U4313</td>
<td>0.0625-0.625V/A.C.</td>
<td>1500mV</td>
<td>2000mV</td>
<td>60A-30A</td>
<td>60A-30A</td>
<td>300V</td>
<td>15-300V</td>
<td>20mA-1A</td>
<td>15-300V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE U4315</td>
<td>0.0625-0.625V/A.C.</td>
<td>1500mV</td>
<td>2000mV</td>
<td>60A-30A</td>
<td>60A-30A</td>
<td>300V</td>
<td>15-300V</td>
<td>20mA-1A</td>
<td>15-300V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PRICE complete with test leads and storage case £9.50**

**Packaging and postage £1.35**

**COMBINED WITH SPOT FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Resistance</th>
<th>D.C. Voltage</th>
<th>Voltage Range</th>
<th>Current Range</th>
<th>D.C. Voltage Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20,000V</td>
<td>1500mV</td>
<td>2000mV</td>
<td>60A-30A</td>
<td>60A-30A</td>
<td>300V</td>
<td>15-300V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PRICE complete with carrying case, complete with leads and manual £26.00**

**Packaging and postage £1.00**

**Questions & Answers**

**Amateur Radio**

**FC Judd G2BCX**

- What kinds of transmitters are used for amateur radio?
- Is an aerial difficult to make?
- What receiving equipment is available?

These questions plus many others are answered in this book, which explains amateur radio in simple terms — what it is, how it started and how it has developed. The question and answer format also covers the basics of electrical theory, transmission and reception, aerials, the radio amateurs' examination and its requirements, and explains simply how you can become a radio amateur and join a world-wide fraternity.

**1980**

120 pages

£1.75/US$4.00

**Newnes Technical Books**

Borough Green, Sevenoaks, Kent TNI 8PH

Buttonworths has companies in Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, Canada and the USA, where local prices apply.
The exhibition for the professional radio amateur.

May 9th 10am-7pm, May 10th 10am-6pm.

RSGB 1000 EXHIBITION AT ALEXANDRA PALACE

Whether you are a professional involved in electronics, a dedicated radio amateur, a short wave listener or interested in any aspect of electronics as a hobby, this specialist exhibition is well worth a visit.

Find out how radio amateurs bounce signals off the moon and off meteors as they enter the earth’s atmosphere, and if you feel inspired by that you can also find out how to do the same.

To obtain further details of any of the coded items mentioned in the Editorial or Advertisement pages of this issue, please complete one or more of the attached cards entering the reference number(s). Your enquiries will be passed on to the manufacturers concerned and you can expect to hear from them direct in the near future. Cards posted from abroad require a stamp.

If you are way down on the circulation list, you may not be getting the information you require from the journal as soon as you should. Why not have your own copy?

To start a one year’s subscription you may apply direct to us by using the card at the bottom of this page. You may also apply to the agent nearest to you, their address is shown below.

OVERSEAS SUBSCRIPTION AGENTS

Australia: Gordon & Bennett (Reprints), P.O. Box 3000, Victoria, Melbourne. 3000.
Belgium: Agent of LE MONTAGNE RL (Rue de la Montagne 10, 1050 Bruxelles, Brussels).
Canada: Direct Distribution Agency, 1900-1890, Yonge St., Toronto, Ont., 102.
Cyprus: Cyprian Power Agency Ltd, 137, Paphos Ave., 4002, Nicosia.
Denmark: Nordic Radiostation, 115, Allerod Rende, 2600, Copenhagen.
Estonia: Ernadis, Radiokassietelute, 9, Tallinn.
France: Denis France Pince, 15, Rue de la Pompe, 75007, Paris.

To order 500 GAFA FM 800 or 1000 (initial only), DDB 34-20MHz (sounding watch).

You may also apply to the agent nearest to you, their address is shown below.

OVERSEAS SUBSCRIPTION AGENTS

Australia: Gordon & Bennett (Reprints), P.O. Box 3000, Victoria, Melbourne. 3000.
Belgium: Agent of LE MONTAGNE RL (Rue de la Montagne 10, 1050 Bruxelles, Brussels).
Canada: Direct Distribution Agency, 1900-1890, Yonge St., Toronto, Ont., 102.
Cyprus: Cyprian Power Agency Ltd, 137, Paphos Ave., 4002, Nicosia.
France: Denis France Pince, 15, Rue de la Pompe, 75007, Paris.

To order 500 GAFA FM 800 or 1000 (initial only), DDB 34-20MHz (sounding watch).

You may also apply to the agent nearest to you, their address is shown below.

OVERSEAS SUBSCRIPTION AGENTS

Australia: Gordon & Bennett (Reprints), P.O. Box 3000, Victoria, Melbourne. 3000.
Belgium: Agent of LE MONTAGNE RL (Rue de la Montagne 10, 1050 Bruxelles, Brussels).
Canada: Direct Distribution Agency, 1900-1890, Yonge St., Toronto, Ont., 102.
Cyprus: Cyprian Power Agency Ltd, 137, Paphos Ave., 4002, Nicosia.
France: Denis France Pince, 15, Rue de la Pompe, 75007, Paris.

To order 500 GAFA FM 800 or 1000 (initial only), DDB 34-20MHz (sounding watch).
Please enter my subscription to Wireless World for 1 year

Name ........................................................................ 

Address ..................................................................

Nature of Company/Business ................................ 

No. of employees at this establishment .................  

Postage will be paid by Licensee

Do not affix Postage Stamps if posted in 
Gr. Britain, Channel Islands or N. Ireland

BUSINESS REPLY SERVICE
Licence No. 13045

WIRELESS WORLD, PRODUCT REPLY SERVICE, 
429 BRIGHTON ROAD, SOUTH CROYDON, 
SURREY CR2 9PS

Wireless World Subscription Order Form

UK subscription rates

1 year: £9.00

Overseas 1 year: £12.00

Please enter my subscription to Wireless World for 1 year

I enclose remittance value 

made payable to IPC BUSINESS PRESS LTD.

Name ........................................................................ 

Address ..................................................................

Overseas subscription rates

1 year: $31.00

OVERSEAS ADVERTISEMENT AGENTS

Hungary Mrs. Edit Bajusz, Hungexpo Advertising Agency, Budapest XIV, 
Vonapadlalt - Telephone: 225 008. 
Telex: Budapest 28-4856 INTFORE

Italy Sig. C. Epi ette Komppati, S.p.a. - Servizio Estero, Via Montallegro 6, 
20154 Milan - Telephone 345251 - 
Telex: 37324 Kompas3

Japan Mr. Inokuchi, Trade Media - IBPA (Japan), B212 Azabu Heights, 1-5-10 
Roppongi, Minato-Ku, Tokyo 106 - 
Telephone: (03) 585-0551

There's a range of answers.

Why Scopex?

There's something every one of our scopes has in common. Great accuracy, tremendous reliability and keen pricing, plus free delivery on UK mainland.

Take the new 4D-108. The fully stabilised power supply gives 3% accuracy. There's a X/Y facility using CMOS ICs for extra reliability, Z modulation for brightening or dimming the trace, 10MHz scan at full bandwidth over the full screen area, trace locate and TV field trigger. At £210.00 it's astonishing value.

Or the 4D-25. A dual trace model with DC-25MHz bandwidth and 10mV/cm sensitivity. Signal delay allows you to trigger from and see the leading edge of any signal. Trigger level and slope are selected on one dual function control. 3% accuracy and still only £360.00.

Plus the 4S6 single beam 6MHz bandwidth model with easy to use controls. 10mV sensitivity and timebase range of 1 us to 100ms/cm. Lightweight, compact and a very good price, £144.00.

Return the coupon for full details of the range that gives you a lot more scope.

*UK list price excluding VAT.

Scopex Sales, 
Pinecree Avenue, Letchworth, Herts SG6 1JJ. 
Tel: (04626) 72771.

Please send me full details of the Scopex range.

Name ........................................................................ 

Company .................................................................

Address ..................................................................

Tel: 

www.americanradiohistory.com
there are transformers and...

Electronic components from Rendar

Lighted switches • Mini/top miniature switches
LED indicator lights • Fuse holders

Switches • Toggle, slide, rocker, push-button • Cable connectors

Binding posts • Mono plugs and sockets
Terminals • Miniature jack plugs

Valve sockets • Amplifier plug connectors
Mains connectors • Coaxial components

The vast range of components now available from Rendar include West German, Swiss and Japanese products which all conform to international state-of-the-art specifications.

Call Tony Lane now for a quotation!

OEM — let Drake Transformers advise you on a component specification and design to solve that special problem. Pre-production prototypes and development undertaken as necessary.

Well known over a quarter century for personal service and high-quality products, Drake specialise in the design and manufacture of transformers and other wound components for large and small quantity production.

Expertise and service put Drake Transformers in a class of their own.

DRAKE TRANSFORMERS LIMITED
South Green Works
Kennel Lane
Billericay
Essex CM1 2SP
Telephone: Billericay (0277) 51155
Telex: 99426 (prefix Drake)

www.americanradiohistory.com
NASCOM-2+FREEX 16K RAM

Here's an offer you can't refuse:

Because of the lack of availability of MK 4118 RAMs, Nascom Microcomputers is supplying its Nascom 2 without the 8 spare 4118s but with a FREE 16K dynamic RAM board.

When the 4118s become available, Nascom 2 purchasers can have them at the special price of £80 VAT for the 8K.

So, for £295 plus VAT this is what you get:

- 16K RAM board (reprogrammable to 32K)
- 8k Microsoft BASIC
- 2K NBSYS 1 monitor
- 1K Video RAM
- Scratchpad RAM
- Main board sockets for the Bus 118s or 270E FPGAs

Buy British It's Best!!

NASCOM IMP PLAIN PAPER PRINTER

The Nascom IMP (Impact Matrix Printer) features are:

- 60 lines per minute
- 96 character ASCII set
- 80 character per line
- B-Serial printer
- 10 free print buffer
- Optional tractor feed
- Baud rate from 110 to 9600
- External sync for optional synchronisation of baud

Expansion Nascom-1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NASCOM 1</td>
<td>£32.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory kit board</td>
<td>£5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1K RAM</td>
<td>£9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2K RAM</td>
<td>£9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4K RAM</td>
<td>£18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8K RAM</td>
<td>£26.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16K RAM</td>
<td>£40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32K RAM</td>
<td>£75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPROM programmer</td>
<td>£15.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Price £195.00 plus VAT post free

Electronic components from Rendarr

Lighted switches - 'Minotaur' miniature switches
LED indicator lights - Fuse holder

Switches - toggle, slide, rocker, push-button - Cable connectors

Binding posts - Mono plugs and sockets
Terminals - Miniature jack plugs

Valve sockets - Apparatus plug connectors
Mains connectors - Coaxial components

The vast range of components now available from Rendarr include West German, Swiss and Japanese products which all conform to international state-of-the-art specifications.

Call Tony Lane now for a quotation!

DRAKE TRANSFORMERS LIMITED

South Green Works, Kennel Lane, Billericay, Essex CM11 2SP
Telephone: Billericay (02774) 5155
Telex: 59426 (prefix Drake)

O.E.M. - Let Drake Transformers advise you on a component specification and design to solve that special problem. Pre-production prototypes and development undertaken as necessary.

Well known over a quarter century for personal service and high-quality products, Drake specialise in the design and manufacture of transformers and other wound components for large and small quantity production.

Expertise and service put Drake Transformers in a class of their own.

DRAKE TRANSFORMERS LIMITED

South Green Works, Kennel Lane, Billericay, Essex CM11 2SP
Telephone: Billericay (02774) 5155
Telex: 59426 (prefix Drake)

Recommended by Computing Today

Here's an offer you can't refuse:

Because of the lack of availability of MK 4118 RAMs, Nascom Microcomputers is supplying its Nascom 2 without the 8 spare 4118s but with a FREE 16K dynamic RAM board.

When the 4118s become available, Nascom 2 purchasers can have them at the special price of £80 VAT for the 8K.

So, for £295 plus VAT this is what you get:

- 16K RAM board (reprogrammable to 32K)
- 8k Microsoft BASIC
- 2K NBSYS 1 monitor
- 1K Video RAM
- Scratchpad RAM
- Main board sockets for the Bus 118s or 270E FPGAs

Buy British It's Best!!

NASCOM IMP PLAIN PAPER PRINTER

The Nascom IMP (Impact Matrix Printer) features are:

- 60 lines per minute
- 96 character ASCII set
- 80 character per line
- B-Serial printer
- 10 free print buffer
- Optional tractor feed
- Baud rate from 110 to 9600
- External sync for optional synchronisation of baud

Expansion Nascom-1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NASCOM 1</td>
<td>£32.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory kit board</td>
<td>£5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1K RAM</td>
<td>£9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2K RAM</td>
<td>£9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4K RAM</td>
<td>£18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8K RAM</td>
<td>£26.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16K RAM</td>
<td>£40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32K RAM</td>
<td>£75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPROM programmer</td>
<td>£15.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Price £195.00 plus VAT post free

Electronic components from Rendarr

Lighted switches - 'Minotaur' miniature switches
LED indicator lights - Fuse holder

Switches - toggle, slide, rocker, push-button - Cable connectors

Binding posts - Mono plugs and sockets
Terminals - Miniature jack plugs

Valve sockets - Apparatus plug connectors
Mains connectors - Coaxial components

The vast range of components now available from Rendarr include West German, Swiss and Japanese products which all conform to international state-of-the-art specifications.

Call Tony Lane now for a quotation!

DRAKE TRANSFORMERS LIMITED

South Green Works, Kennel Lane, Billericay, Essex CM11 2SP
Telephone: Billericay (02774) 5155
Telex: 59426 (prefix Drake)

O.E.M. - Let Drake Transformers advise you on a component specification and design to solve that special problem. Pre-production prototypes and development undertaken as necessary.

Well known over a quarter century for personal service and high-quality products, Drake specialise in the design and manufacture of transformers and other wound components for large and small quantity production.

Expertise and service put Drake Transformers in a class of their own.

DRAKE TRANSFORMERS LIMITED

South Green Works, Kennel Lane, Billericay, Essex CM11 2SP
Telephone: Billericay (02774) 5155
Telex: 59426 (prefix Drake)
The document contains advertisements for various electronic components and products, including semiconductors, transformers, and calculators. It also mentions the availability of reprints of an article advertised in the magazine. The text is dense and contains technical details suitable for a reader interested in electronics or electronic parts. The document appears to be a page from a magazine or catalog, likely from a company specializing in electronics. The text is too small to transcribe fully, but it includes advertisements for different components and products, along with prices and specifications. The overall theme is technical and focused on electronics and related products.
If you are interested in a particular article/special feature or advertisement published in this issue of WIRELESS WORLD why not take advantage of our reprint service. Reprints can be secured at reasonable cost to your specific requirements providing an attractive and valuable addition to your promotional material. (Minimum order 250.)

For further details contact:

Brian Bannister, IPC Electrical-Electronic Press Ltd. Phone: 01-261 8049 or simply complete and return the form below:

To Brian Bannister, Reprints Department, Donjon House, London S1 9LU

I am interested in        copies of the article/advertisement headed featured in WIRELESS WORLD on page (s) . . . in the issue dated .

Please send me full details of your reprint service by return of post.

Name ____________________________
Company ____________________________
Address ____________________________
Tel. No. ____________________________
**MINIMUM ORDER EX VALUE OF GOODS. **MINIMUM P&P £1 — where P&P not stated prices are ex-door delivery. — excess refunded.

CALLERS VERY WELCOME STRICTLY BETWEEN 9am-5pm and 2-5pm Monday to Saturday. NO BARCOURT EA (04) 567 123 45.

**OLIVETTI PRINTER & KEYBOARD** type Te 300
with PUNCH & READY-cartridge ASCII with V24 Interface. 240 volt operation. £125 each.

**INFRA RED IMAGE CONVERTER** type 9606 (CV 144)
1¼" diameter. Requires single low current 3kV to 6kV supply. Individually boxed. With data £12.50 each P&P 75p. Infra Red Lamps also advertised.

**STEPING MOTORS**
25 not
100 not
250 not
1000 not
£6.60 each £12 each £20 each £50 each

**PULLS OUTSIDE SMALL COMPACT WINDAMIC VOLTMETER GOLD**
AC Range 1V to 999,999 Full Scale 1000V, DC Range 1000V, 6 place 3½ Digit read out. ONLY £20 P&P £2.50.

**LOUD HAILERS**
Transformer hand-held, no leads, standard internal battery supplied. £10.50 each £25 each £50 each £100 each

**MINIATURE KEYBOARD**
Pull contact, up to 60 key AF and 2 optional function keys. £1.75 each. P&P 10p.

**STEPPING MOTORS**
1/16 step 24V, 20, 24, 60 steps. £10 each £25 each £50 each £100 each

**LOW SENSITIVITY TRANSFORMER**
Input 220, 250V 50HZ OUTPUT 12VDC 250MA. £50 each £100 each £200 each £400 each

**STEPPING MOTOR ACTOR**
Single American Standard 24V. £1.50 each £3.50 each £9 each £25 each

**POLARAD SPECTRUM ANALYSER**
6" display, these are supplied with STU2 plug. £125 each £250 each £500 each £1000 each

**TRANSDUCER INVERTER**
115V AC, 17 Amp input Switching at 1200V Output 120V 140V 50HZ max. £125 each £250 each £500 each £1000 each

**EX MINISTRY ISOLoscopes**
Type CT 304 Single Beam. DC-DC-500 MHz. ONLY £75 each.

**TERMINALPRINT 7075**
Up to 8 keyboard switch Panel. Impact Printer printer and 16 series and lower memory
£1.75 each. £100 each £250 each £500 each

**DEC EQUIPMENT**
KW11P Programmable Clock. £345.00
LA 11-PD Matrix Printer complete with Unibus Controller. £1800.00
MF31, 8kW Parity Coreincluding 9-slot systems. £175.00
MM11P 8kW Parity Core. £175.00
PR11 High Speed Paper Tape Reader complete with Unibus Controller. £1295.00
PDP 11/40 Processor with 48kW Parity core, KT 11D Management Memory, DL 11 Asynchronous Interface and 6 Cabinet. £250.00

**NEW ASCII KEYBOARDS — NEW LOW PRICES**
KB756 64-station ASCII Keyboard £495.00
KB756F As above, fitted with metal mounting frame for extra rigidity. £500.00 £550.00
KB710 10-key numeric pad, supplied with connecting cable. £80.00 £90.00
KB701 Pratic enclosure for KB756 or KB756F £150.00 £150.00
KB702 Steel enclosure for KB756 or KB756F £25.00 £25.00
KB2376 Spare ROM Encoder £25.00 £25.00
KB18 Edge connector for KB756 or KB756F £3.25 £3.25
DC-512 DC converter to allow operation of TV only plugs in F.C.B. £7.50 £8.00

KB711 17-station ASCII Keyboard including numeric/cursor control cluster, mounted in steel enclosure £95.00 £95.00
KB711A 17-station Keyboard £25.00 £25.00
KB2376a 50 Character Printer £150.00 £150.00

**PRINTER & TERMINALS**
BALL MIRATEL 9 Monitor with case £95.00
GE TERMINET 300 Series Impact Printer £625.00
GE TERMINET 1200 Impact Printer £625.00
HAZELTINE H-2000 VDU £375.00 £375.00
HAZELTINE H-2000VU £375.00 £375.00
HAZELTINE Thermo Printer £395.00 £395.00
SOSA DATA IMPRINTER £450.00 £450.00
TEKTRONIX 4601 Hard Copy Unit £1400.00 £1400.00
TEKTRONIX 4601 Video Monitor £1400.00 £1400.00
TEKTRONIX 1710 Terminal £1650.00 £1650.00
TEKTRONIX 7332 ARM Terminal £1450.00 £1450.00
TEKTRONIX 742 Programmer Terminal £1750.00 £1750.00

**MISCELLANEOUS**
AMPEX 11" X 30 Video Tape £15.00 £15.00
DATA GENERAL NOVA 1210 4K CPU £795.00 £795.00
DIGITRONICS P135 Paper Tape Punch £475.00 £475.00
EMI 15" Diagonal Video Monitors £100.00 £100.00
SELECTRON 15-20 Patch Boards £25.00 £25.00
SHUGART SA 440 Minifloppy £195.00 £195.00
SHUGART SA 800 B" Floppy £395.00 £395.00

---

**CHIGHTMEAD LTD**
NORWOOD ROAD, NOTTINGHAM, fold and 696656

[To our left past Reading Technical College in King's Road then first right — look on right for door with "Sprocket Wheel".]
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Electronic No.1 in Second User

A.C. VOLTMETERS

BOONTON
True RMS Voltmeter 33A £75

BRUEL AND KJAER
Electronic Voltmeter 2490 £225

FLUKE
AC/DC Differential Voltmeter 8838 £975

HAWLETT PACKARD
True RMS Voltmeter 3400A £415

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS
Log Voltmeter/Amplifier 7563A £485
A.C. Voltmeter 400V £195
A.C. Voltmeter 4000L £225
Valve Voltmeter TF 2600 £175
Valve Voltmeter TF 2604 £250
R.F. Multivoltmeter TF 2603 £205
PHILLIPS
A.C. Multivoltmeter PM2454B £299

ANALYSES

BIOHUMOR
Log Anlyzer 1650 £3900

GENERAL RADIO
Vibrational Analyser 1914A £2100

HEWLETT PACKARD
Spectrum Analyser 1411 £9250
Phaseshift Analyser 1020A £5800
Wave Analyser 3100A £950
Network Analyser System B407A/B411 £3500

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS
Wave Analyser TF 2306 £725
SOLATRON
Frequency Response Analyser 1172 £3900

BRIDGES
A.V.O. M.I. Caponbridge C2154/5 £995

GENERAL RADIO
Immittance Bridge 1807A £750
LCR Bridges (0.1uH-100M) £1950

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS
Universal Bridge TF 1313 £900
Universal Bridge TF 131A £790
In Shunt Bridge TF 2701 £325
'G' meter TF 1245A, c/w TF 1246 & TF 1247 £275
'TF1245 + c/w TF1246 and TF1247 £475

ROHDE AND SCHWARZ
Inclined Mirror Line L3 £275
Capacitance Meter KRT £475

WAYNE Kerr
Universal Bridge 64 £695
Source and Detector SR 268 £1950
A.C. Testmecnt 610 £1900

D.V.M.'S AND D.M.M.'S

DATRON
4 digit D.M.M. £585

FLUKE
4 digit D.M.M. £1051 £550

PHILIPS
3 digit D.M.M. £922A (New) £825
3 digit D.M.M. £920A £900
4 digit D.M.M. £800A £285
5 digit D.M.M. £800A £1950
6 digit D.M.M. £800A-01 £950

PHILLIPS
Autotuning D.M.M. PM 2514 £125
3 digit D.M. PM 2522 £75
4 digit D.M. PM 2527 £225
Autotuning D.M. PM 2527 £400

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS
R.C. Oscillator TF 1370A 10 Hz-10 MHz £275

SCHUMBERGER
3 digit D.M.M. £243 £585
Microprocessor D.M.M. 7065 £1450
Microprocessor with processor option £1300

FREQUENCY COUNTERS

ADVANCE
500MHz Multifunction Counter 1911A £380

FLUKE
25MHz Multifunction Counter 1912A £480
125MHz Multifunction Counter 1925A £460
Counter Tracer 1983A opt. 16 & 16 £850

PHILIPS
16 digit Counter Timer PM 6615 £795
80MHz Universal Counter PM 6611/02 £350

RECORDERS

PHILIPS
Single Channel Recorder PM 8110 £725
RACAL
F.M. Recorder Store £225

OSCILLOSCOPES

COSSOR
25MHz, Dual Trace CDU 150 £395
50MHz Dual Trace 4 Channel £985

FLUKE
SHANDON SOUTHERN £650
6 Channel U.V. Recorder 10-650 £725

HEWLETT PACKARD
75MHz Dual Trace 170A £725
High Sensitivity Single Trace 130C £985
5MHz Dual Trace 170B £295

MISCELLANEOUS

ADVANCE
Pulse Generator PG 59 (CT 600) £595
Low-Power Frequency Standard GFS 2B £200

AVO
Test Viscosimeter VC 43 £475

www.americanradiohistory.com
WIRELESS WORLD, MAY 1980

49/53 Pancras Road London NW12Q Tel: 01-837 7781. Telex 298694

Unless otherwise stated all equipment offered in the Electronic Brokers advertisement is refurbished and in the case of Test Equipment also calibrated. Test equipment is guaranteed for 12 months; computer peripherals for 3 months.
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Electronic
No.1 in Second User

A.C. VOLTMETERS
BOONTON True RMS Voltmeter 33A £375
BRUHL AND KAER Electronic Voltmeter 2409 £225
FLUKE AC/DC Differential Voltmeter 883AB £975
HEWLETT PACKARD True RMS Voltmeter 3400A £415
MARCONI INSTRUMENTS Log Voltmeter/Amplifier 7563A £445
A.C. Voltmeter 4065 £225
A.C. Voltmeter 4000L £225
Valve Voltmeter TF 2905 £175
Valve Voltmeter TF 2604 £250
R.F. Multivoltmeter TF 2603 £250
PHILIPS A.C. Multivoltmeter PM2454B £299

FLUKE DC Voltmeter 0-11OmH 0.25% £950

WANDEL & GOLTERMANN
5½ digit D M. M. 3490A £995
AC-DC Volts and Resistance £1495
Self Check Facility £550

HEWLETT PACKARD
5½ digit D M. M. 3490A £995
AC-DC Volts and Resistance £1495
Self Check Facility £550

FREQUENCY METER
TRANSMITTER
10MHz Dual Trace PM 3211 £450
25MHz Dual Trace PM 3212 £625
120MHz Dual Trace PM 3260 £1085
120MHz Dual Trace PM 3261 £1250

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS
Network Analyser System 8407A/8412A 110MHz £3500

HEWLETT PACKARD
Network Analyser System 8407A/8412A 110MHz £3500

WANDELL & GOLTERMANN
Digital Error Rate £995
Measuring Set Up. PF £1
Conforming PF-1 £1495

BOONTON
Inductance Bridge 63H £275
0-110mH 0.25% £275
50KHz-500KHz £2750

SCHUMIENBERG
5½ digit D M. M. 3423 £950
Microprocessor with processor option £1450
Microprocessor with processor option £1300

FLUKE
50MHz Multifunction Counter 1911A/A £485
50MHz Multifunction Counter 1912A/A £480
125MHz Multifunction Counter 1925A/A £405
Counter Timer 19638A opts. 15 & 16 £850

RECORDERS
Single Channel Recorder PM 6615 £750
80MHz Universal Counter Counter 6611/02 £550

PHILIPS
Tape Recorder PM 5108 £285
Functional Generator PM 517 £285

SCHUMIENBERG
5½ digit D M. M. 3423 £950
Microprocessor with processor option £1450
Microprocessor with processor option £1300

FLUKE
50MHz Multifunction Counter 1911A/A £485
50MHz Multifunction Counter 1912A/A £480
125MHz Multifunction Counter 1925A/A £405
Counter Timer 19638A opts. 15 & 16 £850

RECORDERS
Single Channel Recorder PM 6615 £750
80MHz Universal Counter Counter 6611/02 £550

OSCLIOSCOPES
CASSON
55 Mhz, Dual Trace CD 150 £395
55 Mhz, Dual Trace 4100 £695

HEWLETT PACKARD
75MHz Dual Trace 1707A £725
75MHz Dual Trace 1707B £525

MISCELLANEOUS
ADVANCE
Tape Cassettes PG 59 (CT 600) £595
AVO
AVO Frequency Standard GFS 2B £200

WIRELESS WORLD MAY 1980

ROHDE AND SCHWARZ
FREQUENCY SYNCHRONIZATION SC/2 £275
10MHz Frequency Standard £950

TEXTRONIX
Pulse Generator TF 2101 £420
Time Mark Generator 184 £275
Time Mark Generator 2930 £395

TEKSCAN
Sweep Generator VS 40 £650

VANETRON
Sweep Generator 135 £275
Programmable Phase Meter 755 £550

Also large stock of Wandel & Goltermann and Siemens Level Oscillators, Receivers, Sweep Systems etc. Phone us with your requirements.

ONLY SMALL SELECTION OF OUR VAST STOCKS SHOWN HERE — SEND FOR LATEST CATALOGUE

Electronic Brokers unique catalogue contains 62 pages plus update of second user Test Equipment, and Mini Computers and Peripherals. Vast lists of Signal Sources, Oscilloscopes, DVMs, Counters, Recorders, DDS, Oscillators, Teletypes, etc. Latest catalogue—most cost effective.

Telephones A & M. —to overseas

Sweep Generator TF 2101/1M1 £795
Variable Storage Scope 434 £295
DC Calibrator 760A/1 £1950

PHILIPS
25M Hz Storage Scope 434 £295
DC Calibrator 760A/1 £1950

PULSE GENERATOR
TEKTRONIX
Pulse Generator PM 6224 £170

DETSILS
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MISCELLANEOUS
ADVANCE
Tape Cassettes PG 59 (CT 600) £595
AVO
AVO Frequency Standard GFS 2B £200

WIRELESS WORLD MAY 1980

ROHDE AND SCHWARZ
Frequency Synchro MC £850

TEXTRONIX
Pulse Generator TF 2101 £420
Time Mark Generator 184 £275
Time Mark Generator 2930 £395

TEKSCAN
Sweep Generator VS 40 £650

VANETRON
Sweep Generator 135 £275
Programmable Phase Meter 755 £550

Also large stock of Wandel & Goltermann and Siemens Level Oscillators, Receivers, Sweep Systems etc. Phone us with your requirements.

ONLY SMALL SELECTION OF OUR VAST STOCKS SHOWN HERE — SEND FOR LATEST CATALOGUE

Electronic Brokers unique catalogue contains 62 pages plus update of second user Test Equipment, and Mini Computers and Peripherals. Vast lists of Signal Sources, Oscilloscopes, DVMs, Counters, Recorders, DDS, Oscillators, Teletypes, etc. Latest catalogue—most cost effective.

Telephones A & M. —to overseas

Sweep Generator TF 2101/1M1 £795
Variable Storage Scope 434 £295
DC Calibrator 760A/1 £1950

PHILIPS
25M Hz Storage Scope 434 £295
DC Calibrator 760A/1 £1950

PULSE GENERATOR
TEKTRONIX
Pulse Generator PM 6224 £170

DETSILS
The NEW Marshall's 79/80 catalogue is just full of components and that's not all...

...our new catalogue is bigger and better than ever. Within its 60 pages are details and prices of the complete range of components and accessories available from Marshall's. These include Audio Amps, Connectors, Boxes, Cases, Bridge Rectifiers, Cables, Capacitors, Crystal, Diacs, Diodes, Discretes, Headsets, I.F's, Knobs, LEDs, Multimeters, Plugs, Sockets, Pots, Publications, Relays, Resistors, Soldering Equipment, Thyatrons, Transformers, Voltage Regulators, etc., etc.

Plus details of the NEW Marshall's 'budget' Credit Card. We are the first UK component retailer to offer our customers our own credit card facility.

Plus - Twin postage paid order forms to facilitate speedy ordering.

Plus - Many new products and data.

Plus 100's of prices cut on our popular lines including I.C.s, Transistors, Resistors and many more.

If you need components you need the new Marshall's Catalogue.

Available by post 65p post paid from Marshall's, Kingsgate House, Kingsgate Place, London NW6 4TA. Also available from any branch to callers 50p.

---

**NEW VALVES**

**PM COMPONENTS LTD.**

**VALVE & COMPONENT SPECIALISTS**

**CONINGSBY HOUSE, 16 STANMORE ROAD, MEOPHAM, KENT**

**BRANDED & INDIVIDUALLY BOXED**

**AVAILABLE FROM:**

- **CONINGSBY HOUSE**
- **16 STANMORE ROAD, MEOPHAM, KENT**

---

**DESIGN/PRODUCTION PROBLEMS?**

Suffer no more — contact the experts by dropping a line to:

**CODESPEED ELECTRONICS**

P.O. Box 23, 34 Seafield Road
Cognor, Portsmouth, Hants PO3 5BJ

We design and assemble equipment ranging from PCBs to complete systems. Long or short production runs, competitive prices with good delivery dates.

**'IDEAS INTO REALITY'**

---

**ANY MAKE-UP OR COPY QUERIES CONTACT JOHN GIBBON OR BRIAN CHAPMAN 01-261 8353**

---

**MANY OTHER TYPES AVAILABLE, INCLUDING SPECIAL QUALITY & VINTAGE. PLEASE PHONE OR SEND LIST OF YOUR REQUIREMENTS**

---

**FLUKE CORPORATION**

**DIGITAL MULTIMETERS**

**OFF THE SHELF DELIVERED ON THE SAME DAY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>DC Current</th>
<th>AC Current</th>
<th>DC Voltage</th>
<th>AC Voltage</th>
<th>Resistance</th>
<th>Conductance</th>
<th>Volts/Ohms</th>
<th>Resolution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8806A</td>
<td>New 8-digit</td>
<td>0-1, 10, 100, 500, 1k, 10k, 50k, 100k, 500k, 1M, 5M</td>
<td>0-1, 10, 100, 500, 1k, 10k, 50k, 100k, 500k, 1M, 5M</td>
<td>0-1, 10, 100, 500, 1k, 10k, 50k, 100k, 500k, 1M, 5M</td>
<td>0-1, 10, 100, 500, 1k, 10k, 50k, 100k, 500k, 1M, 5M</td>
<td>0-1, 10, 100, 500, 1k, 10k, 50k, 100k, 500k, 1M, 5M</td>
<td>0-1, 10, 100, 500, 1k, 10k, 50k, 100k, 500k, 1M, 5M</td>
<td>0-1, 10, 100, 500, 1k, 10k, 50k, 100k, 500k, 1M, 5M</td>
<td>0-1, 10, 100, 500, 1k, 10k, 50k, 100k, 500k, 1M, 5M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8010A AND 8012A BENCH MODELS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LOWEST PRICE AUTORANGING MULTI-FUNCTION COUNTER MODEL 1900A**

- Autoranging
- DC Current
- DC Voltage
- Resistance
- Conductance
- Temperature
- Frequency
- Duty Cycle
- Power Factor

**Price £112**

Card orders £109

**DIGITAL MULTIMETERS**

**OFF THE SHELF DELIVERED ON THE SAME DAY**

---

**ANY MAKE-UP OR COPY QUERIES CONTACT JOHN GIBBON OR BRIAN CHAPMAN 01-261 8353**

---

**MANY OTHER TYPES AVAILABLE, INCLUDING SPECIAL QUALITY & VINTAGE. PLEASE PHONE OR SEND LIST OF YOUR REQUIREMENTS**

---

**FLUKE CORPORATION**

**DIGITAL MULTIMETERS**

**OFF THE SHELF DELIVERED ON THE SAME DAY**

---

**ANY MAKE-UP OR COPY QUERIES CONTACT JOHN GIBBON OR BRIAN CHAPMAN 01-261 8353**

---

**MANY OTHER TYPES AVAILABLE, INCLUDING SPECIAL QUALITY & VINTAGE. PLEASE PHONE OR SEND LIST OF YOUR REQUIREMENTS**
The NEW Marshall’s 79/80 catalogue is just full of components and that’s not all...

...our new catalogue is bigger and better than ever. Within its 60 pages are details and prices of the complete range of components and accessories available from Marshall’s. These include Audio Amps, Connectors, Boxes, Cases, Bridge Rectifiers, Cables, Capacitors, Crystal, Diacs, Diodes, Disks, Holdators, I/O, Keys, LCDs, Multimeters, Plugs, Sockets, Pots, Publications, Relays, Resistors, Soldering Equipment, Thyristors, Transistors, Transformers, Voltage Regulators, etc., etc.

Plus details of the NEW Marshall’s ‘budget’ Credit Card. We urge the first UK consumers to offer our customers our own credit card facility.

Plus — Twin postage paid order forms to facilitate speedy ordering.

Plus — Many new products and data.

Plus 100+ of prices cut on our popular lines including I Cs. Transistors, Resistors and many more.

If you need components you need the NEW Marshall’s Catalogue. Available by post 65p post paid from Marshall’s, Kingsgate House, Kingsgate Place, London NW6 4TA. Also available from any branch to callers 55p.

NEW VALVES
BRANDED & INDIVIDUALLY BOXED — AVAILABLE FROM:

PM COMPONENTS LTD.
VALVE & COMPONENT SPECIALISTS
CONINGSBY HOUSE, 1 ABBEY ROAD, MEOPHAM, KENT.

Many other types available, including special quality & vintage. Please phone or send list of your requirements.

ANY MAKE-UP OR COPY QUERIES CONTACT JOHN GIBBON OR BRIAN CHAPMAN 01-261 8353

THE NEW ELECTRO-TECH COMPONENTS LTD. catalogue is just full of components...
**TERMINAL BARGAINS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IBM GOLFBALL Typewriter</td>
<td>Full upper/lower case character set</td>
<td>£275.00 (£250.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS 232/V24 Interface</td>
<td>Paper tape reader/punch</td>
<td>£35.00 (£32.50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS 232 interface</td>
<td>Works as stand-alone word processor</td>
<td>£95.00 (£90.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full technical information available</td>
<td></td>
<td>£375.00 (£350.00)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DATABYTES KSR 390**

- Printing terminal
- Full 232 interface
- Optional stand available at no extra cost
- In first-rate condition
- £175.00 (ASR teletypes available from £275.00)

**OLIVETTI Model 318/328**

- ASCII coded
- Paper tape reader and punch
- TTY compatible interface
- RS 232 line unit
- Free optional stand
- £150.00 (correspondence quality u/l case version available at £250.00)

**COMPUTER APPRECIATION**

86 High Street, Wirksworth, Derbyshire, DE4 2HD

**AP DIP Jumpers Lowest Prices in the UK!**

Compare These Prices!

**FLAT RIBBON CABLE ASSEMBLIES WITH DIP CONNECTORS**

AP DIP Jumpers are the low-cost, high quality solution for jumpering within a PC board; interconnected between PCBs or backplanes and motherboards; interfacing in/out signals; and more.

All assemblies use ribbon cable. Standard lengths are 6, 12, 18, 24 and 30 inches.

**SINGLE-ENDED DIP JUMPERS**

- Available with 14, 16, 24 and 40 contacts.
- Mate with standard IC sockets.
- Fully assembled and tested.
- Integral molded-on strain relief.
- Line-by-line probability.

**DOUBLE-ENDED DIP JUMPERS**

- Faster and Easier is what we're all about.
- 170 36" Jumpers available at £3.75 each.
- 6" Jumpers available at £7.50 each.
- Add to your catalog.

**AP PRODUCTS INCORPORATED**

PO Box 19
Saffron Walden Essex
Tel: (0799) 22036
**TERMINAL BARGAINS**

**TEL:ELY (0353) 860185**

**ITAL Model 1051**
- IBM GOLFBALL Typewriter
- RS 232/V24 Interface
- Full upper / lower case character set
- Paper tape reader / punch
- Works as stand-alone word processor
- Full technical information available
- £375.00

**DI/AN Model 3030**
- 30 cps KSR terminal similar to DECwriter
- 110, 150, 300 BAUD
- Upper / lower case
- Compact, desk top size
- Optically isolated RS 232 interface
- £395.00 (also available with tape reader / punch at £750.00)

**DATA DYNAMICS KSR 390**
- Printing terminal
- RS 232 interface
- Optional stand available at no extra cost
- In first-rate condition
- £175.00 (ASR teletypewriter available from £275.00)

**OLIVETI Model 318/328**
- ASCII coded
- Paper tape reader and punch
- TTY compatible interface
- RS 232 line unit
- Free optional stand
- £100.00 (correspondence quality u / f case version available at £250.00)

**COMPUTER APPRECIATION**

86 High Street, Bletchingley, Surrey 0883 (Godstone) 843221

---

**AP DIP Jumpers Lowest Prices in the UK!**

**Compare These Prices!**

**FLAT RIBBON CABLE ASSEMBLIES WITH DIP CONNECTORS**

AP DIP Jumpers are the low-cost, high quality solution for jumpering within a PC board; interconnecting between boards, backplanes and motherboards, interfacing In/Out/Output signals; and more.

All assemblies use ribbon cable. Standard lengths are 6, 12, 18, 24 and 36 inches.

**SINGLE-ENDED DIP JUMPERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pins</th>
<th>36&quot;</th>
<th>12&quot;</th>
<th>18&quot;</th>
<th>24&quot;</th>
<th>36&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>£1.75</td>
<td>£1.75</td>
<td>£1.75</td>
<td>£1.75</td>
<td>£1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>£1.94</td>
<td>£1.94</td>
<td>£1.94</td>
<td>£1.94</td>
<td>£1.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ADDITIONAL OPTIONS**

- Available with 14, 16, 24 and 40 contacts.
- Mate with standard IC sockets.
- Fully assembled and tested.
- Integral molded-on strain relief.
- Line-by-line probability.
- Faster and Easier is what we’re all about.

**AP PRODUCTS INCORPORATED**

PO Box 19
SAFFRON WALDEN ESSEX
Tel: (0799) 22036
"HOW CAN I BE SURE OF BUYING THE RIGHT VIDEO?"

It's easy to make mistakes when buying video equipment. Buy the cheapest and you may soon find that it can't meet the varying needs of all the people (in marketing, management, training and security, for example) who will want to use it.

Buy the most expensive and you could literally waste thousands on features never used.

Forget compatibility and the future and you could find yourself spending more money on extra equipment to meet the varying needs of others or discarding equipment you've just bought.

Bell & Howell provide the answer.

"WIDE CHOICE, GOOD ADVICE."

Through our network of Video Centres, we at Bell & Howell distribute one of the largest video ranges in the U.K. This means that we can offer well-founded advice about the many options and thus help you avoid investing in mistakes. So talk to us before buying video.

Ask us "What's right for me?"

We answer that question by first helping you to define how you're going to use a video system.

We pose the questions buyers often forget to ask (and sellers sometimes ignore). Who will use it? When? Where? Is colour necessary? Do you want a lot of tapes or a portable recorder, monitor and electronic editing suite?

Whatever it is, we make this promise:

AND SUPERSHIELD.

No matter what you buy from the Bell & Howell video range, our unique Supershield warranty will guarantee you free adjustments, repairs or replacements (except for tapes and tubes) for two years after purchase. And if the job can't be done on the spot, we'll provide transport to and from a specially equipped Supershield video workshop.

Like our practical advice, that's also free. Because we believe Service starts before a sale and continues long, long after.

Let Bell & Howell show you the answer.

To Peter Gasp, Bell & Howell A.V Ltd., Freepost, Wembley, Middlesex HA9 1BR.

I'd like to discuss video with Bell & Howell

Name

Organisation

Address

Bell & Howell

JVC CAMERAS, JVC RECORDERS, JVC STUDIO EQUIPMENT, JVC MONITORS, ELECTROHOME MONITORS. FULL VIDEO DEP.

Call your secretary, factory manager, accountant or even hold a conference—all at the press of a button using the first easy to install 100% British designed and manufactured Duplex Intercom System.

People in the know, keep in touch.

Write or phone NOW for further details.

Barkway Electronics Ltd., Barkway, Royston, Herts SG8 7EF, England.

Tel: Barkway (0763 841) 666

Telex: 617651 BARCOM G

Barkway keeps you in touch...

ELECTROVALUE COMPONENTS THAT COUNT

Call your secretary, factory manager, accountant or even hold a conference—all at the press of a button using the first easy to install 100% British designed and manufactured Duplex Intercom System.

Call your secretary, factory manager, accountant or even hold a conference—all at the press of a button using the first easy to install 100% British designed and manufactured Duplex Intercom System.

People in the know, keep in touch.

Write or phone NOW for further details.
"HOW CAN I BE SURE OF BUYING THE RIGHT VIDEO?"

It's easy to make mistakes when buying video equipment. Buy the cheapest and you may soon find that it can't meet the varying needs of all the people (in marketing, management, training and security, for example) who will want to use it.

Buy the most expensive and you could literally waste thousands on features never used.

Forget compatibility and the future and you could find yourself spending more money on extra equipment - or discarding equipment you've just bought.

WIDE CHOICE, GOOD ADVICE.

Through our network of Video Centres, we at Bell & Howell distribute one of the largest video ranges in the U.K. This means that we can offer well-founded advice about the many options and thus help you avoid investing in mistakes. So talk to us before buying video.

And where? Your own programmes? Will you use tapes (some manufacturers sometimes ignore). Who will use it? When? How you're going to use a video system.

We pose the questions buyers often forget to ask (and sellers sometimes ignore). Whether you want a lot or just a few tapes and tubes) for two years after purchase. And you free adjustments, repairs or replacements (except monochrome camera with a VHS video recorder).

We believe Service starts before a sale and continues long, long after.

Let Bell & Howell show you the answer.

To Piers Gla...r, Address

I'd like to discuss video with Bell & Howell.

Name
Organisation
Address

Bell & Howell
Bell & Howell
Bell & Howell

JVC CAMERAS, JVC RECORDERS, JVC STUDIO EQUIPMENT, JVC MONITORS, ELECTRONIC MONITORS, FILM VIDEO, TAPE
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Exorciser Compatible Products

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9600 MPU Module</td>
<td>£330.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9601 Motherboard (16 kbit)</td>
<td>£128.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9603 Motherboard (28 kbit)</td>
<td>£173.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9602 Card cage (Kit)</td>
<td>£65.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9610 Prototyping Board</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9612 EPROM/RAM Module</td>
<td>£191.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9620 port parallel I/O (with 2 IFA 3)</td>
<td>£225.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9630 port parallel I/O (with 2 IFA 3)</td>
<td>£185.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9622 Combination Serial/Parallel I/O Module</td>
<td>£250.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9612 Buffered Utility Prototyping Board</td>
<td>£55.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9627 8L6K RAM Module (48k 16k bytes)</td>
<td>£235.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9627 16K RAM Module (48k 16k bytes)</td>
<td>£305.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9627A 16K RAM Module (100k 16k bytes)</td>
<td>£410.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9630 Card Extender</td>
<td>£40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9640 Multiple Programmable Timer</td>
<td>£269.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9640 Multiple Programmable Timer (Pc separated)</td>
<td>£285.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9650 8 port Duplex serial I/O (with 8 x 685-ns)</td>
<td>£240.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9650-2 port Duplex serial interval (with 2 x 685-ns)</td>
<td>£207.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9670 Relay Contact Module</td>
<td>£75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9680 Card Puller</td>
<td>£9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9610 32/32 I/O Module</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SPECIAL OFFER: 2716 (+ SV Version) £18.50

Hi-Fi DRIVE UNITS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cable Tone 850/000</td>
<td>£49.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cable Tone 1050/000</td>
<td>£50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cable Tone 1350/000</td>
<td>£69.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cable Tone 1650/000</td>
<td>£73.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cable Tone 2250/000</td>
<td>£75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cable Tone 2550/000</td>
<td>£79.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cable Tone 3050</td>
<td>£99.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cable Tone 3150/000</td>
<td>£109.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cable Tone 3250/000</td>
<td>£118.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cable Tone 3450/000</td>
<td>£118.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cable Tone 3550/000</td>
<td>£130.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A new generation of cases...

The latest additions to the Boccon range of instrument cases are a masterpiece of modern tooling.

The Boccon Desk series is made in black a.b.s. in sizes. These beautiful mouldings combine highly polished surfaces with flat, textured areas on the top. The front panel is natural anodised aluminium, angled to provide three separate surfaces.

The Boccon Commander is a large keyboard and display enclosure made in black foam plastic. The housing is designed to accept most proprietry keyboards. The front and rear panels are satin anodised aluminium. There is a second smaller Commander constructed as two clip-together halves in black a.b.s. again with anodised panels.

For further information on these superb cases please write, telephone or circle the enquiry card.
Exoriser Compatible Products

- 9600 MPU Module £390.00
- 9601 Motherboard (16 slot) £128.65
- 9601 Motherboard (8 slot) £73.60
- 9602 Card cage (Kit) £55.00
- 9610 Prototyping Board N/A
- 9616 32K EPROM/ROM Module £191.00
- 9620 16 port parallel 1/O (with 8 PIA's) £225.00
- 9620 16 port parallel 1/O (with 2 PIA's) £185.00
- 9622 Combination Serial/Parallel 1/O Module £200.00
- 9624 Buffered Utility Prototyping Board 1.5k N/A
- 9627 8 16K RAM Module (400s 16k bytes) £235.00
- 9627 8 16K RAM Module (400s 16k bytes) £506.00
- 9627 A 16K RAM Module (800s 16k bytes) £418.00
- 9620 Card Extender £44.00
- 9640 Multiple Programmable Timer £269.40
- 9640 Multiple Programmable Timer (Part populated) £285.00
- 9650 8 port Duplex serial 1/O (with 8 x 650 x 16) £240.50
- 9650 2 port Duplex serial 1/O (with 2 x 650 x 16) £207.00
- 9670 Relay Contact Module £275.00
- 9680 Card Puller £9.95
- 9610 32/32 I/O Module £7.50

SPECIAL OFFER: 2716 (+ SV Version) £18.50

A new generation of cases...

The latest additions to the Boccon range of instrument cases are a masterpiece of modern tooling.

The Boccon Desk series is made in black a.b.s. in four sizes. These beautiful mouldings combine highly polished surfaces with flat, textured areas on the top. The front panel is natural anodised aluminium, angled to provide three separate surfaces.

The Boccon Commander is a large keyboard and display enclosure made in black foam plastic. The housing is designed to accept most proprietary keyboards. The front and rear panels are satin anodised aluminium. There is a second smaller Commander constructed as two clip-together halves in black a.b.s. again with anodised panels.

For further information on these superb cases please write, telephone or circle the enquiry card.
BAILEY 30 WATT AMPLIFIER

VIB 910 Vertical needle louting Super 14 II deck's as well as our own Line S-Hood Cassette Recorders. £91.95. £79.95 VAT. 99.99p No VAT.

LINSLEY HOOD 30 WATT AMPLIFIER

Cassette Heads

CASSETE HEADS

FHS 1 TUNING AUDI , SUPER HEAD, Stereo R.P. Long-life dual FM/AM. £9.95. £8.95 VAT. £89.95 No VAT.

Stuart Tape Circuits

For more details on these products please contact our sales department.

We are the actual importers of these brands and only trade quantity enquiries.

All prices plus VAT

SPECIAL BARGAIN OFFER LENCO FFR CASSETTE DECK

LINSLEY HOOD CASSETTE RECORDER 1

Our new improved performance model of the Linsley Hood Cassette Recorders incorporates a number of features which have been introduced into our Cassette Recorder 1. These include a new improved performance model of the Linsley Hood Cassette Recorder 1.

For further details on these products please contact our sales department.

We are the actual importers of these brands and only trade quantity enquiries.

All prices plus VAT

BAILEY 30 WATT AMPLIFIER

VIB 910 Vertical needle louting Super 14 II deck's as well as our own Line S-Hood Cassette Recorders. £91.95. £79.95 VAT. 99.99p No VAT.

LINSLEY HOOD 30 WATT AMPLIFIER

Cassette Heads

CASSETE HEADS

FHS 1 TUNING AUDI , SUPER HEAD, Stereo R.P. Long-life dual FM/AM. £9.95. £8.95 VAT. £89.95 No VAT.

Stuart Tape Circuits

For more details on these products please contact our sales department.

We are the actual importers of these brands and only trade quantity enquiries.

All prices plus VAT

SPECIAL BARGAIN OFFER LENCO FFR CASSETTE DECK

LINSLEY HOOD CASSETTE RECORDER 1
We are the Designer Approved suppliers of kits for this excellent design. The Author's and sockets for easy assembly and test. Sophisticated modular guarantees the engineering design of the kit. Advanced features include: High reputation tells all you need to know about the circuitry and Hart expertise and experience improves appearance and removes the need for the cassette transport to be set back. New metalwork make this a most satisfying kit to build. Also included at no extra cost is our VU Vertical front loading Super Hi-li deck, as used in our new Linsley-Hood actual Complete Head. Stereo Recorder 2. £31.99 +VAT. Set of knobs £1.46 +VAT.

DECIBEL ANALYSERS.

SCHWARZ 1045/8, 12.5. £10p, Q.m amp.; £25. £2.5p.

MERCIER Correct limited, Dimensions 7/8ths. Following types available. 5 Watts @ 3.4, 6.1, 13-17 Watts @ 25, 161, 17-22 Watts @ 14.16. Plus £1.50 each package.

All the above power supply units are 230V AC input and are stabilized and regulated and tested. All are fully tested before despatch. When ordering please quote the model number of the kit with all our equipment there is a money-back guarantee if it cannot completely satisfice.

MOUNTING M Lucerne 210.3 3000MHz. AM/FM. RADIOCOMM 6/1 3.3 230MHz. AM / FM. RACAL 400 3.6 600MHz. AM/FM.

*CENTRUM PERSONAL COOLING FANS* Made by Peron Holland. These are very high quality, quiet running fans, specially designed for the cooling of all types of electronic equipment. Measures 4.5x4.5x1.5in. Quiet running fans, designed to be used in exactly the same manner as a motor and fan. Each is equipped with a plug-in nightlight and each unit is tested before despatch.

J. L. Linsley Hood High Quality Cassette Recorder 2

LINSLEY HOOD CASSETTE RECORDER 2

LINSLEY HOOD CASSETTE RECORDER 1

SUPER BARGAIN OFFER LENCO FFR CASSETTE DECK

CASSETTE HEADS

LINSLEY HOOD 30-WATT AMPLIFIER

BAILEY 30 WATT AMPLIFIER

ROHDE & SCHWARZ

P. F. RALFE ELECTRONICS

DC POWER SUPPLIES

MARGONI

MARGONI

BECKNAM TURNS COUNTER DIODES

REPRINTS OF Postscript, 12p. +VAT.

ADVANCE CONSTANT VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS

KAY ELETTRONICA SONO-GRAPH

POSTSCRIPT

INDEPENDENT FM PROGRAMMER

AID TO YOUR

POWER SUPPLIES

CROSS MATCHING IMPACT PRINTER

Super Print 800

Superprint 800

INTERGIRL EPROM PROGRAMMER

ZT Driving Computer

II

AID TO YOUR

FUEL MANAGEMENT

Miles per gallon instant Miles per gallon Average "Miles per gallon" column "Miles per gallon" Average "Miles per hour" column "Miles per hour" Average "Gallons used since Fillup" Times "Gallons used since Fillup" Times "Miles to empty" "Mile to empty" "Miles to empty" "Mile to empty" Times "Miles on trip to empty" "Miles on trip to empty" "Miles on trip to empty" "Miles on trip to empty" "Miles on trip to empty" "Miles on trip to empty" "Miles on trip to empty" "Miles on trip to empty" "Miles on trip to empty" Fuel Used 1-3%

TO THE CAR

FUEL COST EFFICIENT FUEL MANAGEMENT

"Miles per gallon" instant "Miles per gallon" Average "Miles per gallon" column "Miles per gallon" Average "Miles per hour" column "Miles per hour" Average "Gallons used since Fillup" Times "Gallons used since Fillup" Times "Miles to empty" "Mile to empty" "Miles to empty" "Mile to empty" Times "Miles on trip to empty" "Miles on trip to empty" "Miles on trip to empty" "Miles on trip to empty" "Miles on trip to empty" "Miles on trip to empty" "Miles on trip to empty" "Miles on trip to empty" "Miles on trip to empty" Fuel Used 1-3%
Careers in the electronics industry

Types of work available and what you need for them

by Ronald G. Slater, F.I.E.R.E. TJB Electrotechnical Personnel Services

This review sets out some of the careers which the electronics industry has to offer, the academic qualifications which are needed and the possible rewards. It is intended to help those who are already employed in the industry, although electronics is very certainly possible to succeed without formal qualifications if it is increasingly difficult to do so and almost certainly the entry point on the career ladder will be determined by the educational course which has been followed and by the qualifications which have been attained.

Although in terms of employment there will be considerable overlap, technical personnel in the electronics industry can, in general, be divided into the three grades recognised by the European Council of Ordinaries of B.S., Technicians, 'Technicians Engineers' and 'Chartered Engineers'. To become registered in any of these grades needs specified academic attainments plus a laid down period of training experience and responsibility. Registration will normally be made through an appropriate society or institution. For Technicians and Technician Engineers these are the Society of Electronic and Technical Engineers (SERT) and the Institution of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEET); for Chartered Engineers there are also two institutions, these being the Institution of Electrical Engineers (IIE) and the Institution of Electronic and Radio Engineers. Any one who is seriously attempting to carve a career in electronics should strive for corporate membership of an appropriate professional society or institution; not only for the qualification and the letters it allows one to append after one's name but for the facilities it provides for mixing with persons with similar professional interests and for keeping up-to-date with advances in technology.

Full details of the requirements for registration as a Technician, Technician Engineer or Chartered Engineer are available from the organisations mentioned above, all of which are in the London telephone directory. Very briefly, the choice of 'academic' requirements at present is as follows: Professional journals and the technical press; if it is not, then it can only lead to frustration and discontent. It really comes down to the not easy task of knowing oneself and one's capabilities. We do not all have the ability to become a first-rate researcher or the managing director of a large company. It is better, far better, to become a first-rate technician, a moderately able production engineer or an accountant.

There is just one further thing to be said about education and that is quite simply that it is not a 'once and for all' experience. It is, or should be, a continuing process that will go on for the whole of a person's career. This is particularly necessary in an industry such as electronics where technical advances are so rapid. Continuing education may take the form of 'in-house' courses, short courses at educational establishments, attendance at conferences or diligent reading of professional journals and the technical press.

Types of jobs

In electronics there is a very wide range of jobs and careers available, and within the confines of this article it is not possible to give an exhaustive list. In addition the names used to describe various tasks may vary from company to company and, particularly in the smaller companies, there may be considerable overlap in the tasks one is called upon to perform. The following will, however, represent the main activities of a typical company:

Research

Design and development

Production engineering

Quality and reliability engineering

Test

Sales and marketing

Installation and commissioning

Service

Within these you go into may be divided into educational attainments and personal inclinations, plus, of course, the availability of jobs within the desired location. The following paragraphs outline the educational and personal attributes which are generally necessary in the various sectors of the industry:

Research. The primary reason for research is to extend the frontiers of knowledge. A great deal of fundamental research is being carried out by the larger manufacturers. Many research projects will require the services of multidisciplinary teams which may consist of materials scientists, physicists, mathematicians, electronic physicists, etc. To take an active part in research will generally require the acquisition of highly specialized qualifications and an ability for at least a good first degree and possibly a second degree (e.g., M.Sc., Ph.D.). It also calls for a questioning mind, an ability for innovation and the willingness to continue to seek for a solution where none seems possible. In terms of self-esteem and inner satisfaction the rewards of successful research can be very great, but not all research is successful and it is all too easy to accept one's defeat, preferably after months or, even years, and then be called 'a failure' by the manager or director of research it is also essential to have that fine judgement which can distinguish the successful and which should be abandoned.

Development and design. The purpose of design and development is to produce some product or service and to manufacture it and sell it. The 'something' may range from a single component such as a relay or valve to a complex computer-controlled data communication system. It may by one or more persons, or by need the expertise of a number of multidisciplinary teams. The range of engineers working outside specialist companies in, for instance, the design and supply of large scale integrated circuits.

In most cases the precise objective will be known and the design and development work may have to be carried out within the constraints of a tight performance specification and against a rigid time scale while at the same time taking account of national, international or military standards.

The most usual qualification for a design and development engineer is a degree in electrical and/or electronic engineering or a related subject such as physics or computer science, but sometimes qualifications such as HND and HNC are often acceptable, especially if backed up by relevant experience.

Apart from technical knowledge the design and development engineer is a strong human being, confident in his ability to deal with others, quick to learn and quick to adapt to new techniques. The generalisation is a necessity for, as in any other area of engineering, there is more and more overlap between disciplines and between companies. The design and development engineer has to be aware of the whole design and development process and to be able to cope with difficult situations. Also it will often involve close liaison with a customer's own technical staff and the ability to quickly appreciate a problem outside of one's own experience and to act accordingly.

The design and development work is often carried out by multidisciplinary teams, and so to some extent in polytechnics. Much original work is also done in the very fine research laboratories of the many design and development companies. Some companies have complete teams of research and development engineers while others may use the services of several companies. The research and development work is often carried out by multidisciplinary teams, and so to some extent in polytechnics. Much original work is also done in the very fine research laboratories of the many design and development companies.
CAREERS IN THE ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY

Types of work available and what you need for them

by Ronald G. Slater, F.I.E.E. T.J.B. Electrotechnical Personnel Services

WIRELESS WORLD, MAY 1980

This review sets out some of the careers which the electronics industry has to offer, the academic qualifications which are needed and the possible rewards. It is intended to help those who are already employed in the industry, although it should also help those who are training for a career in the industry but who have not yet started work and, last but by no means least, the younger readers who, though they have an interest in radio or electronics, have not yet decided on their careers.

Perhaps the first question to be asked is 'Can the electronics industry provide a worthwhile career at all?' This question is not so absurd as it may seem, especially if it is qualified by the words 'in the UK'. Only a decade or so ago it may have been thought that the steel industry or the automobile industry might offer a worthwhile career; the position now is somewhat more doubtful. A young man or woman embarking on a career may have a working life of some 40 years ahead of him or her. It would indeed be rash to forecast the path of any industry over so long a period, especially one such as electronics where changes and advances in technology are so rapid. Yet, while it would be foolhardy to forecast the changes in technology, it can be predicted with almost complete certainty that more and more sophisticated forms of communication will be demanded, that more and more processes in commerce and industry will become automated, and that the use of electronics, in one form or another, will be more widespread in industry, commerce, and the home.

Hand-in-hand with this will go an increasing demand for electronics engineers and technicians at all levels to design, produce, test, install and service an expanding conglomeration of even more sophisticated equipment.

Education and qualifications

Twenty or thirty years ago formal qualifications were of very much less importance than they are today and many employers of professional engineering professions by dint of experience, perseverance and 'green fingers'. In the intervening years qualifications have assumed ever-increasing importance, partly due to the greater sophistication and complexity of technology and partly to the increasing availability of technical education and training. Although it is possible to succeed without formal qualifications it is increasingly difficult to do so and almost certainly the entry point on the career ladder will be determined by the educational course which has been followed and by the qualifications which have been attained.

Although in terms of employment there will be considerable overlap, technical personnel in the electronics industry can, in general, be divided into the three grades recognised by the Engineering Council, Board of Examiners, namely 'Technicians', 'Technician Engineers' and 'Chartered Engineers'. To become registered in any of these grades needs specified academic attainments plus a laid down period of training experience and responsibility. Registration will normally be made through an appropriate society or institution. For Technicians and Technician Engineers these are the Society of Electronic and Technicians (SERT) and the Institution of Electrical and Electronic Technicians (IEET); for Chartered Engineers there are also two institutions, being the Institution of Electrical Engineers (IEEE) and the Institution of Electronic and Radio Engineers. Any one who is seriously attempting to carve a career in electronics should strive for corporate membership of an appropriate professional society or institution; not only for the qualification and the letters it allows one to append after one's name but for the facilities it provides for mixing with persons with similar professional interests and for keeping up-to-date with advances in technology.

Full details of the requirements for registration as a Technician, Technician Engineer or Chartered Engineer are available from the organisations mentioned above, all of which are in the London telephone directory. Very briefly, the choice of 'academic requirements at present is as follows:

Technicians

Ordinary National Certificate (ONC) in Engineering, with at least one electrical subject, approved by the Engineering Council;

Approved TEC (Technician Education Council) Certificate in Telecommunications, Electronics Technicians;

Chartered Engineers

Engineering with at least one electrical subject, approved by the Engineering Council;

Certificate in Electronics, approved by the Engineering Council;

Some training courses in the Armed Services are also acceptable, e.g., Royal Air Force, Royal Navy, and Royal Armoured Corps.

Technician Engineers

Higher National Certificate or Diploma (HNC or HND) in Electrical and Electronic Engineering;

Chartered Engineers

A university or CCAA (Council for National Academic Awards) degree in Electronic Engineering;

Chartered Certified Accountants in Electronic or Related Subjects;

In all three grades there are certain other qualifications which may be acceptable. There are also several changes which have been made, particularly in the Technician and Technician Engineer qualifications. Full advice on these is readily available from the institutions.

In the grades there are other qualifications which may be acceptable. There are also several changes which have been made, particularly in the Technician and Technician Engineer qualifications. Full advice on these is readily available from the institutions. It is also a good idea to seek advice from them before embarking on a course of study.

The course of study followed by a young person may be influenced by personal circumstances, such as the mundane need to earn money at an early age, or availability of jobs in the locality. The Technician or Technician Engineer qualifications are part-time studies, e.g., evening classes, day release, block release, or a combination thereof. To obtain qualifications, the average Chartered Engineer level full-time study is about four years and this will usually be in the form of a sandwich course consisting of part-time and full-time study. In many cases, a fair degree of commercial awareness. Also it will often involve close liaison with a customer's own technical staff and the ability to quickly appreciate a problem outside of one's own particular discipline as instanced when electronic engineering is being employed to cure some other non-electronic function of process.

Research

The primary reason for research is to extend the frontiers of knowledge. A great deal of fundamental research is undertaken by government and, to some extent, in polytechnics. Much original work is also done in the very fine research laboratories of the larger manufacturers. Many research projects will require the services of multidisciplinary teams which may consist of materials scientists, physicists, mathematicians, electronic engineers, chemists, etc. To take an active part in research will generally require the acquisition of higher academic qualifications and training. Ambition is undoubtedly a very good thing, but it must be a realistic ambition. It is also all too easy to become frustrated and discontent. It really comes down to the not easy task of knowing oneself and one's capabilities. We do not all have the ability to become a great scientist or even a capable director of a large company. It is better, far better, to become a first-rate technician or manager. It is hard to be a first-rate technician or manager or director of research. It is also essential to have that fine judgement to know when you are making progress and which should be abandoned.

Design and development

The purpose of design and development is to produce something new and something which is man-made and sold. The 'something' may range from a single component such as a diode, which is man-made and sold, outside specialist companies in, for instance, the design and supply of large scale integrated circuits.

In most cases the precise objective will be known and the design and development work may be carried out within the constraints of a tight performance specification and against a rigid time scale while at the same time taking account of national, international and military standards.

The most usual qualification for a design and development engineer is a degree in electrical or electronic engineering or a related subject such as physics or computer science, but some qualifications such as HND and HNC are often acceptable, especially if backed up by relevant experience.

Apart from technical knowledge the design phase of the project will, more often than not, call for original and imaginative thinking and a disciplined and logical approach, plus in many cases, a fair degree of commercial awareness. Also it will often involve close liaison with a customer's own technical staff and the ability to quickly appreciate a problem outside of one's own particular discipline as instanced when electronic engineering is being employed to cure some other non-electronic function of process.

Between the original concept, design and development, and in some cases the actual production, the packaging and production of a product suitable for manufacture and manufacturing there is often a long path to tread; this is the
Some people stay in the industry a long time. Will Williams, a senior production technician at Eddystone Radio, has just celebrated his 50th year with the company. He started as a 15 year old "radio mechanic" in 1930. His first job was at Eddystone Radio, a small radio company in the UK. He worked in the production department and eventually became a production manager. He retired in 1977 and was still working as a consultant several years later.

Sales and marketing. A product without a customer is about as useful as a sick headache and, since few products sell themselves, lack of sales and marketing is a major concern for any company. Some people believe that it is more important to sell a product than to make it, while others think that sales and marketing are important but not as important as research and development. However, most people agree that sales and marketing is a crucial part of any company's strategy.

Cost. For many young technicians, the test equipment which is available is not as good as what they need to test. Many companies have to make do with what they have, but some companies are able to afford more expensive test equipment. The availability of test equipment can vary widely from company to company, and the cost of test equipment can also vary widely.

Installation and commissioning. In many cases, installation and commissioning of large equipment requires the expertise of an engineer or technician. In some cases, this work can be done by the manufacturer, but in other cases it may have to be done by the user. In any case, it is important to make sure that the equipment is installed and commissioned properly.

Service. Service engineers are responsible for maintaining and repairing equipment which has been sold by the manufacturer. They must have the knowledge and skills to do this work, and they must be able to work efficiently and effectively.

Some of the above remarks apply only when one is considering the various sectors of the industry such as communications, computers, electronics, and the like. However, for example, many engineers shy away from working in the aerospace industry whereas in fact this is the sector where many engineers are still working.

Footnotes

1. Service engineers are of three types: technicians, engineers, and managers. The technicians are responsible for the hands-on work, the engineers are responsible for the design and planning, and the managers are responsible for the overall operation of the company.

2. Some types of equipment are more complex than others, and some types are more difficult to service than others. For example, some types of equipment are more prone to failure than others, and some types are more difficult to repair than others.

3. Fixing equipment is not always easy, and sometimes it takes a great deal of time and effort to get it working properly.

4. Nevertheless, fixing equipment is often necessary in order to keep the company running smoothly.

5. Service engineers are sometimes referred to as "service technicians," "service engineers," or "service managers."
Some people stay in the industry a long time. Will Williams, a senior production engineer at Edelstone Radio, has just celebrated his 50th year with the company. He started as a 15 year old "cable mechanic" in 1930.

Spheres of production and engineering.

"Factory" still conjure up pictures of the dirty, smoky, dingy places where prototypes are manufactured, for the maintenance of equipment is regarded as a dirty word. This is in direct contrast to the attitude of technicians and engineers in the electronics industry. As an industry it is far less poor in recent years. Indeed, it seems almost to regard engineers as assets rather than liabilities. Engineering graduates take up production engineering. Production is a part of the whole development of a successful product. Engineering is the ability to test a single component against the quality function is very much a job for the specialist. He or she needs to have a thorough understanding of the product being sold. Clearly, the more complex and advanced the product the more important the evaluation is to the customer. The 'team' may consist of large equipments or systems, a technician who is interested in statistics and engineers as separate department. Again, although many of the above remarks have been treated very briefly and some cases the design of special test equipment. Furthermore, with the increasing use of automated test equipment it may also call for further skills, such as computer program writing. Test engineering can offer a good career in its own right; the chief test engineer is usually a person of some importance in the organisation. It provides a good grounding for a career in other areas such as development or production engineering.

Sales and marketing. A product without a customer is about as much good as a salesman. They either see him as a smooth talking 'Flash Harry' who will almost certainly have a company car, but he or she will be very much a job for the salesman. The 'team' may consist of large equipments or systems, a technician who is interested in statistics and engineers as separate department. Again, although many of the above remarks have been treated very briefly and some cases the design of special test equipment. Furthermore, with the increasing use of automated test equipment it may also call for further skills, such as computer program writing. Test engineering can offer a good career in its own right; the chief test engineer is usually a person of some importance in the organisation. It provides a good grounding for a career in other areas such as development or production engineering.

Installation and commissioning. In most cases where a number of large equipments or systems, a manufacturer will supply a team to carry out and commission the equipment. This is the sector where many major developments have been made. The personnel will concentrate on analogue techniques or digital techniques? Is there any future in communications or computers or consumer electronics etc, etc? These questions remain unanswered. It is important to everyone in, or entering, the electronics industry whether they be specialising in production or service engineering. To attempt to answer them would need another article but a few general remarks may be helpful.

In the first place it will usually be necessary to specialise to some extent, even in a very broad area. In the case of the electronics industry this will be working round the clock and the salesperson will be expected to work on a shift basis - for which they will be paid. It is generally agreed that service engineers will be employed in servicing but in some cases, especially in dealing with the more sophisticated systems, such as diagnostic programming may be required. Service is a good career for people who like solving problems and putting things right. Field servicing, which provides direct contact with the customer, can be a good starting off point for a subsequent career in service engineering.

Service engineers. They are a big part of the electronics industry and with the emphasis on digital techniques, it is true that the microprocessor will make an impact in many areas of electronics and communications. However, there is a widespread demand for good analogue designers and this is likely to continue for some years. The enthusiasm with which so many young engineers have followed digital and microprocessor courses, especially those in the electronics industry seem newly to be given a renewed vigour. This is the reason that many young engineers are now beginning to show a scarcity value. In other words do not necessarily try to get on the next big thing. Other areas, such as radio and television, have always been popular areas may pay off in the long run.

The above remarks apply more when one is considering the various sectors of the industry such as communications, production, avionics, components. Excellent careers are available in most sectors and what you choose is really a matter of personal inclination and interest. It may be that you wish to go into an area not always the superficially most glamorous sector which offers the most interesting challenges. For example, many engineers shy away from the whole electronics industry whereas in fact this is the sector where many people stay in the industry a long time.
**TELEVISION**

**BROADCAST ENGINEER**

We require an Engineer to join the staff of our rapidly expanding Video Cassette Duplicating Facility. The candidate should have a minimum of three years experience in broadcast television with specific knowledge of Quad and Helical Scan, VTR's, flying spot Telecines and related systems.

The candidate should be qualified to HNC, full technical certificate, degree or equivalent qualification. The job reports to the Technical Manager and the successful candidate will be responsible for maintenance of technical trainees and the installation of additional facilities. An excellent salary will be offered, commensurate with qualification and experience.

Please reply in confidence to: I.V.S. (U.K.) LTD., 32 Eveline Road, Mitcham, Surrey, or telephone: 01-648 6235.

---

**ELECTRONICS TECHNICIANS**

**S. LONDON** to £6,000 p.a.

Electronics technicians are required for interesting work in the Production Engineering Department of Dolby Laboratories. Duties will involve prototype work and the design manufacture and maintenance of A.T.E. and similar equipment.

Qualifications: Several years' experience in electronics and an ability to work without close supervision. Sound constructional abilities essential. For appointment forms contact:

Phil Marshall
DOLBY LABORATORIES INC.
346 CLAPHAM ROAD
LONDON, SW9
TEL. 01-720 1111

---

**FOREIGN AND COMMONWEALTH OFFICE**

has vacancies for

**BROADCAST RELAY ENGINEERS**

to serve a one-year contract (unaccompanied) on duty of the island of Masirah (off the coast of Oman).

Applications are invited from engineers with experience of the operation and maintenance of high-powered radio transmitters, and who hold a third-year City and Guilds Certificate in Telecommunications or its equivalent.

SALARY: £16,852 per annum plus a tax-free allowance of £1,185 per annum for a single officer or £3,040 per annum for an unaccompanied married officer.

Please apply to:

Recruitment Section
Foreign and Commonwealth Office
Hanslope Park, Hanslope
Milton Keynes, MK19 7BH

---

**Computer and Electronics Engineers and Technicians**

**Can you grow at 30% per year and more?**

We do — and to help us maintain our expansion plans, we need dynamic engineers at our new multi-million pound, microcomputer manufacturing facility at Ayr in the West of Scotland.

**Hardware Support Engineers**

We are looking for people with experience of 16 bit minicomputers and their associated peripherals to plan and monitor the introduction of new models over the next six years and to provide technical support to the production department on hardware and systems problems.

Some travel to our parent company in Maynard, Massachusetts, would be required in the course of your duties. Product specific training would be provided where necessary.

**Production Engineers**

We need Production Engineers with experience of assembly and test measures and procedures to undertake process specification and method improvement programmes in our systems test areas, where computers are tested for reliability prior to shipment to the customer's site.

These positions would suit engineers from similar disciplines or customer engineers who wish to return to a manufacturing environment having gained experience of the types of problems seen in the field.

**Systems Test Technicians**

Responsible for test and repair on a full range of minicomputer based systems. These systems include: C.P.U.'s of various memory sizes; Disc drives; Mag tapes; V.D.U. U.S. Printer's, etc.

Test methods include the running of diagnostic software and customer operating systems to a high level of acceptability and quality.

The people we are looking for will have at least 2-3 years experience in the electronics industry and preferably in computers.

Comprehensive in-house training is available on a wide range of our products (i.e. hardware and software).

---

**LOCATE**

**Make our future your future**

---

**Electronics & Computer Test**

**To £7,500**

Use your C&G/CNEC/HNC/Forces Training and good DIGITAL/ANALOGUE/RF experience to advantage. Working with state-of-the-art MILS/MICROPROCESSOR, LSI/MS COMMUNICATIONS, RADAR, T.V./HIFI, microwave, communication systems, and similar equipment. Most UK areas. Ask for Ken Sykes.

---

**CAPITAL APPOINTMENTS LTD.**

**THE UK's No. 1 ELECTRONICS AGENCY**

Design, Data and Test to £9,000

Ask for Brian Cormack

SALES to £12,000 plus car

Ask for Ken Sykes

FIELD SALES (Al) to £15,000 plus car

Ask for Paul Welling

We have vacancies in ALL AREAS of the UK

Telephone: 01-637 5551 (3 lines)
Advertisements accepted up to 12 noon Tuesday, May 6th for June issue, subject to space being available.

DISPLAYED APPOINTMENTS VACANT: £10.00 per single col. centimetre (min. 3cm). LINE advertisements (run out): £1.50 per line, minimum three lines.

BOX NUMBERS: 70p extra. ( Replies should be addressed to the Box Number in the advertisement.) c/o Wireless World, Donnet House, Stamford Street, London SE1 9LU.

PHONE: Mike Thraves 01-261 8508. Classified Advertisement Rates are currently zero rated for the purpose of V.A.T.

Career in Electronics

Our clients are major companies in avionics, defence, microprocessors, microwave, communication systems, radar, T.V./Hi-fi, electronics and other fields.

This is an opportunity to secure a sound financial future for yourself and to become involved with the latest developments in electronics technology in either service or manufacturing.

If you are interested in obtaining a career with a future contact Alan Elmes on 0763 852453 for the latest in Electronic Vacancies.

PROSPECT RECRUITMENT ELECRONICS DIVISION
PROSPECT HOUSE, GULDEN MORDEN, ROYDON, HERTS, SG18 9JS

FORTEIGN AND COMMONWEALTH OFFICE
has vacancies for

BROADCAST RELAY ENGINEERS
to serve a one-year contract (unaccompanied) tour of duty on the island of Masirah (off the coast of Oman).

Applications are invited from engineers with experience of the operation and maintenance of high-powered radio transmitters, and who hold a third-year City and Guilds Certificate in Telecommunications or its equivalent.

SALARY: £16,852 per annum plus a tax-free allowance of £1,185 per annum for a single officer or £3,040 per annum for an unaccompanied married officer.

Please apply to:
Recruitment Section
Foreign and Commonwealth Office
Hanapole Park, Hanapole
Ipswich, Suffolk, MK19 7BH

Computer and Electronics Engineers

We do — and to help us maintain our expansion plans, we need dynamic engineers at our new multi-million pound, mini-computer manufacturing facility at Ayr in the West of Scotland.

Hardware Support Engineers

We are looking for people with experience of 16 bit minicomputers and their associated peripherals to plan and monitor the introduction of new models over the next 3 years and to provide technical support to the production department on hardware and systems problems.

Some travel to our parent company in Maynard, Worcestershire, would be required in the course of your duties. Product specific training would be provided where necessary.

Production Engineers

We need Production Engineers with experience of assembly and test measures and procedures to undertake process specification and method improvement programmes in our systems test areas, where computers are tested for reliability prior to shipment to the customer’s site.

These positions would suit engineers from similar disciplines or customer engineers who wish to return to a manufacturing environment having gained experience of the types of problems seen in the field.

Systems Test Technicians

Responsible for test and repair on a full range of microcomputer systems. These systems include: C.P.U.’s of various memory sizes; Disc drives; Mag tapes; V.D.U., U.S. Printer’s, etc.

Test methods include the running of diagnostic software and customer operating systems to a high level of acceptability and quality.

The people we are looking for will have at least 2/3 years experience in the electronics industry and preferably in mini-computers.

Comprehensive in-house training is available on a wide range of our products (i.e. hardware and software).

Please apply to:
Gus Gannon
Digital Equipment Scotland Limited
Mossmill, Ayr, Scotland
Tel: Freefone 8508

To the right of the people we offer very competitive salaries and the wide range of benefits you’d expect from the world’s largest manufacturer of minicomputers. Full relocation assistance is available where applicable.

Our Ayr facility provides an excellent working environment and Ayr itself is a pleasant coastal resort situated some thirty miles south west of Glasgow, five miles from Prestwick International Airport and has good road and rail networks south and north. The area affords first-class housing, medical, educational and social facilities, plus a wide range of recreational pursuits (golf, fishing, sailing, etc).

If you have a degree, HNC or equivalent in an appropriate discipline, together with relevant experience — we’d like to hear from you.

Write or phone:

Phil Marshall
DOLBY LABORATORIES INC.
346 CLAPHAM ROAD
LONDON, SW9
TEL. 01-720 1111
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C&G / ONC / HNC / Forces Training

Applications for Association training are available at

THE ROYAL NELSON, 150 MINIBUS STREET, LONDON SW10

Tel: 01-673 5551

C & G / ONC / HNC / Forces Training

Applications for Association training are available at

THE ROYAL NELSON, 150 MINIBUS STREET, LONDON SW10

Tel: 01-673 5551

C & G / ONC / HNC / Forces Training

Applications for Association training are available at

THE ROYAL NELSON, 150 MINIBUS STREET, LONDON SW10

Tel: 01-673 5551
Appointments

Frustrated in R&D?
Join our Microprocessor Development Systems Sales Team
up to £10,000 + Car

Hewlett-Packard is a multi-national high technology company involved in the measurement and computation fields. We also have a brand new Microprocessor Development System for which we need highly technically oriented Field Sales Engineers. This is a state of the art product breaking new ground, and you would be able to make a special contribution as a member of a small and dedicated team. You will have the scope to use your initiative and entrepreneurial skills.

Ideally, you will be qualified to HNC Degree level, aged 25-35, and have had several years’ experience in industry, including 2 years within the digital computer microprocessor field. You should have skill in interfacing with people at all levels of management.

In addition to an excellent starting salary, we offer a range of benefits including:

- Two yearly cash profit sharing and Christmas bonus.
- Overseas holidays and life assurance schemes.
- 4 weeks holiday.

Please ring Mike Tristram in the Personnel Department on Wokingham 0875 600541 for an appointment, or write with curriculum vitae to the Personnel Department, Hewlett-Packard Limited, King Street Lane, Winnersh, Wokingham, Berks.

Electronic Engineers - What you want, where you want!

TJB Electrochemical Personnel Services is a specialised appointments service for electrical and electronic engineers. We have clients throughout the UK who urgently need technical staff at all levels from Junior Technician to Senior Management. Vacancies exist in all branches of electronics and allied disciplines - right through from design to marketing - at salary levels from around £4,000 to £6,000 p.a.

If you wish to make the most of your qualifications and experience and move another rung or two up the ladder we will be pleased to help you. All applications are treated in strict confidence and there is no danger of your present employer (or other companies you specify) being made aware of your application.

Please send me a TJB Appointments Registration form:

Name: __________________________
Address: ________________________

TJB ELECTROCHEMICAL PERSONNEL SERVICES,
12 Mount Ephraim,
Tonbridge, Kent, TN9 1AS.
Tel: 0892 39398

Audio Visual AIDS Technicians

Two experienced technicians are required by the Coventry Education Service.

One to maintain and repair language laboratories in schools. A knowledge of other visual equipment would be an advantage.

Salary £4,700-£5,723 per annum depending on qualifications and experience.

The second technician will maintain and repair the range of audio and video equipment in class TV, radio and sound systems in schools.

Salary £5,034-£6,475 per annum inclusive according to qualifications and experience.

Apply in writing giving details of age, qualifications, present posting, professional experience and the names and addresses of two referees to the Personnel Manager, Education Service Centre, Priory Road, Coventry. Stating for which post you wish to be considered.

Further information may be obtained from the Superintendent, M. W. Bowden, telephone no. 01-684 9390.

THE MIDDLESEX HOSPITAL MEDICAL SCHOOL

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN

A technician is needed with a good range of electronic apparatus.

Duties will include the use, maintenance and development of research, pastel otic, and teaching apparatus, including CTV equipment.

Applicants should have HNC, 2nd Class G.C.E. (or equivalent qualifications with experience). Overseas experience is preferred. Salary £4,100-£5,723 per annum depending on qualifications and experience.

Please apply in writing to the Superintendent, Out-patients Department of Physics, The Middlesex Hospital, Mortimer Street, London, W1. Tel. 01-637 6141.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE LONDON

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN

Grade 7

Is required to work in the Laboratory for Medical Physics, University Walk, London NW7. A knowledge of electronics and physics is essential. You should have a good overall knowledge of electronics and physics and be familiar with some form of associated laboratory work. Salary in the range £4,000-£4,500. The University is an equal opportunity employer.

Applications are invited from persons, including students from higher education institutions, who have recently gained their qualifications. Further particulars are available from the Personnel Officer, University College, London WC1E 6BT.

All the others are measured by us... At Marconi Instruments we ensure that the very best in innovative design is used on our range of communications test instruments and A.T.E. We have a number of interesting opportunities in our Design, Production and Service Departments and we can offer attractive salaries, productivity bonus, pension and sick pay schemes together with help over relocation. If you are interested to hear more, please fill in the following details:-

Marconi Instruments Limited, FREEPOST, St. Albans, Herts, AL4 8BR. Tel: St Albans 59292

Return this coupon to John Proddge, Marconi Instruments Limited, FREEPOST, St. Albans, Herts, AL4 8BR. Tel: St Albans 59292

Audio Visual AIDS Technicians

Two experienced technicians are required by the Coventry Education Service.

One to maintain and repair language laboratories in schools. A knowledge of other visual equipment would be an advantage.

Salary £4,700-£5,723 per annum depending on qualifications and experience.

The second technician will maintain and repair the range of audio and video equipment in class TV, radio and sound systems in schools.

Salary £5,034-£6,475 per annum inclusive according to qualifications and experience.

Apply in writing giving details of age, qualifications, present posting, professional experience and the names and addresses of two referees to the Personnel Manager, Education Service Centre, Priory Road, Coventry. Stating for which post you wish to be considered.

Further information may be obtained from the Superintendent, M. W. Bowden, telephone no. 01-684 9390.

THE MIDDLESEX HOSPITAL MEDICAL SCHOOL

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN

A technician is needed with a good range of electronic apparatus.

Duties will include the use, maintenance and development of research, pastel otic, and teaching apparatus, including CTV equipment.

Applicants should have HNC, 2nd Class G.C.E. (or equivalent qualifications with experience). Overseas experience is preferred. Salary £4,100-£5,723 per annum depending on qualifications and experience.

Please apply in writing to the Superintendent, Out-patients Department of Physics, The Middlesex Hospital, Mortimer Street, London, W1. Tel. 01-637 6141.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE LONDON

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN

Grade 7

Is required to work in the Laboratory for Medical Physics, University Walk, London NW7. A knowledge of electronics and physics is essential. You should have a good overall knowledge of electronics and physics and be familiar with some form of associated laboratory work. Salary in the range £4,000-£4,500. The University is an equal opportunity employer.

Applications are invited from persons, including students from higher education institutions, who have recently gained their qualifications. Further particulars are available from the Personnel Officer, University College, London WC1E 6BT.
Electronic Engineers – What you want, where you want!

TJB Electrotechnical Personnel Services is a specialised appointments service for electrical and electronic engineers. We have clients throughout the UK who urgently need technical staff at all levels from Junior Technician to Senior Management. Vacancies exist in all branches of electronics and allied disciplines – right through from design to marketing – at salary levels from around £4,000 to £8,000 p.a.

If you wish to make the most of your qualifications and experience and move another rung or two up the ladder we will be pleased to help you. All applications are treated in strict confidence and there is no danger of your present employer (or other companies you specify) being made aware of your application.

TJB ELECTROTECHNICAL PERSONNEL SERVICES,
12 Mount Ephraim,
Tonbridge, Kent, TN9 1BD.
Tel: 0892 93938

Please send me a TJB Appointments Registration form:

[ ] Name: ____________________________
[ ] Address: ___________________________

TJB

Audio Visual Aids Technicians

Two experienced technicians are required by the Coventry Education Service.

One to maintain and repair language laboratories in schools. Knowledge of other visual equipment would be an advantage.

Salary £4,700-£4,923 per annum depending on qualifications and experience.

The second technician will maintain and repair systems of audio and video equipment in the TV, Radio, and Projection units in schools.

Salary £5,034-£5,475 per annum inclusive according to qualifications and experience.

A D say in writing giving details of age, qualifications, present position, experience, and name and address of present employer should be sent to The Superintendent, Education Service Centre, Prince Charles Road, Coventry.

The Daily Press, Tettenhall, Wolverhampton.

Salary. We offer a range of salaries. We will negotiate on a salary in accordance with the qualifications and experience of the applicant.

Please ring Ms Trimagin in the Personnel Department on Wokingham 6731.4433 for an appointment for a full interview. You will have the opportunity to make a special contribution as a member of a small and dedicated team. You will have the scope to use your initiative and entrepreneurial skills.

TJB

Electronic Engineers – What you want, where you want!

TJB Electrotechnical Personnel Services is a specialised appointments service for electrical and electronic engineers. We have clients throughout the UK who urgently need technical staff at all levels from Junior Technician to Senior Management. Vacancies exist in all branches of electronics and allied disciplines – right through from design to marketing – at salary levels from around £4,000 to £8,000 p.a.

If you wish to make the most of your qualifications and experience and move another rung or two up the ladder we will be pleased to help you. All applications are treated in strict confidence and there is no danger of your present employer (or other companies you specify) being made aware of your application.

TJB ELECTROTECHNICAL PERSONNEL SERVICES,
12 Mount Ephraim,
Tonbridge, Kent, TN9 1BD.
Tel: 0892 93938

Please send me a TJB Appointments Registration form:

[ ] Name: ____________________________
[ ] Address: ___________________________

TJB

Audio Visual Aids Technicians

Two experienced technicians are required by the Coventry Education Service.

One to maintain and repair language laboratories in schools. Knowledge of other visual equipment would be an advantage.

Salary £4,700-£4,923 per annum depending on qualifications and experience.

The second technician will maintain and repair systems of audio and video equipment in the TV, Radio, and Projection units in schools.

Salary £5,034-£5,475 per annum inclusive according to qualifications and experience.

A D say in writing giving details of age, qualifications, present position, experience, and name and address of present employer should be sent to The Superintendent, Education Service Centre, Prince Charles Road, Coventry.

The Daily Press, Tettenhall, Wolverhampton.

Salary. We offer a range of salaries. We will negotiate on a salary in accordance with the qualifications and experience of the applicant.

Please ring Ms Trimagin in the Personnel Department on Wokingham 6731.4433 for an appointment for a full interview. You will have the opportunity to make a special contribution as a member of a small and dedicated team. You will have the scope to use your initiative and entrepreneurial skills.

TJB

Electronic Engineers – What you want, where you want!

TJB Electrotechnical Personnel Services is a specialised appointments service for electrical and electronic engineers. We have clients throughout the UK who urgently need technical staff at all levels from Junior Technician to Senior Management. Vacancies exist in all branches of electronics and allied disciplines – right through from design to marketing – at salary levels from around £4,000 to £8,000 p.a.

If you wish to make the most of your qualifications and experience and move another rung or two up the ladder we will be pleased to help you. All applications are treated in strict confidence and there is no danger of your present employer (or other companies you specify) being made aware of your application.

TJB ELECTROTECHNICAL PERSONNEL SERVICES,
12 Mount Ephraim,
Tonbridge, Kent, TN9 1BD.
Tel: 0892 93938

Please send me a TJB Appointments Registration form:

[ ] Name: ____________________________
[ ] Address: ___________________________

TJB

Audio Visual Aids Technicians

Two experienced technicians are required by the Coventry Education Service.

One to maintain and repair language laboratories in schools. Knowledge of other visual equipment would be an advantage.

Salary £4,700-£4,923 per annum depending on qualifications and experience.

The second technician will maintain and repair systems of audio and video equipment in the TV, Radio, and Projection units in schools.

Salary £5,034-£5,475 per annum inclusive according to qualifications and experience.

A D say in writing giving details of age, qualifications, present position, experience, and name and address of present employer should be sent to The Superintendent, Education Service Centre, Prince Charles Road, Coventry.

The Daily Press, Tettenhall, Wolverhampton.

Salary. We offer a range of salaries. We will negotiate on a salary in accordance with the qualifications and experience of the applicant.

Please ring Ms Trimagin in the Personnel Department on Wokingham 6731.4433 for an appointment for a full interview. You will have the opportunity to make a special contribution as a member of a small and dedicated team. You will have the scope to use your initiative and entrepreneurial skills.

TJB

Electronic Engineers – What you want, where you want!

TJB Electrotechnical Personnel Services is a specialised appointments service for electrical and electronic engineers. We have clients throughout the UK who urgently need technical staff at all levels from Junior Technician to Senior Management. Vacancies exist in all branches of electronics and allied disciplines – right through from design to marketing – at salary levels from around £4,000 to £8,000 p.a.

If you wish to make the most of your qualifications and experience and move another rung or two up the ladder we will be pleased to help you. All applications are treated in strict confidence and there is no danger of your present employer (or other companies you specify) being made aware of your application.

TJB ELECTROTECHNICAL PERSONNEL SERVICES,
12 Mount Ephraim,
Tonbridge, Kent, TN9 1BD.
Tel: 0892 93938

Please send me a TJB Appointments Registration form:

[ ] Name: ____________________________
[ ] Address: ___________________________

TJB

Audio Visual Aids Technicians

Two experienced technicians are required by the Coventry Education Service.

One to maintain and repair language laboratories in schools. Knowledge of other visual equipment would be an advantage.

Salary £4,700-£4,923 per annum depending on qualifications and experience.

The second technician will maintain and repair systems of audio and video equipment in the TV, Radio, and Projection units in schools.

Salary £5,034-£5,475 per annum inclusive according to qualifications and experience.

A D say in writing giving details of age, qualifications, present position, experience, and name and address of present employer should be sent to The Superintendent, Education Service Centre, Prince Charles Road, Coventry.

The Daily Press, Tettenhall, Wolverhampton.

Salary. We offer a range of salaries. We will negotiate on a salary in accordance with the qualifications and experience of the applicant.

Please ring Ms Trimagin in the Personnel Department on Wokingham 6731.4433 for an appointment for a full interview. You will have the opportunity to make a special contribution as a member of a small and dedicated team. You will have the scope to use your initiative and entrepreneurial skills.
Degree Level Electronics Engineers

£9115
Manchester-based

to work on special projects at our studies.

The work will involve installation and troubleshooting on advanced video and sound equipment and the provision of specialist maintenance advice and assistance to our operational engineering staff. Some travel to manufacturers in the UK and possibly overseas will be involved.

The right people, men or women, will be under 28; graduate or HND, with a thorough knowledge of sophisticated digital and analogue technology, ideally in broadcast or CCTV applications.

Conditions of employment include 20 days holiday with generous pension, and free life assurance benefits. Assistance with re-location is available. Write to me with full details of your qualifications and experience by Wednesday April 23rd.

Bob Connell (Ref. G7), Granada Television Ltd., Manchester M60 9EA.
GRANADA TELEVISION

DOLBY SYSTEM

Technician

Dolby Laboratories manufacture professional audio noise reduction equipment which is widely used by major recording studios.

Working closely with our application engineers the person appointed will maintain studio and theatre replay equipment in our listening room as well as assisting in the construction of specialised equipment.

The successful applicant will be familiar with audio equipment and will be able to construct prototypes from circuit diagrams with the minimum of supervision. Aged between 18 and 30 years or so, he will probably have experience in the service or manufacture of audio equipment.

Salary is negotiable dependent on experience.

Write or telephone:
John Iles or Elmar Stetter
DOLBY LABORATORIES INC.

346 Clapham Road
London SW9 8AP
Telephone: 01-720 1111

How to cut through the old boy network

You can’t possibly cover all the job advertisements by those you ask us not to.

And what about all those jobs that are never advertised because they don’t want people to know about them first? – YOU MISS OUT.

Break into that circle by enrolling with Lansdowne. We’ll thump your career details onto the desks of senior managers at thousands of companies – except those you ask us not to.

They’ll consider you for the immediate jobs and they’ll keep your file for the future. When they want you they’ll ring you – not us – and you’re immediately shortlisted for a job you might never have heard about.

Just fill in the coupon and send for our Career Summary Form and explanatory leaflet. And do it at once because it’s the only one that’s worth thousands of applications.

Stuart Tate, Lansdowne Appointments Register, Design House, The Mail, London W8 5LS.
Tel: 01-579 2282 (24 hour answering service).

Our clients would like to meet men and women aged 20-40, earning between £0,000-£3,000 in any of the following areas:

TEST ENGINEERING CALIBRATION ENGINEERING ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING ELECTRONICS SALES SERVICE ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERING

Mr./Mrs./Miss.
Address

Stuart Tate, Lansdowne Appointments Register, Design House, The Mail, London W8 5LS.
Tel: 01-579 2282 (24 hour answering service).

TEST ENGINEERS NEEDED

By Electronic/technological leaders in the fields of lighting control and audio visual systems. Will involve dealing analogue, digital and microprocessor circuits. Applicants should be qualified to ONC or HNC level and have experience in analogue and testing digital techniques.

Salary will be around £5000, please contact:
Mr. A. Kidd
Electrosonics Ltd.
81-85 Woolwich Road
London SE1
Tel: 01-855 1101 ext. 37

www.americanradiohistory.com
Degree Level Electronics Engineers

£9115
Manchester-based

to work on special projects at our studies.

The work will involve installation and troubleshooting on advanced video and sound equipment and the provision of specialist maintenance advice and assistance to our operational engineering staff. Some travel to manuregists in the UK and possibly overseas will be necessary.

The right people, men or women, will be under 30, graduate at HND, with a thorough knowledge of sophisticated digital and analogue technology, ideally in broadcast or CTV applications.

Applications or equivalent. Consideration will be given to providing generous paid vacation and travel at the applicant's request. Assistance with relocation is available.

Write to me with full details of your qualifications and experience by Wednesday April 23rd.

Bob Connell (Ref. G7), Granada Television Ltd., Manchester M60 9EA.

GRANADA TELEVISION

TRAiNING iN BROADCASTING OPERATIONS

The BBC requires technical staff to instruct at its Training Centre near Evesham, Worcestershire.

Qualifications or equivalent. Consideration will be given to providing generous paid vacation and travel at the applicant's request. Assistance with relocation is available.

Write to me with full details of your qualifications and experience by Wednesday April 23rd.

Bob Connell (Ref. G7), Granada Television Ltd., Manchester M60 9EA.

GRANADA TELEVISION

Radio Communications

Electronics Engineers and Software Designers

Salaries up to £8,000

To join our expanding R&D Laboratories covering a wide range of R.F. spectrum, from L.F. to M.F. Equipment will include design and recovery for marine and land-based radio, radars and radio monitoring remote computer-controlled systems.

Electronic Engineers should have a background in transmitter or receiver design, analogue or digital circuit design, microprocessor applications. Software Designers should be reasonably familiar with assembly programming, in control, signal processing or navigational software.

Attractive salaries are complemented by excellent prospects and generous benefits.

Contact: David Bird, Radifon Telecommunications Limited, Bromwell Road, Woodwards, London, S.W.18. Phone: 01-874 7281 (reverse charges).

LEEDS BRADFORD AIRPORT

AIR TRAFFIC ENGINEER

Vacancy exists for a Nay Traffic Engineer to undertake the following duties:

1) To ensure that the highest standards of service are maintained.
2) To ensure that all air traffic is processed in an efficient and safe manner.
3) To ensure that all air traffic is processed in an efficient and safe manner.
4) To ensure that all air traffic is processed in an efficient and safe manner.
5) To ensure that all air traffic is processed in an efficient and safe manner.
6) To ensure that all air traffic is processed in an efficient and safe manner.
7) To ensure that all air traffic is processed in an efficient and safe manner.
8) To ensure that all air traffic is processed in an efficient and safe manner.
9) To ensure that all air traffic is processed in an efficient and safe manner.
10) To ensure that all air traffic is processed in an efficient and safe manner.

The successful applicant will be required to hold a valid Air Traffic Control Certificate and have experience in the operation of air traffic control systems.

Salary is negotiable dependent on experience.

Write or telephone: John Iles or Elmar Stottner

DOBY LABORATORIES INC.

346 Clapham Road
London SW9 9AP
Telephone: 01-720 1111

Technological and Operational Training

Thomas Television will be running its Technical Training Scheme beginning September 1980. The course will be of 9 months duration and will be available in the following areas:

1) Technicians covering VHF, Telecine and VSS Control Operation applicable to the above.
2) Engineering, covering planning, design and installation.
3) Television Sound Operations.
4) Television Sound Operations.
5) Television Sound Operations.

The course will consist of 9 months broad based training and 4 months specialist training and will take place at the Training Centre, Teddington, with additional experience gained on attachment at each of the Company's studios.

Salary during training will be £3.50 per annum.

Successful Trainees will be absorbed into operational departments at one of the Company's sites and go in to a salary structure applicable to the post.

Traineeship should preferably be 20-30 years of age and have academic qualifications, specialist training or experience relevant to their chosen area.

For an application form and full details please write (indicating area of preference) to:-

Miss Pat Evans, Staff Relations Dept., Thomas Television Ltd., Teddington Lock, Middx. Tel: 01-977 3032, ext. 325.

TEST ENGINEERS NEEDED

By Electronic leads in the fields of fighting and audio visual systems. Work involves dealing with analogue and digital microphone circuits. Applicants should be qualified to professional level and have experience in analogue and digital techniques.

Salary will be around £15.00, prior to contact:

Mr. A. Kidd
Electronic Ltd.
81-95 Woburn Road
London SE1
Tel: 01-355 1101 ext. 37
**Radio Engineers**

If your trade or training involves radio operating, you may be considered for a Radio Engineer post with the Composite Signals Organisation. A number of vacancies will be available in 1980/81 for suitably qualified candidates, to be appointed as Trainee Radio Officers. Candidates must have had at least 2 years' radio operating experience or hold a PAM, MPT or MRIC certificate, or expect to obtain this shortly. Registered disabled people may be considered.

On successful completion of 4 weeks' specialist training, appointees move to the Radio Officers Grade.

**Salary Scales:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trainee Radio Officer</th>
<th>Radio Officer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age 19 £3271</td>
<td>Age 19 £4493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 20 £3382</td>
<td>Age 20 £4555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 21 £3485</td>
<td>Age 21 £4844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 22 £3611</td>
<td>Age 22 £4989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 23 £3685</td>
<td>Age 23 £5249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 24 £3767</td>
<td>Age 24 £5559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 25+ £3856</td>
<td>Age 25+ £5899</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

then by 5 annual increments to £7592 inclusive of shift working and Sunday elements.

For further details telephone Cheltenham 21491 Ext. 2269, or write to the address below.

**Recruitment Office**

Government Communications Headquarters

Oakley, Priory Road, Cheltenham GL52 5AJ

---

**Video Recording Equipment Service Engineer**

With the outstanding success in marketing a new range of airborne and high speed video tape equipment we need to appoint a top rate video service engineer. Full product training will be given in either America or Japan to a suitably qualified or experienced person.

The successful applicant will probably be aged between 25 and 35. A Company car will be provided, after a probationary period; extensive travel within the UK will be necessary.

We pay top rates and the salary will be commensurate with experience and ability. We offer 4 weeks' annual holiday, free life assurance, sick scheme and free catering facilities. For further details and application form please apply to:

**JHPI**

Mr. D. Abbott

Engineering Product Manager

Rediffusion Consumer Electronics Ltd

Fulper Way South

Cheshunt, Herts, EN8 1NJ

Telephone: 01-397 5411

---

**Electronic Engineers**

To work in their Projects Dept. The work will include the selection, purchase, installation and commissioning of the electronic equipment used in television studios and D.B. vehicles. Applicants should be H.N.C. standard but engineers with suitable Broadcast Television experience will be considered. Salary will be in the range of £2571 to £7487 rising to £8325 p.a. increasing July 1, 1980 to £8716 to £9495 rising to £9645 p.a. Applications to be made to:

**Personnel Department**

LONDON WEEKEND TELEVISION

Kent House, Upper Ground, London, SE1 9LT

---

**Land a good job!**

If you're thinking of a shore-based job, here's where you'll find interesting work, job security, good money, and the opportunity to enjoy all the comforts of home which you appreciate them most at home!

The Post Office Maritime Service has vacancies at Portishead Radio and some of the other coast stations for qualified Radio Officers to undertake a wide variety of duties, from Morse and teletypewriter operating to traffic circulation and radio telephone operating.

To apply, you must have a United Kingdom Maritime Radio Communication Operator's General Certificate or First Class Certificate of proficiency in Radio Telegraphy or an equivalent certificate issued by a Commonwealth Administration or the Irish Republic. Preferably you should have some sea-going experience.

The starting pay at 25 or over will be about £335, offer a years' service this figure rises to around £7067. If you are between 19 and 24 your pay on entry will vary between approximately £2291 and £4397. Overtime is additional, and there is a good pension scheme, sick-pay benefits, a 4 weeks' holiday a year, and excellent prospects of promotion to senior management.

For further information, please telephone Kathleen Watson on 01-432 4869 or write to her at the following address:

E Maritime Radio Services Division (OBN 109/26), GL52 1SAJ

---

**COLOUR TELEVISION**

If you have experience in television or test equipment engineering, there could be an interesting and rewarding future for you at Rediffusion Consumer Electronics Ltd. We are currently manufacturing an advanced range of colour television receivers at our factories in County Durham and Cleveland and wish to make the following appointments.

**GROUP LEADER — Test Equipment**

Effective testing of television receivers plays an important role in ensuring that our very high quality standards are maintained, and we now wish to appoint an experienced engineer of proven ability, to control a team of engineers and technicians responsible for all aspects of production test equipment.

Responsibilities will include the calibration and maintenance of a sophisticated range of test and signal generation equipment, employing both digital and analogue techniques. Although some test gear is designed and constructed locally, close liaison will be required with the design team, based at Chessington, Surrey, both to keep abreast of new developments and influence the new design of equipment in the light of production experience.

**SENIOR ENGINEER — Production Support**

A senior engineer with a sound understanding of television systems and receiver circuits is required to assist production departments with technical problems arising during television manufacture. Responsibilities will include investigation of design problems, component fault assessment and the elaboration of quality assurance procedures to check that the finished product conforms to design specifications.

Both positions are based at our factory in Bishop Auckland, County Durham, which is within easy reach of all parts of the country and has excellent road, rail and air connections. A wide range of good housing is available and assistance with relocation expenses will be available where appropriate.

Attractive salaries will be offered, together with the benefits of a good pension scheme, free life assurance and 4 weeks' holiday with a choice of leave period.

If you are interested in these challenging positions and would like more details, please write to or telephone: Mr. D. Abbott, Engineering Product Manager, Rediffusion Consumer Electronics Ltd, Fulper Way South, Cheshunt, Herts, EN8 1NJ, Telephone: 01-397 5411.
**“Whoever heard of a Resident Field Engineer?”**

--- Major Installation

If you're an experienced Field Engineer and you're tired of travelling, this is an ideal opportunity to enjoy the best of both worlds.

To ensure our Burroughs equipment is professionally maintained we are now looking for a resident FIELD ENGINEER.

You will be part of a team responsible for the maintenance of 3 large scale (B9800), 3 medium size (B1800), 24 small scale (B90) computer systems and peripherals and over 150 terminals which are linked to these various systems.

For this challenging position, we prefer that you are qualified to HNC or equivalent level. Engineers experienced in the maintenance of any major computer systems will be considered.

We will provide all necessary training on our mainframes and peripherals as part of the successful applicant's personal development.

You will be offered an attractive salary and excellent conditions of employment.

If you're looking for more stability and excellent career prospects contact:

Recruitment Manager, Ref. WW,

Burroughs, Cumbernauld G68 0BN.

Telephone 023-67-35457.

An Equal Opportunity Employer.

---

**RADIO OFFICERS**

If your trade or training involves radio operating, you qualify to be considered as Trainee Radio Officers with the Composite Signals Organisation.

A number of vacancies will be available in 1980/81 for suitably qualified candidates to be appointed as Trainee Radio Officers. Candidates must have had at least 2 years' radio operating experience or hold a PAM, MPT or MRIC certificate, or expect to obtain this shortly. Registered disabled people may be considered.

On successful completion of 40 weeks' specialist training, appointees move to the Radio Office Grade.

Salaries:

- **Trainee Radio Officer**
  - Age 19 £3271
  - Age 20 £3832
  - Age 21 £3885
  - Age 22 £3611
  - Age 23 £3865
  - Age 24 £3767
  - Age 25 £3856

then by 5 annual increments to £7892 inclusive of shift working and Saturday, Sunday elements.

For further details telephone Cheltenham 21491 Ext. 2269, or write to the address below.

---

**COLOUR TELEVISION**

If you have experience in television or test equipment engineering, there could be an interesting and rewarding future for you at Rediffusion Consumer Electronics Ltd. We are currently manufacturing an advanced range of colour television receivers at our factories in County Durham and Cleveland and wish to make the following appointments.

**GROUP LEADER — Test Equipment**

Effective testing of television receivers plays an important role in ensuring that our very high quality standards are maintained, and we now wish to appoint an experienced engineer of proven ability, to control a team of engineers and technicians responsible for all aspects of production test equipment.

Responsibilities will include the calibration and maintenance of a sophisticated range of test and signal origination equipment, employing both digital and analogue techniques. Although some test gear is designed and constructed locally, close liaison will be required with the design team, based at Chessington. Sufforto keep abreast of new developments and influence the new design of equipment in the light of production experience.

---

**SENIOR ENGINEER — Production Support**

A senior engineer with a sound understanding of television systems and receiver circuits is required to assist production departments with technical problems arising during the manufacture of the equipment.

Responsibilities will include investigation of design problems, component fault assessment and the investigation of quality assurance procedures to check that the product conforms to design specifications.

Both positions are based at our factory in Bishop Auckland, County Durham, which is within easy reach of all parts of the country and has excellent road, rail and air connections. A wide range of good housing is available and assistance with relocation expenses will be available where appropriate.

Attractive salaries will be offered, together with the benefits of a good pension scheme, free life insurance and 4 weeks' holiday with a choice of leave period. If you are interested in these challenging positions and would like more details, please write to or telephone Mr. D. Abbott, Engineering Production Manager.

---

**LAND A GOOD JOB**

If you're thinking of a shore-based job, here's where you'll find interesting work, job security, good money, and the opportunity to enjoy all the comforts of home where you appreciate them most — at home!

The Post Office Marjima Service has vacancies at Portsmouth Radio and some of their other coast stations for qualified Radio Officers to undertake a wide variety of duties, from Morse and teletypewriter operating to traffic circulation and radio telephone operating.

To apply, you must have a United Kingdom Maritime Radio, Communication Operator's General Certificate or First Class Certificate of Proficiency in Radio Telegraphy or an equivalent certificate issued by a Commonwealth Administration or the Irish Republic. Preferably you should have some sea-going experience.

The starting pay at 25 or over will be about £3290, offer a 3 years' service this figure rises to around £2187. If you are between 19 and 24 your pay on entry will vary between approximately £4229 and £4397. Overtime is additional, and there is a good pension scheme, sick-pay benefits, at least 4 weeks' holiday a year, and excellent prospects of promotion to senior management.

For further information, please telephone Kathleen Watson on 01-432 4899 or write to her at the following address: E Maritame Radio Services Division (OBE), 511.2. Room 6.43, Union House, St. Martin's-le-Grand, London EC1A 1AR.

---

**POLICE OFFICERS**

If you are interested in a police career in one of the newly created Greater London police forces, you will have to apply to one of the forces shown opposite. You will then be called in for interview, and, if successful, will be offered an appointment to serve in the Metropolitan Police Force.

---

**ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS**

To work in their Projects Dept. The work will include the selection, purchase, installation and commissioning of the electronic equipment used in television studios and O.B. vehicles. Applicants should be H.N.C. standard but engineers with suitable Broadcast Television experience will be considered. Salary will be in the range of £2591 to £7487 rising to £8355 p.a. increasing July 1, 1980 to £8716 to £9495 rising to £9496 p.a. Applicants to be made to:

**Personnel Department**

**LONDON WEEKEND TELEVISION**

Kent House, Upper Ground, London, SE1 9LT.

---

**REDIFFUSION**

If you are interested in television, then you've come to the right place! We have the most sophisticated range of test and signal origination equipment, and a good range of digital and analogue techniques. We have a wide range of television receivers at our factories in County Durham and Cleveland and wish to make the following appointments.

**GROUP LEADER — Test Equipment**

Effective testing of television receivers plays an important role in ensuring that our very high quality standards are maintained, and we now wish to appoint an experienced engineer of proven ability, to control a team of engineers and technicians responsible for all aspects of production test equipment.

Responsibilities will include the calibration and maintenance of a sophisticated range of test and signal origination equipment, employing both digital and analogue techniques. Although some test gear is designed and constructed locally, close liaison will be required with the design team, based at Chessington. Sufforto keep abreast of new developments and influence the new design of equipment in the light of production experience.

---

**ANN JAMES**

**PROFESSIONAL OFFICE**

**JOHN HEDLAND (P.) LTD**

**NEWHOUSE LABORATORIES**

**NEWHOUSE ROAD, RUSHINGTON**

**HERALD HAMPSTEAD**

**Herts. HP3 0LL**

---

**WIRLESS WORLD, MAY 1980**

---

**JVPHI**

---

**WIRELESS WORLD**

---

**LONDON WEEKEND TELEVISION**

---

**REDIFFUSION**

---

**WIRELESS WORLD, MAY 1980**
Support Engineer

SWINDON

We are looking for a Support Engineer to become involved in professional technical support to a sophisticated production test area in the semiconductor industry. The position would be mainly involved in servicing and repair of computer based test systems and instrumentation.

You should hold HNC/City & Guilds Tech. Certificate or equivalent in electronics. Experience of SPC, and audio tape and similar equipment would be desirable but training will be given where necessary.

The normal range of fringe benefits expected from a large company plus a competitive salary and a good working atmosphere are part of what we have to offer. In addition you would be working in the industry of the future. The exciting world of microelectronics. Write or phone for an application form to Shirley Care, Recruiting Officer, Philips Semiconductors Limited, Cheney Manor, Swindon, Wilts SN2 0QW. Tel: Swindon 3251.

PLESSEY

Product Evaluation Engineer

Dixons are Britain's leading and most successful photographic and home entertainment specialists. We are now looking for a product evaluation engineer for audio, video and similar electronic products.

This interesting vacancy, based at Edgware, has arisen from an internal promotion. You would be responsible for accurately assessing the specifications of consumer electronic products that the company market. You would be responsible for giving brief details at Dixons Photographic Ltd., Princess Victoria Street, London, W.1.

The person we are looking for will have the technical skill and ability to devise and implement appropriate test systems. He or she will also need to be self-motivated and able to work unsupervised.

Preference will be given to applicants who possess a City & Guilds (Full Technical Certificate), ONC or HNC qualification or equivalent. Test and calibration experience, preferably in audio and TV, will be a great advantage.

Some knowledge of current safety specifications for consumer electronic products would also be useful.

The successful applicant can expect an attractive salary which reflects the importance and responsibilities of the job. Other benefits include a subsidised restaurant, four weeks' holiday, mountain walking and insurance schemes and generous staff discount.

If you are interested in this opportunity to broaden your career with a dynamic and rapidly expanding company, contact Janet Gearing on 01-437 4371, or write to her giving brief details at Dixons Photographic (UK) Ltd., Camera House, Cartwright Road, Stevenage, Herts.

Dixons

A GREAT COMPANY TO WORK WITH

Electronics R&D

These opportunities are in the Scientific and Technical Branch which provides the scientific, engineering and other professional services essential to the provision of medical apparatus, instrumentation and supplies to hospitals.

The successful candidates will join a London-based team working on the specification, laboratory testing, inspection and quality control of a wide range of medical electrical and electronic equipment used in the National Health Service. Some UK travel required.

Candidates must have a degree or an equivalent qualification in electronics or electrical engineering, at least 3 years training in electrical engineering, and subsequent experience in the design, testing and/or inspection of electronic equipment.

Experience of medical electrical equipment advantageous.

Salary under review starting between £8955 and £10680 depending on qualifications and experience. Promotion prospects. Non-contributory pension scheme.

For further details and an application form (to be returned by 25th June 1980) write to Civil Service Commission, Alencon House, 52-54 Finsbury Circus, London, EC2M 4EZ. Tel: (01) 632 1091.

Medical Equipment for Hospitals

A vital role for Electrical/Electronic Engineers

The Electronics R&D Department has an immediate need for the following professional engineers with considerable experience of the design and development of microwave and telecommunication systems, and a specialisation in passive electronic components and supply into the control systems of medical equipment.

C1VIL SERVICE COMMISSION

Senior Technical Officer

You are invited to apply for a Senior Technical Officer post in the Department of Health and Social Security, London, with responsibility for systems covering fire alarms, call systems etc. This involves work within a London-based team working on the design, testing and installation of fire protection equipment in hospitals.

You will report to the Head of Department and in general will be responsible for commissioning, maintenance and monitoring of telecommunications and electronic equipment in the hospitals and the efficient management of staff. The role involves a considerable amount of travel and will be available for the Service outside office hours.

The person appointed will have at least an ONC or ONC, but an HNC in electronics or telecommunication systems engineering, and good experience in prototype construction and design and testing. He will also be required to provide technical advice on a large number of technical matters relating to fire alarm and call systems and have knowledge of Project management techniques.

Salary will be equivalent to Ph.D. Free on the London living grade.

APPLICATIONS

Send your application and Curriculum Vitae to: Recruitment Officer (Dept. WW1), H.M. Government Communications Centre, Hanstole Park, Milton Keynes MK9 7BH.
Support Engineer

SWINDON

We are looking for a Support Engineer to become involved in professional technical support to a sophisticated production test area in the semiconductor industry. Production equipment contains mainly of computer-based test systems and instrumentation.

You should hold HNC/City & Guilds Tech. Certificate or equivalent in electronics. Experience and technical knowledge would be desirable but training will be given where necessary.

The normal range of fringe benefits expected from a large company plus a competitive salary and a good working atmosphere are part of what we have to offer. In addition you would be working in the industry of the future: The exciting world of microelectronics. Write or phone for an application form to Shirley Care, Recruiting Officer, Plessey Semiconductors Limited, Cheney Manor, Swindon. Wisn SN2 2GW. Tel: Swindon 3251.

PLESSEY

Product Evaluation Engineer

Disons are Britain's leading and most successful photographic and home entertainment specialists. We are now looking for a product evaluation engineer for audio, video and still products. This interesting vacancy, based at Edgware, has arisen from an internal promotion. You would be responsible for accurately assessing the specifications and performance of new and sometimes untried products. This information is vital to the success of our marketing department and you will often be working under pressure to meet tight deadlines.

If you are looking for a role that will allow you to apply your technical skill and ability to devise and implement appropriate test systems. He or she will also need to be self-motivated and able to work unsupervised. Preference will be given to applicants who possess a City & Guilds (Full Technical Certificate), OCN, or HNC qualification or equivalent. Test and calibration experience, preferably in radio and TV, will be a great advantage.

Some knowledge of current safety specifications for consumer electronic products would also be useful. The successful applicant can expect an attractive salary which reflects the importance and responsibilities of the job. Other benefits include a subsidised restaurant, four weeks paid holiday, free travel insurance and an insurance scheme and generous staff discount.

If you are interested in this opportunity to broaden your career with a dynamic and rapidly expanding company, contact Janet Gearing on Stevenage 4371, or write to her giving brief details at Disons Photographic (UK) Ltd., Camera House, Cartwright Road, Stevenage, Herts.

Dixons

A GREAT COMPANY TO BE WITH

RESEARCH ENGINEER

Oxley Developments Company are Manufacturers and Consultants in the field of passive electronic components and supply into the semiconductor industry, instrumentation and communications industries throughout the world.

We are currently seeking a Research Engineer with a natural enthusiasm, backed up by extensive experience of radio and electronic design and development. One of the prime requirements for the position is an equivalent to a higher education qualification and an ability to produce quality work of a high standard.

Salary: £19,000 per annum plus such fringe benefits as are available.

In the first instance, please request an application from: The Personnel Director, Oxley Developments Company Limited, Pitney Park, Diddlestowe, Corsham LA12 9QG Telephone: (0225) 546271

OXLEY

CORPORATION OF LONDON

Department of Architecture and Planning

SENIOR ELECTRONIC ENGINEER

£6878 to £8165 inclusive (under review)

We can offer you a vast selection of Field Service or internal vacancies across the U.K. Find out more by either phoning CRAYFORD (0322) 51923, Ext. 4, or send the slip below to:

CLIFFORD EDWARDS LTD., 5 Crayford High Street, Crayford, Kent

Electronic Engineers: PERMANENT or CONTRACT TRAINEES to MANAGEMENT

We are currently looking for a senior electronic engineer to join our Engineering Department. You must be capable of working on the latest television and video equipment, and have a good knowledge of electronic circuitry and testing. The position offers a competitive salary and good future prospects.

Applications are invited from suitably qualified and experienced Engineers with a wide experience in Electronics. This is a new post and the person appointed will be responsible for, amongst other things, advice, installation, operation and maintenance of television and video equipment. You will be expected to have a good knowledge of electronic circuitry and testing. The post offers a competitive salary and good future prospects.

Joh Outline and application forms from City Architect and Planning Engineer, Guildhall, London E12 P2L, 01 446 9350, extension 7281.

Electronic R&D

Falconbridge, Milton Keynes, Bucks, MK19 8BJ

Take your pick

HF.VHF.UHF

Microwave Optics & Acoustics

A challenging and full career in Government Service.

Minimum qualification — HNC. Starting salary up to £6,737.

Please apply for an application form to the Recruitment Officer (Dept.ww1), H.M. Government Communications Centre, Hanslope Park, Milton Keynes MK19 7BH.
Radio Technicians
Work in Communications R&D
and add to your skills

At the Government Communications Headquarters we carry out research and development of radio, telecommunications and their security, including related computer applications. Practically every type of system is under investigation, including long range radio, satellite, microwave and telephony.

Your job as a Radio Technician will concern you in developing, constructing, commissioning, testing, and maintaining our equipment. In performing these tasks you will become familiar with a wide range of processing equipment in the audio to microwave range, involving electronics, telecommunication, microwaves, and computer systems. Such work will take you to the forefront of technology on a broad front and widen your area of expertise - positive career assets whatever the future brings. In the rapidly expanding field of digital communications, valuable experience in modern logic and software techniques will be gained.

Training is comprehensive: courses in both house and with manufacturers will develop particular aspects of your knowledge and you will be encouraged to take advantage of appropriate day release facilities.

You could travel - we are based in Cheltenham, but we have other centres in the UK. Most of which, to Cheltenham, are situated in environmentally attractive locations. All our centres require resident Radio Technicians and can call for others to make working visits. There will also be some opportunities for short trips abroad, or for longer periods of service overseas.

You should be at least 19 years of age, hold or expect to obtain shortly the City and Guilds Telecommunications Technician Certificate Part I (Intermediate), or its equivalent, and have a sound knowledge of the principles of telecommunications and radio, together with experience of maintenance and the use of test equipment. If you are, or have been in HM Forces your Service trade may allow us to dispense with the need for formal qualifications.

Registered disabled people may be considered.

Pay scales for Radio Technicians start at £1390 per annum, rising to £5630, and promotion will put you on the road to posts carrying substantially more: there are also opportunities for overtime and on-call work, paying good rates.

Get full details from our Recruitment Officer, Robby Robinson, on Cheltenham (023) 21491, Ext 2269, or write to him at GCHO, Oakley, Priors Road, Cheltenham. We will invite suitable applicants (expenses paid) for interview at Cheltenham.

GCHO
Recruitment Office
Government Communications Headquarters.
Oakley, Priors Road, Cheltenham GL52 5AJ

New 1980 Ed. - WORLD RADIO T.V. HANDBOOK
COMPLETE DIRECTORY OF INTERNATIONAL RADIO & T.V.
1980 THE RADIO AMATEUR’S HANDBOOK
BY ARNOLD F. KUEHN & VICTOR H. RYAN
UNDERSTANDING MICROCOMPUTERS
BY L. D. WALKER
HOW TO USE INTEGRATED CIRCUIT LOGIC ELEMENTS
BY J. W. STREATER
HIGH PERFORMANCE LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS
BY P. M. MCKINNON
VIDEOCASSETTE RECORDERS
BY W. T. FEISS & G. M. WATERS
NEW ELECTRONIC, ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT COMPONENTS
BY M. C. TAYLOR
PRINTED CIRCUITS & PCBs
BY R. W. KEESE
INTRODUCTION TO VLSI SYSTEMS
BY C. MEAD

Price: £8.00
Radio Technicians

Work in Communications R&D and add to your skills

At the Government Communications Headquarters we carry out research and development in radio communications and their security, including related computer applications. Technically every type of system is under investigation, including long-range radio, satellite, microwave and telephony.

You could travel - we are based in Cheltenham, but we have other centres in the UK. Most of us, however, work in Cheltenham, are situated in environmentally attractive locations. All our centres require resident Radio Technicians and can call for others to make working visits. There will also be some opportunities for short trips abroad, or for longer periods of service overseas.

You should be at least 19 years of age, hold or expect to obtain shortly the City and Guilds Telecommunications Technician Certificate Part I (Intermediate), or its equivalent, and have a sound knowledge of the principles of telecommunications and radio, together with experience of maintenance and the use of test equipment. If you are, or have been in HM Forces your Service trade may allow us to dispense with the need for formal qualifications.

Registered disabled people may be considered.

Pay scales for Radio Technicians start at £1390 per annum, rising to £1530, and promotion will put you on the road to posts carrying substantially more. There are also possibilities for overtime and on-call work, paying good rates.

Get full details from our Recruitment Officer, Bobby Robinson, on Cheltenham (0242) 21491, Ext 2269, or write to him at GCHQ, Oakley, Priors Road, Cheltenham GL52 5AJ. We will invite suitable applicants (expenses paid) for interview at Cheltenham.

Training is comprehensive: special courses, both in-house and with manufacturers, develop particular aspects of your knowledge and you will be encouraged to take advantage of appropriate day release facilities.

The GCHQ

Government Communications Headquarters.

Oakley, Priors Road, Cheltenham GL52 5AJ.
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SHEET METAL WORK, signwriting, and
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We will by auction, all radio and
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P.O. Box 50
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WANTED, all types of obsolete PCBO

SOLUTRE ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS LTD.
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Send the coupon for your copy and step up to MAPLIN SERVICE NOW

For beginners or professionals, the Maplin catalogue will help you find just about everything you need for your project.

Over 5,000 of the most useful components – from resistors to microprocessors – clearly described and illustrated.

Post this coupon now for your copy of our 1979-80 catalogue price list. Please return this coupon with your order for a FREE copy of our 1979-80 catalogue price list. If you are not completely satisfied with the catalogue you have received, simply return it by post. If you have received the UK edition, you may order the International edition (price UK). Available in the USA and Canada.
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Toolbox Reels
Three solders that cover all your electrical applications.

- 40/60 Tin/Lead: Size 3 £3.91 each
- 60/40 Tin/Lead: Size 10 £3.91 each
- Savbit Alloy: Size 12 £3.91 each

Soldering Flux Paste

- "Ersin" A fast non-corrosive, rosin flux for general and electrical soldering. Use in conjunction with "Ersin" Multicore solders. Size RF10 66p inc. VAT
- "Arax" A use in conjunction with "Arax" Multicore solder for general metal fabrication. Size AR14 66p inc. VAT

Multicore Wick

Multicore Wick for solder removal and desoldering. For desoldering component leads from PCB's or removing solder from virtually any joints. Size AB10 £1.38 inc. VAT

Handy Dispensers (All prices inc. VAT)
- Size 19A All electrical work £1.5p
- Size PC115 For small components £1.15p
- Size SV110 Use with copper bits and wires £1.61p
- Size AR140 Metal repairs £1.38p
- Size AL150 Aluminium £1.38p
- Size SS160 Stainless Steel £2.53p

Emergency Solder

Self fluxing, tin/lead solder tape that melts with a match. For electrical and non-electrical applications. Size RF10 66p inc. VAT

Econopak

A reel of 1.2mm 'Ersin' Multicore solder for general electrical use. Size 13A £4.14 inc. VAT

Solder Cream

Tacky mixture of solder powder and correct percentage of flux for difficult to reach areas. Electrical: Electronic: "Ersin" Flux Size BCR10 £1.38
- Metal joining "Arax" Flux Size ARX14 £1.38
- Stainless Steel & Jewellery "Arax" Flux Size BCA16 £2.22

Wire Stripper and Cutter

Easily adjustable for most sizes of flex and cable. Fitted with extra strong spring for automatic opening. Easy grip handles and handle locking device. Ref 9 £2.48 inc. VAT

Cassette Editing Kit

Make editing simple with the Bib splicer, tape cutter and splicing tape with 6.5mm adaptor. Ref 56 £2.88 inc. VAT

Ref 56 £2.88 inc. VAT

Bib Hi-Fi Accessories Limited, Kelsey House, Wood Lane End, Hemel Hempstead, Herts., HP2 4RO.

Savbit Dispenser

For radio, TV and similar work. Reduces copper erosion. Size 5 90p inc. VAT

Groov-Guard XL-2

Anti-static liquid and record preservative. Following years of research, Bib laboratories have developed Groov-Guard XL-2. Anti-static Record Preservative. When applied to the record, eliminates static charge for the expected life of the record. Another advancement with Groov-Guard XL-2 is that it reduces the frictional wear of the record surface thus giving extended life. Safe pump action dispenser. Non-flammable Ref. 27 £2.48 inc. VAT

In difficulty send direct, plus 40p P & P. Send S & A. for free copy of colour catalogue detailing complete range. Bib Hi-Fi Accessories Limited, Kelsey House, Wood Lane End, Hemel Hempstead, Herts., HP2 4RO.
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Record Valet

Soft bristles on leading edge remove dust and humd velvet pad collects particles. This advanced cleaner is engineered in a fine shiny black finish and is supplied with dust cover and a 22ml bottle of anti-static cleaner. Ref. 47 £2.99 inc. VAT

Groov-Kleen Automatic Record Cleaner

For single-play turntables. Removes harmful dust to protect records and stylus. Finished chrome, bright anodised aluminium and shiny black. Ref. 42 £2.99 inc. VAT

Cassette Fast Hand Tape Winder

The Bib Cassette Fast Winder enables you to wind tape in one cassette whilst you are listening to another cassette. If you have a battery recorder, always use the Fast Winder to save the high battery consumption when fast winding. It winds a C90 cassette in 60 seconds — faster than most recorders. Ref 78 £1.66 inc. VAT

Groov-Kleen Automatic Record Cleaner

For single-play turntables. Removes harmful dust to protect records and stylus. Finished chrome, bright anodised aluminium and shiny black. Ref. 42 £2.99 inc. VAT

Cassette Fast Hand Tape Winder

The Bib Cassette Fast Winder enables you to wind tape in one cassette whilst you are listening to another cassette. If you have a battery recorder, always use the Fast Winder to save the high battery consumption when fast winding. It winds a C90 cassette in 60 seconds — faster than most recorders. Ref 78 £1.66 inc. VAT

Tape Head Maintenance Kit

Everything necessary for cleaning heads, capstan and pinch wheel on all types of recorders. Cleaning and polishing pads, cleaning liquid and brush inspection mirror included. Ref 25 £2.48 inc. VAT
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